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PREFACE 
This work is the promised continuation and enlargement 
of the Chesapeake Bay Bibliography begun over two years ago 
when the Chesapeake Research Consortium, Inc., of which VIMS 
is a part, was in its early inception. This, the second 
volume of our multivolume bibliography, is devoted largely to 
materials focused on the lower half of the Bay, though arti-
cles of bay-wide interest are included. The third volume, 
expected to be completed next year, will include citations on 
the upper Bay. Other volumes may follow later. Once the 
basic series is completed, maintenance revisions are planned. 
Our primary purpose remains to develop a comprehensive research 
and information services program for those interested in 
management of and research on the environments and resources 
of the Bay region. 
iv 
INTRODUCTION 
In recen1: years, the manifold problems of the Chesapeake 
Bay and its tributaries have been thrust on its people with 
terrifying magnitude and scant warning. The planning and 
management of so great a natural resource is an overwhelming 
task, and the successful manager needs all help available. 
It is our hope that, by providing in the Chesapeake 
Bay Bibliography a compilation of the literature concerning 
the Bay, we may ru1ve made easier the task of those who would 
treat its ills. 
The Ches<~ake Bay Bibliography Vir~inia Waters follows 
guidelines established in the first volumeased on the James 
River. Like that model, the current bibliography uses a 
subject index approach and takes advantage of the increasing 
electronic computer capability of the Institute. Computer-
coded descriptors have been used, as explained in the Guide 
to Users. 
Books, periodicals, government, institutional, and 
academic reports, theses, and dissertations have been con-
sulted to compile the citations contained in the bibliography. 
It has been our intention to include listings from all sources 
and of all typ,es, "grey" and otherwise, in order to present 
the "complete' compendium of work relevant to knowledge of 
the Chesapeake Bay. No bibliographic effort of this scope 
can attain one hundred percent coverage; however, it is hoped 
that this bibliography will prove itself in practice and be 
useful to members of the academic and scientific communities, 
as well as to government and private individuals. Constructive 
comments on its comprehension and format will be welcomed. We 
will also appreciate notification of new materials, be they 
theses, dissertations, informal r~ports, formal reports, data 
inventories, or other forms of publication for incorporation 
into later revisions. 
v 
GUIDE TO USERS 
The Ches<~~ake ~~~ibliogra~hy, Vir~inia Waters is a 
subject index o:cli terature concern1.n.g the ower Bay, from 
the Potomac River to the Chesapeake B:ight. Subject terms 
were chosen from the Water Resources Thesaurus, a list of 
terms suggested for such indexes, published by the Office of 
Water Resources Research of the U. S. Department of the 
Interior (1966). Additional descriptors were added where 
geographic or other spE~cialized concerns made them necessary 
(e.g., Piank.atank River, molting, oyster industry). 
Each citation in the bibliography was read in part 
or in whole, and .assigned as many descriptors as necessary 
to describe its contents, to a maximum of ten descriptors. 
Each descriptor was assigned a code number to facilitate 
manipulation of data by an electronic computer. 
Descriptor headings appear alphabetically in the 
bibliography. Although nearly 4,000 descriptors are available, 
only those used appear here. Under each descriptor heading is 
a listing of citations in chronological order. Each citation 
is followed by a list of the applicable descriptors. 
We have added an alphabetical list of the descriptors 
and their cross-references interfiled with other terms that 
are intended to lead the user to tkte proper descriptors. 
In some entries, the user will notice a five digit 
alpha-numeric code which appears immediately before the key-
words listed for the citation. This is the accession number 
of the reference cited, which is available in the Marine En-
vironment and Resources Research and Management System 
(MERRMS) Library at th~~ Virginia Institute of Marine Science. 
Additional references present in the MERRMS Library 
are catalogued in this publication by both descriptor and 
author, and may be located in the same manner as other 
citations. 
vi 
ERRATA SHEET 
Due to computer misprints, numerous descriptors beginning with the letters "S" and 
"T" are incorrect. None of the incorrect descriptors are used as descriptor 
headings; therefore, all of the descriptor headings are correct. 
Example~ 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
REQUEST OF CITY OF RICHMOND TO DUMP RAW SEWAGE INTO JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION - 23 SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, SLUICE GATES 
Should read: 
JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
The following is a list of the incorrect descriptors as they appear in the 
bibliography. They are follm;.red by the correct descrlptors. 
SHALLOW WELLS - TEMPERATURE 
SHAPE - TEMPERATURE OONTROL 
SHEET EROSION - TERRACES (GEOLOGICAL) 
SHELLFISH - TERTIARY PERIOD 
SILVERSIDES - THERMAL WATER 
SLIME - TIDAL EFFECTS 
SLOPE PROTEcriON - TIDAL MARSHES 
SLUDGE - TIDES 
SLUICE GATES - SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SLURRIES - SEWAGE EFFLUENTS 
SMALL GAME - SEWAGE TREATMENT 
SNOW COVER - SHARKS 
SOCIAL ASPECTS - SHELLFISH 
SOCIAL FUNCTION - SHIPS 
SOCIAL VALUES - SHORES 
SODIUM ARSENITE - SHRIMP 
SOIL ASPHALT - SILTING 
SOIL CEMENT - SILVERSIDES 
SOIL DENSITY - SKATES 
SOIL STABILIZATION - SNAILS 
SOIL STERILANTS - SNAKE S 
STERILITY - SOUTH CAROLINA 
STOCKING - SPATL~L DISTRIBUTION 
STOKES LAW - SPAWNING 
STRAIN GAGES - SPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
STREAM FISHERIES - SPOIL BANKS 
STREAM GAGES - SPORES 
STREAM IMPROVEHENT - SPORT FISH 
STREAM STABILIZATION - SPORT FISHING 
STREAMBEDS -· SPOT 
STREAMFLOW !il)RCASTING - SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
STRUCfURAL MODELS - STATE GOVERNMENTS 
STRUCTURAL RELAXATION - STATE JURISDICTION 
STRUCTURAL SHAPES - STATIONS 
STRUCTURAL STABILITY - STATISTICAL METHODS 
STRUCTURE - STATISTICS 
SUBSIDENCE - STICKLEBACKS 
SUBSTATIONS (ELEcrRICAL) - STINGING NETTLES 
SULFATES - STORMS 
SULFUR BACTERIA - STRATIGRAPHY 
SUN - STREAN GAGES 
SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE - STREAMFLOW 
SURFACE TENSION - STRIPED BASS 
SURPLUS WATER - STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
SWANS - STRUGrURE 
TAILWATER - SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 
TANGIBLE COSTS - SUBSURFACE WATERS 
TARIFF - SUCKERS 
TENPORAL DISTRIBUTION - SUMMER 
TENSILE STRESS - SUNFISHES 
THEIS FQUATION - SURFACE RUNOFF 
THER.l1AL CONDUGriVITY - SURFACE WATERS 
THERMAL RADIATION - SURVEYS 
THERMAL SPRINGS - SUSPENDED LOAD 
THERMAL STRATIFICATION - SUSPENSION 
THERMAL STRESS - SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
THIN FILMS - SYMBIOSIS 
THUNDERSTORNS - SYSTEMATICS 
CHESAPE~~f 8AY 818LIOGR4PHY 
CITATIONS LISTED 8Y DESCRIPTORS 
•~••••~************ ADMINISTRATIVE AGiNCIES •••••••••••••••••• 
t 917 SWEf'C fG 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY Or VIRGINIA, PART 2 
BUll VIRGINIA STATE LISRARY 10, 1-1~0~ 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
1948 MARSHALL N 
REPORT ON PAST AND CURRENT FISHERIES RESEARCH ACTIVITIES DIRECTLY 
RELATING TO ~IRGlN[A 
VI~S SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 3 
AOMINlSTRATIVt AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH ~NO 
DEVELOPMENT 
1955 Hloll Wl 
A BiBLluGRA~HV' CF VIRGINIA, PART 5 
BUll VIRGINiA STATE LlB~'RY 25, l-611 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
19~9 SHA~HOLTZ MI 
ANNUAL REPO~T OEPARTMENT OF HEALTh 
VIRGINIA ~EPARTKENT OF HEALTH, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
AOMi~lSTRATIVE AGENCIES, STRUCTURE 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTM~NT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE &AY, MARYLAND A~D VIRGINIA 
iN NATIONAL ESTUARY STUDY, VOLUME 3, FISH ANO WILDLIFE SERVICE, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENtiES, CHESAPE~KE BAY, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
MAN~GEMENT (APPLIED), WATER RESOURCES DEVElOPMENT 
1970 SHANHOLTZ Ml 
ANNUAL REPORT 1970 
VIRGINIA CEPARTMCNT OF HEAlTH, RICHMOND, VlRG!~IA 
AUMINISTRATtVE AGENCIES, STRUCTURE 
1911 I~AKTWEll E 
WHEREWITH VIRGINIA'S WETLANDS 
ATlANTIC NATURALIST 26, 59-61 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSE~VATIO~, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1911 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
2 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MA~YLA~t NUCLEAR 
PO~ERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANALYS%Se VIRGINIA, WATER PCLlUTlC~ 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR, LYNCH MP 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH COASTAL lOME PLA~ING, MANAGEMENT, 
OR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 14 C2MO EDITION) 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGIN!A 
BIGELOW RH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY tE~TERS IN VIRGINIA 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, -.I~GINU 
******************* ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS ······~··········· 
1967 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES STUDY COMMISSION 
MARINE RESOURCES OF YlRGiNJA--THEIR USE, CO~SERYAHON .\NO OEVElOF-'foiENT. 
REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY CF YIRGINJA. 
RICHMOND, VA DEPT PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS. CONScRVAf~~~' fiS~ING, RESEARCH fACIL!TIESs 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPKE~ 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY 
REVIEh OF REPCRTS QN YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT CORPS OF E~GINEERS 
AO~INISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEl IMPROVEMENT, COST-&ENff!T A~ALYStS, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1971 MILLAR AE JR, GIBSON JD, KLAFTER RD 
CLEAN WATER--AfflUENCE, INFLUE~CE, EFFLUENTS 
CLD DOMINION UNIV 
ADMI~ISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, V!RGL~I\, ~ATE~ 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER OUALITV CONTROL 
******************* ADSORPTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SClE~CES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPA~THENT OF LlkNClGGY 
JAMES RlVE~t, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, ·cHEM!CAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC SlUUIES fOk 
THE DOW CHfMICAL COMPANY 
tMIHEU REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EfFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDRClCGIC OATA, JAMeS RIVER, OYSTERSi PROTOZOA 
***********••••••~• AGRICULTURE 
1955 GOTTMANN J 
VlRGl~IA AT MIO-CE~Tv~Y 
HENRY HOLT AND CC"PA~Y, NEW YO~K 
3 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, ~EOG~APHICAl REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIKGlNIA DIVIS!8~ CF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER PASI~ :C~?REhENSlVE ~ATER RESOURCES PlAN. VOL 2-ECONOMIC BASE 
STUDY 
RiCHMOND (ITS PLA~~~~u BULLETIN 214) 
AGRICULTURE, ECO~OH~C PREDICTION, HU~AN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALl~ITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISIC~ OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASI~, COHPREHEN~IVE WATER RESOURCES PlAN 
PLANNING BULL 219 
4GR1CULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
197D VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER SASI~-CO~PREhENSIVE kATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNIN~ BULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECCNOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
CO~OUCTIVITY, YC~K RIVER 
1970 Vl~GINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER SAS!N-C:~PREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 22b 
AGRICULTURE; ECCNO~ICS, fiNlNCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REC~EAiiGN, TRANSPORTATION, YORK RIVER 
*********•********* AIR POLLUTION 
1971 VIRGINIA GOVER~CRS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THE STATE OF VIRG1NIAS ENVIRONMENT 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AIR POLLUTION, ERCSIO~ CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SM~lL 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
******************* ALEwiVES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 89-93 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
19~9 wARINNER JE, MILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIHS CO~TR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1969 WARI~NER JE, HILLER JP, DAVIS J 
OISTRIEUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTO~AC RIVEk 
VIHS CO~TR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAM?LING 
******************* ALGAE •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 ACADE~Y OF NATURAL SCIE~CES, PHILADELPHIA. OEPART~ENT CF LI~NOLO~~ 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHE~ICAL, ANO hYDROGRAPHIC ST~~ifS F~R 
THE DO~ CHE~ICAL COMPANY 
tMI~EO RE?ORT BY iHE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTICN, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1965 ZANEVELC JS, BARNES WD 
REPRODUCTIVE PERIODICITIES OF SOME bENTHIC ALGAE IN LOWER CH~SAPEA~E oAY 
CHES SCI 6, 17-32 
AlGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
******************* ALOSIOS 
1951 HASSMAN~ WH 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPAWNING AREAS OF SHAO ••• IN SOME VIRGINIA STREAMS 
A~ER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 81, 78-93 CVIMS CONTR 39 
ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1952 ~ASSMANN WH 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SHAD, ALOSA SAPIOISSIHA (WILSON) SPA-N!NC !~ SOME 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
tVIMS THESIS) 
AlOSIOS, AMERICAN S~Au, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
~APPAHANNCCK RIVER, STOCKING 
5 
1967-0AVIS J 
ANAOROMOUS FISH PROJECT, BIOLOGY A~D UTILIZATIO~ OF ANADROMOUS Al0SIDS 
UNPUBL PROG ~EPTS, VIMS, 1967--
AlOSIOSt ANAOROMOUS FISH, OISSOLV~D OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1968 ~EAL KL 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BLUiSACK HERRING ALOSA AESTIVALIS (MITCHILL) 
VIMS THESIS 
AlOSIDSt BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOKES LAW 
******************* AMERICAN SHAD 
1927 riiLOE6RANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 93-100 
•••••••••••••••••• 
A~ERICAN SHA~, A~ACROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~ME~CIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISH TAXONOMY 
1952 ~ASSMA~N WH 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SHAD, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA CWILSONJ SPAWNING IN SCM~ 
VIRGINIA RIVFRS 
CVIMS THESIS) 
ALOSIDS, A~ERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOCKING 
1956 MASSMANN WH, BAILEY RS 
S~AO IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
(VIMS CONTR 60) 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA 
1963 ~ASSMANN WH 
SUMME~ FOOD OF JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCl 4, lb7-171 CVIMS CONTR 152) 
AMERICAN SHAD, FOOD HABITS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
******************* AMINO ACIDS •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 FAUNCE JL 
~FFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON THE AMINO ACIDS OF BALANUS IMPROVISUS 
UARWIN 
lVl~S THESIS) 
AMINO ACIOS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
b 
1965 LYNCH MP 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON fREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
(VI~S THESIS) 
AMINO AClOS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YCRK 
RIVER 
1966 LYNCri MP, WOOD L 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRON~ENTAl SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA GMELIN 
COMP BIOCHE~ PHYSIOL 19, 783-7~0 lVl~S CONTR 222) 
AMINO ACIOS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, ¥0~K 
RIVER 
1966 THO~PSO~ MH , FARRAGUT RN 
AMI~O ACIO COMPOSITION OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY SLUE CRAo CALLI~ECTES 
SAPIDUS 
COM?ARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND ?HYSIOLuGY 17, 1065-1078 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, CRASS, VIRGINIA, &IOCHE~ISTRY 
19b9 LANG MA, GAINER H 
ISOSMOTIC INTERCEllULAR REGULATIO~ AS A M(CHANIS~ OF VOLUME CONTROl IN 
C~AB MUSCLE FIBERS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY A~C PHYSIOLOGY 30, 445-45b 
AMINO ACIDS, CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL•INVESTIGATIO~S 
1970 DUPAUL WD, WESB KL 
THE EFFECT OF TEH?ERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE A~l~O 
ACID POOL OF MYA ARENARIA 
COMP BIOCHEH PHYSIOL 32, 785-e01 (VIMS CONTR 331) 
AMINO ACIDS, SIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, SH!LLOW WELLS 
1971 DU~AUL ~D, WEBB KL 
FREE AMINO ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATED GILL TISSUE OF MYA ARE~ARIA 
ARCH INT PhYSIOL BIOCHEM 79, 327-336 (VJMS CONTR 376) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT'CLAM 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIOS, SIOCHEM!STRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
CRASS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
1 
******************* AMMONIA •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 PATTEN BC, LACEY JR 
OlSTRIBUTlON OF AMMONIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
AMMONIA, UATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTIO~, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
******************* AMPHIBIANS 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHibiA AND REPTILES 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER &ASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERILANTS, TURTLES 
******************* AMPHlPODA •••••••••••••••••• 
1963 BOWMAN TE ET AL 
NOTES CN ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN HYPERIID AMPriiPODS AND MEDUSAE IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND NARRAGANSETT BAYS AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 4, 141-146 ICONTR 239, CHES BICL LAB, SOLOMONS, 
MARYLAND) 
A~PHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIO~. SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1964 MCCAIN JC 
CAPRELLIDAE !CRUSTACEA, AMPHIPODA) OF VA. AND A PARTIAL REVISION OF 
MAYER'S VARIETIES OF CAPRELLA ACUTIFRO~S LATREILLE 
VIMS THESIS 
AMPHIPOUA, JAMES RIVER, THUNDERSTORMS 
19b5 MCCAIN JC,SR 
CAPRELLIOAE ICRUSTACEA-AMPHIPODA) OF VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 6, 190-196 (VIMS CONTR 191) 
AMPHIPOUA, VIRGINIA 
1967 FEELEY JB 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIOEA (CRUSTACEA- AMPHIPODA) OF 
THE LOWER CHFSAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IVIMS THESIS) 
AMPHIPOOA, ECOLOGICAl DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
8 
1969 BOUSFIELD El 
NEW RECORDS OF GAMMARUS tCRUSTACEA&AMPHIPODA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI 10, l-17 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAP?AHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK R!VER 
1970 LYNCH MP, HARRISON W 
SEDIMENTATION CAUSED BY A TUBE-BUILDING AMPHIPOO 
J SfDIME~TARY PET~OLOGY MARCH 1970, 434-436 CVIMS CONTR 314) 
AHPHIPOOA, BIODEPOSITION, YORK RIVER, BENTHIC FAUNA 
1971 FEELEY JB, WASS Ml 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA ICRUSTACEAt AMPHIPOJA) OF 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPFRS IN MA~ SCI 2 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, ?A~~~~EY 
RIVER, ~APPAH~~NOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
******************* ANACROMOUS FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHR8EOER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 102-105 
• ••••••••••••••••• 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
OISTRISUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMME~CIAL FISH, 
UISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER.WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 93-100 
AMERICAN SHAO, ANADRO~OUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBuTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BJlL 43, PART lt 81-115 
ANAORGMDUS FISH. CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PA~T 11 43-44 
9 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDE&RAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 247-249 
~NADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1950 MARSHALL N 
MARINE FIShES A~O lhVERTEBRATES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT ANO FUTURE, P. 
139-150 
ANAO~OMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
1~51 MASSMANN WH 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPAWNING AREAS OF SHADe •• IN SOME VIRGINIA STREAMS 
AM(R FISHERIES SOC TRANS 81, 78-93 (VlMS CONTR 39 
ALOSIDS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1956 MASSMA~N WH, BAILFY RS 
SHAO lN VIRGI~IA WATERS 
(Vl~S CONTR 60) 
AMERICAN SHAO, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA 
1967-GRANT GC 
ANADROMOUS FISH PROJECT, ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF STRIPED BASS 
POPUL~TIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE ·sAY 
UNPUSL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1?67--
A~AOROMOUS F1SH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RJV(R 
1967-DAVIS J 
ANADROMOUS fl~H PRQJECT, BIOLOGY ANO UTILIZATION OF ANADROMOUS ALOSIOS 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIHS, 1967--
ALOSIOS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
10 
******************* ANALOG COMPUTERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 RICHARDS CE 
ANALOG COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR AGE-GROWTH STUDIES OF FISHES 
SOUTHEASTE~N ASSOC GAME AND FISH COM~, 21ST CONF PRQC, 273-276 CVIMS CDNTR 
2741 
ANALOG COMPUTERS, COMPUlER PROGRAMS, GROWTH STAGES 
******************* ANIMAL CONTROL 
··········*······· 
1971 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT GF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES AND REGULATIO~S FOR ENFORCE~ENT OF THE VIRGI~IA PESTICIDE LAw 
DlVlSlON OF REGULATORY SERVICES, RIChMO~D, VA. 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, A~ICIDES, BRUSH CO~TROL, CHLORiNATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDESDOT, DIELDRIN, LEG~L ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINI~ 
******************* ANIMAL PARASITES •••••••••••••••••• 
1945 ROGERS MR 
DlSTRifUTION OF THE FUNGUS LAGE~IDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH AND ITS EFFECT ON 
EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
VIMS THESIS 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP ~Ill 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF•WS FIShERY BULLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1957 F(NG SY 
eCOLOGICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM, A 
SPOROZOAN PARASITE OF THE OYSTER ••• lN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TKIBUTARIES 
VIMS THESIS 
CH(~APEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, ANIMAL PARASITES, PROTOZOA 
1958 FENG SY 
OBSERVATIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMINATION OF SPORES OF NEMATOPSIS 
OSTREARUM IN OYSTERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 48, 162-173 (VIMS CONTR 88) 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTlGATIONS, STREAM GAGESt PROTOZOA, 
ANIMAL PARASITES 
ll 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR, ~ACKEN!IE Cl JR 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR CF THE OYSTER DRillS--EU~lEURA CAUOATA ANO UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAUTILUS 75, 7-16 (YIHS CONTR 100) 
GASTROPODS, OYSTER CRILLS, REPRODUCTION, ANIMAL PARASITES 
1966 VAN ENGEL WA ET AL 
LOXOTHYLACUS ?A~OPAEI ••• AN INTROJUCED PARASITE ON A XANTHIO CRAB IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CRUSTACEANA lOC~), 111-112 
ANIMAL PARASITES, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1969 CAMPBELL RA 
AN UNuSUAL INFECTION QF POLYSTOMA NEARCTICUM (PAUL,1938) 
VIRGINIA J SCiE~CE 20, 174-175 (VIMS CONTR 343) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON MICROSCC?E STUCIES OF SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MJNCHJNIA COSTALIS (SPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIDA) 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 897-920 tVIMS CONTR 307) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRON MICRCSCO?Y 
******************* ANIMAL PATHOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL AND PhYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP MILL 
WASTES GN OYSTERS IS THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Sf+WS FISHERY BulLETI~ 51, 43 
ANIMAL PAR~SJTES, ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1962 HOESE HO 
STUDIES CN OYSTER SCAVENGERS ANO THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
DE~MOCYSTlOIU~ MARINUM 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 CVIMS CONTR 1621 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, MARINE FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
196~ ANDREWS JO 
l~FECTION EXPERIMENTS IN NATURE WITH DERMOC~STIDIUM MARINUM IN CHESAPEAKE 
~AY 
CHES SCI ~, 60-67 CVIMS CONTR 1721 
CHESAPEAKE 8AYe MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
12 
1966 BARROW JH ET AL 
FLUORrSCENT-ANTIBOOY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIOIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153(3743), 1531-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
STREA~ GAGES 
1967 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 6. HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
~INCHINIA NELSON!, A PATHOGEN OF OYSTERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE a, 1-13 tVIMS CONTR 225) 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUT!Q~ 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
1967 ALLEN Nt PELCZAR MJ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS 
CHES SCI 8, 135-154 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
1969 KRANTZ GE, ET AL 
VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE lo4(3885), 1286-1287 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, CRABS 
1969 COWLWELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANI~ALS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ISOLATION Of VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FRCM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
ODD-DRUGS FROM THE SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKEN EO 
A~IMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS 
1969 WARLEN SM 
4001TIONAL RECORDS OF PUGHEAOEO ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVOORTJA TYRA~NUS 
CHES SCI 10, 67-68 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
1969 COWLWELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANI~ALS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTlCUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
COD-DRUGS FROM THE SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKEN ED 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CRABS, INVERTEBRATES 
13 
******************* ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 MOuRE RB 
~ORPHGLOGY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS OF UROSALPINX CINEREA 
AND EUPLEURA CAUOATA 
VIMS THESIS 
A~IMAL PHYSinLOGY, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HISTOLOGICAL 1 INVESTIGATION 
S, MORPHOLOGY 
1969 MENGEBIER WL, ~000 l 
THE EFFECTS OF MlNC~I~IA NELSON! INFECTION ON E~ZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGIN!CA. II. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
CO~P BIOCHE~ PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 IVIMS CONTR 2911 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1969 MENGEBIER "L' ~000 L 
THE EFfECTS OF MI~CHINIA NELSO~I INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSuSTREA VIRGINICA. II. SERUM PhOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP 6IOCHEM PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 IVIMS CO~TR 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
*******•*********** ANIMlL POPULATIONS •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 VIRGINIA ~CADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PA~T, PRESE~T A~D FUTURE 
RICHMOND, VA ACAO SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVElOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
i9b4 HARRISC~ W ET AL 
SEDI~E~TS OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
JOURNAL OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 34(4), 727-755 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, SE~THO$, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
************$***•*• ANIMAL WASTES IWILOLIFE) •••••••••••••••••• 
l~b4 DAVIS RV ET AL 
TREATMENT OF OUCK WASTES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE WATER QUALITY IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, U~BANNA, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA STATE ~ATER CONTROL BOARD, RICHMOND 
ANIMAL WASTES (WILOLIFEl, FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WASTE TREATM~NT 
14 
1966 KRAEUTER JN 
DESCRIPTIONS OF FECAL PELLETS OF SOME COMMON INVERTEBRATES IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER AND LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
~NIMAL WASTES (WILDLIFE), CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVER 
1968 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURPENCE AND TRANSPORT OF FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSIO~ IN A TIDAL 
ESTUARY 
SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY 2, 141-151 IVIMS CONTR 264) 
ANIMAL WASTES IWILDLIFEl, BIOCEPOSITIO~, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS 
******************* APPCMATTOX RIVER 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER WATER lM?OUNDME~T 
•••••••••••••••••• 
NE~PORT NE~S, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 24JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPCU~DEO W~TERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS 
******************* AQUATIC ANIMALS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 42-43 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
******************* ACUATIC INSECTS 
1971 SIMMONS GM JR, WINFIELD A 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION wEBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SuBSTRATE 
IN MACRUBENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 52-59 
AQUATIC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAU~A, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPliNG 
******************* AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTR 172, CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGIC4L LABORATORY, SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
I ILLUSTRATED) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, THUNDERSTORMS, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
15 
1968 AMON JP 
STUDIES OF LABYRINTHULA SPP. IN CULTURE 
VIMS THESIS 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEL GRASS, PLANT PARASITES, YORK RIVER, MARINE 
FUNGI 
1969 CONL~ELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF ~ICROORGANIS~S ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
DOD-DRUGS FROM THE SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKEN ED 
ANI~AL PATHOLOGY, dACTERIA, ACUATIC MlCROORGANISMS, CRABS, INVERTEoRATES 
******************* ACUATIC PLANTS 
1964 BAILEY RS, HAVEN OS 
MlLFOIL--A FRILLY WEED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 2513), 14-16 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 2,40, V!RGINIA, HERBICIDES 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, I~CORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUCY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
A~NAPOLIS, MA~YLAND (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. PB 
179-844) 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSIG~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER P~LLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1971 ORTH RJ 
BENTHIC INFAUNA OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, BEDS 
VlMS THESIS 
AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
******************* AQUATIC POPULATIONS 
1969 NICHOLS ~. NORTO~ W 
FORAMINIFERAl POPULATIONS IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMATCL, PALAEOECOL 6, 197-213 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAU~A, FO~AMINIFERA 1 JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
******************* A~UIFER CHARACTERISTICS •••••••••••••••••• 
1939 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOlOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 51-E 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FOR"ATIONSt JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1~37 FOSTER ~D 
CHE~ICAL CHARACTER OF THE GROUND WATERS Of THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 27, 405-412 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHE~ICAL ANALYSl'• 
GROUNDWATER, wATER WELlS 
1941 CEOERSTROH OJ 
G~OUNO-WATER RESOURCES OF THE SOUThEASTERN VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SuRVEY CIRCULAR 1 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, VlRGtNtA 
1~43 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 58 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1945 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 63 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER ~ELLS 
1946 CEUERSTROM OJ 
GENESIS OF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 41, 218-245 
ACUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GEOCHE~ISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1950 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
OCCuRRENCE OF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
AHER CHEM SOC VA SECT BULL 28, 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1962 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUORIDE IN WELL WATERS Of THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8ll), 4-11 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
17 
******************* AQUIFERS •••••••••••••••••• 
[939 CEDERSTROH OJ 
GEOLOGY A~D ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAl PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 51-E 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOlOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
******************* ARSENIC COMPOUNDS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 ViRGI~IA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COM~ERCE 
RULES A\0 REGULATIONS FOR ENFCRCEME~T OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE lAW 
OIVISIO~ OF REGULATORY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANI~Al CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIOESODT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA 
************~****** ARTESIAN WELLS •••••••••••••••••• 
1939 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAl PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 51-E 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JA~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
******************* ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN •••••••••••••••••• 
1891 DARTON NH 
MESGZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOL SOC ~MER BULL 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
1894 DARTON NH 
OUTLINE OF CfNOZOIC HISTORY OF A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SLOPE 
J GEOL 2, 568-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
VlRGI~IA 
1895 WARD LF 
THE POTO~AC FORMATION 
US GEOL SURV l5TH ANN REPT, 313-397 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PlANTS, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
18 
1912 CLARK WB, MILLER BL 
PHYSlOG~APHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE COA~TAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIME~TARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1913 SANFORD S 
UNDERGROU~D WATER RESOURCES OF TnE COASTAL PLAI~ PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 5 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, TANGIBLE COSTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
WELLS 
1928 MANSFIELD WC 
NEW FOSSIL ~OLLUSKS FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE CIVISIO~S OF THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MUSEUM PROC 74, ART!CLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOllUSKS, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1930 WENTWORTH CK 
SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 32 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GR~VELS, SANDS, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1~37 EwiNG M ET AL 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE EMERGED AND SUBMERGED ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN. PT 1-METHOO AND RESULTS 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 48, 753-802 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
TAILWATER 
1939 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 51-E 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1937 MANSFIELD WC 
SOME DEEP WELLS NEAR THE ATLANTIC COAST IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 186-I 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, OEEP-WELLSt JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, 
STERILITY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
19 
1939 BROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
1937 FOSTER ,..0 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF ThE GROUND WATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN . 
WASH ACAD SCIENCES J 27, 405-412 
· AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS 
1940 HECK NH 
EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS OF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
SEISMOLOGICAL SOC AMER BULL 30, 109-113 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQU~KES 
1941 CEOERST~OM OJ 
GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURVEY CIRCULAR 1 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1 ~42 FLINT RF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL 'TERRACES' 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 32, 235-237 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
1943 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 58 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1945 CEOERSTROH OJ 
GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 63 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
20 
1~46 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF GROUND WATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV SULL 68 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1946 CEUEKSTROM OJ 
GENESIS OF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 41, 218-245 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNCWATER, VIRGINIA 
1950 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE Gw 
OCCURRENCE OF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
AMER CHEM SOC VA SECT 8ULL 28 1 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GRCUNDW~TER, 
VIRGINIA 
1953 MALKIN OS 
BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEONTOLOGY 27, 761-799 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEO~TOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1960 CONNELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 2, 49-126 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1962 GIBSON TG 
BENTHCNlC FORAMINIFERA AND PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
PRINCETON DISSERTATION 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1962 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
flUORIDE IN WELL WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8(1), 4-11 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
21 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH OF THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GECLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
JAMES RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1962 RUHLE Jl 
SELECTED TERTIARY FOSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8{3), 2-9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1962 CONNELl JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNlTS--SUPPL 
CATALOG 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 4, 1-78 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1964 OAKS RQ JR 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, OUTER COASTAL PLAIN, 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 5, 
CONTRACT NONR 609(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTuCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1965 RUHLE JL 
GEOLOGIC LITERATURE OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA, 1783-1962 
VA DIV MINERAL RESCURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAI~, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1965 PHARR RF 
DlATOMACE00S SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 11, 25-31 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1965 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGI~IA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 6, 
CONTRACT NONR 609(40J 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ELllABETh RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
22 
1966 BACK W 
HYDROCHEMICAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART Of 
ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAPER 498-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDwATER 
~OVEMENT, HYOROGEOLCGY, HYDROLOGIC OlTA 
******************* ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE bAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 102-105 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ANADRCMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1954 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
POSTLARVAE AND YOUNG OF THE MENHADEN ••• IN BRACKISH AND FRESH WATERS OF 
VIRGINIA 
COPEIA 1954(1), 19-23 tVIMS CONTR 45) 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAKES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE 
1955 OGLESBY RT 
AGE AND LENGTH OF MENHAOEN ••• IN THE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH 
COMMENTS ON THE RATE OF GRO~TH 
VlMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC MENHACEN 
1969 WARLEN SM 
ADDITIO~AL RECORDS OF PUGHEADED ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVOORTIA TYRANNUS 
CHES SCI 10, 67-68 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
1972 MERRINER JV, WILSON WL 
JAW DEFORMITY (CROSS-BITE) OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVOORTIA TYRANNUS, 
FROM VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 13, 62 lVIMS CDNTR 417) 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DEFORMATION, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER 
******************* ATLANTIC OCEAN •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 STAUFFER TB 
DISTRIBUTION OF DISSOLVED FATTY ACIDS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY AND 
ADJACENT CCEAN WATER 
(VIMS THESIS) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
23 
1970 ST~UFFER TB, MACINTYRE WG 
DISSOLVED FATTY ACIDS IN THE JAHES RIVFR ESTUARY, VIRGINIA, AND ADJACENT 
OCEAN WATERS 
·cHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 11, 216-220 lVIHS CONTR 365) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
******************* ATTRACTANTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 CRISP OJ 
CHEMICAL FACTORS INDUCING SETTLEMENT IN CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA lGMELINl 
J ANIMAL ECOL 36, 329-335 tVIMS CONTR 261) 
ATTRACTANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
******************* AVICIDES •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIkGINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES AND REGULATIONS FCR ENFOR~EMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAw 
OlVlSlGN Or REGULATORY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDESOCT, DIELDRIN, LFGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA 
******************* BACK RIVER,VA •••••••••••••••••• 
1940 SNIFFEN EW 
COBBLES FROM THE PLEISTOCENE TERRACES OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCIENCE l, 285-288 
BACK RIVER,VA, PETROLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
******************* BACTERIA •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 ALLEN N, PELCZAR MJ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AHERICANUS 
CHES SCI 8, 135-154 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
lY69 KRANTZ GE, ET AL 
VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 164(3885), 128t-l257 
4NIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, CRABS 
1969 CGWLWELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANIS~S ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
l~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ANO ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTlCUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
000-0RUGS FROM THE SEA PROt 1969 HW YOUNGKEN ED 
ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, CRABS 
24 
1969 COWLWELl RR 
COMPUTER STUDIE~ OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED ~ITH INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
I~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ISOLATION OF VI6RIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
000-0RUGS FROM THE SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKEN EO 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CRABS, INVERTEERATES 
•••••••••••••••**** BARNACLES •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 FAUNCE Jl 
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON THE A~INO ACIDS OF BALANUS IMPROVISUS 
DARWIN 
tVIMS THESIS) 
AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1~66 CALDER OR 
ECOLOGY OF MARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGA~ISMS lN HA~PTON ~OAOS, 
VIRGI~IA 
lVIMS THE51S) 
DARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRAiES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1967 CALDER DR, BREhMER ML 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL LlMNOL 1, 149-164 IVIMS CONTR 251) 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYCROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1969 GORDON CM 
TrlE APPARENT INFLUENCE OF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE 
SPECIES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ICIRRIPEOIA) 
CRUSTACEANA 16, 139-142 
BARNACLES, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
******************* BARRIER ISLANDS 
1~65 HARVILL AM JR 
THE VEGETATION OF PARRAMORE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 226-228 lVIHS CONTR 199) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-HQ), PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
25 
******************* BASS •••••••••••••••••• 
1949 MARSHALL N 
A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF THE STATUS Of OUR KNOWLEDGE Of THE MARINE 
FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 4 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
******************* BATHYMETRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 SWIFT DJP ET AL 
ANATOMY OF A SHORE FACE RIDGE SYSTEM, FALSE CAPE, VIRGINIA 
MARINE GEOL 12, 59-84 
BATHYMETRY, CONTI~E~TAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY 
******************* BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PRG\iRAM INTERIM REP'CR. T I I I 
CHES BAY INST, JCH~S hOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHES~PEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WELLS 
******************* BEACH EROSION •••••••••••••••••• 
195& MCDONALD TJ, STURGEON MA 
SAND BY-PASSI~G AT A VIRGINIA TIDAL INLET 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, PROCEEDINGS, PAPER 97& 
BEACH EROSION, VIRGINIA 
1959 BRETSCH~EIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE P~ECICTIO~S FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, WASHINGTON, O.C., BEACH EROSION 
BOARD, MISC PAPER 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, SLUDGE, WAVES (WATERt 
1968 TRIDENT ENGI~EERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUCY 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLA~~ (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. PB 
179-844) 
AQUATIC PlANTS. BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION. WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
2& 
19&9 HARRISON W 
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR FORESHORE CHANGES OVER A TIDAL CYCLE 
MARINE GE~l 7, 529-551 (VIMS CONTR 30~t 
BEACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, SLIME, VIRGINIA 
******************* BEACHtS **********•******* 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
fXTENSIUN OF FENCES BELOW MEAN LOW WATER, OCEANVIEW, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
MINUTES CF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL, 23 JULY 
BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATIO~ FACILITIES, RIPARIA~ RIGHTS 
1972 FANG CS ET AL 
GROUNDWATER FLOW IN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 8, 121-128 (VIMS CO~TR 425) 
BEACHES, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
******************* BEDS UNDER WATER 
187& 
NORFOLK CITY V COOKE 
68 VA (27 GRATT) 430 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNOER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS 
1894 BAYLOR JB 
SURVEY OF OYSTER GROUND BAYLOR SURVEY 
VA FISHERIES COMMISSION 
BEDS UNOER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1910 MOORE HF 
CONDITION AND EXTENT OF THE OYSTER BEDS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
US BUR FISHERIES DOC 729 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
191& 
CITY OF HAMPTON V WATSON 
89 se 81, 119 vA 95 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE 
1918 
DARLING V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
96 SE 307, 123 VA 14 
27 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1931 EMBREY AT 
WATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMuND, OLD DOMINION PRESS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, VIRGINIA 
1932 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
164 SE 689 
BEDS UNDER ftATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
OBSERVATIONS·ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1951 VIRGINIA ADVISORY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEAFOOD STATUTES AND THE REHABILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
RICHMOND, REPORT OF THE COUNCIL 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1954 MARSHAll N 
CHANGES IN THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF OYSTER BARS IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 173-181 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1957 ANDREWS JO ET AL 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EFFECTS ON OYSTER CUlTURE OF THE DREDGING FOR THE 
HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 12 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHE~APEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY 
25 
1959 WHEATLEY JJ ET AL 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE YORK RIVER OYSTER INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1962 ANDREWS JO 
OYSTER HORT~LITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
BEDS 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 53, 65-84 lVIMS CONTR 155) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY 
1968 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA CO~E, 1950, TITLE 62.1 
BEDS UNOER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAK 
1969 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-108 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
TAX ON OYSTERS TAKEN FROM PUBLIC ROCKS- REPORTS OF OYSTERS TAKEN FROM 
SEED AREA CF JAMES RIVER 
VA CODE,l9SO, 28.1-93 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
1969 
LEASING OF CERTAIN BOTTOMS IN JAMES RIVER PROHIBITED 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-145 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
1969 
DREDGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COOE,l950, 28.1-146 
BEDS UNDER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
29 
1970 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA COOE,l950, 28.1-82 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDlt JAMES RIVER, 
lEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1970 ZACHARY A 
SURVIVAL AND ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRill, UROSALPINX ClNERA (SAY), UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF FLUCTUATING S~LI~lTY 
lVIMS THESIS) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE CF MAR!NE SCIENCE 
HARD CLAM CULTURE METHOD DEVELOPED AT VIMS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 4 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CLAM ~~~USTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EASTERN SHORE 
(VA-MDI 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DESIGNATION OF NATURAL OYSTER ROCK lN ~OMINl AND CURRIOMAN BAY, 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 23 JUNE, 28 JULY 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
******************* BENTHIC FAUNA 
1882 CLARKE SF 
~EW AND INTERESTING HYDROIDS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
HOSTON SOC NAT HIST ME~CIRS 3(41, 135-142 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATIO~, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
1949 FERGUSON EF, JONES ER 
A SURVEY OF THE SHORELINE FAUNA OF THE NORFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIDLANO NATURALIST 41, 436-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER 
1~58 ACAOE~Y OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF LIMNOLOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
THE OOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
(MIMEO REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EfFLUENTS, HEAVY HETALSt 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
30 
1958 MALONEY WE 
STUDY OF THE TYPES, SEASONS OF ATTACHMENT, AND GROWTH OF FOULING 
ORGANISMS IN THE APPROACHES TO ~ORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
USNHO TECH REPT TR-47 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
l9bl DAUGHERTY FM JR 
MARINE BIOLOGICAL FOULING IN THE APPROACHES TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USNHO TECH REPT TR-96 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING 
1962 HOPKINS SH 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES OF CLIONA (BORING SPONGE) ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF 
VIRGINIA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE lVA-HO), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
1963 HOFFMA~ RA 
GONADS, SPERMATIC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
OF HALE TOADFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 21-29 (CONTR 225, NAT RES INST, MD UNIVJ 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BREECING, CHESAPEAKE SAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS ANC THEIR DUCTS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF THE MALE 
TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
1965 WASS HL 
CHECK LIST OF THE MARINE INVERTEBRATES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 24 (THIRD REV) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MQ), GASTROPODS, 
INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
1966 CALDER OR 
ECOLOGY OF MARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
tVIMS THESIS) 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
31 
1966 WARINNER JE, BREHMER H 
THE EFFECTS OF THER~Al EFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR AND WATER POLLUT INT J 10, 277-289 lVIMS CONTR 171) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SILVERSIDES 
1967 CALDER OR, BREhMER HL 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL LIHNGL 1, 149-164 CVIHS CONTR 2511 
BARNACLES, BFNTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1967 WASS HL 
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR ORGANISMS AND 
COMMUNITIES. SECTION II--INDICATORS OF POLLUTION 
POLLUTION AND MAR ECOL, CCNF PROC, 271-283 (VIMS CONTR 220) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1968 CALDER OR 
HYDROZOA OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CVIMS DISSERTATION) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1965 NORTON W 
DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHO~IC FORIMINIFERA IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 
VIMS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINE "ATER INTRUSION 
1969 NICHOLS M, NORTON W 
FORAMINIFERAL POPULATIONS IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMATOL, PALAEOECOL 6, 197-213 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1969 BARANS CA 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH AND BEHAVIOR OF THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
32 
1970 LYNCH MP, HARRISON W 
SEDIMENTATION CAUSED BY A TUBE-BUILDING AHPHIFOD 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY MARCH 1970, 434-436 CVIHS CONTR 314) 
AMPHlPODA, BlODEPOSITION, YORK RIVER, BENTHIC FAUNA 
1970 ELLISON RL, NICHOLS ~M 
ESTUARINE FORAMINIFERA FROM THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIHS CONTR 244 
BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER 
1971 RICHARDSON MD 
BENTHIC MACROINVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES AS INDICATORS OF POLLUTION IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
VlMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, ELIZABETH RIVER, I~DICATORS, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1971 ORTH RJ 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLANKTONIC LARVAE OF POLYOORA LIGNI WEBSTER 
CPOL~CHAETA, SPIONIDAE) IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-124 CVIHS CONTR 378) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES, YORK RIVER 
1971 SIMMONS GM JR, WINFIELD A 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION WEBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATE 
IN MACROBENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 52-59 
AQUATIC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE OF THE FOURSPOT FLOUNDER, HlPPOGLOSSINA OBLONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1971 BOESCH OF 
DISTRIBUTION AND STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN THE HAMPTON ROADS 
AREA, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 15 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, JAMES RlVER, SAMPLING 
33 
******************* BENTHIC FLORA •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 lANEVELD JS, BARNES WD 
REPRODUCTIVE PERIODICITIES OF SOME BENTHIC ALGAE IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 6, 17-32 
ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
******************* BENTHOS •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 RICH LG · 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1964 HARRISON W ET AL 
SEDIMENTS OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
JOURNAL OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 3414), 727-755 
ANIMAL POPULAT)ONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
1969 GORDON CM 
THE APPARENT INFLUENCE OF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE 
SPECIES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY lCIRRIPEOlA) 
CRUSTACEANA 16, 139-142 
BARNACLES, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
******************* BIBLIOGRAPHIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1Sn ~ATSON TL 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL ANO PALEONTOLOGICAL 
LITERATURE OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 2(7) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1917 SWEM EG 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA, PART 2 
BULL VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY 10, 1-1404 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
1942 ROBERTS JK 
ANNOTATED GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
34 
1948 VAN ENGEL WA 
REFERENCES BEARING ON THE HYDROGRAPHY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VIHS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY 
1950 MARR RA,JR, MORGAN JM,JR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY--WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA AND RELATED TOPICS 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ThE VIRGINIA ECONOMY 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
1955 HALL WL 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA, PART 5 
BULL VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY 25, 1-611 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
1962 NICHOLS M!-1 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PhYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 34 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
1965 RUHLE Jl 
GEOLOGIC LITERATURE OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA, 1783-1962 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 9 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1966 MCJUNKIN FE, WALKER wR 
wATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, AN INVENTORY OF P~INTED INFORMATION AND DATA 
VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 1 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
1966 DILLON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS SPP. 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 lVIMS CONTR 204) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
TREMATODES, KILLIFISHES 
1971 CALDER OR ET AL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 59 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
35 
******************* BINCERS 
1939 BROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV UF VA MASTERS THESIS 
••••••o••••••••••• 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
******************* BIOASSAY •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 ACAOE~Y OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF LIMNOLOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
THE GOW CHEMICAL CO~PANY 
(MlMEO REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1964 RUTHERFORD C 
EFFECTS OF COPPER SULFATE ON SPOT, LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, STREAMBEDS, YORK RIVER 
1968 TURGEON KW 
EFFECTS OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF CORNSTARCH A~D DEXTROSE ON THE OYSTER, 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA (GMELIN) 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
1971 DRESSEL OM 
THE EfFECTS OF THER~AL SHOCK A~D CHLORINE ON THE ESTUARINE COPEPOD 
ACARTIA TONSA 
VlMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, C~LORINE, COPEPOOS, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVER IODIDE 
******************* BIOCHEMISTRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 FARRAGUT RN 
PROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB (CALLlNECTES SAPlOUS) 
JOUR~AL OF FOOD SCIENCE 30, 538-5~~ 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
36 
1966 THOMPSON MH , FARRAGUT RN 
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY ANO PHYSIOLOGY 17, 1065-1078 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1966 HUNN JB 
SOME BLOOD CHEMISTRY VALUES FOR FIVE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA FISHES 
CHES SCI 7, 173-175 
BIOCHEMISTRY, FISH, GU~POWOER RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
1970 DUPAUL WU, WEBB KL 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FReE ~MINC 
ACID POOL OF MYA ARENARIA 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 32, 785-801 (VIMS CONTR 331) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, SHALLOw WELLS 
1971 DUPAUL WO, WEBB KL 
FREE AMINO ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATED GILL TISSUE OF MYA ARENARIA 
ARCH INT PHYSIOL BIOCHEM 79, 327-336 tVIMS CONTR 376) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT'CLAM 
1~72 LY~CH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIOUS 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOlNDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, ChLORIDES, 
CRABS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* BlOCEPOSITION 
1966 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
USE OF FLUORESCENT PARTICLES TO TRACE OYSTER BlODEPOSITS IN MARINE 
SEDlME~TS 
VlMS CONTR 19~ 
BIODEPOSITION, FLUORESCENCE, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
1968 HAVEN DSr MORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURRENCE AND TRANSPORT Of FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
ESTUARY 
SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY 2, 141-151 (VIMS CONTR 26~) 
ANIMAL WASTES (WlLDLlFEJ, BlOOEPOSITION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
THERMAl SPRINGS 
31 
1970 LYNCH MP, HARRISON W 
SEDIMENTATION CAUSED BY A TUBE-BUILDING AMPHIPOD 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY MARCH 1970, 434-436 IVIMS CONTR 314) 
AMPHIPOOA, BIODEPOSITION, YORK RIVER, BENTHIC FAUNA 
******************* BIOGRAPHIES 
1942 ROBERTS JK 
ANNOTATED GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES 2 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
******************* BIOINDICATORS •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BlUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VlHS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIUS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINOICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
CRABS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 HARGIS WJ,JR 
CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOLOGY OF THE ESTUARINE PORTION 
OF JAMES RIVER 
(VIMS MSI 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
1 
INTERFACES 
1~70 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
CVIMS MSI 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
******************* BIOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 SETTE OE 
~IOLOGY OF THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL lSCOMBER SCOMBRUS) OF NORTH AMERICA 
USF AND WS FISHERY BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, S~HOOLS CFISH) 
38 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICA~CE OF A~ ESTUARY 0~ THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
MIDDlE ATLANTIC REGION 
SYMPOSIUM ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHIN~ INST. 
DOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH EDS 96-109 
BIOLCGY, CHEMICALS, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, aATER 
QUALITY, WILD RIVERS 
******************* BIOLUMINESCENCE •••••••••••••••••• 
1952 VIRGINIA FISriERIES LABORATORY 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM REPORT 13--BIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
SAY ••• 
CHES BAY INST, JOH~S HOPKINS UNIVERSITY REFERENCE 52-17 
BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
******************* BLUEBACK HERRING 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 85-89 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1968 BEAL Kl 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BLUEBACK HERRING ALOSA AESTIVALIS (HlTCHILLl 
VIMS THESIS 
ALOSIDS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOKES LAW 
1969 WARINNER JE, MILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1969 WARINNER JE, HILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK hERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
******************* BOATING 
1954 GOODWIN OK 
EXPLORING THE •FALLS' OF THE JAMES 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 15(9), 18-20 
BOATING, JAMES RIVER 
•••••••••••••••••• 
39 
1968 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESlP[AKE BAY SHORELINE ANO ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFER(NCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 109-113 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES 
1968 BLANCHARD FS, STONE WT 
A CRUISING GUIDE TO THE CHESAPEAKE 
DODO, MEAO AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, BOATING 
1971 BERGOFFFN B IECl 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CnESAPEAKE BAY 
CONFERENCE REPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNlV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
******************* BOATS 
1941 BREWINGTON HV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BUGEYES 
MARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGl~lA, PUBLICATION 8 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SOCIAL fUNCTION, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1971 DEGAST R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS 4(2),41-47 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
******************* BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS 
1957 HACK JT 
SUBMERGED RIVER SYSTEM OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL 68, 817-830 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
l9b2 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN THE SUBSURFACE OF THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAO SCIENCE GUIDEBOOK FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOlK MEETING-1962 1 37-61 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE fPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
40 
19b~ HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
******~************ BORON ···········*·····~ 
19b8 BOON JO III, MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORON-SALINITY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 (VIMS CONTR 265) 
BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
*************$***** BOTTO~ SEDIMENTS 
1951 POLLAK HJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1968 HARKS JW, VILLA O,JR 
NUTRIENT DATA ON SEDIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB DATA REPORT 11 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
******************* BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY) •••••••••••••••••• 
1957 
BOUNDARY LINES OF CERTAIN LOW GROUNDS ON JAMES RIVER A LAWFUL FENCE 
VA CODE,l950, 8-872 
BOUNDARIES !PROPERTY), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1972 BOON JD III, LYNCH MP 
-TIDAL DATUM PLANES AND TIDAL BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL 
BOUNDARIES--A STUDY WITH RECOHHENOATIO~S FOR VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 22 
BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, SLUDGE 
41 
******************* BRACKISH WATER •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 SCOTT WW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FLORA OF MARINE AND BRACKISH WATERS JN THE 
VICINITY OF GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 36 
BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1966 ElLIOTT HA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 CVIMS CONTR 236) 
BRACKISH WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
CiRCULATION 
******************* BRACKISH-WATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 210-216 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 192-197 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, MULLETS 
1927 HILOEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 164-178 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY,· 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSIDENCE 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43 1 PART 1 1 187-192 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
1927 HILCEBRANC SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE SAY 
42 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-"ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 134-145 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SChROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUK FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 145-147 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 147-151 
BRACKISH-WATfR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 127-129 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE 6AY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 77-78 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 78-80 
43 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 244-247 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 250-253 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-276 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMBEDS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 283-287 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTIO~, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH RULL 43, PART 1, 296-299 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FlSH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ BU~ FI~H BULL 43, PART 1, 300-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FlSH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 312-316 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1~27 HILDESRANO SF, SCH~GEDER WC 
FISHE~ Of CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 329-353 
BRACKlSH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
******************* BREEDING •••••••••••••••••• 
1~63 HOFFMAN RA 
GONADS, SPER~ATIC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
OF MALE TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4 1 21-29 tCONTR 225, NAT RES INST, MD UNlV) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BREECING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
******************* BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 
1955 ~HALEY HH, PRITCHARD OW 
PROJECT TUNNEL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHES SAY INST TUNNEL REPORTS 1-5, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 
1~70 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF FILL FOR HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
~EWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 28APR 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
******************* BRICGES •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 RANK PH ET AL 
DIRECTIONAL WAVE SPECTRA MEASURE~ENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BENEATH THE 
BAi BRIDGE 
STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, HOBOKEN NJ, FINAL REPORT 1204 
BRIDGES, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
lt5 
1970 
STATE REVE~UE BONO ACT (FlNA~CI~G TOLL FACILITIES) 
VA COOE,l950 1 33.1-268 TO 33.1-295 
B~IOGES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
******************* BKUSH CONTROL •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA DEPARTMeNT OF AGRICULTURF AND COMMERCE 
RULES AND REGULATIC~S FOR ENFO~CEMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAW 
DIVISION OF REGulATORY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICICESDOT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA 
******************* BULKHEAD LINE 
187o 
NORFOLK CITY V COOKE 
68 VA C27 GRATTl 430 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS 
1899 
WAVERLY WATER-FRONT AND IMPROVEMENT CO V WHITE ET AL 
33 SE 534r 97 VA 376 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1912 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND W. RY CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
oULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CITY OF NORFOLK LANCFllLt LA~SERTS POINT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 28JAN, 25FEB, 25MAR, 
23SEPT 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1q10 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
FILLING BEHIND HULKHEAD LINE IN ELIZABETH RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 27 OCT 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
46 
******************* BUOYS •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 SHAW WN, MERRILL AS 
SETTING AND GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA, ON 
NAVIGATION BUOYS IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 56, 67-72 
BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
******************* CANALS •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 VIRGINIA BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS 
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL ENGINEER OF THE BCARD CF PUBLIC WORKS, ON THE 
SUBJECT OF THE SURVEY OF JAMES AND KANAWHA RIVERS ••• 
RICHMOND, COLIN A~D NOWLAN 
CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING tPROJECTEDJ, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, THERMAL RADIATION 
1924 TECHNICAL ADVISORY CO~PORATION 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION WITH REFERENCE TO IMPROVING THE JAMES RIVER. 
SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARBOR ••• CITY OF RICHMOND 
NEW YORK, TECHN ADVIS CORP REPORT 
CANALS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE 
RIVERS 
1964 
POWER UNDER ACT FOR SALE BY JAMES RIVER AND KANAWHA CO 
VA CODE,1950, 12-37 
CANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, WATER RIGHTS 
******************* CARBOHYDRATES 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CO 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
lMNOLOGY ANO OCEANOGRAPHY 13C1) 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
19b8 BIGGS RR, WETZEL CO 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IHNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1), 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SAliNITY, THERMAl 
SPRINGS 
47 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
CRABS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* CARP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 120-127 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
******************* CATCH •••••••••••••••••• 
1910 MOORE HF 
CONDITION AND EXTE~T OF THE OYSTER 5EDS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
US BUR FISHERIES DCC 72~ 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1949 MAKSHALL N 
A SUMMARY STATEKE~T OF THE STATUS OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARINE 
FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA 
VIHS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 4 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEA~E BAY, CRASS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1950 MARSHALL N 
MARINE FISHES ANO !~VERTEBRATES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
139-150 
ANACROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
1950 VAN ENGEL WA 
RECORDS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB FISHERY 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 5 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRABS 
1960 UNITED STATES NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
VlR~INIA LANDINGS 
(MONTHLY RELEASE) 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
VIRGINIA 
48 
1965 RICHARDS CE 
AVAILABILITY PATTERNS OF MARINE FISHES CAUGHT BY CHARTER BOATS OPERATING 
OFF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE, 1955-1962 
CHES SCI b, 96-lOd lVIMS CONTR 184) 
CATCH, EASTERN SHORE lVA-HOI, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1968 MCHUGH JL 
FISHERIES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 135-160 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
1968 GRANT GC, JOSEPH EB 
COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF THE 1966 YEAR CLASS OF STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VlMS CONTR 290 
CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SU~FACE TENSION, YORK RIVER 
1970 GRANT GC ET AL 
AGE COMPOSITION AND MAGNITUDE OF STRIPED BASS WINTER GILL-NET CATCHES IN 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 1967-1970 
SE ASSOC GAME FISH COMM, 24TH CONF PRQC, 659-667 lVIMS CONTR 399) 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION 
******************* CATFISHES 
1927 HlLDEBRhND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1943 MENZEL RW 
NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY AND COMMERCIAL FISHERY OF THE CATFISH OF THE JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
1943 HENZEL RW 
THE CATFISH FISHERY OF VIRGINIA 
AHER FISHERIES SOC TR~NS 73, 364-372 lVIMS CONTR 23) 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER 
49 
******************* CENOZOIC ERA •••••••••••••••••• 
1891 DARTON NH 
~ESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS Of EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
~ESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
1894 DARTON NH 
OUTLINE OF CENOZOIC HISTORY OF A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SLOPE 
J GEOL 2, SbS-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLANO, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* CENSUS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE RCLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
I~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BiOSPHERiCS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1971 BIOSPHERIC$ INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BlOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
******************* CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1886 RICHMOND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
JAMES RIVER FROM THE HEAD OF TIDE TO HAMPTON ROADS AS A NATIONAL WATERWAY 
RlCHMGNO, BY THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1~24 TECHNICAL ADVISORY CORPORATION 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION WITH REFERENCE TO IMPROVING THE JAMES RIVER. 
SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARBOR ••• CITY OF RICHMOND 
NE~ YORK, TECHN AOVIS CORP REPORT 
CANALS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE 
RIVERS 
50 
1925 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE JAMES RIVER HARBOR 
RICHMOND, BY THE DEPT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER 
19~9 BOWERS GM 
TRANSPORTATION ON THE JAMES RIVER 
MARINE NEWS 26, 40-43, 51 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
1939 BOftERS GM 
JAMES RIVER IMPROVE~ENT PROJECT 
MARINE NEWS 26, 35-36 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER 
1930 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RlVER, VA 
71ST CONG, 2D SESS HOUSE DOC 314 (INCLUDES 8 MAPS) 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RADIATION 
1957 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN 
STUDIES REGION 4 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CONSIOEREO NAVIGATION CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS, 
JAMES RIVER VA, IN RELATION TO FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 
+ 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, WILDLIFE 
CONSERVATION 
19b2 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
REVIEW REPORT ON JA~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
12 VOLS) NORFOLK, CORPS OF ENGINEERS REPORT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1963 VIRGINIA COMMISSION TO STUDY MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE JAMES RIVER 
DEEPENING THE JA~ES RlVER CHANNEL. REPORT ••• TO THE GOVERNOR AND GE~ERAL 
ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, BY THE COMMONWEALTH 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER 
51 
1966 HARGIS WJ,JR 
FINA~ REPORT ON RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPllED MARI~E SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 1 
CHANNEl IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER. OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
OEV~LOPMENT 
1969 
AUTHORITY OF GOVER~CR TO AUTHORIZE DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN NAVIGABLE 
wATERS-SPECIAL PROVISIO~S A?PLICABLE TO JAMES RIVER BETWEEN JAMES RIVER 
BRIDGE AND JAMESTOwN ISLANJ 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-147 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY 
REVIEW OF REPORTS ON YOKK A~D ?AMUNKEY RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT CORPS OF E~GI~EERS 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK RIVER 
*************•***** CHARTS 
1971 NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
JAMES ~lVER-NEWPORT NEWS TO JAMESTO~N ISLAND 
CHART NO. 529 
CHARTS, JAMES RIVER 
1971 NATIONAL OCfAN SURVEY 
JAMES RIVER-JAMESTOWN ISLAND TO RICHMOND 
CHART NO. 530 AND 531 
CHARTS, JA~ES RIVER 
******************* C~EMICAL ANALYSIS 
1932 COlliNS WD ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE wATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIVISION OF ~4TER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 3 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE lWATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
1930 COLLINS WO ET Al 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM REPT 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULl 2 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
VIRGINIA 
52 
1937 FOSTER ~C 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF THE GROUND WATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN 
WASH ACAD SCIENCES J 27, 405-412 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS 
1946 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHE~ICAL CHARACTER OF GROUND WATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SU~V BULL 68 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1946 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GENESIS CF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECO~JMIC GEuLOGY 41, 218-245 
ACUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ~NALYSIS, 
GEOCriEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1947 LA~AR WL, WHETSTONE GW 
CrlEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-19~6 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND PO~ER BULL 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER!, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1948 RICH LG 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STRfAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BE~THQS, CHEMICAL ANAlYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP RASTES, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
UATA REPORT, OPERATION OYSTER SPAT l AND 2 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 1 • 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COlLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1952 hHETSTONE Gw, MCAVOY RL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS Of VIRGINIA 19~6-19~8 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUll 11 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPE~ATURE 
53 
1957 CONNOR JG, SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1948-1951 
VA DIVISION OF ~ATER RESOURCES BULL 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES SULL 22 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (~ATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 SCHROEDER ME, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (~ATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 VIRGINIA OIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA AUG 1958-FEB 1960 
VA DIV wATER RESOURCES BULL 23 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (~ATERJ, SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 O'CONNOR OJ 
OXYGEN BALANCE OF AN ESTUARY--DELAWARE AND JAMES RIVERS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS PROC 86(SA3), 35-55 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DELAWARE RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OXYGE~ 
1962 PATTEN BC 
SYNOPTIC COMPARISON OF SESTON LOADS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK, YORK AND JAMES 
RIVERS 
(VIMS MSJ 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
1962 YOUNG OK 
ChEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
VIMS THESIS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
SEDIMENTATION RATES 
54 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JA~ES RIVER MODEL DATA 
CVI~S MS) 
CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JA~ES 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1965 FARRAG~T RN 
PROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB lCALLINECTES SAPIOUSJ 
JCURNAL CF FOOD SCIENCE 30, 538-544 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
19o6 BREHMER ML, HALTiwANGER SO 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL ST~OY OF THE TIDAL JA~ES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED ~ARINE SCIE~CE AND OCEAN ENG 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS 
1966 BACK W 
HYDROCHEMICAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAPER 498-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
1966 THOMPSON MH , FARRAGUT RN 
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIOUS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 17, 1065-1078 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1967 BREHMER ML 
~UTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NATL SYMP ESTUARINE POllUTION PROC 1967, STANFORD, CALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
1968 MONCURE R, NICHOLS M 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEDIMENTS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 53 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
55 
1968 MARKS JW, VILLA O,JR 
NUTRIENT DATA ON SEDIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB DATA REPORT 11 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIE~TS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1968 BOON JD 111, MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORON-SALINITY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARI~E SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 IVIHS CONTR 26SJ 
BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
1970 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGI~IA'S ESTUARIES 
IVIMS M~) 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, ~ORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 3-HYDROLOGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND CITS PLANNING BULLETIN 215) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRAINAGE PATTERNS (GEOLOGIC), GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, ~ETEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
UEVELOPMENT 
******************* CHEMICALS •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 SHAW WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS OF POLYSTREAM AND DRILLEX ON OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC, 57, 17-23 
CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1969 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TREATMENT OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAH TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
C~STERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC 59, 8~-90 (VIMS CONTR 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1969 CASTAGNA H ET AL 
TREATMENT OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
OYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 59, 8~-90 lVIMS CONTR 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER'SETTING, MARICULTURE 
56 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIG~IFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
MlOOLE ATLANTIC REGION 
SYMPOSIUM ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,S~CRT FISHING INST. 
UOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH EOS 96-109 
BIOLOGY, CHE~ICALS, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGI~IA, WATER 
CUALITY, WILD RIVERS 
******************* CHEMISTRY 
1950 SMITH JD 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACACEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
618-635 
CHEMISTRY, EFFLUENTS, I~DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES 
******************* CHESAPEAKE BAY •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 
FRENCH V BANKHEAD 
52 VA lll GRATT) 136 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MO), HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART 1, 210-216 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART 1, 216-234 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART 1t 200-210 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
57 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART l, 192-197 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, MUllETS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCH~OEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 197-199 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 164-178 
BRACKISH-kATFR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
1927.HILOEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSIDENCE 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 187-192 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEA~E BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISH~S OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
58 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 134-145 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 145-147 
BRAC~ISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 147-151 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 13D-131 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART lt 132-134 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISlRlBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 HILOEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART l, 120-127 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
59 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 127-129 
8RACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 11 102-105 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH RULL 43, PART 1, 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US- BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 93-100 
AMERICAN S~AD, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 77-78 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART 1, 78-80 
60 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 81-115 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 44-54 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, S~OW COVeR 
1927 HILDESRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BuLL 43, PART 1t 55-72 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SOIL DENSITY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE bAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 72-77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 8-32 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 42-43 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE HAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 43-44 
ANADRDMOUS FJSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
61 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 234-236 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 238-244 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TENSILE 
STRESS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
uS BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 244-247 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 hiLDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 247-249 
A~ADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1927 HlLDE6RA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 250-253 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 253-268 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF ChFSAPEAKE BAY 
62 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 261-265 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTRISUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 269 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRlBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 269-271 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEOER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPeAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH RULL 43, PART 1, 271-276 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTRIBUTICN, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMBEDS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 283-287 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 296-299 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPE~KE SAY 
63 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 300-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GRfY SEA TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US bUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 305-312 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~O SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 312-316 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILCESRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BuLl 43, PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HJLOESRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEA~E BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1 1 322-328 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEERA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 329-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 353-354 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 354-355 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1939 NEWCOMBE CL, LANG AG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER PHILOSOPH SOC, PROC, 81, 393-420 CCHES BIOL LAB CONTR 28) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1932 STEPHENSON lW ET AL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGICN 
INTERNATIONAL GEO~OGICAL CONGRESS, 16TH SESSION CUS GOVERNMENT PRINTING 
OFFICE I 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
1941 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 6UGEYES 
MARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, PUBLICATION 8 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, nlSTORY, SOCIAL FUNCTION, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1942 LOCHHEAD MS, NEWCOMBE Cl 
METHODS OF HATCHING EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 76-86 lVIMS CONTR 9) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EGGS, HATCHING, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ZOEAl STAGES OF THE BlUE 
CRAB, CALLlNECTES SAPlDUS RATHBUN 
AMER MICROS SOC TRANS 62, 85-90 lVIHS CONTR 10) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, hATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, MORPHOLCGY 
1944 FOOTNER H 
RIVERS OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
CAMBRIDGE, MD, TIDEWATER PUBL 
65 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE tVA-MD), HISTORY 
1948 MARSHALL N 
REPORT ON PAST AND CURRENT FISHERIES RESEARCH ACTIVITIES DIRECTLY 
RELATING TO VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 3 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
1948 VAN ENGEL WA 
REFERENCES BEARING ON THE HYDROGRAPHY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY 
1949 MARSHALL N 
A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF THE STATUS OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARINE 
FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 4 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRASS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1950 MACGREGOR JS 
SOME HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS FOUND IN WINTER IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1950 MARR RA,JR, MORGAN JM,JR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY--WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA AND RELATED TOPICS 
ADVISORY CQUNCIL ON THE VIRGINIA ECONOMY 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
1950 VAN ENGEL WA 
RECORDS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB FISHERY 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 5 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS 
66 
1951 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT III 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WELLS 
1951 KliNGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CORNWALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFCWL, 
WILDLIFE 
1951 POLLAK MJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, JOH~S HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1952 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM~ERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAhA~NOCK 
RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1952 VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM REPORT 13--BIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY REFERENCE 52-17 
BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
1953 MIDDLETON AP 
TOBACCO COAST--A MARITIME HISTORY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLONIAl 
PERIOD 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA, MARINERS• MUSEUM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY 
1955 OGLESBY RT 
AGE AND LENGTH OF MENHADEN ••• IN THE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH 
COMMENTS ON THE RATE OF GROWTH 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
b1 
1956 MCHUGH JL, ANDREWS JD 
PRESENT STATUS OF THE RtPPAHANNOCK RIVER FOR OYSTER CULTURE 
VIMS SPEC SCI~NTifiC REPT 14 
CHESAPEAKE BfY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1957 ANDREWS JD f:T AL 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EFFECTS ON OYSTER CULTURE OF THf DREDGING FOR THE 
HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 12 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY 
1957 FENG SY 
ECOLOGICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF ~EMATOPSIS OSTREARUH, A 
SPOROZOAN PARASITE OF THE OYSTER.~.IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VlMS THESIS 
CHE~APEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, ANIMAL PARASITES, PROTOZOA 
1957 HACK JT 
SUBMERGED RIVER SYSTEM OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL 68, 817-830 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
1957 MCHUGH JL, VAN ENGEL WA 
STATUS OF THE BLUE CRAB FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTifiC REPT 13 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS 
1958 MALONEY WE 
STUDY OF THE TYPES, SEASONS OF ATTACHMENT, AND GROWTH OF FOULING 
ORGANISMS IN THE t~PROACHES TO NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
USNHC TECH REPT TR-47 
HENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE PRECICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY· 
UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGI~EERS, WASHINGTON, O.C., BEACH EROSION 
BOARD, MlSC PAPER 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ HURRICANES, S~UOGE 1 WAVES CWATER) 
63 
1959 Kt~AHCN JW 
~ONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESA~EAKE BAY FISHES 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1~59 UNITED STATES GECLCGICAL SU~VEY 
STREA~ OISCHARGE E~TE~ING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS !MONTHLY RELEASES! 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, DISCHARGE (WATER), ~UPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1960 U~ITED STATES NATIO~AL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
VIRGINIA LANDI~GS 
I~C~THLY ~ElfASEl 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, KARKET VALUE, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
VIRGINIA 
1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURRICANE SURGES 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 1,178-186 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SLIME 
1961 DAUGNERTY FM JR 
~ARINE BIOLOGICAL FOULING IN THE APPROACHES TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USNHO TECH REPT TR-96 
8[~THIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NuTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COU~T DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PATHFINDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1961 BOWMAN TE 
THE COPEPOD GENUS ACART!A IN CHESAPEAK( BAY 
CHES SCI z, lCb-207 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1961 GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTR 172 1 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, SOLOMONS, HARYlANO 
CILLUSTRATEDl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, THUNDERSTORMS, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
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1961 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHING HARBORS ECONOMIC STUDY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
BOARD OF ENGINEERS FOR RIVERS AND HARBORS, WASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, 
OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1962 NICHOLS MH 
BieLIOGRAPHY OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VlMS SPEC SCI REPT 34 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
1962 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN ThE SUBSURFACE OF THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAO SCIENCE GUICEBCCK FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MEETING-1962, 37-61 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
1962 YOUNG OK 
CHEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE SAY SEDIMENTS 
VIMS THESIS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
SEDIMENTATION RATES 
19~2 ISAACSON PA 
~ODIFICATIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY CO~MERCIAL CRAB POT 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR 
1962 MASSMANN WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWL SURVEYS 
OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YORK ANC PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
GONADS, SPERMATIC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
OF ~ALE TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI ~, 21-29 lCONTR 225, NAT RES INST, MO UNIV) 
OENTHIC FAUNA, BREECING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISHt REPRODUCTION 
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1963 MCMAHON JW 
~O~CGENETIC TRE~ATOOES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE SAY FISHES. PART I--THE 
SU?ERFAMILIES CAPSALOIOEA PRICE, 1936 AND DICLIDOPHOROIOEA PRICE, 1936 
CHES SCI 4, 151-160 (VIMS CONTR 153) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS ANC THEIR DUCTS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF THE HALE 
TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
1963 BOw~AN TE ET AL 
NOTES ON ASSOCIATIONS BETREEN HYPERIID AMPHIPCOS AND MEDUSAE IN 
CHESAPEAKE A~D NARRAGANSETT BAYS AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 4, 141-146 lCO~TR 239, CHES BICL LAB, SOLOMONS, 
MARYLAND) 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA ~ETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1963 MANSUETI R 
SYMBIOTIC BEHAVIOR BETWEEN SMALL FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT BETWEEN THE STROMATEID, PEPRILUS ALEPIDOTUS AND THE SCYPHOMEDUSA, 
CHRYSAORA CUINCUECIRRHA 
COPEIA 1963, 40-80 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, THIN FILMS, SCYPHOZOA 
1964 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
CYSTE~S, PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1964 MCMAHON JW 
~ONOGENETIC TREMATOCES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 2--THE 
SUPERFAMILY CICLIDOPHOROIDEA 
CHES SCI 5, 124-133 (VIMS CONTR 161) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPAWNING OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CANADUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
WITH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHES SCI 5, 67-71 lVIHS CONTR 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY. COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STOKES LAW 
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1965 HARRJSON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
1965 SMITH WG 
STUDY OF THE SCUP •• eBASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM CATCHES OF THE 1963-64 
WINTER TRAWL FISHERY 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
1965 BURGESS RH 
CHESAPEAKE CIRCLE 
CAMBRIDGE, MO., CORNELL MARITIME PRESS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY 
1965 ANDREWS JO 
INFECTION EXPERIMENTS IN NATURE WITH DERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ' 
CHES SCI 6, 60-67 (VIMS CONTR 172) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
1965 ZANEVELD JS, BARNES WD 
KEPRODUCTIVE PERIODICITIES OF SOME BENTHIC ALGAE IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 6, 17-32 
ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
1966 MCLEAN JD JR 
MIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGI~IA 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1966 VAN ENGEL WA ET Al 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPAEI ••• AN INTRODUCED PARASITE ON A XANTHIC CRAB IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CRUSTACEANA 1011), 111-112 
ANl~AL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
72 
1966 f.RA£UTER JN 
DESCRI~TIGNS OF FECAL PELLETS OF SOME COMMON INVERTEBRATES IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER AND LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
VIM~ THESIS 
ANIMAL WASTES IWllOLIFEl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATE~, YORK RIVE~ 
1966 BOND GC~ HEADE RH 
SIZE OISTRIBUTICNS GF MINERAL GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEARBY COASTAL WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 208-212 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION lSEDIMENTSl, SESTON 
1966 SHAW w~, MERRILL AS 
SETTING A~D GROwTH CF ThE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA, ON 
NAVIGATION BUOYS IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 56, 67-72 
BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
1966 MARSHAll HG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON ALONG A 140eMILE TRANSECT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 105-119 
CHESAPEAKE B~Y, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1966 BARROw JH ET AL 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBUOY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIOIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153(3743), 1531-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
1967-UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS MONTHLY RELEASE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), MARYlAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
SUMMARY, ECONOMIC BASE STUDY, CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
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1967 SHAW WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS Cf POLYSTREAM AND ORILLEX ON OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
~ATL SHEllfiSHERIES ASSOC PROC, 57, 17-23 
CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CO 
CONCENTRATION Of PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1) 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
1968 SINOERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MORTALITIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF NCRTH AMERICA 
SF AND WS SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 569 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIOIUM, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1968 TURGEON KW 
EFFECTS OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF CORNSTARCH AND DEXTROSE ON THE OYSTER, 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA lGMELINl 
VlMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
1968 O'SRIEN M 
MULTIPLE BAR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VlHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), SANO BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
1968 TURGECN DO 
GUIDE TO ESTUARINE AND INSHORE BIVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
1968 MCHUGH Jl 
fiSHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVE~NOR•S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. llS-160 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
1968 BREHMER ML 
MAN A~O THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 161-166 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1968 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY SHORELINE AND ISLA~OS FOR RECREATION 
IN GOVE~NOR•S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEH5ER 
12-13, P. 109-113 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES 
1968 KOLESSAR MA 
THE STATUS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AND HODEl 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 115-124 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 MANNING JH 
BAY FISHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 91-101 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INCUSTRY, COMMERCIAL fiSHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
1968 WOLMAN HG 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERE~CE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 7-48 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, THERMAL 
STRESS 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAl OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SHALL GAME 
1968 BLANCHARD FS, STONE WT 
A CRUISING GUIDE TO THE CHESAPEAKE 
DODD, MEAD AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, BOATING 
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1968 UNITED STATES CEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WilDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND TRI~UTARI~S 
FISH AND niLOLIFE SERVICE, BUR S?ORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, G(ORGIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRON~ENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND !CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. P8 
179-844) 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSIO~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CD 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY ANO OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1), 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
1969 GORDON CH 
THE APPARENT INFLUENCE OF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE 
SPECIES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY lCIRRIPEDlA) 
CRUSTACEANA 16, 139-142 
BARNACLES, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RECORDS OF GAMMARUS ICRUSTACEA&AHPHIPODA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI 10, 1-17 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1969 BARANS CA 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH AND BEHAVIOR OF THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
1969 LUDWIGSON JO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OCEANS ll5), 7-16 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES 
1b 
1969 ROSENFIELD A, BUCHANAN L, CHAPMAN GB 
COMPARISON OF THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIES OF MINCHINIA 
(HAPLOSPORIDA, HAPLOSPORIDIIDAE) 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 921-941 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, STREAM GAGES 
1969 CAMPBELL RA 
~EW SPECIES OF ACANTHOBOTHRIUM lCESTODA--TETRAPHYLLIDEA) FROM CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASIT 55, 559-570 IVI~S CONTR 332) 
ELASMOBRANCHES, HOSTS, PARASITISM, SOIL DENSITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1970 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-82 
BEDS U~OER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF FILL FOR HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 28APR 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
1970 LUDWICK JC 
SAND WAVES AND TIDAL CHANNELS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY TECH REPORT l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SLIME 
1970 MARSH GA 
SEASONAL STUDY OF ZOSTERA EPIBIOTA IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL CRASS, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 RICE NE, POWELL ~A 
OBSERVATIONS ON THREE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THEIR TOXINS 
BlOL BUll 139, 180-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS (ELECTRICAL), 
TOXINS 
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1970 ¥EATMAN HC 
COPEPOOS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY l~CLUDING ASTEROCHERES JEANYEATMANAE N. SP. 
TRANS AMER MICROSC SOC 89, 27-38 IVIMS CONTR 318) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPCOS, CRUSTACEANS, INVERTEBRATES 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES CO"MISSION 
EXTENSION OF FENCES BELOW MEAN LOW WATER, OCEANVIEWr NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL, 23 JULY 
BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION FACILITIES, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 VIRGINIA ~ARINE RESCU~CES COMMISSION 
DISPOSAL OF SPOIL IS CON~ECTION WITH MARINA IMPROVEMENT, FISHERMAN'S 
CREEK, LITTLE CREE~, C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 27 OCTOBER, 24 NOVEMBER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ORECGING, MARINAS, STREAM FISHERIES 
1970 CHAMBERS JR ET Al 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTOCCRA KINOTII IFOCKEl (CLADOCERA) IN VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCl 11r 255-261 {V!MS CONTR 360) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1970 UNITED STATES CEPARTHENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
IN NATIONAL ESTUARY STUDY, VOLUME 3, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 FLEMER DA 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1lr 117-129 (CCNTR 417, CHES BIOLOGICAL LAB, NATURAL RESOURCES 
I~ST, MD UNIVJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLCROPHYLLr PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1970 MUNDAY WG JR ET AL 
OIL SLICK MOTION NEAR CHESAPEAKE lAY ENTRANCE 
WAATER RESOURCES BULL 6(6), 879-884 (VIMS CONTR 357) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), OILY WATER, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
WINDS, POLLUTANTS 
78 
1970 POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STRUCTURAL 
RELAXATION 
1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILOS 
INTERNATIONAL MARINE PUBLISHING COMPANY, CAKDENr MAINE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCE~ERY, WILDLIFE 
1971 ZWERNER DE, LA~LER AR 
SOME PARASITES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY FAUNA 
VIHS HS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, PARASITISM 
1~71 HAM~CND Al 
NSF PROuS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BADLY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 627-830 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1971 NOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~SERVATIONr MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1971 HA~GIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIKGlNIAN SEA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 49 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
MANAGEMENT 
1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNDERWATER NATURALIST 7, 17-25 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
1971 WARNER WW 
MORE PLENTIE OF FOWLES 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 2bt 99-107 
79 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER BIROS, WATERFOWL 
1971 OAKES MJ, HAVEN CS 
SOME PREDATORS OF PCLYPS OF CHRYSAORA OUINOUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SE~AEOSTOMEAE) IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIE~CE 228 45,46 (VIMS CONTR 363) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1971 BERGOFFEN B lEO) 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONFERENCE REPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISKING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
1971 OEGAST R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS 4(21,41-47 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
1971 FEELEY JB, WASS ML 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA (CRUSTACEA& AMPHIPOOA) OF 
THE LO~ER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN MAR SCI 2 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
E~VIRONME~TAL STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE BAY HYDRAULIC MOOELt MATAPEAKE, 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODELS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES bAY lNST, JOH~S HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
UISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, SHALLOW WELLSt SILVERSIDES 
80 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME I-A PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLAN~ING (PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, PROJECT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLlNOS 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, I~C. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 3--BAY RELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT, PROJECTS 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, I~C. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 3--B Y RELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH A~O DEVELOPMENT, PROJECTS 
******************* CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
1939 BROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
1950 GWATHMEY JH 
THE CHICKAHOMINY 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 11(10), 5-7,12 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, HISTORY 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COM~ISSION 
DREDGING AND DEVELOPMENT IN ChlC~AHOMl~Y RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 26MAY, 
2BJULY, 23SEPT 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
******************* CHLORIDES •••••••••••••••••• 
1943 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 58 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
81 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS I~ SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIO~S 
VIMS uiSSERTATlON 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
CRABS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES****************** 
1~71 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES A~G REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAW 
DIVISION OF REGULATCRY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CC~TROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDRCCARBC~ PESTICICESDOT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA 
******************* CHLORINE •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 DRESSEL 0~ 
THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL SHOCK AND CHLORINE ON THE ESTUARINE COPEPOD 
ACARTIA TONSA 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CHLORlhE, COPEPODS, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVER IODIDE 
******************* CHLOROPHYLL •••••••••••••••••• 
l~S1 CARRITT CE, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPl~ICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
DETERMINATIC~ OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES bAY INST TECH REPT 2 
CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, STRAIN GAGfS, THERMAL SPRINGS 
1~o1 PATTEN BC, WARIN~ER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, ~UTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE B~Y CRUISES OF R 
PATHFINDER A\a R/V OdSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE 5AY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLORCPHYLlt SESTON 1 PHYTOPLANKTON 
1961 PATTEN BC, ftARINNER JE 
SUMMARY OF DATA FRCM PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
. VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 22 C1200 
CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
82 
1966 BREHMER Ml, HALTIWANGER SO 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE TIDAL JAMES RIVER 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENG 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYOKOGRAPHY, JAMES RlVERr NUTRIENTS 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCOENETIC PROCESS IN A~ ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VIMS CONTR 160 COOll 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1967 BREHMER ML 
NUTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRG!~!A TIDAL SYSTE~ 
NATL SYMP ESTUARINE POLLUTION P~JC l9b7, STANFCRD, CALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CC 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1) 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CD 
CONCENTRATION Of PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IHNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13111, 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THER~Al 
SPRINGS 
1970 FLEMER OA 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 117-129 ICONTR 417, CHES BIOLOGICAL LAB, NATURAL RESOURCES 
INST, MD UNIVI 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
******************* CHROMOSOMES •••••••••••••••••• 
19o9 MOENS PB, PERKINS FO 
CHROMOSOME NUMBER OF A SMALL PROTIST--ACCURATE DETERMINATION 
SCIENCE 166, 1289-1291 IVIMS CONTR 310) 
CHROMOSOMES, PROTOZOA 
83 
******************* CHRYSOPHYTA 
1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TIDES AND CURRENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, SPECIAL PUBl 162 
CHRYSOPHYTA, CURRENTS lWATERl, SlUDGE, TRIBUTARIES 
******************* CIRCULATION 
1968 PRITCHARD DW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN GOVER~OR 1 S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SMALL GAME 
******************* CITIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 KING AS · 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NINE SELECTED BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
IN THIRTEEN VIRGINIA CITIES, 1956-1960 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 
CITIES, ECONCMICS, VIRGINIA 
******************* CITY PLANNING 
1967 ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA WATERFRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL 
******************* CLAM INDUSTRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 MANNING JH 
BAY FISHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 91-101 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAl FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
1969 
OYSTERS,CLAMS AND OTHER BIVALVES CREGULATIONSJ 
VA COUE,1950tT1TLE 28.1 C 5 28.1-82 TO 28.1-16~ 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIAt LEGAL 
ASPECTS 
84 
1969 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA COOE,l950 TITLE 28.1 
CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAB IN~USTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, lEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HARD CLAM CULTURE METHOD DEVELOPED AT VIMS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 4 
BEDS UNDER wATER, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EASTERN SHORE 
lVA-MO) 
******************* CLAMS 
············*····· 
1951 ANDREWS JO, COOK C 
RANGE AND HABITAT OF THE CLAM, POLYMESODA CAROLINIANA lBOSC) IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32, 758-760 lVIMS CONTR 35) 
CLAMS, OISTRI6UTION, HASITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1957 HAVEN D, ANDREWS JD 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF VENUS MERCENARIA, VENUS CAMPECHlENSISt AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SUSPENDED TRAYS AND ON NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 47, 43-49 fVIMS CONTR 74) 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRID 
1965 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRACKISH WATER MACTRID CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 6, 209-213 lVIMS CONTR 200) 
CLA~S, JAMES RIVER, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1966 CHANLEY PE 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE LARGE BLOOD CLAM, NOETSIA PONDEROSA lSAY) 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 56, 53-58 lVIMS CONTR 217J 
CLAMS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
1966 CASTAGNA M, CHANLEY P 
SALINITY TCLERANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLlDISSIMA, MULINlA 
LATERALIS AND RANGIA CUNEATA, FAMILY MACTRIDAE 
VIMS CONTR 245 
CLAM~, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
85 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LAW 88-309 (1964 COM FISH RES AND DEY ACT) FUNDS 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL 
CLAMS, FINANCING, CYSTERS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1970 DUPAUL WD, WEBB KL 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID POOL OF MYA ARENARIA 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 32, 785-801 IVIMS CONTR 331) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1971 CHANLEY P, CASTAG~A M 
LARVAL OEVELCPME~i OF THE STOUT RAZOR CLAM, TAGELUS PLEBEIUS SOLANDER 
CSOLECURTIOAE, BIVALVIA) 
CHES SCI 12, 167-172 IVlMS CONTR 380) 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr VIRGINIA 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE FEEUlNG OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIHS THESIS 
CLAMS, GLYCOGEN, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
******************* CLASSIFICATION 
1882 CLARKE SF 
NEW AND INTERESTING HYDROIDS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BOSTON SOC NAT HIST MEMOIRS 314), 135-142 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
1939 FERNALD HL 
LAST SURVIVORS IN THE FLORA OF TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
RHOOORA 4lr 465-574 tCONTR 128 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1~38 FERNALD Ml 
NOTEWORTHY PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 40, 364-485 CCONTR 123 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFICATION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1949 FERGUSON EF, JONES ER 
A SURVEY OF THE SHORELINE FAUNA OF THE NORFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIDLANO NATURALIST 41 1 436-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER 
1950 BURCH PR 
MOLLUSKS 
86 
IN VA. ACADEMY Of SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASINr PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
129-137 
CLASSIFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE. JAMES RIVER BASINw PASTr PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHI~IANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS. JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERILANTSw TURTLES 
1965 WASS ML 
CHECK LIST OF THE MARI~E INVERTEBRATES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 24 {THIRD REV) 
BENTHIC FAUNA 9 CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HO), GASTROPODS, 
INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
1968 CALDER DR 
HYDROZOA OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
lVIMS DISSERTATION) 
BENTHIC FAUNA 9 CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL OISTRIBUTICN 
1968 TURGEON DO 
GUIDE TO ESTUARINE AND INSHORE BIVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
1971 ZWERNER OEw LAWLER AR 
SOME PARASITES OF CHESA?EhKE BAY FAUNA 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, PARASITISM 
******************* CLAYS 
1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BULL 483 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
87 
******************* CliMATIC DATA 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION Of WATER KESOURCES 
YORK RIVER RASIN-CO~PREhENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PlAN 
PLANNING BULL 227 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLIMATIC DATA, FLOW ChARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLAN~ING, RIVER BASI~S, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* COALS •••••••••••••••••• 
1878 HEINRICH OJ 
~tSOZOIC FOR~ATION IN VIRGINIA 
AMER INST ~INING ENGI~EERS TRANS 6 1 227-274 
COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTE:RlA 
******************* COASTS •••••••••••••••••• 
lJ71 HARGIS WJ JR, LYNCh MP 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITh COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGEMENt, 
OR S~lE~TIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 
ViMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 14 (2ND EDITION) 
ADM!NISlRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, ~ANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
******************* COBIA 
1927 HILDEERANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES GF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 234-236 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPfAKE BAY, COBIA, CISTRISUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMi>ROVEMENT 
l9b4 JOSEPH fe ET AL 
5PAftNlNG GF THE COBIA, RACHYCENT~ON CANADUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
~lTH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVE~lLE SPECiMENS 
CHES SCI 5, 67-71 lVIMS CONTR 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STOKES LAW 
••••••••••••••••••• COMMERCIAL FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
Fl~HES Uf CHESlPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 210-216 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARl~E FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
flSHE$ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
88 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 102-105 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE5 OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
ulSTRIBUT!ON, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILCEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US Bu~ FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONCMY, 
HERRI!'iGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER wC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 93-100 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 81-115 
ANADROHOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FiSH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 8-32 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPE~KE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43 1 PART 1, 24~-247 
&RACKISH-WAT~R FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OlSTRloUTlON, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILOEBRANO SF, SCH~GEOER WC 
.fiSHES OF CHfSAPEA~E BfY 
89 
US BUR FISH ~ULL 43, PART 1, 247-249 
ANA.ORUMOUS FlSH, CHESAPEt.KE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRlBUTION, Fl.SM 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1927 HllUE8FAND S~, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR f I ~H BULL 43, PAfn 1, 261-26S 
CHESAPEA~E CAY, COMMERCI'l FISH, OlSTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, M'RINE 
FISH, SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SC~ROEOER WC 
FISHE~ UF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 211-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-276 
B~ACKI~H-~ATER FISH, CHf~APEAKE B,Y, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMEEUS 
1~27 HILDE6RA~D SF, SCHFOEDlR ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LS BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l~ 2~3-287 
BRACkiSH-WATER FISH, CHES~PfAK~ BAY, COMMERCIAL F!SHt CROAKER, 
OISTRlBUllON, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US bUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1. 296-299 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CCMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW fORECASTING 
1927 HILDEBRAND ~F, SCHROECER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, P~RT lt 300-305 
8RACKiSH-WATER FISH, CMLStFttKE 6AY, CQ~MERCIAl FISH, OISTRIOUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
I.~~ 3 ~A.S S MAN''' ~H 
RELATIVE ABU~JANCE CF '~u~G ~t~HES i~ VIRGINIA ESlUARIES 
NORTH AHER .,;[LOLIFE CONF TRANS, 18TH, 439-449 t VIMS CON1R 'to) 
C.GMMERC I Al F lSH, OI S TR Ie:.:TIOI'h E-STUARIES, JI.NENr LE F lSi :ESt \'I RGI NJA 
1955 OGlESBY RT 
AGE A~O LEN-GTH OF !~ENHACEN ••• I'~ Tnf HATERS OF CHESAPEHE fAY, WITH 
COMMENTS ON T~f RATE OF GROWTH 
VIMS .!HESIS 
:HE~APE,~C BAY, CCM~E~C!AL FISM, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC ME~~tLEN 
1960 UNITED STATES NATIGNAL ~A~lNE fiSHERIES SE~VICE 
VIRGINIA LANCI~GS 
IMO~THLY RELfASEl 
CAlC~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CG~MERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SOCIAL ASPECrS, 
VIRGINIA 
1964 RUTHEKFGRQ C 
EFFECTS OF COPPER SULFATE ON SPOT, LElCSTOMUS XANTHURUS 
VlMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CC~MERCift.L FISH, COPPER SULFATE, STREA~BEDS, YORK R!VER 
1881 INGERSCLL E 
A REPORT 0~ THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF ThE INTERIOR 
"COMt-'ERCIAL FIStHNG, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STt.HS, VIRGHHA 
1930 COkSON JJ 3RO 
OYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND NEWS LEADER, JA~UA~Y 9-16, 1930 
COMMERCIAL f!SHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1943 MENZEL Rk 
NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY AND COMMERCIAL FISHERY OF T~t: CATFISH GF TiiE JA~ES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VlMS THESIS 
CATFISHES, COHME~CIAL FIShiNG, fRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
91 
1943 ~ENZEL RW 
THE CATFISH FISHERY OF VIRGINIA 
A~ER FISHERIFS SOC T~ANS 73, 364-372 lVIMS CONTR 23) 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER 
1952 HASSMA~N WH ET AL 
A BlCLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS SPEC SCIE~TIFIC REPT 6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
~lVER, ST~EA~ STABILIZATION 
1957 MCHUGH JL, BAILEY RS 
HISTCRY CF V!RGINIA'S CO~~ERCIAL FISHERIES--NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORDS 
THRCk LIGHT ON TGDAY'S PROBLEMS 
VA J SCI a, 42-64 (Vl~S CONTR 70l 
CC~~ERCIAL FISHING, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS 
1~57 ~CHUGH JL, VAN ENGEL WA 
STATUS OF THE BLUE CRAB FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 13 
. ChESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS 
1961 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHING HARBORS ECONOMIC STUDY; MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
80ARD OF ENGINEERS FOR RIVERS AND HARBORS, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, 
CYSTE~ INDUSTRY 
l9o5 S~ITh wG 
STUDY OF THE SCUP ••• BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM CATCHES OF THE 1963-64 
Wl\TER TRAWL FISHERY 
VlMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~MERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
1968 MCHUGH Jl 
FIShERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 135-160 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FlSHINGe FISHERIES, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
92 
1968 MANNING JH 
BAY FISHEKIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE SAY, WYE INSTITUTE, $EPTEHSER 
12-13, P. 91-101 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHI~G, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
1968 DAVIS J 
POTENTIAL FOR AN lNCUSTRI!L TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE oiGhT 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 19, 177 fVI~S CUNTR 2731 
COM~ERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, TRARLING 
1969 ~lRGINIA INSTITUTE CF ~ARINE SCIE~CE 
CULTCHLESS SEED OYSTERS 
VlHS, MARINE RESOURCES ACVISO~Y SERIES 3 
CO~MERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HARD CLAM CULTURE HETHOC DEVELOPED AT VIHS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SE~IES 4 
~EDS UNDER WATER, CLAM INCUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EASTERN SHORE 
(VA-MOI 
1970 GRANT GC ET AL 
AGE COMPOSITION AND MAGNITUDE OF STRIPED BASS WINTER GILL-NET CATCHES I~ 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK RiVER, 1967-1970 
SE ASSOC GAME FISH CO~M, 24TH CONF PROC, 659-667 lVIMS CG~TR 399) 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, R~PPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION 
1971 BERGOFFEN B (EC) 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPE~KE BAY 
CONFERENCE REPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LON~-TER~ 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
1971 CASTAGNA H, DUGGAN W 
REARING THE BAY SCALLOP, AEQUIPECTEN IRRADIANS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC 61, 80-85 (VIMS CONTR 388) 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
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******************* COMPUTER PROGRAMS ···············~*· 
1967 RICHAROS CE 
ANALOG COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR AGE-GROWTH STUDIES OF FISHES 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOC GAME AND FISH COHM, 21ST CONF PROC, 273-276 lVIHS CONTR 
274) 
ANALOG COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROWTH STAGES 
1971 HARRISON W, FA~G CS 
HYDROGRAPHY ANO HYD~ODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE 
ANU DYE-TRACER STUDIES AT THE CONFL~ENCE OF THE YORZ, PAMUNKEY ••• 
VIHS SPEC REPT IN A~SOE 11 
COMPUTER PROG~AMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYOROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
~ATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN OE~AND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 11. STUDIES OF THE 
UISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
******************* CONSERVATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AN~ FUTURE 
RICHMONU, VA ACAD SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
19'5'5 ANON 
A LOOK AT VIRGINIA'S ~ATURAL RESOURCES 
VIRGINIA RESOURCE USE EDUCATION COUNCIL, BOX 1642, RICHMOND, VA. 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, VIRGINIA 
1961 HARGIS ~J JR 
RESEARCH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER MANAGEME~T IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 CVIMS CONTR 107) 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
1967 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES STUDY COMHISSJON 
MARINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA--THEIR USE, CO~SERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA DEPT PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
AOMINJSTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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1971 ANDREWS JD 
FISH fOR BEAUlY IN GISMAL SkAMP ••• 
VlRGl~IA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DISMAL SWAMP (~C-VA), WILDLIFE, 
WETLANDS 
1971 HARhELL E 
~HERE~ITH VIRGINIA'S WETLANDS 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 59-61 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1971 HOLCE\1 C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
PUwERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
******************* CONTINENTAL SHELF •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATIO~ OF THE SHELF wATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES & ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIO~$. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DFLAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTI~E~TAl SHELF, CURRENTS (WATER), kUNOFF, SHALLOW WELLS, WINDS 
l9b8 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES £ ENGINEERING OF ThE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS. ~ARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTI~ENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS (~ATERI, RUNOFF, SHALLOW wELLS. kiNDS 
1972 SWIFT DJP ET AL 
ANATOMY OF A SHORE FACE RIDGE SYSTEM. FALSE CAPE, VIRGINIA 
MARINE GEOL 12, 59-84 
BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY 
******************* CONTROL STRUCTURES •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BLUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES 
CARCINOPHILA CKOELLIKER) 
CHES SCI b(4), 201-208 
CONTROL STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRC~UCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
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1971 NATIONAl PARK SERVICE 
SAlEM CHURCH PROJECT, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, VIRGINIA--RECREATION APPENDIX 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
FlOOD CONTROl, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION, 
CONTROl STRUCTURES 
******************* COOLING WATER •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 WARINNER JE, BREHMER H 
ThE EFFECTS OF THERMAL EFFlUENTS ON MARINE ORGA~ISMS 
AIR A~D WATER POLLUT INT J 10, 277-289 CVIMS CO~TR 171) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPlANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SILVERSIDES 
1970 JENSEN LO 
COOLING WATER STUDIES FOR EOISO~ ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPORT SITE 12, 
JA~ES RIVER CHESTERFIELD STA, VEPCO 
JOHNS HOPKINS DEPT OF GEOG AND ENVIRON ENGINEERING 
COOLING WATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, 
kATER QUALITY 
******************* COPEPODS •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE FlSH PARASITE ARGULUS LATICAUDA AS A FORTUITOUS HUMAN EPIZOON 
J PARASIT 44, 45 CVIMS CONTR 77) 
COPEPODS, FISH PARASITES 
1961 BO~MAN TE 
THE CCPEPOD GENUS ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 2, 206-207 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1970 YEATMAN HC 
COPEPODS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY INCLUDING ASTEROCHERES JEANYEATKANAE N. SP. 
TRANS AME~ MICROSC SOC 89, 27-38 CVIMS CONTR 3181 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, CRUSTACEANS, INVERTEBRATES 
1971 ORESSEL DM 
THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL SHOCK AND CHLORINE ON THE ESTUARINE COPEPOD 
ACARTIA TONSA 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CHLORINE, COPEPODS, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVER IOOIDE 
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•••*******~******** COPPER SULFATE 
···········$······ 
1964 RUTHERFO~D C 
EFFECTS OF COPPER SULFATE ON SPOT, LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS 
VIHS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, STREAMBEDS, YORK RIVER 
******************* CORE ORILLIN~ 
1951 POLLAK MJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRA~ QUA~TERLY PROGKESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEA~E BAY INSTITUTE, JOH\S HOP~INS UNIVERSITY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOTTOM SEDIMFNTS, CHESAPEA~E BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
I~VESTIGATIDNS, 0~-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
******************* CORIOLIS FORCE 
1956 PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 33-42 CCHES BAY INST CONTR 24) 
CORIOLIS FO~CE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
******************* CORROTOMA~ RIVER ··············~·~· 
1932 LOOSANCFF VL 
OBSERVATIONS ON PROPAGATIO~ OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN ~IVE~S AND 
THE SEASIDE OF VIRGI~IA 
NEWPORT NE~S, VA CCMMISSION bF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNuER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-M~}, 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1969 
PROHIBITED AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-83 
CORROTOMAN RIVER, FISHI~G GeAR, JA~ES ~IVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER 
***********•******* COST ALLOCATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINfERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
REVIEW RE~ORT ON JA~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
(2 VOL$) NCRFOLK, CORPS OF ENGINEE~S REPORT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAKES RIVER, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
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¥****************** COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY 
REVIEW OF REPORTS ON YORK AND PAHUNKEY RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
~ORFOLK DISTRICT CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, ChANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
~AVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK RIVER 
******************* CRAB INDUSTRY 
1947 ANDREWS E 
CRAB POT CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH ANO WILDLIFE SERVICE FIShERY LEAFLET 262 
C~AB l~OUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
1948 ANDREWS E 
THE &SOB& METHOD OF PICKING BlUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY lEAFlET 276 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1948 ANDREWS E 
TROTliNE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISHAND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 291 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
1953 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY-A PICTORIAL MARITit-IE HISTORY 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 
······*··········· 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOCIAL FUNCTION 
1962 ISAACSON PA 
MODIFICATIONS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAl CRAB POT 
VI~S THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR 
1968 MANNING JH 
BAY FISHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVEKNOR'S CONrERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 91-101 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMEkCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
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1969 
CRABS tREGULATIONSl 
VA COOE,l9SO, TITLE 28.1 C b 28.1-165 TO 28.1-17~ 
CRAB INDUSTRY, LEGAl ASPECTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
FISH,UYSTERS,SHELLFISH AhD OTHER ~ARINE LIFE 
VA COOE,l950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH HA~AGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1970 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USI~ESS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSiER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, I~DUSTRIAL'FISH 
******************* CRABS •••••••••••••••••• 
1919 CHURCHILl EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB 
US BUR FISH BULL (1917-1918) 36, 91-128 
C~ABS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
1942 CHURCHILL EP 
THE lOEAL STAGES OF THE cLUE CRAB,CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATH6UN 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, SULGMONS MO,PUBLICATION NC 49 
CRABS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MARYLAND 
1942 LOCHHEAD ~S, NEWCOMBE CL 
METHODS OF HATCHI~G EGGS QF THE BLUE C~AB 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 76-86 IVIMS CONTR 9) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ZOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
AMER MICROS SOC TRANS 62, 85-90 CVIHS CONTR 10) 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, HORPHCLO~Y 
99 
1944 SANDOZ M, HOPKINS SH 
ZOEAL lARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPJDUS RATHBUN 
J WASH ACAD SCIENCES 34, 132-133 lVlMS CONTR 13) 
CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1945 RO~ERS MR 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUNGUS LAGENIOIUM CALLINECTES COUCH AND ITS EFFECT ON 
EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
)'HIS THESIS 
A~IMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1947 ANDREWS E 
CRAS POT CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 262 
C~AB l~DUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
1~47 hOPKINS SH 
THE NE~ERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES AS AN INDICATOR OF THE SPAWNING HISTORY OF 
ThE HuST, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J. PARASIT. 3312), 146-150 
CRABS, NEMERTEANS, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1948 ANDREWS E 
T~f t60B& METHOD OF PICKING BLUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 276 
CRAB I~OUSTRY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1948 ANDREWS E 
TROTLINE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISHAND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 291 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
1949 MARSHAll N 
A SUM~A~Y STATEMENT OF THE STATUS Of OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARINE 
FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT ~ 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRASS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1950 MACGREGOR JS 
SO~E HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS FOUND IN WINTER IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
VlMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, SHAlLOW WELLS 
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1950 PYLE RW, CRONIN LE 
THE GENERAL Af~ATOMY OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATtt8UN 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD, PUBLICATION 87 
CRABS, MORPHOLOGY 
1950 VAN ENGF.l WA 
RECORUS CF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB FISHERY 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 5 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS 
1951 PRITCHARD Ow 
THE PHYSICAl HYUROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIO~S TO &ICLCGICAL 
PROEiLEMS 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE loTH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 366-376 
CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1957 MCHUGH JL, BAILEY RS 
HISTORY OF VIRGINIA•S CO~MERCIAL FISHERIES--NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORCS 
THROW LIGHT ON TOOAY'S PROBLEMS 
VA J SCI 8, 42-64 (VIMS CONTR 70) 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS 
1957 MCHUGH JL, VAN ENGEL WA 
STATUS OF THE BLUE CRA6 FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 13 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM~E~CIAL FISHING, CRABS 
1958 VAN ENGEl ~A 
THE BLUE CRAB AND ITS FIShERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COHM FISH REVIEW 20(6),6-17 CVIMS CONTR 79) 
CRA5S, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION 
1962 tiOESE HD 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
DERHDCYSTIDIUM MARINUM 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 (VIMS CONTR 162) 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, MARINE FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
196~ KENK VC 
A NEW CRAB HOST OF THE GREGARINE NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM 
NATl SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 55, 87-88 (VIMS CONTR 206) 
CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
lOl 
1964 HAEFNER PA, SHU~Tl~ C 
LENGTH INCREMENTS DU~ING TERMihAl KGLT OF THE FEMALE SLUE CRA&, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS lN DIFFE~ENT ~AliNITY ENVIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI 513), 114-118 
CRABS, GROWTH STAGfS, SALINITY, MOLTING 
1965 WILLIAMS AB 
M~RINE DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF THE CAROLINAS 
US FISK ANDWILDLlFE SERVICE FIS~ERY BULLETIN VOl 65 NO 1 
CRABS, LGoSTERS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
1965 FARRAGUT RN 
PROXIMATE CO~POSITlCN OF CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB lCALLINECTES SAPIDUSl 
JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCE 30, 538-544 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1966 VAN ENGF.L WA ET AL 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPAEI ••• AN INTRODUCED PARASITE ON A XANTHIC CRAB IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CRUSTACEANA 10lll, 111-112 
ANIMAl PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1966 THOMPSON MH , FARRAGUT RN 
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BlUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 17, 1065-1078 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRASS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1966 TAN EC, VAN ENGEl WA 
OSMOREGULATION IN THE ACULT BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
CHES SCI 7, 30-35 tVIMS CONTR 2111 
CRASS, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE 
1969 KRANTZ GE, ET AL 
VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 164(3885), 1266-12B7 
ANI~AL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, CRABS 
1969 LANG MA 
VOLUME CONTROl IN HYPOTONIC SAliNE BY MUSCLES OF THE BlUE 
CRAB,CALli~ECTES SAPlOUS RATHBUN 
PHO THESIS UNIV MARYLAND DISS ABS 29(10)l891B 
CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
lCl 
l96q l~NG HA• G~l~ER H 
ISOSMOTIC iNTERCELLULAR q(GULATIO~ £5 l ~tCHANISM OF VOLUME CONTROL IN 
CKAB MUSCLE fl&ERS 
CO~FARATIVE 81GCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 3C, 445-456 
AHlNO ACIDS, CRABS, SALINITY, HlSTOLOGICAlriNVESTIGATIUNS 
1968 ROBERTS ~H JR 
fUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY Of MQUTH PARTS OF TH( HERMIT CRABS, PAGURUS 
LONGICARPUS AND PAGURUS POLLICARIS 
CHES SCI 9, 9-20 tVIMS CONTR.27l) 
CRABS, FEEDING, MORPHOLOGY 
1969 CO~L~ELL RR 
CO~PUTER STUDIES OF MlCROORGA~ISMS ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANl~~lS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY AND ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
000-DRUGS FROM THE SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKE~ EO 
ANIMAl PAThOLOGY, BACTERIA, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRASS 
1~t9 DAUGHERTY SJ 
ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY, liFE HISTORY, AND HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPEI (SACCULINIOAE) IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
lVIMS THESIS) 
CRASS, JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
1969 CO\oiL~ELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH lNVERTEeRATE ANI~ALS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PlRAHAEMOLYTlCUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
QUO-DRUGS FROM THE SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKEN EO 
ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CRABS, INVERTEcRATES 
1970 SANDIFER PAr VAN ENGEL WA 
~ODIOLUS OEMISSUS, A NEW HOST FOR THE OYSTER CRAB PINNOTHERES OSTREUM IN 
VIRGINIA 
VELIGER 13, 145-146 lVIMS CONTR 347) 
CRABS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1911 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION CF THE FIDDLER CRAB lUCA MINAX) IN RELATION TO MA~SH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 180-183 tVIMS CONTR 3961 
CRABS 9 DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PlANTS, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
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1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
V[MS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
CRABS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* CROAKER 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PA~T l, 283-287 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS 
TRANSACTICNS OF THE 16TH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 368-376 
CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1957 HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH, AND AVAILABILITY OF JUVENILE CROAKER, MICROPOGON 
UNDULATUS, IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 38, 88-97 IVIMS CONTR 68) 
CROAKER, DlSTRIBUTICN, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1960 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO AL 
DISAPPEARANCE OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER FISHE~l(S SOC TRANS 89, 154-159 (VIHS CONTR 91) 
CROAK(R, FISH POPULATIO~S, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
******************* CRUISES 
1951 POLLAK MJ 
I~SHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CMESAPEAKE BAY, CORE ORllLINC, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIO~S, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S 
1961 PATTEN BC, ~ARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUT~IENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PATHfiNDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
104 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIE~CE 
HYDROGRAPHIC CRUISE SCHEDULE OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
CVIMS MS) 
CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
******************* CRUSTACEANS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 YEATMAN HC 
COPEPODS FROM CHESAPEAKE SAY INCLUDING ASTEROCHERES JEANYEATMANAE N. SP. 
TRANS AMER MICROSC SOC 89, 27-38 IVIMS CO~TR 318) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPOOS, CRUSTACEANS, l~VERTEaRATES 
1970 CHA~6ERS JR ET AL 
OCCURkENCE OF LEPTODORA KINDTII IFOCKE) ICLAOOCERA) IN VIRGlNIA 
TRIBUTARIES CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 255-261 IVIMS CONTR 360) 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIO~, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1972 MUSICk JA, MCEACHRAN JD 
AUTUMN AND WINTER OCCURRENCE OF O(CAPOD CRUSTACEANS IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, 
u.s.A. 
CRUSTACEANA 22, 190-200 IVIMS CONTR 414) 
CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIO~ 
******************* CTENOPHORES •••••••••••••••••• 
1952 VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM REPORT 13--BIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CMESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY REFERENCE 52-17 
BIOLUMINESCE~CE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
1968 BURRELL VG JR 
ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, HNEMIOPSIS LEIDYI (A. AGASSIZ), 
IN A FISH NURSERY GROUND 
VIMS THESIS 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, YOR~ RIVER 
******************* CULTCH •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TREATMENT Of SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
OYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VlRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 59, 84-90 IVIMS CONTR 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1969 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TREATMENT OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAH TO INCREASE THE YIELD Of SEED 
OYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 59, 84-90 (VIMS CONTR 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER'SETTING, MARICULTURE 
******************* CURRENT METERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 PRITCHARD OW, BURT WV 
AN INEXPENSIVE AND RAPID TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING CURRENT PROFILES IN 
ESTUARINE ~ATERS 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 1 
CURRENT METERS, ESTUARIES 
******************* CURRENTS (WATER) 
1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TIDES A~O CURRENTS IN ChESAPEAKE BAY A~O TRIBUTARIES 
US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, SPECIAL PUBL 162 
CHRYSOPHYTA, ~URRENTS (wATER), SLUDGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1~47 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP MILL 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+~S FISHERY BULLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1~51 PRITCHARD OW 
CATA REPORT, OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 1 AND 2 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 7 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY CF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE 16TH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 368-376 
CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 6-11 MAR 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 13 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
106 
l955 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER ~INTER CRUiSE 2, t3-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY lNST DATA REPT 25 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1956 PRITCHARD Ow, KENT RE 
METHOD FOR DETERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, Bl-91 (CHES BAY INST CONTR 26) 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JA~ES RIVER MODEL DATA 
lVIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HYuROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964' 
VA INST MARINE SCIENCE DATA REPT 5 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RlVERt 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, wiND VELOCITY 
1968 STANLEY EM, ~CRCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIE~CES & ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIO~$. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SCC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRE~TS !WATER), RUNOFFr SHALLOW ~ELLS, ~lNCS 
1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCulATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THF CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES & ENGINEERING OF. THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS (WATERl, RUNOFF, SHALLOW WELLS, WINOS 
1970 MUNDAY WG JR ET AL 
OIL SLICK ~OTION NEAR CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
WAATER RESOURCES BULL 6(6), 879-884 (VIMS CONTR 357) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), OILY WATER, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
WINOS, POLLUTANTS 
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1970 CARTER HH, OKUBO A 
LONGITUDINAl DISPERSION IN NON-UNIFORM FlOW 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL REPORT 68 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
******************* DAMS 
1899 TODD W 
JAMES RIVER VIRGINIA WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENT 
ELECTRICAl WORLD 33, 573-575 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER 
1949 SCRUGGS PL 
CLEANING THE JAMES 
REPRINTED FROM THE LYNCHBURG NEWS, APRIL 3, 1949 
DAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, JA~ES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
ENGINEERING 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
637-651 
DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
1969 VIKGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER WATER IMPO~~DMENT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 24JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA 
A~D STAFFORD COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
U~N~MBEREO ~EPT 
DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIONAL FLOOD 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
NORTH ANNA DAM PROJECT 
MINUTES OF M~ETINGS, 24 MARCH 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, PAMUNKEY RIVER 
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******************* DAMSITES •••••••••••••••••• 
1930 
GARDEN CLUB OF VIRGINIA V VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO ET AL 
151 SE 161 
DAMSITES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~AVIGABLE WATERS 
******************* DATA COLLECTIONS 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
DATA REPORT, OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 1 A~D 2 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 1 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1~53 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 6-11 MAR 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 13 
CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1953 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES BAY lNST TECH REPT b 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JA~ES RIVER, SALINITY, STRUCTURE, THERMAL RADIATION 
1~55 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 2, 13-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY lNST DATA REPT 25 
CURRE~TS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1961 PATTEN BC, LACEY JR 
DISTRIBUTION OF AMMONIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTIO~, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAl 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
1961 PATTEN SC, WARINNER JE 
SUMMARY OF DATA FROM PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 22 C1200 
CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
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1963 PATTEN flC ET Al 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPECIAl SClE~TIFIC REPT 44 
OATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, THERMAL 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
l9b4 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER ~ODEL DATA 
IVIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER~ SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1965 ELLISON R ET Al 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FCRAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 47 
DATA COLLECTIO~S, CISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
l9b7 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964' 
VA INST MARINE SClE,CE CATA REPT 5 
CURRENTS IWATERl, DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
1971 HARRISON w, FA~G CS 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 1. OXYGEN BALANCE 
AND DYE-TRACER STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE YOR2, PAMUNKEY ••• 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN AHSOE 11 
COMPUTER PRCGRAMS, CATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MOCELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
******************* DOT •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINil DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES A~O ~EGVLATICNS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAW 
DIVISION OF REGULATCRY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CO~T~OL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVlCIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDESDOT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA 
******************* DECISION MAKING •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 GOODELL HG ET Al 
THE POTENTIAl OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
VIRGINIA MODEL 
UNIVERSITY Of VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVIllE, VA. CNATL TECH INFO SERV NO PB 
200990) 
DECISION MAKING, PlANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOClTlON, 
STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
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******************* OEEP-~ELLS •••••••••••••••••• 
1~37 MANSFIELD WC 
SOME DEEP ~ELLS NEAR THE ATLANTIC COAST IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 186-l 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DEEP-WELLS, JAMES RIVER, NORT~ CAROLINA, 
STERILITY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
******************* DEFORMATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 MERRlNER JV, WILSON Wl 
JAW DEfORMITY (CROSS-BITE) OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, 8REVOORTIA TYRANNUS, 
FROM VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 13, 62 IVIMS CONTR 417) 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DEFORMATION, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER 
******************* DELAWARE •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 BARROW JH ET AL 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBODY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES CF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 15313743), 1531-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FlUORESCENCE, HSX, OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
******************* DELA"ARE RIVER •••••••••••••••••• 
1960 O'CONNOR OJ 
OXYGEN BALANCE OF.AN ESTUARY--DELAWARE AND JAMES RIVERS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS PROC 86CSA3l, 35-55 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DELAWARE RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN 
******************* DEPOSITION ISEDlMENTS) • ••••••••••••••••• 
l9b6 BOND GC, MEADE RH 
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF MINERAL GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEARBY COASTAL WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 208-212 
tHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), SESTON 
1968 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE BENNS CHURtH, SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR, AND CHUCKATUCK 
QUADRANGLES, VIRGINIA 
A DlV MINERAL RES., REPT OF INVESTIGATIONS 17 
DEPOSITION CSEOlMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JA~ES 
RIVER, SUlfUR BACTERIA 
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1968 O'BRIEN M 
~VlTIPLE 8AR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VlMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), SAND BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
1969 BICK KF, COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE WILLIAMSBURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACON$ CASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA DIY MINERAL RESOURCES, ~EPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 18 
DfPOSITION CSEDIMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
******************* DEPTH •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYOROG~APHIC DATA COLLECT·ION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIV~-1964' 
VA lNST MARINE SCIENCE CATA REPT 5 
CURRENTS CWATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDRO~RAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
**************~**** DERMOCYSTIDIUM •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
BEDS 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 53, 65-84 (VIMS CONTR 155) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY 
1962 HOESE HD 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 (VIMS CONTR 162) 
DERMOCYSTIOIUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, MARINE FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
1967 ANDREWS JD 
INTERACTION OF TWO DISEASES OF OYSTERS IN NATURAL WATERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 57, 38-49 CVIMS CONTR 207) 
DERMOCYSTIDIUMt MSX, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1968 SINDERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MORTALITIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA 
SF AND WS SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 5b9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTJOIUM 1 MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
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1969 PERKINS FO 
UlTRA~TRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LABYRINTHOMYXA MARINA 
CDERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM), A COMMERCIALLY SIG~IFICANT OYSTER PATHOGEN 
J INVERT PATHOL 13, 199-222 (VIMS CONTR 299) 
OERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LABYRINTHOMYXA MARINA 
COERMOCYSTIOIUM MARINUMJ, A COMMERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHOGEN 
J INVERT PATHOL 13, 199-222 CVIMS CONTR 299) 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTE~S, PATHOLOGY 
******************* DESIGN FLOOD •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FLOOD PLAIN I~FORM~TION, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA 
AND STAFFORD COUNTIES, YI~GINIA 
UNNUMBERED REPT 
DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIONAL FLOOD 
******************* DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
1880 MICHELS J 
RICHMOND DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
SCIENCE CNY) 1, 222 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER 
1876 CORYELL M 
DIATOMACEOUS SANDS OF RICHMO~O, VIRGINIA 
AMER INST MINING ENGINEERS TRANS 4, 230-232 · 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, SANDS 
1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BUll 483 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
1965 PHARR RF 
DIATOMACEOUS SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS llt 25-31 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
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******************* DIELDRIN 
•••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES A~D REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAW 
OIVISION OF REGULATORY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
A~iMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CO~TROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDESDOT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA 
•****************** DIFFUSION •••••••••••••••••• 
1959 CLINE CH, FISHER LJ 
FLUSHING TIME AND DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS WITH 
AP~liCATIGN TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYDROGRA?HIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
~IFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
******************* DINOFLAGELLATES •••••••••••••••••• 
1952 VIRG.NIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
I~SHORE SURVEY PROGRAM REPORT 13--BIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 
CHES SAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY REFERENCE 52-17 
BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOflAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
1968 MACKIERNA~ GB 
SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
II!RGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
DI~OFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
PriYTOPLANKTON 
******************* DlQUAT •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 HAVEN D.S 
LEVELS OF THE HERBICIDE DIQUAT IN TwO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
ANC HuD 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 51-53 lVIMS CONTR 308) 
DlCUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT•CLAM 
******************* DISCHARGE MEASUKEM~NT •••••••••••••••••• 
1944 viRGINIA DIVISION OF WAlE~ RESOURCES 
SU~FACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1927-1942 
VA DlV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 5 
OlSCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERM~L CO~DUCTIVITY 
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1957 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY Of VIRGlNIA,JAHES RIVER BASIN 1951-1955 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 17 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED ORAINAGE. 
THERMAL CONUUCTIVITY 
1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1956-1960 
VA OIV WATER RESOURCES ANO PC~ER BULL 25 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISIC~ OF WATER RESOURCES 
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRGI~IA STREAMS 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BASIC OATA BULL 34 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA 
******************* DISCHARGE (WATER) 
1927 DIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEGL SvRVEY SULL 31 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCHARGE l~ATERJ, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1932 COLLINS WO ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIVISION CF WATER RESOURCES AND PO~ER BULL 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATERi, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
1947 LAMAR Wl, WHETSTONE GW 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-1946 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND PO~ER BULL 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 WHETSTONE GW, MCAVOY RL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-1948 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL ll 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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1957 CONNOR JG, SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1948-1951 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 22 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISCHARGE lWATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 SCHROEDER ME, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHfMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION 0~ WATER RESOURCES BULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1~59 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STKEAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS !MONTHLY RELEASES) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1960 VIRGINIA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA AUG 1958-FEB 1960 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES BULL 23 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER>, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1965 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE !WATER), CAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1967-UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAK~ BAY 
USGS MONTHLY RELEASE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATERt, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
116 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SU~VEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1968 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE (WATER), GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, ~ATER SUPPLY 
1971 ELUER RS 
THE EFFECT OF RUN-OFF FROM HURRICANE CAMILLE ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIMS THESIS 
DISCHARGE !WATER), HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* DISMAL SWAMP INC-VA) 
1971 ANDREWS JD 
FISH FOR BEAUTY IN DISMAL SWAMP ••• 
VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DISMAL SWAMP INC-VA), WILDLIFE, 
WETLANDS 
******************* DISPERSION •••••••••••••••••• 
1959 CLINE CH, FISHER LJ 
FLUSHING TIME AND DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS WITH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYuRCCRAPHIC CFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
******************* DISSOLVED OXYGEN •••••••••••••••••• 
1967-0AVIS J 
ANAORO~OUS FISH PROJECT, BIOLOGY AND UTILIZATION OF ANADROMOUS ALOSIDS 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, l967--
ALOSIDS1 ANADROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1971 HYER PV ET Al 
HYDROGRAPhY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 11. STUDIES OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YCRK. SYSTEM 
VlMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN fNGRNC 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CISSOLVEO OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDRO~RAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MOOELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMU~KEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PhYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY lNST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DlSTRl8UTlON, SEOlMENTATIONt SHALLO~ WELLS, SILVERSIOES 
******************* DISTRIBUTION 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
117 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 210-216 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 216-234 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 hiLDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 200-210 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1t 192-197 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISh, MULLETS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 197-199 
CnESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 hiLDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43 1 PART 1 1 164-178 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIOK, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE bAY 
118 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSIDENCE 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 187-192 
HRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE bAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROfDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE ~AY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 134-145 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
1927 HILOEBRA~O SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 145-147 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 147-151 
GRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
119 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 130-131 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 132-134 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 120-127 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 127-129 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 102-105 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll ~3, PART 1, 108-111 
ftRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRlBUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
120 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1t BS-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COHMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIMUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FIS~ BULL 43, PART 1, 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
l927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 93-100 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANACROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAYt COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 77-78 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, UISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROECER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 78-80 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 81-115 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF; SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 44-54 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SNOW COVER 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE cAY 
121 
US BuR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 55-72 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SOIL DENSITY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH ~Ull 43, ?ART 1, 72-77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 42-43 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, ChESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 43~44 
ANAOROMOUS FJSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 234-236 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 238-244 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FlSHt TENSILE 
STRESS 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 244-247 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
122 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 247-249 
4~ADROMOUS FI~H, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1927 HlLOEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 250-253 
BRACKISH-WATfR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
uS BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 253-266 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 261-265 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 269 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HllOEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 269-271 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-276 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMBEDS 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISH£S OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
123 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 283-287 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DJSTRIBUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY 
192-7 HILDE BRAND SF, . SCHROf!DER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE. BAY 
US 8Uk FISH BUL~ 43, PART 1, 296-299 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
.·FISHES OF tHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FI~H BULL 43, PART lt 300-305 
8RACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
iAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
1927 HILDEB~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 305-312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 312-316 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~S BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
124 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US a·uR FISH BULL 43, PART t, 322-328 
CHE·S'APEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIQN, FISH TA~ONOMY, MARiti£ FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE bAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1 1 329-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 353-354 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH AULL 43, PART 1, 354-355 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1939 NEWCOMBE CL, LANG AG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER PHILOSOPH SOC, PROC, 81, 393-420 CCHES BIOL lAB CO~TR 28) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1951 ANUREWS JD, COOK C 
RANGE AND HABITAT OF THE CLAM, POLYMESODA CAROLINIANA CBOSCJ IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32t 758-760 CVIMS CONTR 35) 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
125 
1951 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT Ill 
CHES BAY lNST~ JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFEREHCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WEll~ 
1953 MASSMAN~ WH 
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF YOUNG FISHES IN VIRGINIA ESTUARIES 
NORTH AMER WILDLIFE CONF TRANS, 18TH, 439-449 (VIMS CONTR 46) 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1954 MASSMANN WH 
~ARINE FISHES IN FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
ECOLOGY 35, 75-78 tVIMS CONTR 47) 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
1957 HAVEN OS 
OISTRIBUTlON, GROWTH, AND AVAILABILITY OF JUVENILE CROAKER, MICROPOGON 
UNDULATUS, IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 38, 88-97 (VlMS CONTR 68) 
·CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1961 BOwMAN TE 
THE CUPEPOD GENUS ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 2, 206-207 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1961 PATTEN BC, LACEY JR 
OISTRlBUTIGN OF AMMONIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
1962 MULFORD RA 
OIATOMS FROM VIRGINIA TIDAL WATERS 
VIMS SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC REPORT 30 
DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1962 MASSMAN~ WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWl SURVEYS 
OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YORK A~O PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
126 
1963 BOWMAN TE ET Al 
NOTES ON ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN HYPE~llD AMPHIPODS AND MEDUSAE IN 
CHESAPEAKE ANU NARRAGANSETT BAYS AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 4, 141-146 «CONTR Z39, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, 
MARYLANu) 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIEUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1965 ElliSON R ET Al 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 47 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1966 MAKSHALL HG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON ALONG A 140 MILE TRANSECT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 105-119 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1966 CASTAGNA M1 CHANLEY P 
SALINITY TOLERANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLIDISSIHA, HULINIA 
LATERALIS AND ~ANGIA CUNEATA, FAMILY HACTRIOAE 
VIMS CONTR 245 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
1968 MACKIERNAN GS 
~EASONAL Ol~TRIBUTION OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIHS THESIS 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, YOR~ RIVER, .SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
1969 WARINNER JE, MILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTICN OF JUVENILE RIVE~ HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES~ BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1969 WARINNER JE, MILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
127 
197() CALDER DR 
NORTH AMERICAN RECORD OF THE HYDROIO PROBOSCIDACTYLA ORNATA (HYDROZOA, 
PROBOSCIDACTYLIOAE) 
CHES SCI 11, 130-140 CVIMS CONTR 3441 
DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1971 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIDDLER CRAS lUCA MINAX) IN RELATION TO MARSH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGl~IA-ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 180-183 IVIMS CONTR 396) 
CRABS, DIStRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GENERA CARPHEPHORUS, MIKANIA AND KUHNIA lEUPATORIEAE-ASTERACEAE) IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 38-41 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
******************* DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 ANDREWS JD 
SEASONAL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTI~G IN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY 32, 752-758 lVIMS CONTR 34) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS 
1967 ANDREwS JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 6. HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
MINCHINIA NELSON!, A PATHOGEN OF OY~TERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE a, 1-13 lVIMS CONTR 225) 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
1969 GORDON· CM 
THE APPARENT INFLUENCE OF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE 
SPECIES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY CCIRRIPEDIA) 
CRUSTACEANA 16, 139-142 
BARNACLES, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
1969 ~OUSFIELO El 
NEW RECGRDS OF GAMMARUS CCRUSTACEA&AMPHIPOOAt FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI 10, 1-17 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTR18UTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RI~ER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
128 
1969 CALDER OR, BU~RELL VG 
BR~CKISH ~ATFR HYDRGMEDUSA MAEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATURE 222C5194), 694-695 (VIMS CONTR 320) 
HYDROZOA, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
1971 FEELEY Jn, WASS HL 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAHMARIOEA (CRUSTACEA& AHPHIPCJAl Of 
THE lOWER CHE~APEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN HAR SCI 2 
AHPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PAHU,KEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
******************* DIURNAL •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 SOUTH WD 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF MILl WASTE ON WATER QUALITY IN THE 
PAHUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE CHESAPEAKE CORP OF VIRGINIA, wEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, PULP ~ASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
~ATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
******************* DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION ······~··········· 
1950 SETTE DE 
BIOLOGY CF THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL ($COMBER SCOMBRUS) OF NORTH AMERICA 
USF AND WS FISHERY BUll 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS (FISH) 
1966 MARSHAll HG 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON FROM A SINGLE STATION AT THE MOUTH 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
OHIO J OF SCIENCE 66, 253-255 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLA~KTON 
******************* DIVERSIFICATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BlOCOENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VIMS CONTR 160 COOll 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
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******************* DOCKS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSIO~ 
ERECTION OF ~OORI~G OGLPHIN, HAMPTON BAR 
•••••••••••••••••• 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COHM., 270CT, 24NOV 
DOCKS, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS 
******************* DRAINAGE 
1906 GROVER NC, BOLSTER RH 
HYDROGRAPHY OF VIRGI~IA 
VA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BUll 3 
DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
OBSERVATIONS ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS I~ JAMES AND CORROTOHAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA CO~MISSICN OF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CORRCTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1944 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1927-1942 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULl 5 
DISCHARGE MEASURE~ENT, CRAI~AGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1957 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA,JAMES RIVER BASIN 1951-1955 
VA DlV WATER RESOURCES A~D PO~ER BULL 17 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1~61 VIRGINIA DIVISION CF ~ATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1956-1960 
VA DIV WATER RESOU~CES A~D POnER BUll 25 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
130 
******************* DRAINAGE PATTERNS (GEOLOGIC) • ••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREhENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLA~. VOL 3-HYDRCLOGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND CITS PLANNING BULLET!~ 215) 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, CRAINAGE PATTER~S lGEOLO~IC), GROUNDWATER, HYOROLOGIC 
UATA, JA~ES RIVER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, WATER RESCU~CES 
DEVELOPMENT 
******************* DRAINAGE SYSTEMS •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 MARSriAll N 
~ARINE FISHES AND !~VERTEBRATES 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, P~ESENT AND FUT~~E, ?. 
139-150 
A~AOROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
******************* DREDGING 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
A REPORT ON THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
•••••••••••••••••• 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
1957 ANUREWS JD ET Al 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EFFECTS ON OYSTER CULTURE OF THE DREDGING FOR THE 
HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 12 
BEDS UNuER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY 
1963 VIRGINIA COMMISSION TO STUDY MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE JAMES ~IVER 
DEEPENING THE JAMES RIVER CHANNEL. ~EPORT ••• TO THE GOVERNOR AND GENE~AL 
ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, BY THE CCMMCNWEALTH 
CHAN~EL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER 
1967 
~ORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIALS INC 
264 FSUPP 399 
O~EDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
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1969 
UREDGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COuE,l95Q, 28.1-146 
BEDS U~~EK WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1969 
AUTHOKITY OF GOVERNOR TO AUTHORIZE OREOGING OF CHANNEL IN NAVIGABLE 
WATERS-SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO JAMES RIVER BETWEEN JAMES RIVER 
B~IOGE A~~ JAMESTOWN ISLAND 
VA CCGE,1950, 28.1-147 
CHANNEL I~P~OVEMENT, CREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
D~EDGE ANG FILL PROJECTS JAMES RIVER 
~EWPCRT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COHM., 24JUNE, 22JULY 
DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
D~EOGING AND DEVELOPMENT IN CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
~E~PORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 26MAY, 
2dJULY, 23SEPT 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF FILL FOR HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMH., 28APR 
BRIDGE CC~STRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANOFILLS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
OREDGI~G GF CHANNEL IN BUSHY PARK CREEK !RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER) 
Ml~~TES OF MFETINGS, 27 JANUARY, 23 JULY 
DREDGING, R~PPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSAL OF SPOIL IN CONNECTION WITH MARINA IMPROVEMENT, FISHERMAN'S 
CREEK, LITTLE CREEK, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~INUTES OF MEETINGS, 27 OCTOBER, 24 NOVEMBER 
ChESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINAS, STREAM FISHERIES 
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1970 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USINESS ~EEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL•FISH 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, TASKINAS CREEK, JAMES CITY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECRE~TION FACILITIES, YORK RIVER 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY ON ThE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF TrlE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION 
SYMPOSIUM ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHING INST. 
DOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH ECS 96-109 
BIOLOGY, CHE~ICALS, DRECGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILO RIVERS 
******************* DROUGrlTS ············~····· 
1965 NO~TON W 
DIST~IBUTION VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHONIC FORIMINIFERA IN ~ CHANGI\G 
ENVIRONMENT 
VIMS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINE WATER INTRUSION 
******************* DYE RELEASES 
1960 CLINE CH, MALONEY WE 
FIELD REPORT, JAMES RIVER DYE DISPERSAL TESTS 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DYE RELEA~ES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
1971 HARRISON w, FANG CS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYCRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE 
AND DYE-TRACER STUDIES AT THE CO~FL~E~CE CF THE YOR2, PAHUNKEY ••• 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN AMSOE 11 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMA~O, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
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**•**************** EARTH MATERIALS •••••••••••••••••• 
. 1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BULL 483 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
1912 CLARK WA, MILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY A~D GECLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVFY BULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* EARTHQUAKES 
1940 HECK NH 
EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS OF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
SEISMOLOGICAL ·SOC AHER eULL 30, 109-113 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES 
******************* EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO) 
1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
USSERVATIGNS ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS AND 
THF SfASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MQ), 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1~44 FOOTNER H 
RIVERS OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
CAMBRIDGE, MD, TICE~ATER PUSL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MQ), HISTORY 
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1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE GF MARYLAND A~D VIRGINIA, VOL II 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLIShiNG CO., NEW Y~RK 
EASTER~ SHORE (VA-MC), HISTORY, MARYLA~O, VIRGINIA 
1~50 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL I 
LENIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NE" YORK 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-HO), HISTORY, MARYLA~O, VIRGINIA 
1~62 HOPKINS SH 
vlSTRIBUTION OF SPECIES OF CLIO~A (BORING SPONGEl ON THE EASTERN SHCRE OF 
VIRGINIA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC FAU~A, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
1962 HUMM hJ 
MARINE ALGAE OF VIRGINIA AS A SOURCE OF AGAR AND AGAROIDS 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 37 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO), MARINE ALGAE 
1963 ~O~OEN EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD DCMINION COLLEGE, NCRFOLK, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PROuUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
1965 WASS ML 
CrlECK LIST OF THE MARINE I~VERTE~RATES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 24 (THIRD REV) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), GASTROPODS, 
INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
1965 RICHARDS CE 
AVAILA61LITY PATTERNS OF MARINE FISHES CAUGHT BY CHARTER BOATS OPERATIN~ 
CFF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE, 1955-1962 
CHES SCI 6, 96-10d (VIMS CO~TR 1841 
CATCH, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), STREAM STABILIZATION 
1965 HARVILL AM JR 
THE VEGETATION OF PARRAMORE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 226-228 (VIMS CONTR 199) 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MO), PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
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1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMONO, VIRGINIA F0012 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOl, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA UIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, ECONO~IC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1~68 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLA~NING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC OlTA SUMMARY-NORTHA~PTO~ COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MOl, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
EXEMPTED WATERS (CULLING LAW) 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-126 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MO), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1970 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-82 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIKGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARI~E SCIENCE 
HARD CLAM CULTURE METHOD DEVELOPED AT VIMS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 4 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl 
1970 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
MARINE FISHES OF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE !INlET AND MARSH, SEASIDE 
WATERS) 
CHES SCI 11, 235-248 (VIMS CONTR 364) 
EASTERN SHORF IVA-MD), FISH MIGRATIGN, MARINE FISH 
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1971 CHA~LEY P, CASTAGNA ~ 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF T~E STOUT RAZO~ CLAM, TAGELUS PLEBEIUS SOLANOER 
CSOLECURTIDAF, BIVALVIA) 
CHES SCI 12, 167-172 IVI~S CONTR 380) 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE CVA-~Ol, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATICN--TOMN OF WACHAPREAGUE, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
EASTER~ SHORE !VA-MDI, HISTORIC FLOOD 
******************* ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION 
1952 HOBBS HH,JR, MASSMA~~ WH 
RIVER SH~lMP, MACROBRAC~IU~ CHIONE (SMITHlriN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 206-207 !VIMS CONTR 40) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ECOLOGICAL DtSTRIBUTION, JA~ES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
1967 FEELEY JS 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECCLJGY OF THE GAMHARIDEA CCRUSTACEA- AMPHIPGDA) OF 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
!VIMS THESIS) 
AMPHIPOUA, ECOLOG!C~L DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1970 JENSEN LD 
COOLING ~ATER STUDIES FOR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPORT SITE 12, 
JAMES RIVER CHFSTERFIELC STA, VEPCO 
JOHNS HOPKINS DEPT CF GEOG AND E~Vl~ON ENGINEERING 
COOLING W~TER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, 
~ATER QUALITY 
1970 LOETTERLE LE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM AND MARY THESIS 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION 
1971 KERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT MARSH 
CHES SCI 12, 125-130 CVIHS CONTR 397) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, MOBJACK BAY, PLANT POPULATIONS, 
SALT MARSHES 
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******************* ECOLOGICAL IMPACT •••••••••••••••••• 
1957 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SFRVICE. OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN 
STUDIES REGION 4 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CONSIDERED NAVIGATION CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS, 
JAMES RIVER VA, IN RELATION TO FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 
+ 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, WILDLIFE 
CONSERVATION 
1966 HARGIS WJ,JR 
FI~AL REPORT 0~ RESULTS Of OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN A~PLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 7 
CHANNEL I~PROVEME~T, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1968 BURRELL VG JR 
ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, HNEHIOPSIS LEIOYl (A. AGASSIZ), 
IN A FISH NUR~ERY GROUND 
VIMS THESIS 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PlANKTON, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
E~VIRON~ENTAL STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE BAY HYDRAULIC HODEL, MATAPEAKE, 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODELS, PROJFCT FEASIBILITY 
******************* ECOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY Of SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
RlCHHCNO, VA ACAD SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POP~LATIDNS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
1~71 ANDREWS JD 
FISH FO~ BEAUTY IN DISMAL SftAHP ••• 
VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DISMAL SWAMP CNC-VA), WILDLIFE, 
WETLANDS 
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******************* ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY • ••••••••••••••••• 
1886 RICHMOND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
JAMES RIVER FROM THE HEAD OF TIDE TO HlMPTON ROADS AS A NATIO~AL WATER~AY 
RICHMOND, BY THE CHAM~ER OF COMMERCE 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1924 TECHNICAL ADVISORY COR?ORATION 
REPGRT Of INVESTIGATIGN WITH REFERE~CE TO IMPROVING THE JA~ES RIVER. 
SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARBOR ••• CITY OF RICn~OND 
NEW YORK, TECrlN AOVIS CCRP REPGRT 
CANALS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE 
RIVERS 
1925 VIRGINIA DEPART~E~T GF P~BLIC ~ORKS 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE JAMES RIVER HAR60R 
RICHMO~u, BY THE DEPT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER 
1939 BOWERS GM 
JAMES RIVER IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
MARINE NE~S 2b, 35-36 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECG\CMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER 
1965 HARGIS WJ,JR 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON A~ ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VlHS MS, ALSO VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 2, 45-66 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRO~ME~TAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* ECONOMIC IMPACT 
·········*········ 
1959 ~HEATLEY JJ ET Al 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE YORK RIVER OYSTER INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER I~OUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEw 
VlMS SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
139 
******************* ECONOMIC PREDICTION 
1963 BOWDEN EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGI~IA'S EASTER~ SHORE 
OLD DOMINION COLLEGE, NORFOLK, VI~GI~IA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), ECONOMIC ?REDICTIQN, EMPLOYME~T OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRUOUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
SUMMARY, ECONOMIC BASE STUDY, CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVER~ORS OFFICE 
NEwPORT NEWS-HAMPTON METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMO~O, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
PETERSBURG-HOPEWELL-COLONIAL HEIGHTS METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND 
ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
FCONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMA~Y-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA F0012 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDl, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
~ORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS A~O ECO~OHIC SASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. F2009 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
A~ALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
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1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY lFFAIRS 
RICHMG\0 ~ETROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND BASE ANALYSIS 
RICH~~ND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGI~IA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
ECCNOMIC DATA SUMMARY-C~ARLES CITY COUNTY 
GIVISIC~ OF PLAN\I~G, RICHMO~G, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC P~EOICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMIC&, VIR~INIA 
1968-HARGIS ~J,JR 
UTILIZATICN OF PhYSICAL A~D MATHE~ATICAL ~ODELS IN MARI~E RATER RESOURCES 
RESEARCH, PLAN~~~~ AND MANAGEMENT 
UNPUBL PRCG REPTS, VIMS, COVERING THE PERIOD 1 SEPT 1967--
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HYCRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATrlEMATICAL MODELS, 
ftAT[R ~ESCURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 VIRGINIA DIVISIO~ OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC UATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHHONO, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
FCONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE . 
SURRY COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION GF PLA~NING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS O~FICE 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION CF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONO~IC D1TA SUMMARY-NORTHAMPTON COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYME~T, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
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1969 VIRGI~IA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY PROJECTIONS ANO ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMI~ PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION OYNA~ICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PlANNING AND CO~MUNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHE~S COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECOhOMIC BASE ANAlYSIS 
RICHMOI'ffit. VA. 
fCONO~lC PREDJCTIO~, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHEWS COUNTY PROJECTIO~S A~D ECONO~IC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICH~GND, VA. f2010 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, ~~UlATION DYNA~ltS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA OIVISION OF WATER ~ESOU~CES 
JAMES RIV£K BASIN COMPREHfNSIVf WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL l-ECONOMlC BASE 
SlUOT 
RICHMOND (ITS PlANNING BULLITIN 214) 
AGRICULTU~E, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMA~ POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
VIMS SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPliED MARINE SCIENCE ANO OCEAN eNGINEERING 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECCNOMIC PREOICTIGN, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
••••••••••••••••••• ECONOMICS •••••••••••••••••• 
1818 hEINRICH OJ 
MESOZOIC FORMATION IN VIRGINIA 
AHfR lNST MINING EN~INfERS TRANS 6, 227-274 
COAlS, ECONOMICS, GEOLO~IC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SU~V BULL 483 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIAlS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
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1932 YOUNG GR 
REPORT GN JAMES RIVER, VA, IN ACCORDANCE WITH HOUSE OOC 308, 69TH CO~G 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), IRRIGATION, JA~ES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
l'i39 ERO"'N WR 
COASTAl PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV GF VA MASTERS THESIS 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN, CHICKAHGHINY RIVER, ECO~OMICS, GEOLO~IC 
FOR~ATIONS, JA~ES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RlVE~, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
19~8 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAI".~S RIVER, VA 
80TH CO~G,lST SESS HOUSE COC 207 (INCLUDES MAP) 
ECO~OMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEV!LOPME~T, THERMAL 
RADIATION 
1960 VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY BUREAU OF POPULATIO~ A~O ECO~OMIC RESEARCH 
SOCIO-ECC~OMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEST POINT, VIRGINIA, AREA 
CHARLGTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
ECONCMICS, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, PO?UlATION DYNAMICS 
1961 KING AB 
A CC~PARATIVE ANALYSIS CF NINE SELECTED BUSINESS ANO ECONOMIC I~DICATCRS 
IN THIRTEE~ VIRGINIA CITIES, 1956-1960 
COLLEGE OF wiLLIAN ANO MARY, WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 
CITIES, ECONOMICS, VIR,INIA 
1964 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF ~ COMMON PROPERTY RESOU~CE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
I~DUSUY 
U~IVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CISSERTATIO~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANCS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNuCK RIVER BASIN, COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PlANNING BULL 219 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, lONG-TERM PLAN~ING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVElOPMENT 
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1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BUll 225 
AGRICUlTURE, ECONOMICS, ElECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTEDI, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION CF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 226 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINA~CIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATlON 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPGKTATICN, YORK RIVER 
******************* ECOSYSTEMS •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCOENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
~lMS CONTR 160 C0011 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTE"S' HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
******************* EDUCATION 
1970 PROW JW 
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, RESEARCH PAPER 
EDUCATION, GFOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA 
******************* EEL GRASS 
1968 AMON JP 
STUDIES OF LABYRINJHULA SPP. IN CULTURE 
VIMS THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEl GRASS, PLANT PARASITES, YORK RIVER, MARINE 
FUNGI 
1970 MARSH GA 
SEASONAL STUDY OF ZOSTERA EPIBIOTA IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VJMS DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, EEL G~ASS, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
1971 ORTH RJ 
BENTHIC INFAUNA OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, BEDS 
VlHS THESIS 
AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
******************* EFFLUENTS 
1950 S~ITH JD 
CRGANIC CHE~ISTRY 
144 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
bl5-b35 
CHEMISTRY, EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES 
1951 VIRGINIA WATER CONTROL BOARD 
LO~ER JAMES RIVER POLLUTIO~ STUDY, CITY POINT TO THE CHICKAHOMINY, AUG 
6-SEPT b l951, PRELIMINARY REPORT 
~~TER CC~TROt BOARO (MIMED REPORT! 
EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVER, wASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
~ATER POLLUTIGN CONTROL 
1952 MASSMA~N WH ET AL 
A BIOLOGICAl SURVEY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COX~ERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1958 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF Lr~~GLOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FCR 
THE DCW CHE~ICAL CO~PANY 
lMlMEO REPORT SY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAU~A, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON ChESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTE~BER 
12-l3t P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SHALL GAME 
••••••••••••••••••• EGGS 
1942 LOCHHEAD MS, NEWCOMBE CL 
METHOOS CF HATCHING EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
VA J SClE~CE 3, 76-86 lVIMS CCNTR 9) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL G~OWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
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1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPAftNING OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CANADUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
wiTH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHfS SCI 5, 67-71 (VIHS CONT~ 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION, 
STOKES LAw 
******************* ELASMOBRANCHES •••••••••••••••••• 
1~69 CAMPBELL RA 
NE" SPECIES OF ACANTHOBOTHRlUM ICESTODA--TETRAPHYLLIDEAl FROM CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASIT 55, 559-570 (VIMS CO\TR 332) 
ELAS~GBRA~CHES, HOSTS, PARASITISM, SOIL DE~SITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
***********¥******* ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A RE-EVALUATION OF.THE PGhER, WATER SUPPLY, wATER QUALITY, 
RECREATION ••• OF THE AUTrGRIZED SALEH CHURCH RESERVOIR PROJECT 
8UREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION 
DEMAND, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
******************* ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS •••••••••••••••••• 
li6b WARIWNER JE, 6REHMER H 
THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL EFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR AND WATER POLLUT INT J 10, 277-289 (VIMS CONTR 171) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
P~IHARY PRODUCTIVITY, SlLVERSIDES 
******************* ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AGRICULTURE,-ECONOHICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
******************* ELECTRON MICROSCOPY •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 PERKINS FO 
FINE STRUCTURE OF THE OYSTER PATHOGEN HINCHINIA NELSON! lHAPLOSPORIDA, 
HAPLOSPORIDIIOAEJ 
J INVERT PATHOL 10, 287-305 IVlMS CONTR 269) 
f.LECTRON MICROSCOPY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HlSTOLOGICAL'lNVESTIGATIONS 
146 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON MIC~OSCOPE STUCIES OF SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MlNCHINIA COSTALlS !SPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIOA) 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 897-920 IVlMS CONTR 307) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, HlCROORGANISHS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
******************* ELIZABETH RIVER 
1876 
NORFOLK CITY V COOKE 
68 VA (27 GRAll) 430 
• ••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIA~ 
RIGHTS 
1899 
~AVERLY WATER-FRONT AND IHPKOVEHENT CO V WHITE ET AL 
33 SE 534, 97 VA 376 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1912 
LAHBERTS PCI~T CO V NORFOLK AND W. RY CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, R!PARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1965 HARRISON W ET Al 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRA~CE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
~OREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
l9b5 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND ~ORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL R~SEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 6t 
CONTRACT NONR b09l40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIO,S, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
196b CULLER EO 
REAL PROPERTY- RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
UNIV RICHMOND LAW NOTES 2, 257-261 
ELIZABETH RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, LEGAL ASPECTS 
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1967 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINtA. 2. PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE 
ELIZA~ETH RIVER 
VA J ~CIENCE 18, 105-109 
EliZABETH ~~VER,· JAMES RlVfR, PHYTOPLA~KTCN, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1967 
~ORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIAlS INC 
264 FSUPP. 399 
DREDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
l9b9 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CITY OF NORFOLK LANDFILL, LAMBERTS POI~T 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMH., 28JANt 25FEBt 25MAR, 
23SEPT 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1969 MARSHALL HG 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE ELIZABETH RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 37-39 
ELIZABETH RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1969 SPENCER RS, ROGERS WS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE UNCONFORMITY I~ NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 19-21 
ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
FILLING BEHIND BULKHEAD LINE IN ELIZABETH RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 27 OCT 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1971 RICHARDSON MD 
BENTHIC MACROINVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES AS INDICATORS OF POLLUTION IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, ELIZABETH RIVER, INDICATORS, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
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******************* E~BRYO~IC GROWTH STAGE •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 BLACK RE 
RESPIRATION, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT ENZYMES, AND KREBS-CYCLE E~ZYMES IN EARLY 
DEVELOPKE~TAL STAGES OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINlCA 
BIOL BULL 123, 58-70 IVIMS CONTR 116) 
EMBRYONIC GRCwTn STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
l9bl SLACK RE 
THE CO~CENTRATIONS GF SOME ENZYMES OF THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE A~O ELECTRO\ 
TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN THE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TRCCHO,HC~ES OF 
THE OYSTER ••• 
BIOL BULL 123, 71-79 (VIMS CONTR 117) 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
1964 BLAC~ RE, PENGELLEY ET 
ALPHA AMYLASE DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS OF CRASSOSTREA VlRGINICA 
BIOL BULL 126, 199-204 lVIMS CONTR 154) 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
******************* EMPLOYMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NEWPORT NE~S-H~MPTON METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNI~G AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
PETERSBURG-HOPEwELL-COLONIAL HEIGHTS METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS A~D 
ECONOMIC BASF ANALYSIS 
RICHMO~D, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTIO~, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
19b8 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC uATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA F0012 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
OlVlSION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. F2009 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
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1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMONO, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
RICH~OND METROPOLITAN AREA P~OJECTIONS AND BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1~67 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-CHARLES CLTY COUNTY 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, ~OPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICHMOND, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, U~IVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PlANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE fVA-MQ), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
OYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1~&8 VIRGINIA GCVERNORS OFFICE 
~ORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
~CONC~IC P~EDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
SURRY COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION Of PLA~NING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1~68 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
GLOUCESTER COU~TY PROJECTIONS ANO ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION CF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
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1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DiTA SUMMARY-NORTHAMPTON COU~TY 
RlCHMO~O, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHCRF lVA-MO), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGl~IA 
l9b9 VIRGINIA 01VISlON OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICSt VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLA~NlNG AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHE~S COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHEwS COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. F2010 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
******************* EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
19&3 BOWDEN EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD DOMINION COLLEGE, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
·············~···· 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDl, ECONOMIC ~REUICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAl REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TO~RISM 
******************* ENERGY BUDGET •••••••••••••••••• 
1963 PATTEN BC ET AL 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC REPT 44 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY ~UDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, THERMAL 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* ENGINEERING 
1~50 MCGAUHEY PH 
ENGINEE~ING 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADEMY CF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
b37-&5l 
DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP ANC PAPER INDUSTRY 
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••••••••••••••••••• ENVIRO,MENTAL EFFECTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 UNITED STATES CEPARTME~T OF THE I~TERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE SAY 
AND TRiijUTARIES 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, BUR SPORT FISH A~D WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, ENVIRCSHENTAL EFFECTS, WAT~R MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROl 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FINAL ENVlRO~MENTAl STATEMENT, TASKINAS CREEK, JAMES CITY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
~ORFOLK DISTRICT 
DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, YORK RIVER 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAl STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE SAY HYDRAULIC HODEL, MATAPEAKE, 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOlOGICAl IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODELS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
••••••••••••••••••• ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING •••••••••••••••••• 
l~b5 HARGIS WJ,JR 
~ULTIOISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON AN ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VPI wATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER bULL 2t 45-66 
FCONOHIC FEASIBiliTY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* ENZYMES •••••••••••••••••• 
1~62 Bl~C~ RE 
~ESPJRATIO~, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT E~ZYMES, AND KREBS-CYCLE ENZYMES lN EARLY 
DEVElOPMENTAL STAGES OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL BULL 123, 58-70 tVIHS CONTR 1161 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESP}RATION 
1962 BLAC~ RE 
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SOME ENZYMES OF THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE AND ELECTRON 
TRANSPO~T SYSTEM IN THE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TROCHOPHOKES OF 
TH£ OYSTER ••• 
8IOL ~ULL 123, 71-79 CVIMS CONTR 117) 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
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1964 BLACK RE, PENGELLEY ET 
ALPHA AMYLASE DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
biOL BULl 126, 199-204 CVIMS CONTR l54J 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
1969 ME~GEBIER WL, wOOD L 
THE EFFECTS OF MINCHINIA NELSONI INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA. II. SEKUM PHGSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP blOChEH PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 (VlMS CONTR 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, HSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1969 ME~GEBIER WL, WOOD L 
THE EFFECTS OF MINCHINIA NELSONI INFECTION 0~ ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA. 11. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSICL 29, 265-270 tVIMS CONTR 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, OKGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
******************* EROSION 
1~69 WASS ML, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VIHS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
fROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1969 wASS ~L, ~RIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EKOSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PlANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
******************* EROSION CONTROL 
l9b8 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA CODE, 1950, TITLE 62.1 
·················* 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1971 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THE STATE OF VIRGINIAS ENVIRONMENT 
AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SMALl 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
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1971 VIRGINIA EP.OSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
REPORT Of TASK FORCE 0~ EROSION A~D SEDIMENTATION CONTROL 
VIRGINIA GGVER~CRS COUNCIL 0~ THE ENVIRONMENT 
EROSION CONTROL, lEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
******************• ESTIMATED COSTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 VIRGINIA SOA~D OF PUBLIC WORKS 
REPORT OF ThE PRINCIPAL ENGINEER OF THE BOARD OF PUBliC WORKS, ON THE 
SUBJECT OF THE SURVEY OF JAMES AND KANAWHA RIVERS ••• 
RICHMOND, COLIN AND NOWLAN 
CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JA~ES RIVER, 
N4VIGATIC~, ThERMAL RADIATION 
1962 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
REVIEW REPORT ON JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
(2 VOlSl ~CRFOLKt CORPS OF ENGINEERS ~EPORT 
CHANNEL I~PROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATIO~, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
******************* ESTUARIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 TRESSELT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATILlS CWALBAUM), 
IN VIRGINIA 
lVIMS THESISJ 
ESTUAKIES, STOKES lAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
THE PHYSICAl HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAl 
PROBlEMS 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE lbTH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 368-376 
C~ABS, CRCAKfR, CURRENTS IWATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1951 PRITChlRD OW, BURT WV 
AN INEXPENSIVE AND RAPID TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING CURRENT PROFILES IN 
ESTUARINE WATERS 
CHES BAY lNST TECH REPT 1 
CURRENT ~ETERS, ESTUARIES 
1952 PRlTCMARO OW 
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE, CIRCULATION, ANO MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES bAY INST TECH R~PT 3 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATE~-FRESHWATER lNTERFACESSAliNITY 
15~ 
1~52 PRITCHARD OW 
REVIEW OF OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE Of THE DYNAMICS AND FLUSHING OF ESTUARifS 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT ~ 
ESTUARIES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
SALINITY DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE 
SYSTEM 
J MAR RES 11, 106-123 CCHES BAY INST CONTR 6) 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1952 TRESSELT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATillS lWALBAUMl, 
1~ VIRGI~IA 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL BULl 14(1), 98-110 IVIMS CONTR 41) 
ESTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TE~SlON, VIRGINIA 
1953 MASSMANN WH 
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF YOU~G FISHES IN VIRGINIA ESTUARIES 
NORTH AMER WILDLIFE CONF TRANS, 18TH, 439-449 lVlMS CONTR 46) 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1954 MASSMANN WH 
~ARINE FISHES IN FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
ECOLOGY 35, 75-78 CVIHS CONTR 47) 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
1954 PRITCHARD OW 
STUDY OF THE SALT BALANCE IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J ~AR RES 13, 133-144 ICHES BAY INST CONTR 16) 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BALANCE 
1956 PRITCHARD OW 
OYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 33-42 ICHES BAY INST CONTR 24) 
CORIOliS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1956 PRITCHARD Ow, KENT RE 
METHOD FOR DETERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PlAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 81-91 CCHES BAY INST CONTR 26) 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
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1957 HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH, AND AVAILABILITY OF JUVENILE CROAKER, MlCROPOGON 
U~OULATUS, IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 3ij, 88-97 lVIMS CONTR 68) 
CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE fiSHES, VIRGINIA 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 lVIHS CO~TR 107) 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
1965 ELLISON R ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAP,AHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 47 
DATA COLLECTIO~S, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1966 PATTEN BC, CHABOT SF 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
Of RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES SCI 7, 117-136 lVlMS CONTR 224) 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, YORK 
RIVER 
1968 BOON JD lilt MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORON-SALINITY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 lVIMS CONTR 265) 
BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
1~69 SETTLE FH 
SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF CHANGES EFFECTED BY MAN ON TIDAL WETlANDS OF 
VIRGINIA, 1955-1969 
lVPI THESIS) 
ESTUARIES, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA 
1970 CARTER HH, OKUBO A 
LO~GITUDINAL DISPERSION IN NON-UNIFORM FLOW 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAl REPORT 68 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLlUTANTS 
156 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICA~CE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC CRGA~ISMS OF THE 
~IDOLE ATlA~TIC REGIO~ 
SYMPOSIUM C~ Tt1E BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHING IN:T. 
DOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH EOS 96-109 
81CLOGY, CHEMICALS, DRECGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER 
CUALITY, WILD RIVERS 
1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY A\0 HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. II. ST~ulEi OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YGKK SYSTEM 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
******************* ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 NORTO~ W 
OISTRIBUTIO~ VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHONIC FORIMINIFERA IN A CHANGI~G 
ENVIRONMENT 
VII'lS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAI41NIFERA, JAMES 
RIVERi SALINE WATER INTRUSION 
******************* EUTROPHICATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
~ATER RESGURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTA~TS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREAT~E~T, WATER QUALITY 
******************* FACILITIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEAKCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICHMOND, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
******************* FARM LAGOONS •••••••••••••••••• 
1964 DAVIS RV ET AL 
TREATMENT OF DUCK WASTES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE WATER QUALITY IN THE 
RAPPAhANNOCK RIVER, URBANNA, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD, RICHMOND 
ANIMAl WASTES (WILDLIFE), FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WASTE TREATMENT 
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~·#•••************* FARM WASTES ................... 
1964 DAVIS RV ET Al . 
TREATMENT Of DUCK wASTES AN,O. THEIR EFFECTS ON TH! WATER QU!,liTY IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UR3A~SA, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA STATE WATE~ CCNTRQL BOARD, •lt~ONO 
ANIMAL WASTES (WILDLIFE), FARM ~AGOGNS, FAR-M WASTESt POUlW• 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WASTE TREATMENT ~ 
******************* FEECING •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 ROBERTS MH JR 
FUNCTIONAL MO~PHOLOGV OF MOUTH PARTS OF THE HERMIT CRASS, PAGURUS 
LONGICARPUS AND PAGUR~S POLLICARIS 
CHES SCI 9, 9-20 (VIMS CGNTR.271J 
CRASS, FEEDING, MORPHOLOGY 
******************* FEKTILIZERS 
l833 RUFF IN E . 
GVPSEOUS EARTH OF JAMES RIVER 
F4RMER'S REGISTER 1,207-211 
FERTILIZERS, JAMES RIVER, MARL 
******************* FILTRATION 
1970 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
FILTRATION OF PARTICLES FROM SUSPENSION BY THE A~ERIC&N OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL bULL 139, 248-264 lVIMS CCNTR 356) 
FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
******************* FINA~CIAL ANALYSIS 
1i70 VIRGINIA DIVISICN OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 226 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FI~ANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* FINANCING 
1953 bREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY-A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOCIAL FUNCTION 
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1970 VIRGINI'A MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LAW 88-309 l1964 COM FISH RES -.D CEV ACT) FUNDS 
.. HNUTES OF MEET I·aGS, 2El APRIL 
CLA~·, FINA~ING, OYSTERS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEJitl 
••••••••*********** FINFISH INDUSTRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1 ~43 HENZEL RW 
THE CATFISH FISHERY OF VIRG1~1A 
AHER FISHERUS SOC TRANS 71-r 364-372 lVI-.MS CONTR 23) 
CATFISHfS, (Q~MERCtAL FISHING, FINFISri H~~USTi~Y, FRESHWATea'*lSH, .lAMeS 
RIVE~, PCTC~AC RIVER 
libl UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGIN~ERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHING HARBORS ECONOMIC STUDY, MARYLAND A~ VI~GINIA 
BOARD OF e:~GfNEERS FOR RIVER'S AND HAR'SORS, WASHINGTO''h D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INOvSTRY, FISHING GEAR, 
OYSTER I ~OUSTRY 
1969 
FISH· AND FISHINC. GENERALLY IREGUtATIONSt 
VA'C'OOE,l95Q,TITLE 28.1 C 4 28.1-47 TO 28.1-!1 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA CCOE,l950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MA~AGEME~T, LEGAL 
ASPECtS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALlOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1970 
USE OF HAUL SEINE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COOE,l~5o, 28.l-51.2 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS 
******************* FISH ··········~······· 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
THE PHYSICAL HY~ROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE 16TH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 368-376 
CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
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1966 HUNN JB 
SOME BLOOU CHEMISTRY VALUES FOR FIVE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA FISHES 
CHES SCI 7, 173-175 
BIOCHEMISlRYt FISH, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
l9b7 ALLEN N, PELCZAR MJ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICAN~S 
CHEi SCI ·s, 135-154 
ANIMAL ,ATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE P!ACH 
•••••••••••••••••• 
l9b9 BARANS CA 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH A~O BEhAVIOR OF THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIG11T 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
******************* FISH ~ISEASES •••••••••••••••••• 
~~·7 ALLEN Nt PELCZAR MJ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS 
CHES SCI e, 135-154 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
******************* fiSH MANAGEMENT 
1969 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MAKINE liFE 
VA COOE,1950 TITLE 28.1 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
***********.******** FISH MIGRATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1~61 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO Al 
MOVEMENTS OF STRIPEC BASS TAGGED IN VIRGINIA WATERS OF ChESAPEAKE BAY 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 2, 37-44 lVIMS CONTR 97) 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
MARINE FISHES OF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE (INLET AND MARSH, SEASIDE 
WATER~) 
CHES ~CI 1lt 235-2~8 lVIMS CONTR 3~4) 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), FISH MIGRATION, MARINE FISH 
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*********•••••••••• FISH PARASITES •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 HARGIS WJ JA 
THE FISH PARASITE ARGUl.US LATICAUOA AS A FORTUITOUS HUMAN EPIZOON 
J PARASIT 44, 45 lVlMS CONTR 77) 
COPEPOOS, FISH PARASITES 
19459 MCMAHON JW 
MONOGENETIC TREMATOCES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES 
Vt MS TH'ES fS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1961 ~~!1AHCN JW 
~O~OGE~EllC TREHATOCES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE SAY FISHES. PART I--THE 
SUPE~FA~ILIES CAPSALOIOEA PRICE, 193. AND OICLIDOPHOROIOEA PRICE, 193o 
CHES SCI 4, 151-1.0 (VlMS CO~TR 1531 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1964 MCMAHG~ JW 
~G~OGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PAKT 2--THE 
SUPER~AMILY DICLIOOPHOROIOEA 
CHES SCI 5, 124-133 lVIMS CONTR 161) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1966 DILLON WA 
'ROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCU~RING ON FUNDULUS S,P. 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 CVIMS CONTR 204) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, fiSH ,ARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARI~E FISH, 
TREMATODES, KllliFISHES 
l9b9 KINGSTON N ET ALL 
STUDIES ON LARVAL MONOGENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE SAY AAEA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 (VIMS CONTR 305) 
FISH PA~ASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1969 KINGSTON N, DillON WA, HARGIS WJ JR 
STUDIES ON LARVAL MONOGENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE SAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 (VIMS CONTR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
161 
******************* FISH PHYSIOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 LADD EC . 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MERISTIC VARIATION tff. THE AMERI.CAM EE~ (ANGUillA 
RWSTRATA) AND ATLANTIC A~CHOVY tANCHOA MITCHilll) 
VIMS THESIS 
'· 
Fl$H PHYSitll.OGY, FISH PGPU{ATlO~S, JA~ES RI YER, RAPPAHANNOCK RI ViR, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
l9b6 HOGARTH WT, WCCLCOTT;wS 
MOUNTAIN STli,EBACK DARTER, PERCINA NOTOGRAMMA MONTUOSA, N SSP FROM UPPER 
JAMf:S RIVER,VA 
tHES'SCIENCE 7, 101-109 
FISH ,HYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILITY 
******************* FISh POPULATIONS •••••••••••••••••• 
1949 MARSHAll N 
A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF TnE.STATUS OF OUR KNOWLED'E OF THE MARIN! 
FISHEAIES Qf 'JIRGlNU 
VtMS SPEC.SCIENTIFIC REPT It 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRAcS, FISH PO,ULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1950 RANEY EC 
FRESHWATER FISHES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
151-1~4 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONO~Y, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
1958 LADD EC 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMERICAN EE~ lANGUillA 
ROSTRATAJ AND ATLANTIC ANCHOVY CANCHOA MITCHILLI) 
VIMS THESIS 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
1960 MASSMANN WH, PAC~ECO AL 
DISAPPEARANCE OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER FlSHERifS SOC TRANS 89, 15~-159 tVIMS CONTR 91) 
CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVERt YORK RIVER 
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1968 DAVIS J 
POTE~TIAL FOR AN lNCUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
ViRGINIA J SCIENCE 19, 177 CVIHS CONTR 2731 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, TRAWLING 
******************* FISH TAXONOMY ··-·········~····· 
1927 ~llDEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
F lS11E~ OF Ck(SAPE.KE BAY ·' 
US BvR F I Sli BULL 43~ PART l. • 210-210. 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILD!!RAND SF, SCHROEOE~ ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH eULL 43, PART 1t 216-234 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRISUTlON, FlS~ TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STR!A~ 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HllDEB~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES. OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 200-210 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMYt MARINE FlS~ · 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SC~ROEOER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 192-197 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY; DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, ~ARINE 
FISH, MULLETS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43t PART 1, 191-199 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARI~E FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCH~OEOER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1b3 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 164-178 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
1921 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-WATER FISHt CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONQMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSIDENCE 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 187-192 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 134-145 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 145-147 
BRACKISH-WATFR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1b4 
uS s~a FISH BULL 43, PART lt 147-151 
B~ACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRISUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY, HARI~E 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US &WR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 130-131 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILCEBRAND SF, SCHROiDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 132-134 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
1927 HllDEBRA~D Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 120-127 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONO~Y, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUlL 43, PART 1, 127-129 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FlSH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULl 43, PART 1, 102-105 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
165 
OS.BUR FISH BUll ~3, PART 1t 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll ~3, PART 1, 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll ~3, PART lt 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHr DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART lt 93-100 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROHOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SFr SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART lt 77-78 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHFS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART lt 78-80 
BRACKISH-wATfr\ FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE 8AY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 81-115 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE lAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTRI8UTION., FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
166 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, ~~-5~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SNOW COYER 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 55-72 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SOIL OENSITY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 72-77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MA-INE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHEjAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 234-236 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 1 STREAM 
lMPROVEHEftT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HllDEBRA~O SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 238-2~4 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TENSILE 
STRESS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll ~3, PART lt 244-2~7 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHt DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY,· STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
-FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE 8AY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 11 247-2~9 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRJIUTJON., FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 250-253 
B~ACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SChROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 253-268 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 hlLOEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 261-265 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~OMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1t 269 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
flSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US OUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 269-271 
CHESAPEAKE ·BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BU~ FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-305 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXO~OMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FJ~H BUll 43, PART 1t 271-276 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMBEDS 
1~27 HILOEDRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH 8Ull 43, PART 1t 283-287 
8~ACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHt CROAKER, 
OlSTRIBUTIONt FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART lt 296-299 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISU, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMKERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 300-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
1927 HILOEBRA~O SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 305-312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BU~ FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 312-316 
8RACK1SH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1t 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ~ISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH B~LL 43, PART l, 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 11 322-32B 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1917 ~ILOEBRA~D SF• SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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~S BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 318-329 
CHE~A~eAK£ 6A~, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDfERA~~ SF, SC~GESER WC 
FISHES OF CHESA?EAKE BAY 
~S BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1,,)29-353 
BR~CKISH-WATER FiSH, CHESAPEAI<E BAY, DJSfRIBUTIOtt, FISH TAX~~:. MAKJNE 
FUH 
1927 HlLOt8RA~D SF, SCH~CEOER ~C 
FISHES OF Cn!!APEA~E BAY 
US BUK FISH BULL 43, PART lt 353-354 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDESRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FiSHES OF CHESAPE~KE 6AY 
US BU~ FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 354-355 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRl~UTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1950 MARSHAll N 
~ARINE FI~HES AND INVERTEBRATES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
139-1~0 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
1950 RA~EY EC 
FRESHwATER FISHES 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
151-194 
FISH POPULAtiO~S, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
******************* FIShERIES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CH~SAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 8-32 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
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1948 MARSHALl N 
REPORT ON e.AST AND CURREI'fT FISHERIES RESEARCH ACTlVITIES OIREC.f.lY 
RELATJlG fO VIRGINIA 
VIP'!S SP£C SCIENTIFIC REPT 3 .. -
AOMINISTRA\fVE AGENCIES, cw!·sAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIEs, RESEARCH AND 
OEVElOPMENf 
1952 MASSMANN WH tT Al 
A SIOLO~ICAL SURVEr Of l~E RAPP~ANNOCK RIVER, VA. 
VI~S SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT b 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CCMMERCIAl fiSH~··· EFFLUENTS, }HSAERIES, RAPPAtfANNOC'K' 
RIVER, STREA~ STA~ILIZATI~N 
... ,.;· 
1968 MCHUGH JL 
FISHERIES OF CHES4PEAKE BAY 
IN GOVE~N~'S C~i~ENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 135-lb~ 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSHING, FISHERIES, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
*******•*********** FISHING •••••••••••••••••• 
19~7 VIRGINIA MARiNE RESOURCES STUDY COMMISSION 
M~RINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA--THEIR USE, CO~S~RVATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND~ VA DEPT PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* FISHING GEAR 
1947 ANDREWS E 
CRAB POT CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 262 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
1948 .ANDREWS E 
TROTLINE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISHANO WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 291 
CRAo INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
l9bl UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHING HARBORS ECONOMIC STUDY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
BOARD OF ENGINEERS FOR RIVERS AND HARBORS, WASHINGTO~, O.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, 
OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1962 ISAACSON PA 
MODJFICATlONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAL CRAB POT 
VlMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY. CRAB INCUSTRY. FISHING GEAR 
1969 
PROHIBITED AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-83 
CORROTOHAN RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1~70 
USE OF HAUL SEINE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COUE,1950t 28.1-51.2 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
******************* FLATFISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 164-178 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
******************* FLOOD CONTROL •••••••••••••••••• 
1932 YOUNG GR 
REPORT ON JAMES RIVER. VA. IN ACCORDANCE WITH HOUSE DOC 308, 69TH CONG 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMIC~, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEQ), 1RRJGATION 1 JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
1947 RANDOLPH OR 
THE JAMES--VIRGINIA'S RIVER 
VA WILDLIFE 8(8), 3-5 
flOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER. WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1948 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
80TH CONG,lST SESS hOUSE DOC 207 tiNCLUDES MAP) 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RADIATION 
1949 SCRUGGS PL 
CLEANING THE JAMES 
172 
REPRINTED FROM THE LYNCHBURG NEWS, APRIL 3e 1949 
DAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
1970 WALKER WR, JOHNSON TW 
FLOOD DAMAGE ABATEMENT--FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST WATER RESOUR RESEARCH CENT BULL 39 
FLOOD CONTROL, GOVERNMENT SUPPO~TS, JAMES RIVER, UNITED STATES 
1970 U~lTED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA 
ANO STAFFORD COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
UNNUMBERED REPT 
DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIONAL FLOOO 
1971 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
SALEH CHURCH PROJECT, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA--RECREATION APPENDIX 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, B~REAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION, 
CONTROL STRUCTURES 
******************* FLOOD OAMAGE 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
HURRICANE CAMILLE EFFECTS IN ESTUARINE AREAS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE CO~MISSION-- 26AUG, 23SEPT 
FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA BOA~D OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
A~NUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR ••• ON THE STATUS OF VIRGINIA'S WATER 
RESOURCES 1969-70 
RICHMOND, REPORT OF THE SOARD 
FLOOD OA~AGE, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLICY 
******•************ FLOOD PLAINS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
fLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, S~OTSYLVANIA 
AND STAFFORD COUNTIES, ~IRGlNIA 
UNNUMoEREO RfPT 
DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, 
REGIONAL FLOOD 
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******************* FLOOD PROTECTIO~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
1948 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING A~D ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAMES RIVER 
RICHMO~, BY THE DIVISION 
FLOOD P~OTECTION, FUTURE PLANNtNG (PROJECTfO), JAMES. liVE~ RESERVOIRS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* FLOODS •••••••••••••••••• 
1937 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SU~VEY 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART )- POTOMAC, JAMES, AND UPPER OHIO ~IVERS 
US GECL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 800 
FLOODS, FLOODWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PEAK DISCHARGE, POTOMAC 
!.U VER 
1932 
GREAT FLOODS IN JAMES RIVER 
APPENDIX l IN YOUNG GR, REPT ON JAMES RIVER, VA (Q.V.J 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER 
1940 MCGAUHEY PH, SNYDER H8 1 JR 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 2-FLODD STUDIES, STORMS THAT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
FLOODS, GREAT RAINFALLS 
VA POLYTECHIC INSTITUTE BULL 33(10) 
FLOODS, HYCROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, SULFATES, VIRGINIA 
1951 COLEMAN EO 
THE GREAT FRESH OF 1771 
VIRGINIA CAVALCADE 1(2), 20-22 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER 
******************* FLOODWATER 
1937 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART 3- POTOMAC, JA~ES, AND UPPER OHIO RIVERS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 800 
FLOODS, FLOODWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PEAK DISCHARGE, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
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******************* FLO- CHARACTERISTICS •••••••••••••••••• 
1~59 CLINE CH, FISHER LJ 
FLUSHING TIME AND DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS WITH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DIFFUSION, DISPERSICN, FLOW CHARACTiRISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER ~CLLUTION 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVE~ BASIN-CO~PREWE~SIVE WATER R~SOURCES PLA* 
PLANNING BULL 227 
CLIMATIC DATA, FLOW ChARACTERISTICS, GROU~OWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLA~NING, RIVER BASINS, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* FLOW CO~TROL •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
APPARATUS FOR HOLDING INDIVIDUAL OYSTERS UNDER EQUAL WATER FLOWS 
LIMNOL OCEANOGR 10, 605-606 (VIMS CONTR 198) 
FLOW CONTROL, FLOW RATES, LAoORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
******************* FLOW RATES •••••••••••••••••• 
l9b5 HAVEN DSt MORALES-ALAMO R 
APPARATUS FOR HOLDING INDIVIDUAL OYSTERS UNDER EQUAL WATER FLOWS 
LlMNOL OCEANOGR 10, b05-b06 !VlMS CONTR 198) 
FLOW CONTROL, FLOW RATES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
******************* FLUCTUATION •••••••••••••••••• 
l9bb PATTEN ~C ET AL 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 20-29 CVIMS CONTR 209) 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTCN, YORK RIVER 
******************* FLUORESCENCE •••••••••••••••••• 
19bb HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
USE OF FLUORESCENT PARTICLES TO TRACE OYSTE~ BIODEPOSITS IN MARINE 
SEDIMENTS 
VIHS CONTR 194 
BIODEPOSITION, FLUORESCENCE, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
175 
1966 BARROW JH ET Al 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBODY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIOIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153&3743), 1531-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
******************* FLUORIDES •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
OCCURRENCE OF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
AMER CHEM SOC VA SECT BUll 28, 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1962 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUORIDE IN WEll WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8(1), 4-11 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, flUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
******************• FOOD HABITS •••••••••••••••••• 
1963 MASSMANN WH 
SUMMER FOOD OF JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI 4, 167-171 lVIMS CONTR 152) 
AMERICAN SHAD, FOOD HABITS, JUVE~ILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1966 FLEMER OA, WOOLCCTT WS 
FOOD HABITS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE FISHES OF TUCKAHOE CREEK, VA., WITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS 0~ THE BLUEGILL ••• 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 75-89 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
1970 MARKLE OF, GRANT GC 
THE SUMMER FOOD HABITS OF YOUNG-OF-THE YEAR STRIPED BASS IN THREE 
VIRGINIA kJVERS 
CHES SCI 11, 50-54 lVIMS CONTR 321J 
FOOD HABITS, SURFACE TENSIO~, VIRGINIA 
1970 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
FILTRATION OF PARTIClES FROM SUSPENSION BY THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
8IOL bULL 139, 248-26~ CVIMS CONTR 356) 
FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
176 
******************* FOODS 
1965 HAVEN OS 
SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING OF OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHES SCI 6, 43-51 CVIMS CGNTR 166) 
FOODS, OYSTERS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, STARCH 
******************* FORAMINIFERA 
1956 MCLEAN JO,JR 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
FORAMINIFERA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PE~INSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1960 SABOL JW 
THE MlCROFAU~A OF TnE YORKTOW~ FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COU~TY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEO~TOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIO~S, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTE~IA 
1962 GIBSON TG 
BENTHO~lC FORAMINIFERA AND PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN 
PRINCETON DISSERTATION 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFuR 
BACTERIA 
1965 ELLISON R ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 47 
DATA COLLECTIONS, OISTRIBUTIONt ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEOIMFNTS 
1966 MCLEAN JO JR 
MIOCENE ANO PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF l~VESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
111 
1965 NORTON W 
DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHONIC FORIMINIFERA IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 
VIMS foolS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARIN£ ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALIN.f WATER INTRUSION 
1969 NORTON W 
JAMES RIVER FORAMlNIFE~A 
VA lNST MARINE SCIE~CE CATA REPORT b 
FORAfooiiNIFERA, JAMES RIVER 
1969 NICHOLS M, NORTON W 
FORA~1NIFERAL ~CPULATIONS IN l CCASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAECCL!MATGL, P~LAEOECOL 6, 197-213 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, 8E~ThiC FAU~A, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1970 ELLISON RL, NICHOLS fooiM 
ESTUARINE FORAMINIFERA FROM THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VJHS CONT~ 244 
BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
******************* FORESTRY 
1929 LODEWICK JE 
~000-uSING INDU~TRIES OF VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST BULL VOL 23 NO 1 
FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LU~BERING, VIRGINIA 
******************* FCRESTS 
1955 GOTTHANN J 
VIRGINIA AT MIO-CE~TURY 
HENRY HOLT ~NO COMPANY, NEW YORK 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VI~GINIA 
******************* FOULING 
1927 VISSCHER JP 
NATURE AND EXTE~T OF FOULING OF SHIPS• BOTTOMS 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, 193-252 
FOULING 
•••••••••••••••••• 
178 
1958 MALONEY WE 
STUDY OF THE TYPES, SEASONS OF ATTACHME~T, AND GROWTH OF FOULING 
ORGANISMS I~ THE APPROACHES TO NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
USNHO TECH REPT TR-47 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1961 DAUGHERTY FM JR 
MARINE BICLOGICAL FOULING IN THE APPROACHES TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USN"O TECH REPT TR-96 
BE~THlC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING 
1966 CALDER DR 
ECOLOGY OF MARINE INVERTEbRATE FOULING ORGA~ISMS 1~ HA~?TON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
(VIMS Ti1ESISl 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTRO?ODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RiVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1967 CALDER DR, BREHMER ML 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINiA 
INTL J OCEANOL LIMNOL 1, 149-164 IVIMS CCNTR 251l 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RiVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
******************* FRESHWATER •••••••••••••••••• 
1~59 ANDREWS JD ET AL 
FRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS ICRASSOSTREA VlRGINICAl IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
1-J58 
NATL SHElLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 49, 29-49 tVIMS CONTR 87) 
FRESH~ATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
******************* FRESH~ATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 129-130 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDESRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 132-134 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
179 
US BUk FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 120-127 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 77-78 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHwATER FISH, GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FIShES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 238-244 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TENSilE 
STRESS 
1943 ~ENZEL RW 
~OTES 0~ THE BIOLOGY AND COMMERCIAL FISHERY OF THE CATFISH OF THE JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VlMS THESIS 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
1943 ME~ZEL RW 
THE CATFISH FiSHERY OF VIRGINIA 
A~ER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 73, 364-372 CVIMS CONTR 231 
CATFISHES, COM~ERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES 
RIVER, PCTCMAC RIVER 
1950 RA~EY EC 
F~ESHWATER FISHES 
1~ VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
151-194 
FISH POPUlATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RJVER 
1971 WORlEY 0 
~USKIES GO WILD ON THE JAMES 
VA WILDLIFE 32, 6-7,21 
180 
FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, STREAM STABiliZATION 
1971 ANDREWS JD 
FISH FOR BEAUTY IN DISMAL SWAMP ••• 
VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DISMAL SWAMP lNC-VAI, WILDLIFE, 
WETLANDS 
******************* FROGS 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHibiANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERILANTS, TURTLES 
******************* FUNGI •••••••••••••••••• 
1945 ROGERS MR 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUNGUS LAGENIDiuM CALLINECTES COUCH AND ITS EFFECT ON 
EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
VIMS THESIS 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1962 SCOTT WW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FLORA OF MARINE AND BRACKISH WATERS IN THE 
VlCINlTY OF GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 36 
BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FU~GI, YORK RIVER 
******************* FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED) •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 VIRGINIA BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS 
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL ENGINEER OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS, 0~ THE 
SUBJECT OF THE SURVEY OF JAMES AND KANAWHA RIVERS ••• 
RICHMOND, COLIN AND NOWLAN 
CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, THERMAL RADIATION 
181 
1932 YOUNG GR 
REPORT ON JAMES RIVER, VA, IN ACCORDANCE WITH HOUSE DOC 308, 69TH CONG 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), IRRIGATION, JAMES 
~IVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
1942 
VIRGINIA SCIENTISTS ADO~T NOVEL PROGRAM. JAMES RIVER PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
FOR FUTURE LONG RANGE PLANNING 
VA WILDLIFE 5, 66-68 
FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER 
RESOUKCES DEVELOPMENT 
1948 CLINE JH, STOW MH 
THE JAMES RIVER PROJECT OF THE VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 9(2), 15-17,22 
FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
1~48 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAMES RIVER 
RICHMOND, BY THE DIVISION 
FLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEDJ, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1966 HARGIS WJ,JR 
FINAl REPORT ON RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 1 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOlt 
HYDRAuLIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1967 ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
H~MPTON, VI~GI~IA WATERFRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTO~, VIRGINIA CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
CITY PLA~NING, FUTuRE PLANNl~G (PROJECTEOJ, LAND DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION 
UYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL 
1~69 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 1-INTRODUCTION 
RICHMOND CJTS PLANNING BULLETIN 213) 
fUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
182 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COH~REH£NSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIQ~, FUTURE PLANNI~G 
(PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MI~ERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLU~E I-A PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEO>, MANAGEMENT, PROJECT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE CEVELOP~E~T, wETLANDS 
******************* GAGING STATIONS 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--l965 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCHARGE (WATER), GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1~69 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOU~CES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1968 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE (WATER), GAGING STATIO~S, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
******************* GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US B~K FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 77-78 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
******************* GASTROPODS •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 GARDNER J 
~OLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE A~D LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPHOPOCA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-8 
GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
183 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR, MACKE~ZIE Cl JR 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF THE OYSTER ORILLS--EUPLEURA CAUOATA AND UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAUTILUS 75, 7-16 (VlMS CONTR 1001 
GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, ANIMAL PARASITES 
1965 WASS ML 
CHECK LIST OF THE MARINE INVERTEBRATES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 24 (THIRD REVJ 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, GASTROPODS, 
INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
l9bb CALOER OR 
ECOLOGY OF MARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
(VIMS THESIS) 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1~67 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE GASTROPCDA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MINERALS 13, 15-19 
GASTROPODS, PALEONTCLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
******************* GEOCHEMISTRY 
1946 CEDERSTROM OJ 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF GROUND WATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 68 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1946 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GENESIS OF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAL PlAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 41, 218-245 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, 
GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1962 YOUNG OK 
CHEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
VIMS THESIS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
SEDIMENTATION RATES 
184 
1966 BACK W 
HYOROCHE~lCAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAPER 498-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
******************* GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS 
1932 STEPHENSON LW ET Al 
CHESAPEAKE BAY RE~ICN 
•••••••••••••••••• 
I~TERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS, lbTH SESSION (~S GOVERNMENT PRISTI~G 
OFFICE I 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOGRAPhiCAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIO~S 
1955 GOTTMANN J 
VIRGINIA AT ~10-CENTURY 
HENRY HOLT A~O COMPANY, NEW YORK 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTOKY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1~63 BO~DEN EV 
OEVELOP~ENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD DG~INION COLLEGE, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHURE IVA-MCI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
1970 PROW JW 
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
COLLEGE Of wiLLIAM AND MARY, RESEARCH PAPER 
FOUCATJON, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA 
******************* GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS •••••••••••••••••• 
1878 HEINRICH OJ 
MESOZOIC FCRMATJON IN VIRGINIA 
AMER lNST MINING ENGINEERS TRANS 6, 227-274 
COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC EkA, PALEONTOLOGY, SUlFUR 
BACTERIA 
1891 DARTON NH 
MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS Of EASTERN VIRGINIA ANO MARYLAND 
GEOl SOC A~ER euLL 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
185 
1894 DARTON NH 
OUTLINE OF CENOZOIC HISTORY OF A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SLOPE 
J GEOL 2, 56B-587 
ATLANTIC cpASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND., 
VIRGINIA 
1895 WARD lf 
THE POTOMAC FORMATION 
US ~~OL SU~~ 15TH ANN REPT, 313•197 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1911 OARTUN NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RlChMG~u, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BULL 483 
CLAYS, DIATO~ACEOUS EARTH, EARTh MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
1912 CLARK W8, HILLER SL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOlOGY OF THE COASTAL PlAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVFY BUll 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERlALSr GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOlOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MI~ERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1~28 MA~SFIELD WC 
NEW FOSSIL MOLLUSKS FRO~ THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLI~E OF THE CIVISIO~S OF THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MUSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOlOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PALEO~TOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1930 ANDEREGG F 
STRATIGRA?HY AND PALfO~fCLOGY OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION OF VIRGINIA 
U~lVERSITY OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOlOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1~39 CEUEKSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND A~TESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 51-E 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
186 
1939 BROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BA~TERIA, BINDERS 
l93S MCGAVOCK CB,JR 
DESCRIPTIONS: OF THf",MAJORITY Of THE PELECYPOGS OF THE YORKTCWN.FO'RMATION 
CF VIRGINIA '"' . 
. lJ-~IV Of VA IJASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGJC FOR~ AT I 0:\IS, JAMES RIVER, MOl:LUSKS, PAlEONTOUJ.GY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YCRK RIVER 
1~32 STEPHENSON LW ET AL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
I~TER~ATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS, 16TH SESSIO~ IUS GOVERNMENT PRI~TI~G 
OFFICE I 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
1950 STCW MH 
GEOLOGY 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
435-441 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, WATERSHEDS 
I BAS INS I 
1956 MCLEAN JO,JR 
FO~AMINIFERA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MCLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIO~S, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1957 MCLEAN JO,JR 
OSTRACODA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1960 SABOL JW 
THE MICROFAUNA OF THE YORKTOWN FOR~ATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLlUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
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1960 CONNELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 2t 49-126 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH OF THE JAMES RIVER 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
JAMES RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1962 RUHLE JL 
SELECTED TERTIARY FCSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINEKALS 8(3), 2-9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGI~IA 
1962 CONNELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS--SUPPL 
CATALOG 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 4, 1-78 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTE~IA 
1964 GAK$ RQ JR 
PCST-~ICCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, OUTER COASTAL PLAIN, 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 5, 
CONTRACT NONP 609(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE fPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1965 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE OISSE~TATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRA~CH, TECH REPT 6, 
CONTRACT NCNR 609(40) 
ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1969 JOHNSON GH 
GUIDEbOOK TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH BANK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, DEPT OF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMO~PHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
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1969 SPENCER RS, ROGERS WS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTCCENE UNCONFORMITY IN NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 19-21 
ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIO~S, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
******************* GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIO~S 
1932 ROHERTS JK 
LOWER YORK-JAMES PENI~SULA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 37 
·········*········ 
GECLOGIC INVESTIGATIO~S, GEG~CRPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIE~CE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JA~ES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTU~E 
RIChMOND, VA ACAD SCIENCE 
A~I~AL POPULATIONS, CG~SERVAT!u~, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
hiSTORY, JAMES RIVE~, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATI~N 
1951 POLLAK ~J 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE 5AY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
19o8 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE BEN~S CHURCH, SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR, ANO CHUCKATUCK 
QUADRANGLES, VIRGINIA 
A OIV MINERAL RES., REPT OF INVESTIGATIONS 17 
DEPOSITION (SEOIMENTSt, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEO~ORPHOLOGY, JA~~S 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1969 biCK KF, COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE WilliAMSBURG, HQG ISLAND, AND BACO~S CASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 18 
DEPOSITION (SEDI~ENTSl, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEO~ORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
*********•********* GEOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1897 WATSON TL 
A BI8LIOG~APHY OF THE GEOLOGICAL, MiNERALOGICAL AND PALEO~TOLOGlCAL 
LITERATURE Of THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 2(7) 
BlBLIOG~APHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PAtEONTOlOGY, VIRGINIA 
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1912 CLARK WB, MILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAI~ PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOHO~PHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1~42 ROtiERTS JK 
AN~OTATED GEOLOGICAL biBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VlRGINlA BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPhiES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1950 STOW ~H 
GEOLOGY 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
435-441 
GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, WATERSHEDS 
(MAS INS) 
1962 RUHLE JL' 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH OF THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
JAMES RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1965 RUHLE JL 
GEOLOGIC LITERATURE OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA, 1783-1962 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1969 JOHNSCN GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOLOGY Of THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH BANK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, DEPT OF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YURK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POftER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
19D 
**********•******** GEOMORPHOLOGY • ••••••••••••••••• 
1912 CLARK WA, ~ILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GECLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SuRVFY oULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FCR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, ~EOIME~tARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1927.CAMP~ELL MR 
~EANING Of ~FANOERS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL 38, 537-556 
GEOMORPHGLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANCERS, RIVER BEDS 
1932 ROnERTS JK 
LO~ER YORK-JAHES PENINSULA 
VA GEOL SURVEY bULL 37 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1957 BEVAN AC 
GEOLOGIC ANCESTRY OF THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCIE~CE ~. 19-34 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH OF THE JA~ES RIVER 
VA OlV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMOKPHOLOGY, 
JA~ES RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1964 OAKS RC JR 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, OUTER COASTAL PLAIN, 
SCUT~EASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DI~SERTATICN, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 5 1 
CONTRACT NONR b09(4D) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1965 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEO~ SRANC~, TECH REPT 6t 
CONTRACT ~ONR b09(40) 
.ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOlOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENf EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
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1968 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE BE~NS CHURCH, SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR, AND CHUCKATUCK 
CUADRANGlES, VIRGINIA 
A DIV MINERAL RES., REPT OF INVESTIGATIONS 17 
DEPOSITION CSEDIMENTSJ, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTE~IA 
1969 biCK KF, COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE WILLIAMSBURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACONS CASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 18 
DEPOSITION ISEDl~ENTSl, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIO~S, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1969 JOHNSON GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LO~ER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH BANK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM ANO MARY, DE~T OF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SULFUR 
~ACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
******************* GEOPHYSICS •••••••••••••••••• 
l9J7 EWING M ET AL 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE EMERGED AND SUBMERGED ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN. PT 1-METHOO AND RESULTS 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 48, 753-802 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JA~ES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES,. 
TAILWATER 
******************* GLYCOGEN 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE FEEDING OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIMS THESIS 
CLAMS, GLYCOGEN, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
******************* GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS 
1970 WALKER WR, JOHNSON TW 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
FLOOU DAMAGE ABATEMENT--FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST RATER RESOUR RESEARCH CENT BULL 39 
FLOOD CUNlROL, GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS, JAMES RIVER, UNITED STATES 
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******************* GRANITES 
1911 OARTO~ NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RlCnMQ~O, VIRGI~IA, AND VICINITY 
US GECL SvRV BULL 483 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
******************* GRAVELS •••••••••••••••••• 
1930 "ENT~ORTH CK 
SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGI~IA 
VA GEUL SURVEY BULL 32 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GRAVELS, SANDS, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGI~IA 
******************* GREY SEA TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 300-305 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKlSrl-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
******************* GROuNDWATER •••••••••••••••••• 
1913 SANFORD S 
UNOERGRCUND WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVI~CE OF VlRGI~IA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 5 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GROUNDWATER, TANGIB~E COSTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
WELLS 
1937 FOSTER ~0 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF THE GROUND WATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 27, 405-412 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS 
1941 CEOERSTRUM OJ 
GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINlA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURVEY CIRCULAR 1 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
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1943 CEOERSTROH OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 58 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PlAIN, CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1945 CEDE~STRO~ OJ 
GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGI~IA 
VA GECL SURVfY BUll 63 
AQUIFER CH~RACTERtSTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROU~OWATER, 
HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
1946 CEUE~STRG~ OJ 
CHE~ICAL CHARACTER OF GROuND WATER IN THE COASTAL PlAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV 5Ull 68 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1946 CEOERSTRCM OJ 
GENESIS Of GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAl PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 41, 218-245 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNCWATER, VIRGINIA 
1950 SI~NCTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
OC~URRENCE CF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
AMER CHE~ SCC VA SECT BUll 28, 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1962 SI~NCTT A, wHETSTONE GW 
FLUORIDE 1~ ~Ell WATEKS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MlNERALS•8(1), 4-11 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAINt FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
1~69 U~ITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
VIRGIN14 WATfR RESOURCES SUMMARY 
(MONTHLY RELEASEI RICHMOND, US GEOL SURVEY IN COOPERATION WITH VA DIV OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
GROUNDWATER, RESERVOIRS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
194 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOU~CES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 3-HYOROLOGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND (ITS PLANNING BULLETIN 2151 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTER~S (GEOLOGIC!, GROUNDwATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER. METEOROLOGICAL OATA, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER ~ESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BUll 227 
CLIMATIC DATA, FLOw CHARACTE~ISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION CF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVEK BASIN-CC~PREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTEUJ, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY. RECREATION, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1971 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A RE-EVALUATION OF THE PO~ER, WATER SUPPLY, WATER CUALITY, 
RECREATION ••• OF THE AUTHORIZED SALEM CHURCH RESERVOIR PROJECT 
BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
fLECTRIC POWf~ DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, REC~EATION 
DEMAND, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
******************* GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 BACK W 
HYDROCHEMICAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF ?APER 4q8-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
1972 FANG CS ET AL 
GROUNDWATER FLOW lN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 2. TWO-DIMENSIONAl FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH a, 121-128 (VIMS CONTR 425) 
BEACHES, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
195 
******************* GRO~TH RATES •••••••••••••••••• 
1955 OGLESBY RT 
AGE AND LENGTH OF HENHAOE~ ••• IN THE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH 
COMMENTS ON THE RATE OF GROWTH 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
1957 HAVEN O, ANDREWS JO 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF VENUS MERCENARIA, VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS, AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SUSPENDED TRAYS AND CN NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 47, 43-~9 IVIMS CONTR 74) 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, ~ORTALITY, HYBRID 
1961 ANDREWS JD 
MEASUREMENT OF SHELL GROWTH IN OYSTERS BY wEIGHING IN WATER 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 52 11961), 1-11 IVIMS CONTR 110) 
GROWTH RATES, LABORATORY TESTS, MEASUREMENT 
1966 SHAW WN, MERRILL AS 
SETTING AND GROWTH OF ThE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA, ON 
NAVIGATION BUOYS IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATl SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 56, 67-72 
BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
1968 8EAL Kl 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BLUEBACK HERRING ALOSA AESTIVALIS IHITCHILL) 
VlMS THESIS 
ALOSIDS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOKES LAW 
1971 ST PIERRE RA 
AGE, GROWTH, ·AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YORK 
RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK RIVER 
******************* GROWTH STAGES •••••••••••••••••• 
1919 CHURCHILL EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB 
US bUR FISH BUll (1917-1918) 3b, 91-128 
CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
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1964 HAEFNER PA, SHUSTER C 
LENGTH I~CRE~E~TS CURING TERMINAL MOLT OF THE FEMALE SLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN DIFFERENT SALINITY ENVIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI 513), 114-118 
CRABS, GRU~TH STAGES, SALINITY, HOlliNG 
19b7 RICHARDS CE 
A~ALOG CCMPUTER TEChNIQUES FOR AGE-GROWTH STUDIES CF FISHES 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOC GAME AND FISH COMM, 21ST CO\F PRCC, 273-276 IVIMS CO~TR 
2741 
ANALOG CCMPUTERS, CCMPUTER PROGRAMS, GRO~TH STAGES 
1969 CD~ES h~ JR 
ST~OBILATIC~ OF CHRYSAORA QUINCUECIRRHA POLYPS IN TNE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE 20, 16-18 (VIMS CONTR 297) 
JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVE~, GROWTH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1970 CALOE~ OR 
HYCROIO AND YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF DIPURENA STRANGULATA (HYORCZOA, 
CORYNIDAEI 
THE BIOLO~ICAL cUlL 138, 109-114 IVIMS CONTR 338) 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STvDIES 
******************* GULF COASTAL PLAIN •••••••••••••••••• 
1960 CO~NELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
SO~THEASTERN GEOL 2, 49-126 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULF~R 
BACTERIA 
1962 CONNELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC U~ITS--SUPPL 
CATALOG 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 4, 1-78 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
******************* GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO ·············••*** 
1966 HUNN JB 
SOME BLOOD CHEMISTRY VALUES FOR FIVE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA FISMES 
CHES SCI 7, 173-175 
BIOCHEMISTRY, FISH, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
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******************* HABITATS •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 ANDREWS JDr COOK C 
RANGE AND HABITAT OF THE CLAM, POLYMESOOA CAROLINIANA IBOSCJ IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32, 758-760 IVIMS CONTR 35) 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1~69 WASS ~L, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL wETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLO'E 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1969 WASS ML, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VI~S SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION,.VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1~71 ORTH RJ 
BENTHIC INFAUNA OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, BEDS 
VlMS THESIS 
AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
******************* HARBORS 
1925 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC wORKS 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE JAMES RIVER HARBOR 
RICHMOND, BY THE DEPT 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER 
1968 
wATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS ANO HARBORS 
VA CODE, 1950, TITLE 62.1 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WAIERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1968 BLANCHARD FS, STONE WT 
A CRUISING GUIDE TO THE CHESAPEAKE 
0000, MEAD ANO COMPANY, NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, BOATING 
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1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATIC~ NO. PB 
179-844) 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE SAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
******************* HATChiNG 
1942 LOCHHEAD MS, NEWCOMBE CL 
METHODS OF HATCHING EGGS OF TnE BLUE CRAB 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 7o-8b IVIMS CONTR 9) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTI~G 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPhOLOGY OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ZOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE 
C~AB, CALllNECTES SAPIDUS ~ATnBUN 
AMER MICROS SOC TRANS b2, 85-90 (VIMS CONTR 10) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, MORPHOLOGY 
1944 SANDOZ M, HOPKINS SH 
ZOEAL LARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J WASH ACAD SCIENCES 34, 132-133 (VIMS CONTR 131 
CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALI~ITY, SHALLOW ~ELLS 
l9b5 DAVIS CC 
A STUUY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE SLUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES 
CARCINOPHILA IKOELLIKERJ 
CHES SCI b(4}, 201-208 
CONTROL STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
******************* HEAVY METALS •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES~ PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF LIMNCLOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
THE OOW CHEMICAL CCMP~NY 
IMIMEO REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC OATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
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******************* HERBICIDES 
1964 BAILEY RS, HAVEN OS 
MILFOIL--A FRILLY WEED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 25(3J, 14-16 
AQUATIC PLA~TS, 2,40, VIRGINIA, HERBICIDES 
1969 HAVEN OS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
LEVELS OF THE HERBICIDE DIQUAT IN TWO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 51-53 IVIMS CONTR 308) 
DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT 1 CLAM 
******************* HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 102-105 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ANADROMCUS FISH, ATLA~TIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXO~OMY, HERRI~GS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HER~INGS 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BuR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~MERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRI~GS 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 81-115 
AN40ROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAX0~8MY, HERRINGS 
1~72 ~ERRINER JV, WILSON WL 
JA~ DEFO~MITY !CROSS-BITE) OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, 8REVOORTIA TYRANNUS, 
F~01'4 VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 13, 62 CVIMS CONTR 417) 
ATL~NTIC ME~HAOEN, DEFORMATION, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER 
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******************* HISTORIC FLOOD •••••••••••••••••• 
1937 U~ITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART 3- POT~MAC, JAMES, AND UPPER OHIO RIVERS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 800 
FLOODS, FLOODWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PEAK DISCHARGE, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
1932 
GREAT FLOODS I~ JAMES RIVER 
APPENDIX 2 IN YOUNG GR, REPTON JAMES RIVER, VA CQ.V.) 
FLOODS, HlSTnRIC FLOOC, JAMES RIVER 
1951 COLEMAN EO 
THE GREAT FRESH OF 1771 
VIRGINIA CAVALCADE 112), 20-22 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION--TOwN OF WACHAPREAGUE, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
EASTERN SHORE !VA-MQ), HISTORIC FLOOD 
******************* HISTORY 
1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1939 FER~ALD ML 
LAST SURVIVORS IN THE FLORA OF TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 41, 4b5-574 (CONTR 128 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1940 BEATTY RC, MULLOY WJ 
WILLIAM BYRD'S NATURAL HISTORY OF VIRGINIA 
DIETZ PRESS, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1941 BREWINGTON MY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BUGEYES 
201 
MARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, PUBLICATION 8 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SOCIAL FUNCTION, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1942 ROBERTS JK 
ANNOTATED GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHifS, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1944 FOOTNER H 
RIVERS OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
CAMBRIDGE, MD, TIDEWATER PU&L 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-~uJ, HISTORY 
1945 NILES B 
THE JAMES FROM THE IRON GATE TO THE SEA 
NEW YORK, fARRAR AND RINEHART 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER 
1950 CLARK CB' 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL II 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLIShiNG CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MDJ, HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL I 
lEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOJ, HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1950 GWATHMEY JH 
THE CHICKAHOMINY 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 11(10J, 5-7,12 
CHlCKAHOMINY RIVER, HISTORY 
1950 O'NEILL H 
THE PAMUNKEY 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 11(11), 10-12 
HISTORY, PAMUNKEY RIVER 
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1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
RICHMOND, VA ACAD SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATIC~ 
1951 GWATHMEY JH 
THE MATTAPCNI 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 12(2), 18-20 
HISTORY, MATTAPONI RIVER 
1951 WALKER RH 
THE JAMES 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 12C1J, 19-22 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER 
1951 WHARTON J 
THE RA~PAHANNCCK 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 12C5J, 19-20,24 
HISTORY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1~53 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY-A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 
CRAB INOUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOCIAL FUNCTION 
1953 MIDDLETON AP 
TOBACCO COAST--A MARITIME HISTORY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLCNIAL 
PER lOu 
NEWPORT ~EWS, VA, MARINERS' MUSEUM 
CHESAPfAKE BAY, HISTORY 
1955 GOTTMANN J 
VIRGINIA AT ~10-CENTURY 
HENRY HOlT AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1957 ~CHUGH JL, SAlLEY RS 
HISTORY OF VIRGINIA•S COMME~CIAL FISHERIES--NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORDS 
THROW LIGHT ON TODAY'S PROBLEMS 
VA J SCI a, 42-64 (VIMS CONTR 70) 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS 
1965 BURGESS RH 
CHESAPEAKE CIRCLE 
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CAMBRIDGE, HO., CORNELL MARITIME PRESS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY 
1966 HARVILL AM JR 
RANGE EXTENSIONS ON THE MIDDLE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 143-148 
HISTGRY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, YORK RIVER 
1968 DILL AT 
CHESAPEAKE--PIONEER PAPERMAKER--A HISTORY OF THE COMPANY AND ITS 
COMMUNITY 
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1968 WOLMAN MG 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 7-48 
CHESAPEAKE BAY~ HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, THERMAL 
STRESS 
1969 LUDWIGSON JO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OCEANS 1(5), 7-16 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES 
1~70 POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FECERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STRUCTURAL 
RELAXATION 
1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
VIMS SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
204 
******************* HOSTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 CAMPBELL RA 
NEW SPECIES OF ACANTHOBOTHRIUM lCESTOOA--TETRAPHYLLIDEA) FROM CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASIT 55, 559-570 (VIHS CONTR 332) 
ELASMOARANCHES, HOSTS, PARASITISM, SOIL DENSITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
MOOIULUS DEMISSUS, A NEft HOST FOR THE OYSTER CRAB PINNOTHERES OSTREuH IN 
VI~GINIA 
VELIGfR 13 1 145-146 !VIMS CONTR 347) 
CRABS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1971 OEGAST R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS 4(2) 1 41-47 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
******************* HUMAN POPULATiON •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONOMIC BASE 
STUDY 
RICHMOND tiTS PLAN~ING BULLETIN 214) 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* HURRICANES 
1834 
RECENT HURRICANES IN VIRGINIA 
FARMER'S REGISTER 2, 120-122 
HURRICANES, VIRGINIA 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE PREDICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
UNITED STATES ARMY CCRPS OF ENGINEERS, WASHINGTON, D.C., BEACH EROSION 
BOARD, MISC PAPER 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, SLUDGE, WAVES (WATER) 
1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURRICANE SURGES 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 1,178-186 
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CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SLIME 
1969 VIRGINIA ~ARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
HURRICA~E CA~lllE EFFECTS 1~ ESTUARINE AREAS 
NEWPORT NEwS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 26AUG, 23SEPT 
FLOOD DAMAGE, ~URRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1971 EluER RB 
THE ErF£CT OF Ru~-OFF FROM HURRICANE CAMILLE ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
~~TERS OF THE ChESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIMS THESIS 
DISCHARGE (WATER), ~URRICANES, JAMES RIVER, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* HYBRID •••••••••••••••••• 
1~57 HAVEN O, A~OREWS JO 
SURVIVAL A~O GROWTH OF VENUS ~ERCENARIA, VE~US CAMPECHIENSIS, AND THEIR. 
HYoRIDS IN SUS~ENOEO TRAYS AND ON NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 47, 43-49 (VJMS CONTR 74) 
CLAMS, GRO~TH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRID 
1971 KERoY JH ET AL 
OCCURRFNCE AND GRuWTH OF STRIPED BASS-WHITE BASS HYBRIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK ~IVER, VIRGINIA 
TRANS AMER FISH SOC 100, 787-790 lVIMS CONTR 3701 
RAPPAtiANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, HYBRID, WHITE'BASS 
******************* HYDRAULIC MCOELS •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 HA~GlS WJ,JR 
fiNAL REPORT ON RESULTS Of OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 7 
CHANNEL l"PROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
HYDRAULIC ~COELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMc~T . 
1~b8-HARGIS WJ,JR 
UTILllATION OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARINE WATER RESOURCES 
RESEARCH, PLAN~ING AND MANAGEMENT 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, COVERING THE PERIOD 1 SEPT 1967--
ECONOMIC P~EOlCTIO~, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
20b 
1~68 KOLESSAR MA 
THE STATUS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AND HODEL 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 115-124 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, INTE~-AGENCY COOPERATION, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1969 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIE~CE 
JAMES RIVER HYDRAULIC MODEL-- MULTI-PURPOSE MARINE RESEARCH TOOL FOR 
SCIENCE, GOVE~~~ENT A~O INDUSTRY 
VIM$, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 2 
HYDRAULIC MCDELS, JAMES RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE BAY HYDRAULIC MODEL, MATAPEAKEt 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMO~E DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
~ODELS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
******************* HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 
1899 TOGO W 
JAMES RIVER VIRGINIA kATER-PCWER DEVELOPMENT 
ELECTRICAL WORLU 33, 573-575 
·················* 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS. HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
fNGlNEEKING 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P • 
b37-o51 
OAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PlANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
N4VlGATION, PULP ANC PAPER INDUSTRY 
******************* HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
1899 TODD W 
JAMES RIVER VIRGINIA WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENT 
ELECTRICAL WO~LO 33, 573-575 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
NORTH ANNA DAM PROJECT 
MINUTES CF MEETINGS, 24 MARCH 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, PA~UNKEY RIVER 
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1971 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
SALEH CHURCH PROJECT, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA--RECREATION APPENDIX 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
FLGOO CONTROl, HYORGELECT~IC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION, 
CONTROl STRUCTURES 
******************* HYDROGEOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1945 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEuL SURVFY BULL 63 
ACUifER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
1966 BACK ~ 
HYOROCHt~ICAL FACIES AND GROU~O-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
uS GEOL SURV PROF PAPER 498-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
******************* HYOROGRAPH ANALYSIS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 HA~RISON W, FANG CS 
HYOROGR~PHY AND HYOROOYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUA~IES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE 
ANO DYE-T~ACER STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE YOR2, PAHUNKEY ••• 
VIHS SPEC REPT IN AMSOE ll 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYOROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
******************* HYDROGRAPHY •••••••••••••••••• 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
OBSERVATIONS ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTCHAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASIDE 'OF VIRGINIA 
NEwPO~T ~E~S, VA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
BEDS uNuER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, 
ttYOROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1~48 VAN ENGEL WA 
REFERENCE~ 8FAR1NG ON THE HYOROG~APHY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY 
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l9b2 HARGIS WJwJR 
Cu~KENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE HYDROGRAPHY A~O BIOLOGY OF THE ESTUARINE PORTION 
OF JAMES RIVER 
(VIMS MSI 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATE~ 
I 
INTERFACES 
l9b4 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIE~CE 
JAMES RIVER MODEl DATA 
lVIMS MSI 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CUKRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERAT~~E, WEATHER DATA 
1966 BREHME~ ML, HALTIWANGER SQ 
BIOLOGICAL A~O CHEMICAL STUDY OF THe TICAL JAHES ~IVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARrNE SCIE~CE A~O OCEAN ENG 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRieNTS 
B66 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCCENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VIMS CONTK 160 C001l 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, ,HYTUPLANKTON, ~ROOUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE wG 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTIO~ FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964 1 
VA INST ~ARINE SCIENCE CATA RE?T 5 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIO~S, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, WI~O VELOCITY 
1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 11. STUDIES OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VlMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEA~ ENGRNG 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVE~, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
******************* HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHE~SIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING bULL 227 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLIMATIC DATA, fLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
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******************* HYDROLOGIC DATA •••••••••••••••••• 
1938 MCGAUHEY PH 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 1-A~NUAL RAINFALL AND STREAM FLOW STUDIES WITH 
A~ INTROOUCTIO~ TO STATISTICAL ~ETHODS OF ANALYSIS 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST BULL 3116) 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
1940 MCGAUHEY PH, SNYOER HB,JR 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 2-FLOOD STUDIES, STORMS THAT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
FLOODS, GKEAT RAINFALLS 
VA POLYTECHIC INSTITUTE BULL 33110) 
FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, SULFATES, VIRGINIA 
1958 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF LIMNOLOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHE~ICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
IMIMEO REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PATHFINDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, ~UTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1966 bACK W 
HYORQCHEMICAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW ~ATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF PA~ER 498-A 
ATLANTIC ~OASTAL PLAINr CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
1967 BREHMER Ml 
~UTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NATL SYMP ESTUARINE POllUTION PROC 1967, STANFORD, CALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
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1970 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
IVIMS MSl 
BIOLOGICAL CnM~uNITlES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF ftATER RESOURCES 
JA~ES RIVER BASIN CCM~REHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 3-HYOROLCGlC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND tiTS PLANNING BULLETIN Z15l 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS (GEOLOGIC}, GROUND~ATER, HYO~OLOGIC 
DATA, JA~ES RIVER, ~ETEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, wATER RESCURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
******************* HYDROLOGIC EQUATION 
1956 PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 33-42 (CHES BAY INST CONTR 24l 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CORIDLIS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEA~OG~APHY, SALINITY 
1956 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
METHOD FCR DETERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLA1N 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 81-91 ICHES SAY INST CONTR 26) 
CURRENTS (~ATER}, ESTUARIES, HYOKOLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAl 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
******************* HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 MONCURE R, NICHOLS M 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEOIMENiS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VI~S SPEC SCI REPT 53 
CHEMICAL A~AlYSlSt HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEulMENTS 
******************* HYDROZOA 
1882 CLARKE SF 
NEW AND INTERESTING HYDROIDS FROH CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BOSTON SOC NAT HlST ME~OIRS 3(4), 135-142 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
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1966 CALDER OR 
ECOLOGY Of MARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON RQ~OS, 
VIRGINIA 
CVJMS THESIS) 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1967 CALDER DR, BREHMER ML 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAU~A 0~ TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL LIMNOL 1, 149-164 CVIHS CONTR 251) 
bARNAClES, BE~THIC FAU~~, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
~EASONAL DJSTRIBUTICN 
1968 CALD6R OR 
HYDROZOA OF SOUTHEKN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CVIMS OJSSERTATJONI 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1969 CALDER OR, BURRELL VG 
BRACKISH WATER HYOROHEOUSA MAEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATURE 222(5194), 694-695 CVIMS CO~TR 320) 
HYDROZOA, .PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, DrSTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
1970 CALDER DR 
NORTH AMERICAN RECORD OF THE HYOROID PROBOSCIDACTYLA ORNATA (HYDROZOA, 
PKOBOSCIOACTYLIDAE) 
CHES SCI 11, 130-140 lVIMS CONTR 344) 
DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 CALDER DR 
HYOROID AND YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF CIPURENA STRANGULATA (HYDROZOA,· 
CORYNIDAE) 
THE BIOLOGICAL BULL 138, 109-ll~ (VIMS CONTR 338) 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1971 CALDER OR ET Al 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 59 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTlES, SCYPHOZOA 
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••••••••••••••••••• IMPOUNDED wATERS 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESCURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER WATER IMPOUNDMENT 
•••••••••••••••••• 
NEwPOKT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 24JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS 
******************* INDICATORS •••••••••••••••••• 
1~67 ~ASS Ml 
BIOLOGICAl A~D PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR O~GANISMS A\0 
COM~UNITIES. SECTION II--INDICATORS Of POLLUTION 
POLLUTION AND MAR ECOL, CONF PROC, 271-283 (VIMS CONTR 220) 
BE~THIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETES, WATE~ POLL~TION EFFECTS 
1971 RICHARDSON MD 
BENTHIC MACROINVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES AS INDICATORS OF POLLUTION IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, ELIZABETH RIVER, INDICATORS, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1971 SIM~CNS GM JR, WINFIELD A 
A FEASI~ILITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION ~EBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SUBST~ATE 
IN MACROBENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 52-59 
AQUATIC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
1971 bOESCH OF 
OISTRlBUTIGN A~D STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN THE HAMPTON ROADS 
AREA, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 15 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, JAMES RIVER, SAMPLING 
******************* INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
1950 SMITH JO 
O~GANIC CHEMISTRY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACAOE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, P~ESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
618-635 
CHEMISTRY, EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAl PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES 
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1963 HOWDE~ EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD DOMINION COLLEGE, NORFOlK, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPlOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
******************* INDUSTRIAl WASTES •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 VIRGINIA WATER CONTROL BOARD 
LOWER JA~ES RIVER POLLUriON STUDY, CITY POI~T TO THE CHIC~AHOMINY, AUG 
b-SEPT b 1951, PRELIMINARY REPJ~T 
kATER CUNTROL BOA~D (Ml~EO REPORT) 
FFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
wATfR POLLUTION CONTROL 
1969 SOUTH WO 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF "Ill wASTE 0~ WATER QUALITY IN THE 
PAMUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE ChESAPEAKE CORP OF VIRGINIA, WEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
1971 BERGOFFEN 8 tECl 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAP!AKE iAV 
CONFERENCE REPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATIO~, TRANSPORTATION 
******************* INDUSTRIAL WATER 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
ENGINEERING 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
637-6~1 
OAMS, E~GlNEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PUlP ANC PAPER INDUSTRY 
******************* INDUSTRIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1929 lOUEWICK JE 
WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES OF VIRGI~IA 
VA POLYTECH INST BUll VOL 23 NO 1 
FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA 
1955 GOTTHANN J 
VIRGl~IA AT MIO-CE~TURV 
HE~RY HOLT AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
21~ 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MI~ING, 
NATURAL RESGURCES, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNIN~ BULL 226 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DY~AHICS, RECREATIGN, TRANSPORTATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* INORGANIC COMPOUNDS •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 PATTEN BC ET Al 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING ChA~ACTERISTlCS OF SESTCN IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVE~, VlRGi~IA 
CHES ~CI 7, 20-29 IVIMS CGNTR 2091 
FLuCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
******************* INSTkUMENTATlON •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 bOLUS Rl ET AL 
THE DESIGN OF THE MONITORING- SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POwER PLANT ••• 
VI~S SPECIAL REPT IN APPLIED MAR SCl AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUClEAR POWERPLA~TS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SILVERSIDES 
••••••••••••••••••• INTER-AGENCY COOPERATIO~ •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 KOLESSAR MA 
THE STATUS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AND MODEL 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 115-124 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATIO~, wATER 
~ESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 HAMMOND AL 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE SAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BAULY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 827-830 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
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******************* IkVERTEBRATES 
1882 CLARKE SF 
~E~ AND I~TERESTI~G HYOROIDS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~OSTON SOC NAT HIST ~EMGIRS 3(41, 135-142 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTESRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
1949 FE~GUSON EF, JC~ES ER 
A SURVEY OF THE SHO~ELI'tE FAUNA JF THE NORFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER ~IDLAND NATURALIST 41, 436-446 
BENT~IC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER 
1965 wASS ML 
CHECK LIST OF THE ~A~l~E !~VERTEBRATES OF VIRGINIA 
Vl~S SPtC SCIENTIFIC REPT 24 (THIRD REVI 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, GASTROPODS, 
INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
1~66 CALDER DR 
ECOLOGY OF ~ARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
CVI~S THESIS) 
GARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1966 KRAEUTER JN 
OESCRIPTIONS OF FECAL PELLETS OF SOME COMMON INVERTEBRATES IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER AND LOftER CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
VIHS THESIS 
ANIMAL WASTES (ftiLOLIFEJ, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVER 
1967 CALDER OR, BRE~HER Ml 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL LIMNOL lt 149-164 lVIMS CONTR 251) 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION 
1968 CALDER DR 
HYDROZOA OF SOUTHER~ CHESAPEAkE BAY 
IVIHS DISSERTATION) 
~ENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1969 COwLWELL RR 
CUMPUTER STUDIES OF HICRGDRGANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH INVE~TEBRATE ANIMALS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ISOLATIO~ OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE 
SLUE CRAB 
000-DRU~S FROM T~E SEA PROC 1969 HW YOUNGKE~ EO 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CRABS, INVERTEBRATES 
1970 RICE NE, POWELL WA 
ObSERVATIONS ON THREE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
~PECIAL REFERENCE TO THEIR TOXINS 
blOL hULL 139, lB0-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS <ELECTRICAL), 
TOXINS 
1970 YEATMAN HC 
CGPEPCOS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY I~CLUDI~; ASTEROCMERES JEANYEATMA~AE k. SP. 
TRANS AMER MICROSC SOC 89, 27-38 IViHS CDNTR 318l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, CRUSTACEANS, INVERTEBRATES 
******************* IRRIGATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1932 YOUNG GR 
~EPORT ON JAMES RIVER, VA, IN ACCCRDA~CE WITH HOUSE DOC 308, 69TH CONG 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING lPROJECTEDI, IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
******************* ISLANDS 
···········$······ 
l9o8 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ShORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
lN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, ~. 109-113 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FAC.I Ll T I H 
1970 LOETTERLE LE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM ANO MARY THESIS 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION 
******************* JA~ES RIVER 
1833 RUFFIN E 
GYPSEOUS EARTH OF JAMES RIVER 
FARMER'S REGISTER 1,201-211 
fERTJlllERS, JAMES RIVER, MARL 
li42 TUOfo4EY M 
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•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCOVERY OF A CHAMBERED UNIVALVE FOSSIL IN THE EOCENE TERTIARY OF JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINI.\ 
AM(R J SCIENCE 43, 187 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEO~TOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
1854 VIRGl~lA BGARO OF PUBLIC WORKS 
~EPORT OF THE P~I\CI~AL ENGI~EER OF THF BOARO OF PUBLIC WORKS, ON THE 
SUBJECT CF THE SU~VEY OF JAMES AND K~~AWHA RIVERS ••• 
RICHMO~D, COLIN A~D NCWLAN 
CANALSt ESTI~ATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDJ, JAMES RIV~R, 
NAVIGATION, THER~AL RADIATION 
1854 
FRENCH V BANKHEAD 
52 VA Ill G~ATTJ 136 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, JA~ES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1880 MICHELS J 
RICHMOND DIATO~ACEOUS EARTH 
SCIENCE INY) l, 222 
OIATO~ACEvUS E!RTH, JAMES RIVER 
187b CORYELL M 
DIATOMACEOUS SA~~S OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
AMER INST MINISG ENGINEERS TRANS 4, 230-232 
DIATOMACEOUS E~RTH, JAMES RIVER, SANDS 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
A REPORT 0~ THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITE~ STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
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1882 CLARKE SF 
~EW AND INTERESTING HYOROIDS FROM CHESAPEAKE SAY 
BOSTON SOC NAT HIST MEMOIRS 3(4), 135-142 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
1886 RICHMOND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
JAMES RIVER FROM THE HEAD OF TIOE TO HAMPTON ROADS AS A NATIONAL WATERWAY 
RICHMOND, BY THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1899 TODD W 
JAMES RIVER VIRGINIA WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENT 
ElECTRICAl WORLD 33, 573-575 
DA~S, HYDROELECTRIC PLA~TS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER 
190b GROVER NC, BOLSTER RH 
HYDROGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULL 3 
DRAINAGE, JA~ES RIVER, RIVER BASINS 
1910 ~OGRE HF 
CG~OITION AND EXTENT OF THE OYSTER &EDS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
US BUR FISHERIES DOC 729 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BULL 483 
CLAYS, DIATO~ACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECO~OMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
1<H8 
DARLING V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
96 SE 307, 123 VA 14 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1924 TECHNICAL ADVISORY CORPORATION 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION WITH REFERENCE TO IMPROVING THE JAMES RIVER. 
SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARBOR ••• CITY OF RICHMO~O 
NEW YORK, TECHN ADVIS CORP REPORT 
CANALS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE 
RIVERS 
219 
1925 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE JAMES RIVER HARBOR 
RICHMOND, BY THE DEPT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER 
1927 CAMPBELL MR 
MEANING Of MEANDERS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL 38, 537-556 . 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BEDS 
1930 COLLINS WD ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM ~EPT 
VA DlV OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWE~ BULL 2 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
VIRGINIA 
1930 
GARDEN CLUB OF VIRGINIA V VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO ET AL 
151 SE 161 
DAMSITES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATE~S 
1932 
MILLER V COMMONwEALTH 
166 SE 557, 159 VA 924 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, ,UBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1932 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY Of NE~PORT NEWS 
164 SE 689 
BEDS UNUER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1931 PRYTHERC~ HF 
REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATION ON THE MORTALITY OF OYSTERS AND DECLINE OF 
CYSTER PRODUCTION IN VA WATERS 
US BUR FISH UNPUSL MS 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER I~DUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1932 YOUNG GR 
REPORT ON JAMES RIVER, VA, IN ACCORDANCE WITH HOUSE DOC 308, 69TH CONG 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLA~NING IPROJECTEO), IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
1939 BOWERS GM 
TRANSPORTATIO~ ON THE JAMES RIVER 
MARINE ~EwS 26, 40-43, 51 
220 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
1939 bOWERS GM 
JAMES RIVER IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
MARINE NEWS 26, 35-36 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER 
1932 LCOSANOFF VL 
OBSERVATIC~S ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOJ, 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1932 ROBERTS JK 
LO~ER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 37 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1q37 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART 3- POTOMAC, JAMES, AND UPPER OHIO RIVERS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAPER BOO 
FLOODS, FLODO~ATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PEAK DISCHARGE, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
1930 ANuEREGG F 
STRATlG~APHY ANO PALEONTOLOGY OF THE YORKTOWN FORMArioN OF VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1939 STOW MH 
REFLECTiON Of PROVENANCE IN HEAVY MINERALS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 9, 86-91 
JAMES RIVER, MINERALOGY, PROVENANCE, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
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1937 EWING M ET Al 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE EMERGED AND SUBMERGED ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN. PT 1-~ETHOD AND RESULTS 
GEOL ~OC AHER BUll 48, 753-802 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
TAllWATER 
1939 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCE~ OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
CUASTAL PLAIN 
VA GECL SURV BUll 51-E 
AQUIFE~ ChARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1937 ~ANSFIELD WC 
SO~E DEEP WEllS NEAR THE ATLANTIC COAST IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 
US GEUL SURVEY PROF PA,ER 186-1 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DEEP-WELLS, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, 
STERILITY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1~39 SROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV Of VA MASTERS THESIS 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMU~KEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
1932 
GREAT FLOODS IN JAMES RIVER 
APPENDIX 2 IN YOUNG GR, REPTON JAMES RIVER, VA CQ.V.) 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER 
1935 ~CGAVOCK CB,JR 
DESCR!PTIC~S OF THE MAJORITY OF THE PELECYPODS OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION 
Of VIRGINIA 
U~IV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC fOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1~30 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
71ST CONG, 20 SESS HOUSE DOC 314 ClNCLUDES 8 HAPS) 
CHANNEl IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RADIATION 
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1939 FERNALD ML 
LAST SURVIVORS IN THE FLORA OF TIDEwATER VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 41 1 46S-574 (CONTR 128 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFlCATIO~, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1942 FLINT RF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL 'TERRACES• 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 32, 235-237 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
1~~2 
VIRGINIA SCIENTISTS ADOPT NOVEL PROGRA~. JAMES RIVER PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
FOR FUTURE LONG RANGE PLANNI~G 
VA WILDLIFE 5, 66-68 
FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEO), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN OE~ELOPMENT, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1943 ME~lEL RW 
NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY A~D COM~ERCIAL FISHERY OF THE CATFISH Cf THE JAMES 
RIVER, Vl~GlNlA 
VIMS THESIS 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAl FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
1943 ME~ZEL R~ 
THE CATFISH FISHERY OF VIRGINIA 
AMER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 73, 364-372 (VIMS CONTR 23) 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES 
RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER 
1944 VI~GINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESGvRCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JA~ES RIVER BASIN 1927-1942 
VA OIV WATER RESOURCES AND POwER BULL 5 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY 
1945 CEDERSTROM OJ 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
AHER ASSOC PETROLEU~ GEOLOGISTS BULL 29, 71-95 
JAMES RIVER, MAGNETIC STUDIES, SURPLUS WATER, YORK RIVER 
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1~4' NILES 8 
T~E JAMES FROM THE IRON GATE TO THE SEA 
NEW YORK, FARRAR ANC RINEHART 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER 
1947 RANDOLPH OR 
THE JAMES--VIRGINIA'S RIVER 
VA WILDLIFE 8(8), 3-5 
FLOOD CONTROL, JA~ES RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1948 CLINE JH, STOW MH 
THE JAMES RIVER PROJECT OF THE VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
VlR,lNIA WILDLIFE 9(2), 15-17,22 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
1948 RICH lG 
I~VESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BENTHGS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1948 U~iTEO STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
BOTH CONG,lST SESS hOUS~ DOC 207 (INCLUDES MAPl 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RADIATION 
1948 VlRGl\IA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSEu DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAMES RIVER 
RICHMOND, BY THE DIVISION 
FLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEOJ, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
~~TER RESCURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1949 FE~GUSON EF, JONES ER 
A SURVEY Of THE SHORELINE FAUNA OF THE NORFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIDLAND NATURALIST 41, ~36-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER 
1949 SCRU~~S PL 
CLEANING ThE JAMES 
REPRINTED FR~M THE LYNCHBURG NEWS, APRIL 3, 19~9 
DAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
1950 BU~CH PR 
MOLLUSKS 
22~ 
I~ VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
129-1)7 
CLASSIFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS 
19~0 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AKPHlBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RlVEA, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL ~TERILANTS, TURTLES 
1950 MARSHALL N 
MARINE FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES 
I~ VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
139-150 
ANADRUMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
E~GINEERING 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
637-651 
DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAl WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
~AVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
1950 RANEY EC 
FRESHkATER FISHES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
151-194 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
1950 SMITH JD 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
618-635 
CHEMISTRY, EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES 
1950 STOW MH 
GEOLOGY 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVE~ BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
435-4~1 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, WATERSHEDS 
CSASINSJ 
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1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTE~ 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
RICHMOND, VA ACAO SCIENCE 
ANIMAl POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
1951 ANDREWS JO 
SEASONAL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTING lN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY. 32, 752-758 IVIMS CONTR 34J 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS 
1951 ANDREWS JD, COOK C 
RANGE AND HABITAT OF THE CLAM, PJLYMESODA CAROLINIANA (80SC) IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32, 758-760 IVIMS CONTR 35) 
CL~HS, OISTRISUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1951 COLEMAN EO 
THE GREAT FRESH OF 1771 
VIRGINIA CAVALCADE 1(2), 20-22 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLCOO, JAMES RIVER 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
DATA REPORT, OPERATION DYSTE~ SPAT 1 AND 2 
CHFS CAY INST DATA REPT 1 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS IWATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1951 VIRGINIA ADVISORY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEAFOOD STATUTES A~D TME REHABILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
RICHMONu, REPORT OF THE COU~CIL 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, lEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
?UBLIC LANDS 
1951 VIRGINIA WATER CONTROL BOARD 
LOWER JAMES RIVER POLLUTION STUDY, CITY POINT TO THE CHICKAHOMINY, AUG 
6-SEPT 6 1951, PRELIMINARY REPORT 
WATER CONT~QL BOARD tHIMEO REPORT) 
EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1951 WALKER RH 
THE JAMES 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 1211), 19-22 
HISTORY, JAM~S RIVER 
1952 HCBBS HH,JR, MASSMAN~ WH 
226 
RIVER SHRiMP, MACROBRACHIUH CHIONE ISMITHI,IN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI(NCE 3, 206-207 IVIMS CONTR 40) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
1952 ~ASSMANN WH 
A P~ELl~I~A~Y STUDY OF SHAD, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA (~ILSO~I SPA~NING IN SOME 
VIRGINIA ~IVE~S 
(VIHS THESISI 
ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SMAO, JAHES RIVER, MATTAPO~l RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOCKING 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE, CIRCULATION, AND MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES bAY INST TECH REPT 3 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSALINITY 
1952 ~HETSTC~E GW, MCAVOY RL 
ChE~ICAL ChARACTER GF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-1948 
VA DIVISIO~ OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 11 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAHES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOADr THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WI~TER CRUISE 6-11 MAR 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 13 
CU~RENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATU~E, WEATHER DATA 
1~53 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 6 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAHES RIVER, SALINITY, STRUCTURE, THERMAL RADIATIO~ 
1954 ANDREWS JD 
SETTING OF OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROt 4511954), 38-46 IVIMS CONTR 53) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER•SETTING 
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" 1954 IIOODWIN OK 
EXPLORING THf •FAllS' OF THE JAMES 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 15(9J, 18-ZO 
BOAl~NG 1 JAMFS RIVER 
1954 MARSHAll N 
CHANGES IN THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF OYSTER BARS IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 173-181 
BEDS tiNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1954 MASSM4NN WH ET AL 
POSTLARVAE AND YOU~G OF THE MENHAO€N ••• IN BRACKISH AND FRESH WATERS OF 
VIRGINIA 
CCPEIA 1954(1), 19-23 (VIMS CONTR 45) 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE 
1954 PRITCHARD OW 
STUDY OF THE SALT BALANCE IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 13, 133-144 (CHES BAY INST CONTR 16) 
FSTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BALANCE 
1954 WOOD JT, GOODWIN OK 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY OF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTERN VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 60-64 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES, YORK RIVER 
1~55 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 2, 13-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY lNST DATA REPT 25 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, wATER 
TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA 
1955 WHALEY HH, PRITCHARD OW 
PROJECT TUNNfl 
CHES BAY INST TUNNEL REPORTS 1-5, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 
1955 VELZ CJ 
REPORT ON SELF-PURIFICATION CAPACITIES LOWER. JAMES RIVER HOPEWELL, VA 
NATL COUNCIL FOR STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIV 
MICHIGA~, UNPUBL MS 
JAMES RIVER, SELF-PURIFICATION, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
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195b MCLEA~ JO,JR 
fORAMINIFERA OF THE YGRKTGWN FOR~ATI~~ IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MCLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALfO~TOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIO~S, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEO~TOLOGY, SULFUR bACTE~lAt YORK RIVER 
l95b PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 33-42 ICHES SAY INST CONTR 24) 
CORIOLIS FCRCE, ESTUARIES, HY~RCLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCeANOGRA?h~, SALINITY 
19~6 PRITCHARD OW, KE~T RE 
METHOD FOR D~TERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 1~, 81-91 (CHES BAY lNST CO~TR 26) 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, HYD~OLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1957 BEVAN AC 
GEOLOGIC ANCESTRY OF THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCIENCE 8, 19-34 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1957 
BOUNDARY LINES OF CERTAIN LOW GROU~DS ON JAMES RIVER A LA~FUL FENCE 
VA COOE,l950t 8-872 
BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1957 MCLEAN JD,JR 
OSTRACODA OF THE YO~KTO~N FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULLS AM PALFONTOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SULFU~ BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1957 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN 
STUDIES REGION 4 
PRELIMINA~Y REPORT ON THE CONSIDERED NAVIGATION CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS, 
JAMES RIVER VA, IN RELATION TO FISH AND WlLJLIFE RESOURCES 
+ 
CHANNEL l~PROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, kiLDLIFE 
CONSERVATION 
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1957 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA,JAMES RIVER BASIN 1951-1955 
VA DIY WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BUll 17 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1958 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF LIMNOlOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA--BIOLOGICAL, CHE"ICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
THE DOW CHEMICAL CO~PANY 
lHIMEO REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BE~T"IC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDRC(OGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1958 LADD EC 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMERICAN EEL (ANGUILLA 
ROSTRATAJ A~O ATLA~TIC ANCHOVY lANCHOA MITCHILLIJ 
VIMS THESIS 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, ~ISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RI~ER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
1959 ANDREWS JD ET AL 
FRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS CCRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA) IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
1958 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 49, 29-49 tVIMS CONTR 87) 
FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
1959 CLINE CH, FIS"ER LJ 
FLUSHING TI~E AND DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAl WATERS WITH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL HS 
DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
19b0 CLINE CH, MALONEY WE 
FIELD REPORT, JAMES RIVER DYE DISPERSAL TESTS 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DYE RELEASES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
1960 HARGIS WJ,JR 
RESEARCH FOR THf OYSTER INDUSTRY AT Vfl 
CVIMS MS) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1960 SABOL JW 
THE MlCROFAU~A OF T"E YORKTOWN FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1960 O'CONNOR OJ 
OXYGEN BALANCE OF AN ESTUARY--DELAWARE AND JAMES RIVERS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS PROC 86CSA3l, 35-55 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DELAWARE RIVER, JAKES RIVER, OXYGEN 
1960 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO Al 
DISAPPEARANCE OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 89, 154-159 lVIMS CONTR 91) 
CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1961 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO Al 
MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS TAGGED IN VIRGINIA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 2, 37-44 CVIMS CONTR 97) 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1956-1960 
VA OIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 25 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1962 ANUREWS JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
BEDS 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 53, 65-84 CVIMS CONTR 155) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY 
1962 HOESE HO 
WINTER MORTALITIES OF OYSTERS ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1q59 TO 
1961 
CVIMS HSl 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, WI~TER 
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1962 PATTEN 8C 
SYNOPTIC COMPARISO~ OF SESTON lOADS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK, YORK AND ~J~MES 
RIVERS 
CVIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAl PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH OF THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIV MlNERAL RESCURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATlANTIC COA$TAL PLAJN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOlOGY, 
JAMES RIVER, SUlFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1962 HA~GlS WJ,JQ 
CURRENT K~OWLEDGE 0~ THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOLOGY Of THE ESTUARINE PORTION 
OF JAMES IUVER 
CVlMS MSl 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
1 
1!14TERFACES 
1962 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN ThE SUBSURFACE OF THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAO SCIE~CE GUICE600K FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MEETING-1962 1 37-61 
BOREHOlE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
19.62 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
REVIEW REPORT ON JA~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
C2 VOLS) NORFOL~, CORPS OF E~GINEERS REPORT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1963 NAGABHUSH~AM R 
SO~E OBSERVATIONS CN THE NEUROSECRETION IN THE BIVALVE MOLLUSC, 
bRANCHIDONTES RECURVUS CRAFINESQUEl 
ANATOMICAL SOC OF INDIA J 12(2), 54-56 CVIMS CONTR 178) 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MUSSELS 
1963 HlRGIS WJeJR 
JAMES RIVER BASIN--GREAT NATURAL RESOURCE 
(VIp.!S MS) 
JAMES RIVER, RIVfR BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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1963 VIRGINIA COMMIS.SIPN TO STUDY M~f'TFRS PERTAINING TO THE JAMES RIVER 
DEEPENING THE J.AMES RIVER CttAIICNEL. REPmH ••• TO THE.COVERNOR AND GENERAL 
ASSEMBlY OF VI~ui~IA 
RICHMOND, BY THE COMMONWEAlT~ 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER 
1964 
POWER UNDER ACT FOR SALE BY JAKES RIVER AND KANAWHA CO 
VA COOE,l950, 12-37 
CANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WATER RIGHTS 
1964 MCCAIN JC 
CAPRELLIOAf (CRUSTACEA, AMPHIPOOAl OF VA. AND A PARTIAL REVISION CF 
MAYER'S VARIETIES DF CAPRELLA ACUTIFRONS LATREILLE 
VIMS THESIS 
AMPHIPOOA, JAMES RIVER, THUNDERSTORMS 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HYDROGRAPHIC CRUISE SCHEDUlE OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
CVIMS MS) 
CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
l~o4 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER MODEL DATA 
(VI~S MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1964 OAKS RQ JR 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLO~Y, OUTER COASTAL PlAIN, 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT S, 
CONTRACT NONR 6091401 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, 
PlEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1965 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRACKISH WATFR MACTRIO CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 6, 209-213 (VlHS CONTR 200) 
CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, SOCIAl ASPECTS 
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1965 FAUNCE Jl 
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON THE AMINO ACIDS OF BALANUS IMPROVISUS 
OARWIN 
.CVIMS T~ESIS) 
AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1965 LYNCH MP 
EFFfCTS Of ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGI~ICA 
CVIMS THESIS) 
AMINO ACIOS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1965 HA~GlS WJ,JR 
~ULTIDISClPLINARY RESEARCH 0~ AN ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BUll 2, 45-66 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
iNDUSTRY, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLO~Y 73, 201-229 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
19o5 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YAlE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 6, 
CONTRACT ~CNR 609(40~ 
ATLANTIC COASTAL ?LAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOMORPHGLGGY, JAMES RIVER, PlEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
19~S OAVIS.CC 
A STUUY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BLUE 
CKAA CALll~FCTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES 
CA~Cl~OPHlLA (KOELLIKER) 
CHES SCI 6(4), 201-208 
CO~TROl STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1966 CALDER DR 
ECOLOGY Of MARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
C¥lMS THESIS) 
BARNACLES, BFNTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
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1966 BREHMER ML, HAlTIWANGER SO 
KIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE TIDAL JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPtC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENG 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYOROuRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS 
1966 HARGIS WJ,JR 
FINAL REPORT ON RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED HARI~E SCIE~CE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 7 
CIIANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1966 HOGARTH WT, WCOLCOTT WS 
MOU~TAIN STRIPEBACK DARTER, PERCINA NOTOGRAMMA MONTUOSA, N SSP FRCM UPPER 
JA~ES RIVER,VA 
CHES SCIENCE 7, 101-109 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILITY 
1966 FLE~ER OA, WOOLCOTT wS 
FOOD HABITS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE FISHES OF TUCKAHOE CREEK, VA., WITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS 0~ THE BLUEGILL ••• 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 75-89 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
1966 VIRGINIA LEAGUE OF wOME~ VOTERS 
JAMES RIVER BASIN--A PROGRESS REPORT 
JAMES RIVER BASIN INTERLEA&UE COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS 
1966 ~CLEAN JO JR 
~lOCENE AND PLEISTOCE~E FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1966 MARSHALL HG 
DIURNAL DlSTRlBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON FROM A SINGLE STATION AT THE ~CUTH 
CF THE JAMES RIVER 
OHIO J OF SCIENCE 66, 253-255 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON 
235 
1966 LYNCH MP, WOOD L 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY 0~ FRIE A~INO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA GMELIN 
COMP IIOCHEM PHYSIGL 19, 781-790 lVlMS CONTR 222) 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 ANDREWS JO 
OYSTE~ MC~TALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINI4. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF MSX, A 
PROTISTAN·PATHOGEN OF OYSTERS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 IVIMS CONTR 1931 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PRCTCZO~, VIRGINIA 
1967 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 1. PHYTOPLANKTON IN WILLOUGHBY 
BAY AND HA~PTO~ ~DADS 
CHESAPE~KE SCIENCE 8, 90-101 
JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STOCKING 
1967 MARSHAll HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 2. PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER 
VA J SClE~CE 18, 105-109 
ELIZABETH RIVER, JA~ES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE wG 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964' 
VA IN~T MARINE SCIENCE DATA REPT 5 
CURRENTS lWATERI, DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY,• JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, RATER TEMPERATUKEt WIND VELOCITY 
1967 
NORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIALS INC 
264 FSUPP 3q9 
DREDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1967 FEELEY JB 
THE DISfRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA (CRUSTACEA- AMPHIPOOA) OF 
THE LCW~R CHFSAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
CVIMS THESIS) 
AHPHIPOOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
236 
1967-GRANT GC 
A~AOROMOUS FISH PROJECT, ESTIMATION OF PARAMETE~S OF STRIPED BASS 
POPULATIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY OF lOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1967--
ANADRCMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1967 BREHMER ML 
~UTRIENT ASSI~ILATICN IN A VIRGI~JA TIDAL SYSTE~ 
NATL SYMP ESJUARINE POLLUTION PROC 1~67, STANFORD, CALIF 
CHE~ICAL A~ALYSIS, CHlOROPHYLL, HYDKOLOGIC JATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
1967 ANCREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINI~. 6. HlSTORY AND DISTRI&UTICN OF 
~l~CHI~IA NELSC~I, A PATHOGE~ OF CY~TEqs, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 8, 1-13 lVIMS CG~TR 2251 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAL PATHOLO~Y, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
1967 CALDER OR, BRE~MER ML 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA GN TEST PA~ELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
I~TL J OCEANOL LIMNOL lt 149-164 lVIMS CONTR 251) 
BARNACLES, BfNTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JA~ES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1968 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURRENCE AND TRANSPORT Of FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
ESTUARY 
SEDIMfNTA~Y GEOLOGY 2, 141-151 (VIMS CONTR 264) 
ANIMAL WASTES (wiLDLIFE), BIODEPOSITIO~, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS 
1968-HARGIS WJ,JR 
UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARINE WATER RESOURCES 
RESEARCH, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, COVERING THE PERIOD 1 SEPT 1~67--
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE BENNS CHURCH, SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR, AND CHUCKATUCK 
'UACRANGLES, VIRGINIA 
A ClV MINERAL RES., REPT OF INVESTIGATIONS 17 
DEPOSITION lSEDIMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JA~ES 
~IVER, SULFUR ~ACTERIA 
237 
1968 MONCURE R, NICHOLS M 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEDIMENTS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 53 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1968 TURGEON KW 
fffECTS OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF CORNSTARCH AND DEXTROSE ON THE OYSTER, 
CRASSUSTREA VIRGINICA IGMELIN) 
VlMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
.1968 CALDER OR 
HYO~OlOA OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
tVIMS DISSERTATION) 
eENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1968 HARGIS WJ,JR. 
OCEANOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA FORWARD 6lllt 8-22 
JAMES RIVER, OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURC~S DEVELOPMENT 
1965 NORTON W 
DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS Of ESTUARINE BENTHONIC FORIMINIFERA IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 
VlMS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARJ~E ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINE WATER INTRUSION 
1968 UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 
LOP<ER JA.MES RIVER ENVIRCNME.NTAL RESOURCE STUDY 
CHARLOTTESVILLF, VIRGINIA 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
1968 GRANT GC, JOSEPH EB 
COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF THE 1966 YEAR CLASS OF STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VIMS CONTR 290 
CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK RIVER 
238 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RECORDS OF GAMMARUS (CRUSTACEA&AMPHIPOOAI FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI 10, 1-17 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRI8UTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1969 NORTON W 
JAMES RiVER FORAMINIFERA 
VA INST ~ARINE SCIENCE OATA REPORT 6 
FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER 
1969 
CYSTERS TC BE CULLEC AS TAKEN 
VA COOE,l95Q, 28.1-124 
JAMES RIVE~, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1969 
EXEMPTED WATERS lCULLING LAW) 
VA CCCE,l950, 28.1-126 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MCl, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1969 
ASSIGN~ENTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA COuE,l95Q, 28.1-108 
~EDS U~OEK WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPE~TS, OWNERSHIP OF BEOS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
PROHIBITEO AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-83 
CO~ROTOMAN RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVEK 
1969 
TAX ON OYSTERS TAKEN FROM PUBLIC ROCKS- REPORTS OF OYSTERS TAKEN FROM 
SEED AREA OF JAMES RIVER 
VA CCuE,1950, ZS.l-93 
~EOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER l~OUST~Y, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
239 
1969 
\.fA.ilNG QF 'ERT~I.N BOTTOMS IN JAMES RIVER PR81'UBITE.Q 
VA teuE,I~. 28.1-145 
REDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBliC 
LANDS. 
1~69 
DREDGING FO~ OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA CODE,l~SO, 28.1-14b 
BEDS UND!R I>.ATER, DREDGING, JAKES R IYER, LiGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBll C LANCS' 
19b9 
AUTHORITY CF GCVER\CR TC AUTHORIZE DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN NAVIGABLE 
"ATERS-SPECI!L PRJVISIONS APPLICABLE TO JAMES RIVER BETWEEN JAMES RIVER 
BKIDGE AND JA~ESTGft~ ISLAND 
VA COUE,l950, 28.1-147 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1969 STAUFFER T8 
OlSTRIBUTICN OF DISSOLVED FATTY ACIDS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY AND 
ADJACENT OCEA~ ~ATER 
fVIMS lHESISJ 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
l9b9 UAUGHERTY SJ 
ASPECTS CF THE ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY, A~D HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANCPEI (SACCULINIGAEJ IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
(VIMS THESISJ 
CRABS, JAMES KIVER, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
1969 VIKGlNIA DIVISION OF kATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER ~4SIN COMPREHfNSIVE wATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 1-INTRODUCTION 
RICHMOND IITS PLANNING 6ULLETIN 213) 
FUTURE PLA~NI~~ (PRCJECTEOI, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
UEVElGPMENT 
1969 biCK KF, CGCH NK 
GEOLOuY CF T~E ~ILLIAMSBURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACONS CASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA D:v MINE~AL RESOURCES, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 18 
OEPOSITICN CSEUlMENTSit GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOlOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
240 
1969 VfRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE StiENCE 
JAMES RIVER HYDRAUliC MOo'£L- .... MUlTI-PURPOSE MARINE RESEARCH TOOL FOR 
SCIENCE, GOVERNMENT AND INOUSTRY 
VJMS, MARI~E RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 2 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, WATER RESOvRCES DEVELOPMENT 
1969 JOHNSON GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOlOGY OF ThE LOWER YORK-JA~ES PE~INSULA AND SOUTK BANK 
Of THE JAMES RIVER 
COLL~GE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, CEPT CF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC fCRfoiATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES "IVER, $tJLFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES CO~MISS!ON 
CITY OF NORFOLK LANDFILL, LAMBERTS POI~T 
Nc~POKT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 28JAN, 25FEB, 25MAR, 
23SEPT 
BULKHEAD LINEr ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHT$ 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER WATER IMPOUNCMENT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 24JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, CAMS, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGE AND FILL PROJECTS JAMES RIVER 
NEwPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COM~., 24JUNE, 22JULY 
DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LA~DFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1~69 VIRGINIA MARI~E RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CYSTER ANO SEED OYSTER INDUSTRY JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS CF THE COMMISSION-- 28JAN, 22APR, 23SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
l~b9 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
HURRICANE CAMILLE EFFECTS IN ESTUARINE AREAS 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 26AUG, 23SEPT 
FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1~69 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
REQUEST OF CITY OF RICHMOND TO CUMP RAW SEWAGE INTO JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 23SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, SLUICE GATES 
241 
1~69 NICHOLS M, NORTON W 
FORA~INIFERAL POPULATIONS I~ A COASTAL PLAI~ ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMATOL, PALAEOECOL 6, 197-213 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON MICRuSCOPE STUDIES OF SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
~INCHlNIA CCSTALIS (SPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIOAl 
J PARASITCLCGY 55, 897-920 CVIMS CONTR 307) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
1970 
STATE REVENUE BCND ACT !FINANCING TOLL FACILITIES) 
VA CODE,l9SO, 33.1-268 TO 33.1-295 
BRIDGES, J~MES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA CODE,195D, 28.1-82 
BEDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1~7D 
CLEAN CULl AREA 
VA CDOE,l95D, 28.1-85.1 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1970 
USE Of HAUL SEINE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COuE,l950, 28.1-51.2 
FINFISH INuUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
197D ZACHARY A 
SURVIVAL ~~0 ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRILLt UROSALPINX CINERA lSAY), UNDER 
CC~OITIO~S CF FLUCTUATING SALINITY 
CVIMS THESIS) 
BEDS U~DER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY 
1970 JE~SE~ LO 
C08LING WATER STUDIES FOR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPORT SITE 12t 
JAMES RlViR CHESTERFIELD STA, VEPCO 
JOHNS HOP~I~S DEPT CF GEOG AND ENVIRON ENGI~EERING 
COOLI~G ~ATER, ECOLOGICAL OISTRIBUTIONt JAMES RIVER, WATER.CHEHISTRY, 
~ATER QUALITY 
242 
1970 BREHMER ML 
~IOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUCY OF VIRGI~IA'S ESTUARIES 
IVIMS MSl 
BIOLOGICAL CCM~UNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
197D VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESuURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN CCMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONOM!C BASE 
STUDY 
RICHMUND (ITS PLANNING BULLETIN 214) 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTIO~, nuMA~ POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPME~T 
l97D VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOU~CES 
JA~ES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 3-HYDROLOGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND CITS PLANNING BULLETIN 2151 
CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS <GEOLOGIC), GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, WATER RESCURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1970 STAUfFER TS, MACINTYRE WG 
DISSOLVED FATTY ACIDS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA, AND ADJACENT 
CCEAN WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 11, 216-220 lVIMS CO~TR 365) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
197D VIRGINIA DIVISION CF WATER RESGU~CES 
FLOW CHARACTFRISTICS OF VIRGINIA STREA~S 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES B~SIC JATA &ULL 34 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA 
197D WALKER WR, JOHNSON TW 
FLOOD DAMAGE ABATEMENT--FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
VA POLYTECH~IC INST WATER RESOUR RESEARCH CENT BULL 39 
FLOOD CONTROL, GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS, JAMES RIVER, UNITED STATES 
197D VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING AND DEVELOPMENT IN CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 26MAY, 
l8JULY, 23SEPT 
CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
243 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF FILL FOR HAMPTO~ ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
NEWPORT NEWS, MI~UTES OF MEETINGS Of THE COMM., 28APR 
BRIDGE CC~STRUCliO~, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, JAKES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
1170 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES CCMMISSION 
FILLING 8EHIND BULKhEAD LINE IN ELIZABETH RIVER 
NE~PORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 27 OCT 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 Vl~GI~IA MARI~E RESOURCES COMMISSION 
E~ECTlON CF ~OCRING DOLPHIN, HAMPTON BAR 
~c~PCRT ~EWS, MINUTES OF MEETi~GS OF THE COMM., 270CT, 24NOV 
COCKS, JA~ES RIVER, NAVIGABLE wATERS 
1970 CALDER OR 
~ORTH AMEklCAN RECORD OF THE HYOROID PROBOSCIOACTYLA ORNATA (HYDROZOA, 
PROBOSCluACTYLIOAE) 
CHES SCI 11, "130-140 IVIMS CONTR 344) 
DlSTRlBUTIC~, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1~70 LOETTERLE LE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM AND ~ARY THESIS 
ECOLO~lCAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION 
1971 WORLEY 0 
~USKIES GO wiLD ON THE JAMES 
VA ~ILOLIFE 32, 6-7,21 
FRESH~ATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1971 NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
JAMES RIVER-NEWPORT NEWS TO JAMESTOWN ISLAND 
CHART NU. 529 
CHARTS, JA~ES RIVER 
1971 NATICNAL OCEAN SURVEY 
JAMES RlVEK-JAMtSTOWN ISLAND TO RICHMOND 
CHART NO. 530 AND 531 
CHARTS, JAMES RIVER 
244 
1971 ELDER R8 
THE EFFECT OF RUN-OFF FROM HURRICA~E CAMILLE ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
~ATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIHS THESIS 
DISCHARGE (WATER), nURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1971 MILLAR AE JR, GIBSCN JD, KLAFTER RD 
CLEAN WATER--AFFLUENCE, INFLUENCE, EFFLUENTS 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIEDI, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
VI~S SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERI~G 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECCNCHIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
WATER QUALITY CONTRCL, WATER RESOuRCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 ST PIERRE RA 
AGE, GRUWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YO~K 
RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1971 BOLUS RL ET Al 
THE DESIGh OF THE ~ONITCRING SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POWER PLA~T ••• 
VIMS SPECIAL REPT IN APPLIED MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVE~, MONITORING, ~UCLEAR POWERPLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SILVERSIDES 
1971 WOOD L, HARGIS WJ JR 
TRANSPORT OF BIVALVE LARVAE IN A TIUAL ESTUARY 
EUROPEAN MAR BIOL SYMP, FOURTH, 29-44 (VIMS CONTR 328) 
JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, SLIME 
1971 FEELEY JB, WASS ML 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA (CRUSTACEA& AMPHlPODAI OF 
THE LOWER CHFSAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN ~AR SCI 2 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, P~MUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
245 
1971 BOESCH OF 
DISTRIBUTION AND STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COHMU~ITIES IN THE HAMPTON ROADS 
AREA, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 15 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, JAMES RIVER, SAMPLING 
t972 MERRINER JV, WILSON WL 
JAW DEFORMITY (CROSS-BITE) OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVOORTlA TYRANNUSt 
FRCM VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 13, bZ CVIMS CONTR 417) 
4TLANTIC MENHADEN, DEFORMATION, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER 
******************* JELLYFISH 
l9S1 KLINGEL GC 
THE 8AY 
CCR~nALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
"ILOLIFE 
1qb9 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE ZO, 1b-18 (VIMS CONTR 297) 
JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVER, GRO~TH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1~70 RICE NE, POWELL kA 
OBSERVATIONS ON THREE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROH CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
S~ECIAL REFERE~CE TC THEIR TOXINS 
blOl ~ULL 139, 180-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS (ELECTRICAL), 
TOXINS 
1~70 CALOER.DR 
hYOROIO AND YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF OIPURENA STRANGULATA (HYDROZOA, 
Cu~YNID~El 
TrlE SIOLOGICAL BUll 138, 109-114 (VIMS CONTR 338J 
HYDROZOA, JELLYF15H, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1~71 OAKES MJ, HAVEN OS 
SO~E PREDATORS Of PCLYPS OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMAEOSTCMEAEJ IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIE~CE 228 45,4o lVIMS CONTR 3b3) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
24b 
1971 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE ULTRA~TRUCTURE CF FISHING TENTACLE MUSCLE IN THE JELLYFISH CHRYSACRA 
CUINQUECIRRHA--A CC~PARISON OF CONTRACTED AND RELAXED STATES 
J UlTRASTRUCTURE RESEARCH 35, 431- 450 (VlMS CONTR 374) 
JELLYFISH, SUBSTATICNS !ELECTRICAL), SWANS, HlSTOLOGJCAl'INVESTlGATIO~S, 
SCYPHOZOA 
••••••••••••••••••• JUVENILE FISHES •••••••••••••••••• 
1953 MASSMANN WH 
RELATIVE ABU~DANCE CF YCU~G FIShES lN VIRGINIA ESTUARIES 
NORTH AMER WILDLIFE CONF TRANS, 18TH, 439-449 (VIHS CONTR 4b) 
COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
19S4 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
POSTLARVAE ANO YOU~G GF TnE MENnADEN ••• IN BRACKISH AND FRESH WATERS OF 
VIRGINIA 
COPEIA 1954(1), 19-23 (VI~S CCNTR 45) 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, lARVAE 
1957 HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH, AND AVAILABILITY OF JUVENILE CROAKER, MICROPOGON 
UNDULATUS, IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 38t 88-97 (VlMS CONTR b8J 
CROAKER, UISTRIBUTICN, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
l9b3 MASSMANN WH 
SUMMER FOOD OF JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI 4, 167-171 (VIMS CONTR 152J 
AMERICAN SHAD, FOOD HABITS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
19b4 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPA~NING OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTKON CANAOUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
WITH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHES SCI 5, o7-71 &VIMS CONTR 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL OISTRI8UTIO~, 
STOKES lAW 
l9b5 8REHMER ML 
TURBIDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POlLUTION 
J SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 20(4), 132-133 CVIHS CONTR 19b) 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE wATER-FRESHWATER I~TERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHALT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS, TURBIDITY 
******************* KllllFISHES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE oAY 
247 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 134-145 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
196. DILLON WA 
P~OVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING 0~ FUNDULUS SPP. 
VlRGI~IA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 IVIMS CONTR 204) 
RlBLIOG~APHIES, FIS~ PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
TREMATODES, KllLIFISHES 
******************* LABOR 
1971 OEuAST R 
THE OYSTER~EN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS 4(2),41-47 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
***************•*** LABORATORIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND OEVELGPHENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICHMOND, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, lABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILlTltS, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
******************* LABORATORY ANIMALS •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 DillON WA 
PROVISIONAL'llST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS SPP. 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 CVIHS CONTR 204) 
RlBLIUGRAPHifS, FISH PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
TREMATOUES, KilllflSHES 
1971 SANOIFE~ PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT GF THf SPIDER CRAB, LIBINIA OUSIA H. MILNE EDWARDS 
CMRACHYURA, ~AJIOAE, PISINAE), REARED IN LABORATORY CULTURE 
CHES SCI 12, 18-25 (VIHS CONTR 361 
LABORATORY A~l~ALS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
248 
********••••••••••• LABORATORY EQUIPMENT • ••••••••••••••••• 
1965 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
APPARATUS FOR HOLDING INDIVIDUAL OYSTERS UNOER EQUAL ~ATER fLOWS 
LIMNOL OCEANOGR 10, 605-606 (V!MS CONTR 198) 
FLOW CONTROL, FLOW RATES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
******************* LABORATORY TESTS 
·········*········ 
1961 ANDREWS JD 
MEASUREME~T OF SHEll GROWTH IN OYSTeRS 6Y WEIGHING IN WATER 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC 52 11961), l-11 IVIMS CONTR 110} 
GROWTH RATES, LABORATORY TESTS, MEASUREMENT 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCOENETIC PROCESS IN A~ ESTUARI~E PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VlMS CONTR 160 COOll 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LASORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
******************* LAMPREYS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 43-44 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, lAMPREYS, MARI~E FISH 
******************* LAND DEVELOPMENT 
1967 ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA WATERFRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL 
1969 SETTLE FH 
SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF CHANGES EFFECTED BY HAN ON TIDAL WETLANDS OF 
VIRGINIA, 1955-1969 
CVPI THESIS) 
ESTUARIES, lAND DEVELOPMENT, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA 
2~9 
1~70 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DKEDGING AND DEVELOPMENT IN CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
~EWPORT N~WS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS Of THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 26MAY, 
28JULY, 23SEPT 
CriiCKAhOMINY RIVER, ORECGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1971 SIM~C~S GM JR, WINFIELD A 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION WEBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATE 
I~ ~AC~OBENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCIE~CE 22, 52-59 
ACUATIC I~SECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, I~DICATORS, LAND UEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
******************* LANDFILLS 
1~69 VI~GINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CITY OF NORFOLK LANDFILL, LAMBERT$ POI~T 
•••••••••••••••••• 
~E~~O~T ~ERSt MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 28JAN, 25FEB, 25MAR, 
23SEPT 
~vLKHcAJ Ll~E, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RlVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN.RIGHTS 
1969 VIKGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
C~EDGE ANO FILL PROJECTS JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEws, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 24JUNE, 22JULY 
DKEOGI~G, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1~70 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
GREOGING CF FILL FOR HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
~E~PORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS Of THE COMM., 26APR 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
1970 VIRGI~IA MARINE ~ESOURCES COMMISSION 
FILll~G BEHIND BULKHEAD LINE IN ELilASETH RIVER 
NEW?GRT NEWS, MINUTES Of MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSIO~-- 28APR, 27 OCT 
BUL~HE~O liNE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
••••••••••••••••••• LARVAE •••••••••••••••••• 
1~5~ MASSMANN WH ET AL 
PCSTLARVAE AND YOUNG OF THE MENHADEN ••• IN BRACKISH AND FRESH WATERS OF 
VIRGI~IA 
COPEIA 1954(1l, 19-23 IVIMS CONTR 45l 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FrSHES, LARVAE 
250 
1971 ORTH RJ 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLA~KTONIC LARVAE OF POLYOORA LltNI WEBSTER 
IPOLYCHAETA, SPIONIDAE) IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-124 lVIMS CONTR 37bl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETE$, YORK RIVER 
1971 WOOD L, HARGIS WJ JR 
TRANSPORT OF BIVALVE LARVAE IN A TiuAL ESTUARY 
EUROPEAN MAR BIOL SYMP, FCURTH, 29-44 IVIHS CONTR 328) 
JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, SLIME 
1971 CASTAGNA M, DUGGAN ~ 
REARI~G ThE BAY SCALLOP, AECUI?ECTEN lRRADIANS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC b1, SC-85 IVIMS CONTR 388l 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOP~, MARICULTURE 
****•************** LARVAL GRC~TH STAGE 
1942 CHuRCHILL EP 
•••••••••••••••••• 
THE lGEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE CRAa,CALLlNECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABOR~TORY, SOLOMONS MO,PUBLICATION NO 49 
CRABS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MARYLAND 
1942 LOCHHEAD MS, NEWCO~BE CL 
METHODS OF HATCHING EGGS OF THE BLUE C~AB 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 76-86 (VlMS CONTK 91 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, C~ABS, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST A~D SECOND ZOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPl~US RATHSUN 
AMER MICROS SOC TKANS 62, 85-90 (VIMS CONTR lOl 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRABS, hATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, MORPHOLOGY 
1944 SANDOZ M, HOPKINS SH 
ZOEAL LARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPlDUS RATHBUN 
~ WASH ACAO SCIENCES 34, 132-133 lVIMS CONTR 13) 
CRASS, HATCHING, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SHALLOW WEllS 
1958 VAN ENGEL WA 
THE BLUE CRAR AND ITS FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COMM FISH REVIEW 20(6),6-17 lVIMS CONTR 79) 
CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION 
l5l 
19'~'5 CHANLEY P 
lARVAl DEVELOPMENT O·F THE BRACKISH ~ATER"" MACTRIO CLAM, RANGIA CUN'EATA 
·CH£~APEAK( SCIENCE 6, 209-113 CVIHS CO~TR 200) 
CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAL GROWtH STAGE, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1966 CHANLIY PE 
lARVAL, DEVELOP1'4ENT OF THE lARGE BlOOD CLAK, NOETSIA PONDERO'SA ( SAYJ. 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRGC 56, 53-58 lVIMS CONTR 217) 
CLAMS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
1967 {:RISP OJ 
CHEMICAL FACTORS INDUCING SETTLEMENT I~ CR4SSOSTREA VlRGINitA CGMELINJ 
J •tti,..,AL EC,Oi. 36, 329-335 tVIMS CONTR. 26J.) 
ATTRACTANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1969 KINGSTON N ET ALL 
STUDIES ON lARVAL MONOGENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 IVIMS CG~TR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1969 kiNGSTON N, DILLON WA, HARGIS hJ JR 
STUDIES ON LARVAL MONOGENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 CVIMS CONTR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1970 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOOKED MUSSEL, BRACHIDO~TES RECURVUS 
RAFINESCUE ••• 
NATIONAl SHEllFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 60, 86-94 IVIMS CONTR 336) 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
1971 DIAZ RJ 
FFFECTS OF THERMAL SHOCK ON LARVAE OF THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
IGHEllN) 
VIMS THESIS 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, SILVER IODIDE 
1q11 CHANLEY P, CASTAGNA M 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE STOUT RAZOR CLAM, TAGELUS PLEBEIUS SOLANOER 
(SOLECU~TIDAF, BIVALVIA) 
CHES SCI 12, 1b7-172 IVIMS CONTR 380) 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA 
252 . 
1971 SA~CIF!R PA, VA~ ENGEL WA 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT CF T~E SPICER C~AB, LIBI~IA DUBIA H. MILNE EDWARDS 
IBRACHYUR~. ~AJIOAE, PISINAE), ~EARED IN lABORATORY CULTURE 
CHES Sti 12, 18-25 (VIMS CONTR 361 
LABORATORY ANIMALS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr MOLTING 
1971 LEONARO· 58 . 
LARVAE OF THE FOURSPOT FLOU~DER, HIPPOGLOSSINA OBLONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKf BIGHT, ~ESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDlE ATLANTIC BIGrlT 
******************* LEASES •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 VIRGINIA AOVISCRY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEAFOOD STATUTES A~C THE REHABILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUST~Y 
RICHMONO, REPORT OF THE COUNCIL 
BEDS U~DER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER ISDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
.******************* LEGAL ASPECTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 
FRENCH V 6ANKHEAD 
52 VA Ill GRATT) 136 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1876 
NORFOLK CITY V COOKE 
68 VA 127 GRATTl 430 
BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS 
1899 
~AVERLY WATER-FRONT AND IMPROVEMENT CO V WHITE ET Al 
33 SE 534, 97 VA 376 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1912 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND W. RY CO 
1~ SE 156, 113 VA 270 
~ULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIA~ 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1916 
CITY OF HAMPTO~ V WATSON 
d9 SE 81, 119 VA 9S 
253 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE 
1918 
UARLlNG V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
~b SE 307, 123 VA 14 
BEDS UNUER WATER, JA~ES RIVE~, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SERAGE 
1930 
GARDE~ CLUB nF VIRGINIA V VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO ET AL 
151 SE 161 
DAMSITES, JA~ES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS 
1931 EMBREY AT 
~ATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, OLD DOMINION PRESS 
DEDS UNDER ~ATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RlGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, VIRGINIA 
1932 
~IllER V COMMGNkEALTH 
1b6 SE 557, 159 VA ~24 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1~32 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
164 SE 689 
BEDS UNuE~ ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SE~AGE 
19~1 VIRGINIA AOVISORY lEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEAFOOD STATUTES ANC THE REHABILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
RICHMOND, REPORT OF THE COuNCIL 
EEOS UNDER ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, lEASES, LEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC lANDS 
254 
1957 
SOU~DARY·LJNES OF CERTAIN LOW GROUNDS ON JA~ES RIVER A LAWfUL FENCE 
VA COOE,l9SO, 8-872 
BOUNDARIES CPROPERTYJ, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS 
1964 
POWER ~NDER ACT FOR SALE BY JAMES RIVER AND KANAWHA CO 
VA CODE,1950, 12-37 
CANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ATER RIGHTS 
1966 CULLER EO 
REAL PROPERTY- RIPARIAN RXGHTS 
UNlV RICHMOND LAW NOTES 2, 257-261 
EliZABETH RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, LEGAl ASPECTS 
1967 
NORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIALS INC 
264 F$UPP 399 
DREOGI~G, ELilABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1968 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS ANC HARBORS 
VA CODE, 1950, TITlE 62.1 
HEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
~ATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1968 WALKER WRt COX WE 
WATER RESOURCES lAWS FOR VIRGINIA 
VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEAaCH CENTER BULL 9 
LEGAL ASPECtS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RIGHTS 
1969 WASS HL, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAH ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1969 
CRABS CREGULATIONSJ 
VA CODE,19SO, TITLE 28.1 C 6 28.1-165 TO 28.1-174 
CRAB INDUSTRY, LEGAl ASPECTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
255 . 
1969 
FISH AND FISHING GENERALLY (REGULATIONS) 
VA C00f•195(1.TITLE 28.1 t 4 28.1-47 TO 28.1-81 
FINFISH lhOUSTRY, LEGAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
Ub9 
CYSTERS,CLAMS AND OTHER BIVALVES (REGULATIONS) 
VA COUE,l9SO,TITLE 28.1 C 5 28.1-82 TO 28.1-164 
CLAfol fNuUS TRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLQ~S, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VI RGI,.NIA, LEGAL 
ASPECTS -
1969 
OYSTeRS TO BE CULLED AS TAKEN 
VA COOE,l~5~, 28.1-124 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1969 
EXEMPTED ~ATERS !CULLING LAW) 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-126 
EASTE~N SHORF IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1969 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PlANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA COU£,1950, 28.1-108 
BEDS U~DER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
lY69 
FISH,UYSTERS,SHEllFISH ANO OTHER MARINE liFE 
VA COOE,1950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB I~OUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
P~OHIBITEO AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CODE,1~50, 28.1-83 
CORROTOMA~ RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, MOBJACK BAY, 
PlANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1969 
TAX ON OYSlERS TA1<EN FROM PuBliC ROCKS.- REPORTS QF OYSTERS T~~E~ FROM 
SE£D AREA OF JAMES RlVIR 
VA COOE,l9SO, 2&•1·9~ 
BEO~.U~O.ER WATER, JAMES RIVfR, LeG.AL AS,PECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBliC 
LANDS 
1969 
lEASING OF CERTAIN BOTTOMS lN J'AHES RIVER PROHIBIT£0 
VA COUErl950, 28.1-145 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIV~, lEG.L. ASPECTS, OYSTER 'INDUSTRY, PUBliC . 
LANDS 
1969 
DREDGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA C.QOt!,1950, 28.1-146 
BEDS U~GER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, lEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1969 
AUTHORITY OF GOVERNOR TO AUTHORIZE DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN NAVIGABLE 
WATERS-SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO JAMES RIVER BETWEEN JAHfS. RIVER 
BRIDGE ANU JA~ESTOWN ISLAND 
VA CODEt1~50, 28.1-147 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1969 wASS ML, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, lEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1970 
STATE REVE~UE BOND ACT (FINANCING TOLL FACILITIES) 
VA CODE,l~50, 33.1-268 TO 33.1-295 
BRIDGES, JAMFS RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 
SEASON FOK TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-82 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTEkN SHORE lVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
257 
1~70 
CLEAN CUll AqEA 
VA COOE,l950, 28.1-85.1 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER I~OUST~Y 
1970 
USE OF HAUL SEJNE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COOE,1950, 28.1-51.2 
FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS 
1970 ~I~GINIA MARINE RESOURCES CO~MISSION 
UESIG,ATION OF NATURAL OYSTER ROCK IN NOMINI AND CURRIOMAN SAY, 
~EST~C~ELANO COUNTY 
~~~UTES Of MEETINGS, 23 JUNE, 28 JULY 
EEDS UNDER WATER, lEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1970 POWER G 
C~ESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FEDERAl WATER POLLUTION CONTROl AOMI~ISTRATION NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIA~ RIGHTS, STRUCTURAL 
RELAXATION 
1~71 MILLAR AE JR, GIBSON JD, KLAFTER RD 
CLEAN WATER--AFFLUENCE, INFLUENCE, EFFLUENTS 
CLD DGMlNICN UNIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
~A~AGEMENT (APPliED), WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1~71 VIRGINIA EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
REPORT OF TASK FORCE ON EROSION AND SEDI~ENTATION CONTROl 
VIRGINIA GOVE~NORS COUNCIL ON THE E~VJRO~MENT 
EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
1971 MIRl JA 
SJME PROBLEMS Of WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT I~ VIRGINIA--A PRELIMINARY 
EXAMI~ATION 
DEPT Gf GOVERNMENT, COLLEGE OF WilliAM AND MARY 
lEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
DEMAND, ~ATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
258 
1971 VI~GINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RulfS AND REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEME~T OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE lAW 
OIVJSIO~ OF REGULATCRY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROl, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIGESDCT, GIELG~JN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, ViRGI~IA 
1972 BOON JD III, LYNCH MP 
TIDAL DATUM PLA~ES ANG TIDAl BOU~DARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL 
BOUNDARIES--A STUDY WITh RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI A~D OCEAN ENGINEERING 22 
BOUN04RIES !PROPERTY!, lEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, SLUDGE 
******************* LEGISlATlO~ •••••••••••••••••• 
1~70 VIRGI~lA DIVISION OF ~ATER RESOURCES 
WATER RESOURCES LEGISLATIVE CG~CE~NS OF THE BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND 
ECONOMIC DEVFLOPMENT, COM~ON~EAlTH OF VIRGINIA 
RIChMOND, VIR~INIA 
LEGISLATION, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEU), WATERSHEDS (BASINS) 
******************* LIFE HISTORY STUDIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1919 CHURCHILL EP JR 
liFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB 
US BUR FISH BULL (1917-1918) 3b, 91-128 
CRASS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
1961 MACKENZIE Cl JR 
GROWTh AND RFPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER DRILL EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN THE YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42, 317-338 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, YORK RIVER 
1970 CALDER OR 
HYDROID AND YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF DIPURENA STRANGULATA (HYDROZOA, 
CORYNIDAE) 
THE BIOlOGICAL BULL 138, 109-114 (VlMS CONTR 338) 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
259 
******************* LIPIDS •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 STAUFFER TB 
DISTRIBUTION Of DISSOLVED FATTY ACIDS IN THE JAMES RIVER ES~UARY AND 
AOJA(ENT OCEAN WATER 
fVIMS THESIS) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
1970 STAUFFER T8~ ~ACINTYRE WG 
DISSOlVED FATTY ACIDS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA, ANO ADJACENT 
CCEA~ WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 11, 216-220 lVIMS CONTR 365) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
******************* LOBSTERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 WILLIAMS AB 
MARINE DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS Of ThE CAROLINAS 
US FISH ANDWILOLIFE SERVICE FISHERY BULLETI~ VOL b5 NO 1 
CRABS, LOBSTERS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
******************* LOCAL GOVERNMENTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1960 VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY BUREAU OF POPULATION AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEST POINT, VIRGINIA, AREA 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMICS, LOCAL GOVER~MENTS, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
******************* LONG-TERM PLA~~~~~ •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION CF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASIN, COMPREhENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PlANNING BULL 219 
AGRICULTURE, ECO~OMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
OEVELUPMENT 
1~70 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING ~ULL 227 
CliMATIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDwATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, ThEIS FQUAliON, YORK RIVER 
260 
1971 BERGOFFEN B (EO) 
CITilE~S PRCGRAH FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONFERE~CE REPORT, SEPT 16-16, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
••***************** LUMBERING 
1929 LODEWICK JE 
~000-USING INDUSTRIES Of VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST BULL VOL 23 NO 1 
FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA 
*********•********* MAGNETIC STUDIES 
1945 CEUERSTRGM OJ 
STRUCTURAL GFOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
AMER ASSOC PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS BULL 29, 71-95 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
JAMES RIVER, MAGNETIC STUDIES, SURPLUS WATER, YORK RIVER 
******************* MANAGEMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1964 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDuSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANOS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
OYSTER AND SEED OYSTER INDUSTRY JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28JAN, 22APR, 23SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDuSTRY 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEAKCH CN CHESAPEAKe SAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 49 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
MANAGEMENT 
1971 hARGlS WJ JR, LYNCH MP 
VIRGI~IA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, 
OR SCIE~TIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 14 (2ND EDITION) 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
261 
1972 CHESA,EAKE RESEA~CH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
. tHE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLU"E I-A PROPOSAL FOR RESEARC~ APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEOS 
CHESAJtEAKE 8AY, FUTURE PLA'IjN ING t nOJECTIO), MANAGEMeNT, PROJECT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1972 .. CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSO~tl\IM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
YOLUME 1--'&AY RELATED RESEAR.CH PROGREiS REPORT~ 
t'HESAJtEAKE BAY, MANAGE"ENT, RES.E~CH A"40 DEVELOPMENT, JtROJECTS 
1912 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CO\SOKTt'JM, INC•. 
fHE CHE~APEAKE SAY 
fOL~ME 3--B V RELATED RESEARCH P~OGREiS REPORTS 
~HESAifEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH l!\10 DEVELOJtMENT, tt•OJECTS 
******************* HARICULTURE •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 CASTAGNA H ET Al 
TREATMENT IF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTRFAM TO INCREASE THE YIELO OF SEEO 
OY,TERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 59, 14-90 (YIMS CONTR 306J 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER I~DUSTRY, OYSTER'SETTING, MARICULTURE 
1971 CASTAGNA H, DUGGAN ~ 
REARING THE ~AY SCALLOP, AEQUIJtECTEN lRRADIA~S 
~ATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC .1, 80-85 CVIMS CONTR 388) 
CCM~EKCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTU~E 
•****************** MARI~AS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
~ISPOSAL OF SPOIL IN CO~NECTIO~ WITH MARINA IMPROVEMENT, FISHERMAN'S 
C~EEK, LITTLE CREEK, CHESAPEA~E BAY 
MINUTES OF MFETINGS, 27 OCTOBER, 24 NOVEMBER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRECGING, MARINAS, STREAM FISHERIES 
******************* MARINE ALGAE •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 HUMM HJ 
MARINE ALGAf OF VIRGINIA AS A SOURCE OF AGAR AND AGAROIOS 
VlHS SPEC SCI REPT 37 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOJ, MARINE ALGAE 
**********•••****** MARINE FISH 
1927 HILUE&.R·A~O SF, SCHROEDER we 
FISHE$ OF C~SAPE~KE BAY 
262 
US BUR FISH PvLL 4), PART 1, 210-216 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-~ATFR FISH, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, COMH€RCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTJO~, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HlRINE FISH 
1927 HILC~&-AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
PISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE SAY 
US SUR FISH B~LL 43, PART lt 216-!34 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DiSTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARlNE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FIShES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH 8ULL 43, PART 1, 200-210 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRieuTION, FliH TAXONOMY, MA~INE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER wC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH PULL 43, PART 1, 192-197 
BRACKISH-WATFR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, MUlLETS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE bAY 
US BUR FISH eULL 43, PART 1, 197-199 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRliUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILOEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER we 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRI6UTION, FISH TAXCNOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 164-178 
BRACKISH-WATFR FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILOEB~4NO lf, SCHROEDER WC 
f tSttfS O'F CtttSt~£AKE iAY 
263 
~S eu~ Flift,~Ull 43, PART 1, 178-187 
eRACtq~SH-IIIiA.fER fiSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl STR IBUTIO~, FISH TAXONOKY, MARINE 
FlSt,;·, SUBSIDE~CE 
l927 HILCEBRA~O $J, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CH6SAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FI5K BULL 43, PART 1, 187-192 
~RlCKlSH-WA~R FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, BISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXCNDMV• MARIN! 
FISH, sqiL CEMcNJ 
1927 t-iiLOEB«AI'iO SF, SCHROEDER WC, 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U§ BUR FliH 8U~~ 43, PART lt 151•152 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILOEB~A~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FIShES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
U~ BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 152-154 
FRAC~ISH-WATER FISH, CHESA,EAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US SUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 147-151 
BRACKISH-WAlE~ FISH, CHESAPEAKE iAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER we 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SU~ FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 130-131 
CHESAPEAKE lAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HtlDESRANQ SF,, SCHROEDER we 
FJ~hES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH 8Ull ~3, PART lt 127-129 
6RACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND sF, SCHROEDER we 
FilSHES OF CHFSAPEA~.E BAY 
26~ 
US BUR FISh .euLl 43, PART 1, lS-80 
BRACK I SH-WATF;R FISH, CHESAP~AKE SAY, DI STR ISUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEOIR ~C 
FISH~S OF ChESAPE~KE bAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1~ 44-54 
CHESAPfAKE BAY, OISTIUBU!ION, FISH TA~ONOHY, MAI\INE F(SH, SNOW CQVEit 
1 '127 HU.DEB.P.AND SF, SCHROEDER "'C 
FISHE~ OF Ct-iESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH Boll 43, PAitT lr 55-72 
CHESA,fAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIG~, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SOIL DENSITY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEuER kC 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH 8UL('43, PART 1, 12-11 
CHESA~EAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPfAKE ~AY 
US BUR FISH ~ULL 43, PART lt 8-32 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
1927 HtlDEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEA~E BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 4}, PART 1, 43-4~ 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAYt DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
1927 HllOEiRAMD SF. SCHRCEDER WC 
FIShES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US OUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 234-23o 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 250-253 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
l9ll ·HILDEBRAN& SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF C"ESAPEAKE BAY 
265 
US BU~ fiS~ BULL 43, PART lt 25~268 
~HESA¥EAKE .AY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDESRAND SF, SC~OiDER WC 
FISHES OF ~H~SAPEAKE ~AY 
US su• FISH B¥lL 43, PART.l, 261-l65 
(~ESA~EAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, IISTRIBUTION, FISH l&XO~NY, ~ARINE 
, ISH' scu, 
"i927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 26' 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDEiRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE bAY 
US BU~ FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 2••-211 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEb~ANO SF, SCHROEDE~ WC 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 305-312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 312-316 
t!RACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIO,.., FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILOEB~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 hiLDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER wC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
26o 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlBUTtDN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINI FISH 
1927 HILDE~~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US aua FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 322-3~8 
CHESAPiAK~ BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MA-INE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND S~J SCHiOEDia WC 
FISHES OF CrlESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART J, 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE iAY, CISTRiiUTIO~, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 329-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESA,EAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MA~I~E 
FISH 
1927 HILOEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 353-354 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTiON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 UlLDEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 354-!55 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1954 MASSMANN WH 
MARINE FISHES IN FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
ECOLOGY 35, 75-78 CVIMS CONTR 47) 
DlSTRIBUTlQN, ESTUARIES, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
GONADS, SPER~ATlC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
OF MALE TOACFlSH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 21-29 CCONTR 225, NAT RES INST, MD UNIVl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FlSHt REPRODUCTION 
267 
1963 HOFFM.ttN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS AND THEIR DUCTS I~ THf REPROOUCliVE SYSTEM OF THE M~LE 
TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPJtODUC TION 
196C> OI LLON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS S,P. 
VlRGlNIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 CVIMS CC~TR 20~) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
.TREMATODES, KILllFISHES 
1970 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
MARI~f FISHES Of V1RGINIA•S EASTERN SHCRE (INLET AND MARSH, SEASIDE 
loiATERSl 
CHES SCI 11, 235-248 fVIMS CONTR 36~· 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), FISH MIGRATION, MARIN! FISH 
1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE UF THE FOURSPOT FLOUNDER, HIPPOGLOSSINA OBLONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
******************* MARINE FUNGI •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 HOESE HD 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
OERMOC YS Tl D IUM MAR I NUM 
NATl SHEllFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 CVIMS CONTR 162} 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, "ARINE FUNGI, ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
1 q62 SCOTT WW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FlORA OF MARINE A~D BRACKISH WATERS IN THE 
VICINITY OF GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI ~EPT 36 
BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1968 A~ON JP 
STUOifS OF LA~YRINThULA SP,. IN CULTURE 
VIHS THESIS 
AQUATIC MICROORGA~IS"S' EEL GRASS, PLA~T ,ARASITES, YORK RIVER, MARINE 
FUNGI 
268 
••••••••••••••••••• MARINE GEOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 ~WIFT DJP ET AL 
AN4fOMY QF A SHORE FACE RIDGE SYSTEM, FALSE CAPE, VIRGINIA 
~ARI~E GEOl 12. S9-84 
BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAl SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY 
******************* MARKET VALUE 
1960 uNITE~ STATES NATIONAL MA~INE FISHERIES SERVICE 
VIRGINIA LANOI~GS 
C~O~THLY ~ELfASE) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMME~CIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
VIRGINI:. 
******************* MARL 
1833 RuFFIN E 
GYPSECUS EARTh OF JAMES RIVER 
FARMER'S REGISTER 1,207-211 
FERTILIZERS, JAMES ~IVER, MARl 
*********•********* MARSH MANAGEMENT 
196q ~ASS ~L, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAl ~ETLANOS OF VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VI~S SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERfNG 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
196q WASS ML, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, HARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
••••••••••••••••••• HARSH PLANTS 
1969 WASS ~l, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAl WETLA~OS OF VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VlMS SPEC REPT JN ~PPL MAR SCI ANO OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, lEGAl ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
l9ll·HILOEBRAN8 SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF C~ESAPEAKE SAY 
265 
US BUR fiSH BUll 43, PART lt 25l-26i 
CHESA~EAKE .AY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SC~KOEOER WC 
FISHES OF CH~SAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH B¥ll 43, PART 1, 26l-Z65 
(HESA~EAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, IISTRIBUTIONt FISH l&XONONY, MARINE 
fliSH, SCU,. 
-i927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 26' 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 HILDEiRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE HAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 2••-211 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HllDEb~AND SF, SCHROEOE~ WC 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 305-312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FISH TA~ONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 312-316 
~RACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ OtSTRI8UTIDN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILOEB~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43 1 PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43 1 PART 1t 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 hiLDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHF.SAPEAKE BAY 
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US BUR FISK BULL 43, PART 1, 321-.322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRlBUTnlN, FISH TAXONOMY, NARINif FISH 
1927 HILOEHRAND SF, SChRO~DER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US sua FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 322-328 
CHESAPiAKE· BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FIStt TAXONOMY, MA1HNE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF., SCHROEOfa WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART ~' 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE iAY, OISTRiiUTIO~, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PA~T lt 329-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESA,EAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, M4~1NE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 353-35~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 354-!55 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1954 MASSMANN WH 
MARINE FI~HES IN FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
ECOLOGY 35, 75-78 CVIMS CONTR 47) 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
GO~AOS, SPER~ATIC DUCTS, AND SPEKHATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
OF MALE TOACFISH ••• 
CHES SCI ~. 21-29 CCONTR 225, NAT RES INST, NO UNIVl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH 1 REPRODUCTION 
267 
19b3 HOFFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS AND THEIR DUCTS I~ THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF THE M~LE 
TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REP~OOUCTION 
19b6 DILLON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS S~P. 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 (VIMS CC~TR 204) 
~IBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
TREMATODES, KlLLlfiSHES 
1970 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
HARI~f FISHES OF V)RGINIA•S EASTERN SHCRE (INLET AND MARSH, SEASIDE 
WATERS) 
CHES SCI 11, 235-248 (VIMS CONTR 364J 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), FISH MIGRATIGN, MARIN! FISH 
1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE Uf THE FOURSPOT FLOUNDER, HIPPOGLOSSINA OBLONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
******************* MARINE FUNGI •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 HOESE HO 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
OERMOCYSTIOIUM MARINUM 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 (VIMS CONTR 162) 
DERMOCYSTJDJUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, MARINE FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
1 q62 SCOTT WW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FlORA OF MARINE AND BRACKISH WATERS IN THE 
VICINITY Of GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI ~EPT 36 
BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1968 A~ON JP 
STUDifS Of lA~YRINThULA SP,. IN CULTURE 
VIHS THESIS 
AQUATIC MlCROORGA~IS~S, EEL GRASS, PlA~T ,ARASITESe YORK RIVER, MARINE 
FUNGI 
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••••••••••••••••••• MARINE GEOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 5,WlFT OJP ET AL 
AN4fOMY OF A SHORE FACE RIDGE SYSTEM, FALSE CAPE, VIRGINIA 
~ARISE G~Ql 12, S9-84 
BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAl SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY 
******************* MARKET VALUE 
1960 UNITE~ STATES NATIONAl MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
VIRGINiA LANOI~GS 
f~O~THLY ~ELfASE) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMME~CIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* MARL 
1833 RuFFIN E 
GYPSECUS EARTh OF JAMES RIVER 
FARMER'S REGISTER 1,201-211 
FERTILIZERS, JA~ES ~IVER, MARL 
******************* MARSH MANAGEMENT 
1969 ~ASS ~L, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAl ~ETL~NDS OF VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VI~S SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1969 WASS Ml, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAl WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC ~EPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
******************* HARSH PLANTS 
1969 WASS ~Lt WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, lEGAl ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1~9 WASS ML, WRIGHf TO 
COASTAL WETlANU5 OF VIRGINIA 
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VlMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EkOSION, ~ABITATS, LEGAl ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1~70 lOETTERlE lE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
kllllA~ AND MARY THESIS 
ECOtOGICAl DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VfGETAFION 
1911 !~.ERWIN JA 
ATLANTIC SHORE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 71-74 
~ARSH PLANTS, SALT MARSHES, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1971 KERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT HARSH 
CHES SCI 12, 125-130 IVIMS CONTR 397) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, HOBJACK BAY, PLANT POPULATIONS, 
SALT MARSHES 
1971 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FlDCLER CRAB IUCA MINAX) IN RELATIO~ TO HARSH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 180-183 IVIHS CONTR 396) 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
******************* MARSHES •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
~ATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, ~INE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
******************* MARYLAND •••••••••••••••••• 
ltJ91 CARTON NH 
MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS Of EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL z, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
270 
1894 uARHlN NH 
OUTLINE OF CENOZOIC HISTORY Of A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SLOPE 
J GEOL 2, 568-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA 
1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO., 8ALTI~~~E, MARYLAND 
CHESAPEAKE &AYr EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO), HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1942 CHURCHILL EP 
THE ZCEAL STAGES OF THE 8LUE CRAB,CALLINECTES SAPlOUS RATHBUN 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, SOLOMONS MD,PUBLICATION NO ~9 
CRAB~, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MARYLAND 
1'150 ClARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL II 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE tVA-MO), HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1~50 CLARK CS 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL I 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1~64 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY CF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HAN~GEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANCS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1967-UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAl SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~GS MONTHLY RELEASE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE CWATERJ, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
271 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONSERVATIQ~, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWERPlANtS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE A~AlYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATE~ POLLUTION 
1971 ~ASSMA~~ WH 
THE SIGNIFICA~CE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
~IDOLE ATLA~TIC REGION 
SY~POSIU~ ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHING INST. 
UOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH EOS 96-109 
BICLOGY, CnE~ICALS, DRECGING, ESTUARIES, MA~YLA~D, VIAGINIA, WATER 
CvAllTY, RILO RIVEKS 
******************* MATHEMATICAL MODELS •••••••••••••••••• 
1968-HARGIS WJ,JR 
UTILIZAT!GN OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MOOELS IN MARINE WATER RESOURCES 
RESEA~CH, PLANNING AND MA~AGEME~T 
uNPUBl PROG REPTS, VIMS, COVERING THE PERIOD 1 SEPT 1967--
ECCNO~IC PREDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS~ 
~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 hARRISON w, FANG CS 
HYORO~R~PHY 4NO HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE 
~~D ~YE-T~AC~~ STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE YORZ, PAMU~KEY ••• 
VIMS SPtC REPT IN AMSOE 11 
COMPUTER PROGRAKS, CATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYOROGRAPH ANAlYSIS, 
~~THEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTO~RAPHY, YORK RIVER 
1971 HARRISO~ W ET AL 
G~OU\2"~Tc~ FLOft IN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 1. ONE-OlHENSIONAL FINITE 
fLE~E\T A~ALYSIS 
w~TER RESCURCES RESEARCH 7, 1313-1322 fVIHS CONTR 392l 
~ATHE~ATICAL MODELS, SLIME, WATER TABLE 
1~71 HYER PV ET AL 
HYORuGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGI~IA ESTUARIES. II. STUDIES OF THE 
DlSTRIBvTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN iN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 13 
COMP~TE~ PROGRAMS, CISSOlVEO OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
~UDELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
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1972 FANG CS ET AL 
GKOUNDwATER fLOw IN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 2. TWO-OlMENiiONAL FINifE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 8, 121-128 IVJMS CONTR 425) 
BEACHES, GROU~DWATER MOVE~ENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
••••*************** MATHEMATICAL STUDIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 HARRISON W 
EMPIRICAl ECUATIO~S FOR FOREShORE CHA~GES OVER A TIDAL CYCLE 
MARINe GEOL 7, 529-551 IVI~S CO~TR 304) 
BEACH EKOSJON, MATHEMATICAL STU~lES, SLIME, VIR~INIA 
******************* MATTAPONI RIVER 
1951 GWATHMEY JH 
THE MATTAPONI 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 1212), 18-20 
HISTORY, ~ATTAPONI RIVER 
1952 MASSMANN WH 
•••••••••••••••••• 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SHAD, ALOSA SAPIOISSIMA IWILSONI SPAWNING I~ SOME 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
IVI~S THESISI 
ALOSIOS, A~ERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVE~, MATTAPO~I RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVE~, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOCKING 
1~71 HYER PV ET Al 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. II. STUDIES OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION Of SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VJMS ~PEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN E~GRNG 13 
CO~PUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN~ ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODElS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• MEA~OERS 
1927 CAMP~Ell MR 
MEANING OF MEANDERS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
GEOl SOC AMERICA BUll 38, ~37-5Sb 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BEDS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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******~************ MEASUREMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 ANUREWS JD 
~EASUREMENT OF SHELL GROWTH IN OYSTERS BY WEIGH1NG IN WATER 
NATL. SHELLFISH ASSCC PROC 52 11961), 1-11 CVIMS CONTR 110) 
GROWTH RATES, LABORATORY TESTS, MEASUREMENT 
******************* MESOZOIC ERA •••••••••••••••••• 
1878 HEINRICH OJ 
~ESOZOIC FOR~ATION IN VIRGI~IA 
AMER INST MINING ENGINEERS TRANS 6, 227-274 
COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
8ACTERIA 
1891 OAKTON NH 
~ESOZDIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS OF EASTERN VIRGINIA ANO MARYLAND 
GEOL ~OC AMER BULL 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
.MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
******************* METABOLISM •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 BIOSPHERIC$ INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF ?OLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE B~Y ••• 
BIOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1971 6IOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
HIOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
******************* METEOROlOGICAL DATA 
1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURRICANE SURGES 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 1,178-186 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SLIME 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREhENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 3-HYOROLOGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND (ITS PLANNING BULlETIN 215) 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, CRAlNAGE PATTERNS !GEOLOGIC), GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
OATA, JAMES RIVER, METEGRJLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
~ 
******************* HEihODOLOGY 
1966 PATTEN BC ET AL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHA~ACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 20-29 tVIMS CGNTR 2091 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC HATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
******************* MICROORGANISMS •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF SPORuLATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MI~CHINIA COSTALIS (SPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIDAI 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 897-920 (VIMS CONTR 307) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, MICROOKGANISMS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
******************* MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE OF THF FOURSPOT FLOUNDER, HlPPOGLOSSINA OBLONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, WESTERN NO~TH ATLANTIC 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1~71 MULFORD RA, NORCROSS JJ 
SPECIES COMPOSITION AND ABUNDANCE OF NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VIRGINIA~ 
COLSTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI 12, 142-155 CVIHS CONTR 393) 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
***•*************** MIGRATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 SETTE OF. 
BIOLOGY OF THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL lSCOHBER SCOMBRUSJ OF NORTH AMERICA 
USF AND WS FISHERY BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS (fiSH) 
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1958 VA~ ENGEL ~A 
THF BLUE CRAB AND ITS FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CO~M Fl~H REVlE~ 20(6),6-17 fVIMS CO~TR 79) 
CKABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION 
******************* MIGRATION PATTERNS 
1968 OAVIS J 
•••••••••••••••••• 
POTENTIAL FOR AN INDUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 19, 177 lVIMS CONTR 2731 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBvTlON, TRAWLING 
******************* MINE WASTES 
1971 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THE STATE OF VIRGlNIAS ENVIRONMENT 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL,· MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SMALL 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, wATER QUALITY 
******************* MINERAL INDUSTRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1912 CLARK WB, HILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY ANO GEOLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVEY ~ULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* MINERALOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1897 WATSON TL 
A Bl~LIOGKAPHY OF ThE GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL 
LITERATURE OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
~ULLS AM PALFONTOLOGY 217) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
21b 
1939 STOw MH 
REFLECTlCN OF PROVENA~CE I~ HEAVY MINERALS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGI~lA 
J SEDl~ENTARY PETROLOGY 9, 86-91 
JAMES RIVER~ MINERALOGY, PROVENANCE, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREhENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED!, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
******************* MINING 
1955 GOTTMANN J 
VIRGINIA AT MID-CENTURY 
HENRY HOLT A~D COMPANY, NEW YORK 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MI~ING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
******************* MIOCENE EPOCH •••••••••••••••••• 
1928 MANSFIELD WC 
NEW FOSSIL MOLLUSKS FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A ~RifF OUTLI~E OF THE CIVISIONS OF ThE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MUSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1953 MALKIN OS 
BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, A~~ 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEONTOLOGY 27, 761-799 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1956 MCLEAN JD,JR 
FORAMINIFERA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FC~MATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
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1957 MCLEAN JO,JR 
OSTRACODA OF THE YCRKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULLS AM PALEO~TOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIGSS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SULFUR BACTERIA, YOKK RIVER 
1960 SABOL J~ 
THE MICROFAUNA OF ThE YORKTOW~ FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GECLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1962 GIBSON TG 
kFNTHONIC FORAMINIFERA AND PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAI~ 
PRINCETON DISSERTATION 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1~62 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORO IN THE SUBSURFACE OF THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAD SCIENCE GUIDEBOO~ FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MEETING-19o2, 37-61 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
19bb MCLEAN JD JR 
MIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1969 SPENCER RS, ROGERS WS 
THE MlOCENE-PLEISTCCE~E UNCONFORMITY IN NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIE~CE 20, 19-Zl 
EL!ZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
******************* MGBJACK BAY 
19o9 
PROHIBITEu AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA couE,195o, 2a.1-s3 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CORROTOMAN RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
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1971 KERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT MARSH 
CHES SCI 12, 125-130 tVlMS CONTR 3971 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, MOBJACK SAY, PLANT POPULATIONS, 
SALT MARSHES 
******************* MOLLUSKS •••••••••••••••••• 
1842 TUGMEY M 
DISCOVERY OF A CHAMBERED UNIVALVE FOSSIL IN THE EOCENE TERTIARY OF JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER J SCIENCE 43, 187 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
1928 MA~SFIELD WC 
NEW FGSSIL MOLLUSKS FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGI~IA A~O NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE CIVISIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NAIL MUSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
NORTH CARCLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1935 MCGAVOCK CB,JR 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAJORITY OF THE PELECYPODS OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION 
OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1943 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 1-PELECYPOOA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-A 
MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1948 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPHOPODA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-8 
GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEO~TOLOGYt SHELLFISH, VI~GINIA 
1~50 BURCH PR 
~OLLUSKS 
IN VA. ACADE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
129-137 
CLASSIFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS 
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1956 MCLEA~ JO,JR 
FORAMINIFERA OF ThE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON ThE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALfONTOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1960 SAtjOL JW 
THE MICROFAUNA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 3ACTERIA 
1963 NAGABHUSHNAM R 
SOME OBSERVATIO~S ON THE NEUROSECRETION IN THE BIVALVE MOLLUSC, 
BRANCHIUONTES RECuRVUS CRAFINESQUEJ 
ANATOMICAL SOC OF INDIA J 12(2), 54-56 CVIMS CONTR 178) 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MUSSELS 
1966 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE PELECYPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MINERALS 12, 18-24 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1968 TURGEON OD 
GUIDE TO ESTUARINE AND INSHORE BIVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
1971 DUPAUL WO, WEBB KL 
FREE AMI~O ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATED GILL TISSUE OF HYA ARENARIA 
ARCH INT PH.YSIOL 810CHEM 79, 327-336 tVIMS CONTR 3761 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOChEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT 1 CLAH 
******************* MOLTING 
1942 LOCHHEAD MS, NEWCOMBE CL 
~EThOuS OF HATCHING EGGS OF ThE SLUE CRAB 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 7o-86 CVIMS CONTR 9) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EGGS, HATCHING, lARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MOLTING 
280 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPhOLOGY OF ThE FIRST AND SECO~D ZOEAL STAGES OF ThE BLUE 
C~AB, CALLINfCTES SAPIDUS RATHBU~ 
AMER MICRUS SOC TRANS bZ, 85-90 (VIMS CONTR 10) 
CHESAPfAKE BAY, CRABS, HATChiNG, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, MORPHOLOGY 
1964 HAEFNER PA, SHUSTER C 
LENGTH INCRE~ENTS DuRING TERMINAL MOLT OF THE FEMALE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN CIFFERENT SALINITY ENVIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI 5131, 114-118 
CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
1971 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF T~E SPIDER CR~B, LIBINIA DUBIA H. MILNE ED~ARDS 
IBRACHYURA, MAJIOAE, PISINAEI, RE~RED IN LABORATORY CULTURE 
CHES SCI 12, 18-25 IVIMS CO'HR 361 
LABORATORY ANIMALS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MOLTING 
******************* MONITORING •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 ~OLUS RL ET AL 
THE DESIGN OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ••• 
VIMS SPECIAL REPT IN APPLIED MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SILVERSIDES 
******************* MORPHOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1940 GOLDSTEIN LC 
THE MORPHOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE VIRGINIA OYSTER, OSTREA VIRGINICA 
GMEL IN 
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND THESIS 
OYSTERS, HlSTOLOGICAL 1 INVESTIGATlONS, MORPHOLOGY 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ZOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
AMER MICROS SOC TRANS 62, 85-90 lVIMS CONTR 101 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, MORPHOLOGY 
1~50 PYLE RW, CRONIN LE 
THE GENERAL ANATOMY OF THE BLUE CRAb CALLINECTES SAPlOUS RATHBUN 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD, PUBLICATION 87 
CRABS, MORPHOLOGY 
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1961 MOORE RB 
~ORPHOLDGY AND HISTOLOGY OF ThE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS OF UROSALPINX CINEREA 
AND EUPLEURA CAUOATA 
VIMS THESIS 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HlSTOLOGICAl'INVESTIGATION 
St MORPHOLOGY 
1968 RO~EKTS MH JR 
FUNCTIONAL ~ORPHOLOGY OF MOUTH PARTS OF THE HERMIT CRABS, PAGURUS 
LONGICARPUS AND PAGURUS PCLLlC~RlS 
CHES SCI 9, 9-20 (VIMS CONTR.271t 
CRABS, FEEDING, MORPHOLCGY 
******************* ~ORTALITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1 ~ .H Y~ ·ilnE~Cr; ;;f 
REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATIGN ON THE MORTALITY OF OYSTERS AND DECLINE OF 
CYSTER PRODUCTION 1~ VA ~ATERS 
US BUK FISH UNPuBL ~S 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER I~DUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
195~ WOOD JT, GOODWIN OK 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY OF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTE~N VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 60-64 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES, YORK RIVER 
1957 ANDREWS JO ET Al 
INVESTIGATIONS OF ThE EFFECTS ON OYSTER CULTURE OF THE DREDGING FOR THE 
HAMPTUN ROADS BRIDGE-TU~NEL 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 12 
uEOS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY 
1~57 HAVEN Q, ANDRE~S JD 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF VENUS MERCENARIAr VENUS CAMPECHIENSISt AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SUSPENDED TRAYS AND 0~ NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC 47, 43-49 IVIMS CONTR 74) 
CLAMS, GRO~TH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRID 
1~59 ANDREWS JD ET AL 
FRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS tCRASSOSTREA VIRGINICAl IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
19S8 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSGC PROC 49 1 29-49 IVIMS CONTR 87) 
FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
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1962 ANUREWS JD 
OVSTE~ MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
BEDS 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSCC PROC 53, 65-84 tVIMS CONTR 155) 
BEDS UNDER ~ATER, OERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVERt MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALl NITY 
1962 HOESE HO 
WINTER ~ORTALITIES OF OYSTERS ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1959 TO 
1961 
tVIMS Jo1Sl 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, WINTER 
1967 ANu~EWS JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 6. HISTORY ANO DISTRIBUTION OF 
MINCHINIA NELSON!, A PATHOGEN OF OYSTERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 8, 1-13 tVlM~ ~UNIK ~~51 
JA~ES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERN~, PROTOZOA 
1968 SINDERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MORTALITIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA 
SF AND WS SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 569 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MORTALITY, MSXr OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1971 ST PIERRE RA 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YORK 
RIVERS, VlRGINIA 
VlMS THESIS 
GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1971 OAKES MJ, HAVEN DS 
SOME PREDATORS OF POLYPS OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMAEOSTGMEAEl IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIENCE 228 45,46 (VlMS CONTR 363) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOlOA 
******************* MSX •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 ANDREWS JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX lN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
tiE OS 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 53, o5-8~ (VIMS CONTR 155) 
BEDS UNOER WATER, DERMOCYSTIOlUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY 
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1965 A~OREWS JO 
I~FECTION EXPERIMENTS IN NATURE WITH DERMOCYSTIDIUH MARINUM IN CHESAPEAKE 
SAY 
CHES SCI 6r 60-67 (VIMS CONTR 172) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, ?ATHOGENIC FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
1966 ANuRE~S JD 
OYSTER ~ORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF MSX, A 
PKOTJ~TAN PATHOGEN CF OYSTERS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 (VIMS CONTR l93) 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1966 BARRC~ JH ET AL 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBODY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
ChESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SC!ENCE 15313743), 1531-1533 
ANIMAL PAThOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
1967 ANuREWS JD 
OYSTER ~ORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 6. HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
~INCHI~IA NELSON!, A PATHOGEN OF OYSTERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 8, 1-13 lVIMS CONTR 225) 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
1967 ANDREWS JD 
INTERACTION OF TWO DISEASES OF OYSTERS IN NATURAL WATERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 57, 38-49 (VIMS CONTR 207) 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1968 SINDERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MORTALITIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC CCAST OF NORTH AMERICA 
SF AND WS SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 569 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1968 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GROWING OYSTERS IN MSX AREAS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 1 
MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
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1969 MENGEBIER WL, WOOD L 
THE EFFECTS OF MINCHINIA NELSG~I INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGi~ICA. II. SERU~ PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISD~ERASE 
COMP BIOCHE~ PHYSIGL 29, 265-270 lVI~S CONTR 291) 
ANI~AL PHYSIOLOGY, E~ZY~ES, HSX, ORGA~IC COMPOU~OS, OYSTE~S 
1968 PERKINS FO 
FINE STRUCTURE OF THE OYSTER PATHOGEN MINCHlNIA NELSON! (HAPLOSPORIDA, 
HAPLOSPORIDIIUAE) 
J INVERT PATHOL 10, 287-305 lVI~S CO~TR 269) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MSX, CYSTE~S, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATICNS 
1969 ROSENFIFLD A, BUCHANA~ L, ChAPMA~ GB 
COMPARISON OF THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIES OF MINCHINIA 
(HAPLOSPCkiOA, HAPLOSPORIDIIuAEl 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 921-941 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, STREAM GAGES 
1969 MENGEBIER WL, WOOu L 
THE EFFECTS OF MINCHINIA NELSONI INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA. II. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 lVIMS CONTR 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, HSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
•****************** MuLLETS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 192-197 
****************** 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, MULLETS 
******************* MULTIPLE-PUKPOSE PROJECTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 HAMMOND AL 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE SAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BADLY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 827-830 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE SAY A~D CONTIGUOUS WATERS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 49 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
MANAGEMENT 
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******************* MUNICIPAL WASTES 
1971 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THE STATE OF VIRGINIA$ ENVIRONME~T 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SMALL 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
******************* MUSSELS •••••••••••••••••• 
1963 NAGABHUSHNAM R 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE NEUROSECRETION IN THE BIVALVE MOLLUSC, 
5~ANCHiuONTES RECURVUS (RAFINESQUEI 
ANATOMICAL SOC OF INDIA J 12(2), 54-56 (VIMS CONTR 178) 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MUSSELS 
1970 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL UEVELOPMENT OF THE HOOKED MUSSEL, BRACHIDONTES RECURVUS 
RAFINESUUE ••• 
NATIONAL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 60, 86-9~ CVIMS CONTR 336) 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
MODIOLUS OEMISSUS, A NEW HOST FOR THE OYSTER CRAB PINNOTHERES OSTREUM IN 
VIRGINIA 
VELIGER 13, 145-146 (VIMS CONTR 347) 
CRABS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE FEEDING OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIMS THESIS 
CLAMS, GLYCOGEN, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
******************* NATURAL RESOURCES 
1~40 BEATTY RC, MULLOY WJ 
WILLIAM BYRD'S NATURAL HISTORY OF VIRGINIA 
DIETZ PRESS, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1~51 ~LINGEL GC 
THE bAY 
CORN~ALl PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JEllYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHE~, WATERFOWL, 
WilDliFE 
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1955 ANON 
A LOOK AT VIRGINIA'S NATv~Al RESOURCES 
VIRGINIA RESOURCE USE ECvCATION COUNCIL, BOX 1642, RICHMOND, VA. 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE AllOCATION, VIRGINIA 
1955 GUTTMANN J 
VIRGINIA AT ~ID-CENTURY 
HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY, NEw YORK 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOG~APHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
******************* NAVIGABLE RIVERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1886 RICHMONO CHAMJER OF COM~ERCE 
JAMES RIVER FRO~ ThE hEAD OF TIDE TO HAMPTON ROADS AS A NATIO~AL WATERRAY 
CHANNEL IMPROVEHE~T, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVE~S, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOP~ENT 
1924 TECHNICAL ADVISORY CCRPORATION 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION ~ITh REFERENCE TO IMPROVING THE JAMES RIVER. 
SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARBOR ••• CITY OF RlCH~OND 
NEW YORK, TECHN AOVIS CORP REPORT 
CANALS, CHANNEL IMPROVEME~T, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGASLE 
RIVERS 
1939 BOWERS GM 
TRANSPORTATION ON THE JA~ES RIVER 
MARINE NEWS 26r 40-43, 51 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABlE RIVERS 
1962 UNITED STATES AR~Y CC~PS CF ENGI~~ERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
REVIEW REPORT 0~ JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
(2 VOLSI NORFOLK, CORPS OF ENGI~EERS REPORT 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGABlE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1968 BLANCHARD FS, STONE WT 
A CRUISING GUIDE TO ThE CHESAPEAKE 
DODD, MEAD AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, BOATING 
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1970 UNITED STATES ARMY 
REVIEW OF REPOaTS ON YORK AND PAMU~KEY RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRlCT CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
~AVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK RIVER 
******************* NAVIGABLE WATERS 
1912 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND w. RY CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BULKhEAD LINF, ELIZABETh RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
~IGhTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1918 
DARLING V CITY GF NEWPORT NEwS 
96 SE 307, 123 VA 14 
BEDS UNDER wATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGhTS, SEWAGE 
1930 
GARDEN CLUB OF VIRGINIA V VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO ET AL 
151 SE 161 
OAMSITES, JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS 
1931 EMBREY AT 
WATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, CLO DOMINION PRESS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, VIRGINIA 
1932 
MILLER V CCMMO~wEALTH 
166 St 557, lSq VA 924 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1932 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
164 SE 689 
BEOS UNJER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
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1968 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS A~O HARBORS 
VA COUE, 1950, TITLE 62.1 
BEDS UNUER WATER, EROSION CC~TROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES CO~~ISSION 
ERECTION OF HOOKING DOLPHIN, HAMPTC~ 6AR 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMH., 270CT, Z4NOV 
DOCKS, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE wATERS 
******************* NAVIGATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1654 VI~GINIA SOARD OF PUBLIC ~ORKS 
REPORT OF THE PRI~CIPAl ENGINEER OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS, ON THE 
SUBJECT OF THE SURVEY OF JAMES AND KANAwHA RIVERS ••• 
RICHMOND, CCLIN AND NOWLAN 
CANALS, ESTI~ATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, THERMAL RADIATION 
1932 YOUNG GR 
REPORT ON JA~ES RIVER, VA, IN ACCORDANCE WITH HOUSE DOC 308, 69TH CO~G 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PlANNING (PROJECTED!, IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
ENGINEERING 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
637-651 
UAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
******************* NEMERTEANS· 
···········*······ 
1947 HOPKINS SH 
THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES AS AN INDICATOR OF THE SPAWNING HISTORY OF 
THE HOST, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J. PARASIT. ~3(2), 146-150 
CRABS, NEMERTEANS, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1965 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BLUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEHERTES 
CARCINOPHILA (KOELLIKERI 
CHES SCI 6(4), 201-208 
CONTROL STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, VO~K 
RIVFR. VJ~GINIA 
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******************* NITRATES •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 PATTEN ~C, LACEY JR 
DISTRISUTIO~ CF AMMGNIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGI~IA 
VI~S SPECI~L SCIE~TIFIC REPT 25 
AMMO~IA, CAT4 COLLECTIONS, OISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YGRK RIVER 
******************* ~GRTH CAROLI~A •••••••••••••••••• 
1928 ~A~SFIELJ wC 
~EW FCSSIL ~:~LuSKS FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA ANO NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF CvTL~\E OF THE CIVISIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MuSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCE~E E?OCH, MOLLUSKS, 
NORTH CARuLl~A, P~LtUNIULU~Y, SULfUK bACitKiAt viKGi~iA 
1937 MA~SFi~lD WC 
Su~E uEEP ~ELLS NEAR THE ATLANTIC COAST IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 
US GEOL SURV~Y PROF PAPER 186-I 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL ?LAIN, DEEP-WELLS, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, 
STERILITY, SULFvR BACTERIA 
1q43 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FR:~ THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE Of VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CARDLINA. PT 1-PELECYPOOA 
US GEOL SuRVEY PROF PAPER 199-A 
~OLLUSKS, NC~TH CA~OLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
I948 GARC~ER J 
~OLLUSC~ FRcw THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPrOPOCA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEOL SU~9EY PROF PAPER 199-8 
GASTROPCOS, ~OLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
******************* NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS 
1971 HOLDE~ C 
CH[SAPE~~E BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
PORERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANAlYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POllUTION 
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1~71 ~OLUS RL ET AL 
THE DESIGN OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM FOq THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NuCLEAR POWER PLANT ••• 
VIMS SPECIAL REPT IN APPLIED MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER~LANTS, ON-SITE 
OATA COLLECTIONS, SILVERSIOES 
******************* NUTRIENTS •••••••••••••••••• 
l~bl PATTEN BC, WA~IN~E~ JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUTRIENT, CHLCRCPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES CF R 
PATHFINDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ Vl~S S?EC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYCROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
l9bl PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
SUMMARY CF DATA FROM PRGOUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 22 Cl200 
CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
196b ~REHMER ML, HALTIWANGER SO 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE TIDAL JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT lN APPLIED MARl~E SCIE~CE AND OCEAN ENG 6 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS 
1966 PATTEN ~C 
THE 5IOCOENETlC PROCESS IN AN ESTvARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VIMS CONTR 160 C001l 
CHLORLPHYLLt DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLA~KTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1966 ELLIOTT HA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 tVIMS CONTR 236) 
BRACKISH WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
CIRCULATION 
1967 BREHMER HL 
NUTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NATL SYHP ESTUARINE POLLUTION PROC 1967, STANFORDrCALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
ULANKTON, SALINITY 
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1968 MARKS JW, VILLA O,JR 
~UTRIENT OATA ON SEDIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES TECH SUPPO~T LAB DATA REPORT 11 
BOTTOM SEDI~ENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL A~D PHYSICAL OCEA~OGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13 1 P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SHALL GAME 
1972 SCHU&EL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NuTRIENTS, SALINITY, SfASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTIDN, SEDIMENTATION, SHALLO~ WELLS, SILVERSIDES 
******************* NUTRITION 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE FEEUI~G OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIMS THESIS 
CLAMS, GLYCOGEN, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
******************* OCEANOGRAPHY 
1962 NICHOLS MM 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
Vl~S SPEC SCI REPT 34 
BIBLIOGKAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
1968 HARGIS WJ,JR 
OCEANOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA FORWARD 611), 8-22 
JAMES ~IVER, GCEANOG~APHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* OILY WATER •••••••••••••••••• 
1~70 MU~DAY WG JR ET AL 
OIL SLICK MOTION NEAR CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
~AATER kE~uURCES BULL 6(6), 879-884 (VIMS CONTR 3S7) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), OILY WATER, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
wiNOS, POLLUTANTS 
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lq71 
CCNTINGENCY PLAN FOR PREVENTIQ~, CONTAI\ME~T, A~O CLEANUP OF OIL AND 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FLR THE HA~PfON ROADS AREA 
HAMPTON ROADS MARITIME ASSOCIATlO~, ~ORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
PLANT MORPHOLOGY, OILY kATER, POLLUTANTS, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
******************* ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS ****************** 
1~51 POLLAK MJ 
l~SHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, JOh~S HOP~I~S UNIVERSITY 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S 
1962 MASSMANN WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DU~ING TRAWL SL~VEYS 
OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YGRK A~D PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HYUROGRAPHIC CRUISE SCHEDULE OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
(VIMS ~Sl 
CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
1971 bOLUS RL ET AL 
THE DESIGN OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POWE~ PLANT ••• 
VIMS SPECIAL REPT IN APPLIED MAR SCI AND OCEAN E~GINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SILVERSIDES 
******************* O~GANIC COMPOUNDS •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 MENGEBifR ftLr ~DOD L 
THE EFFECTS OF MlNCHlNlA NELSONI INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGlNICA. II. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 IVlMS CONTR 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1969 MENGEBIER WL, WOOD L 
THE EFFECTS OF MINC~lNIA NELSONI INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
~RASSOSTREA VIRGINICA. II. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 (VlHS CONTR 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
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******************* ORGANIC MATTER •••••••••••••••••• 
19o6 PATTEN BC ET AL 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THE LOWER 
YORK RI~ERt VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 20-29 (VlMS CONTR 209) 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLA~KTON, SESTON, YORK RIVEK 
******************* ORGANIC WASTES 
1950 SMITH JO 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
b18-635 
CHEMIST~Y, EFFLUE~TS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JA~ES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES 
******************* OSMOSIS •••••••••••••••••• 
19b6 TAN EC, VAN ENGEL WA 
OSMORfGULATION IN THE ADULT BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
CHES SCI 7, 30-35 CVIMS CONTR 211) 
CRASS, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE 
******************* OSMOTIC ,RESSURE •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VIMS CISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIDS, ~IOCHEMISTRY, BlOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
C~ABS, OSMCTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* OSTRACODS •••••••••••••••••• 
1953 ~~LKIN OS 
biOSTRATIGRAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NE~ JERSEY, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGI~lA 
J PALEC~TOLOGY 27, 761-799 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
RACTERIA 
1957 MCLEAN JD,JR 
GSTRACOJA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGISIA ••• 
BUllS AM PALEONTOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MlOCF~E EPOCH, OSTRACODS~ PALEONTOLOGY, 
SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
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1~60 SABOL JW 
THE MIC~OFAUNA OF THE YORKTOwN FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COu~TY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMFS RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
196b MCLEAN JO JR 
MIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGI~IA 
VA DIV Ml~ERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIO~S 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORA~l~IFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1966 ELLIOTT HA 
DISTRiBUTION OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY. VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 IVIMS CONTR 236) 
BRACKISH wATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
CIRCULATION 
******************* O~NERSHIP OF BEDS 
1969 
ASSJGNHEhTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA CCDE,l950, 28.1-108 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
******************* OXYGEN •••••••••••••••••• 
19b0 O'CONNOR OJ 
OXYGEN BALANCE OF AN ESTUARY--DELAWARE AND JAMES RIVERS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS PROC 8b(SA3), 35-55 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DELAWARE RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN 
******************* OXYGEN DEMAND •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 HARRISON W, FANG CS 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGE~ BALANCE 
AND DYE-TRACER STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE YOR2t PAMUNKEY ••• 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN A~SOE 11 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
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******************* OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 KUSHINS LJ, MANGUM CP 
RESPONSES TO LOW OXYGEN CONDITIONS IN TWO SPECIES OF THE MUD SNAIL 
~ASSARIUS 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 39A, 421-435 
OXYGEN RECU:REMENTSt RESPIRATION, SOIL STABILIZATION 
******************* OYSTER DRILLS 
1960 HARGIS WJ,JR 
RESEARCH FOR THE OYSTER l~OUSTRY AT VFL 
CVIMS MS) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1961 ~OGRE RB 
•••••••••••••••••• 
~ORPHOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS OF UROSALPlNX CINEREA 
AND EUPLEURA CAUOATA 
VIMS fHESlS 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATION 
5 1 MORPHOLOGY 
1961 MACKENZIE CL JR 
GROWTH AND REPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER DRILL EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN THE YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42, 317-338 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, YORK RIVER 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR, MACKENZIE CL JR 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF THE OYSTER ORILLS--EUPLEURA CAUDATA AND UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAUTilUS 75, 7-16 IVIMS CONTR 1001 
GASTROPODS, OYSTER CRILLS, REPRODUCTION, ANIMAL PARASITES 
1970 ZACHARY A 
SURVIVAL AND ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRILL, UROSALPINX CINERA CSAY), UNOER 
CONDITIONS OF FLUCTUATING SALINITY 
CVIMS THESIS) 
BEDS UNUER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY 
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******************* OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
A REPORT 0~ THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
•••••••••••••••••• 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
1894 BAYLOR JB 
SuRVEY OF OYSTER GROUND BAYLOR SURVEY 
VA FISHERIES COMMISSION 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1910 MOURE HF 
CONDITION AND EXTENT OF THE OYSTER ~EOS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
US BUR FISHE~IES DOC 729 
~EDS UNUER WATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1931 PRYTHERCH HF 
REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATION ON THE MORTALITY OF OYSTERS AND DECLINE OF 
CYSTER PRODUCTION IN VA WATERS 
US BUR FISH U~PU8L ~S 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
GSSERVATIONS ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASICE OF VIRGINIA 
Nc~PORT NEWS, VA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER wATER, CORROTO~AN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOI, 
HYDROGRAPhY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1930 CORSON JJ 3RO 
OYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND NEWS LEADER, JANUARY 9-lbt 1930 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1941 6REWINGTON HV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BUGEYES 
MARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, PUBLICATION 8 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SOCIAL FUNCTION, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1951 VIRGINIA ADVISORY LEGISLATIVE CDU~CIL 
THE S~AFOOD STATUTES ANC THE REHABILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
RICHMONO, REPORT Of THE COUNCIL 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, lEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1953 BREWINGTO~ MY 
CHFSAPEAKE BAY-A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CORNELL MARITIME'PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER I~DUSTRY, SOCIA( FUNCTION 
1954 MARSHALL N 
CHANGES IN THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF OYSTER BARS IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 173-181 
BEDS UNDEK WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1956 MCHUGH JL, ANDREWS JD 
PRESENT STATUS Of THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER FOR OYSTER CULTURE 
YIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 14 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1959 WHEATLEY JJ ET AL 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE YORK RIVER OYSTER INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC I~PACT, OYSTER I~OUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1960 HARGIS WJ,JR 
RESEARCH FOR THE OYSTER INDUSTRY AT Yfl 
(VlMS MSI 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1961 UNITEU STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHING HARBORS ECONO~IC STUOY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
BOARD OF ENGINEERS FOR RIVERS AND HARBORS, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, 
OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1~64 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANACEME~T, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC lANDS, RESOURCE DEVElOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
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1965 HARGIS WJ,JR 
~ULTIDISCIPLf~ARY RESEARCH CN AN ESTUARINE E~GINEERI~G PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 2, 45-66 
ECONO~IC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRC~MENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1966 HARGIS WJ,JR 
FINAL REPO~T GN RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERI~G 7 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING CPRGJECTEOl, 
HYDRAuLIC MODELS, JA~ES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, wATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOP~E~T 
1968 SI~CERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MCRT~LITIES ftiTri PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE 6AY A~D THE 
ATLANTIC CCAST OF NCRTH AMERICA 
SF AND ~S SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 569 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTIDIUM, MORTALITY, MSXt OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1968 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GRCftlNG OYSTERS IN MSX AREAS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 1 
MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1968 ~A~NING JH 
BAY FIShERIES RESOUqCES 
1~ GOVERNOR'S CONFERE~CE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, ?. 91-lOl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
1969 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TREATMENT OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAH TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
CYSTE~S, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
~ATL SHELLFISH ASSCC PROC 59, 84-90 CVIMS CONTR 3061 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1969 
OYSTERS,CLAMS AND OTHER BIVALVES (REGULATIONS! 
VA COOE,1950,TITLE 28.1 C 5 28.1-82 TO 28.1-164 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, LEGAL 
ASPECTS 
19o9 
OYSTERS TO BE CULLED AS TAKEN 
VA COOE,1950, 28.1-124 
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JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
19o9 
EXEMPTED WATERS (CULLING LAW) 
VA CODE,l9SQ, 28.1-126 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOl, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER 
1969 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PLA~TING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-108 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
I~DUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
19o9 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA COOEr1950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASP(CTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
TAX ON OYSTERS TAKEN FROM PUBLIC ROCKS- REPORTS OF OYSTERS TAKEN FROM 
SEED AREA OF JAMES RIVER 
VA CODE,195Q, 28.1-93 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
1969 
LEASING OF CERTAIN BOTTOMS IN JAMES RIVER PROHIBITED 
VA cnoE,l950, 28.1-145 
~EDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVE~, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
1969 
OKFDGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES ~lVER 
VA CODEr1950, 28.1-146 
BEDS UNDER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
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1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
OYSTER AND SEED OYSTER ~~~USTRY JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28JAN, 22APR, 23SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDuSTRY 
1969 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIE~CE 
CULTCHLESS SEEO OYSTERS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 3 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INO~STRY, VIRGINIA 
1969 CASTAGNA M ET Al 
TREATME~T OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
OYSTERS, CRASSOST~EA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 59, 84-90 (VIMS CONTR 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER 1 SETTING, MARICULTURE 
1970 
SEASON FOK TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA CODErl95Q, 28.1-82 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1970 
CLEAN CULL AREA 
VA COOE,l950, 28.1-85.1 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1970 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USINESS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATIC~, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, I~DUSTRIAL'FISH 
1971 UEGAST R 
THE OYSTER~EN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS 4C2l,41-47 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
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******************* OYSTER SETTI~G •••••••••••••••••• 
1~51 AN-DREWS JO 
SEASONAL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY 32t 752-758 (VIMS CONTR 34) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL CISTRISUTION, OYSTER'SETTING, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS 
1954 ANDREWS JD 
SETTI~G OF OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA 
NATL SHELLfiSH ASSOC PROC 4511954), 38-46 tVIHS CONTR 53) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTKl5UTION, OYSTER'SETTlNG 
lq67 SHAW wN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS OF POLYSTREA~ AND DRILLEX ON OYSTER SETTING lN ~Ht~A~tA~t ~AT A"U 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC, 57, 17-23 
CHEMICALS, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1967 .CRISP .DJ 
CHEMICAL FACTORS INDUCING SETTLEMENT IN CRASSOSTREA YIRGINICA (GMELIN) 
J ANIMAL ECOL 36, 329-335 IVIMS CCNTR 2611 
ATTRACTANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1969 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TKEAT~ENT OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYST~EAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
OYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 59, 84-90 (VIMS CONTR 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER'SETTING, MARICULTURE 
******************* OYSTERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
UBSERVATIUNS ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
NE~PORT NEWS, VA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
OEOS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), 
HYOROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INOUSTRY, OYSTERS 
194D GOLDSTEIN LC 
THE MORPHOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE VIRGINIA OYSTER, OSTREA YIRGINICA 
GMELIN 
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND THESIS 
OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAl'INVESTIGATIONSt MORPHOLOGY 
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1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL A~O PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES.OF THE EFFECT CF SULFATE PULP ~ILL 
WASTE~ ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BULLETIN 51, 43 
ANI~AL PARASITES, ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER!, OYSTERS, 
P~YTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VI~GINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1949 MARShALL N 
A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF THE STATUS OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARINE 
FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 4 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1950 MARSHALL N 
~ ~"' i N E r i s;; c $ """ u : ~~ '.' r ~-:- ~ e g :. ! ~ $ 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PA~T, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
139-150 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
1951 ANDREwS JO 
SEASONAL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY 32, 752-758 IVIMS CONTR 34) 
JAMfS RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIO~S TO BIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE loTH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CO~FERE~CE, 368-376 
CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1954 ANDREWS JD 
SETTI~G OF OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 4511954), 38-4b (VlHS CONT~ 531 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DlSTRloUTlON, OYSTER'SETTING 
1957 FENG SY 
ECOLOGICAL ANO EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUH, A 
5POROZOAN PARASITE OF THE OYSTER ••• IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY ANO ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VlHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, ANIMAL PARASITES, PROTOZOA 
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1957 ~CHU~H Jlr BAILEY RS 
HISTORY tF VIRG!~<IA'S COM~ERCIAL FISHERIES--NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORDS 
THROW LIGHT r~ TCOAY'S PROBLEMS 
VA J SCI a, 42-b4 IVIMS CONTR 701 
COM~ERCIAL FISHI~G, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS 
1958 ACACE~Y CF ~ATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADEL,HIA. DEPARTMENT OF LI"SOlOGY 
JA~ES RIVE~, vi~GINIA--6IOLOGICAL, CHE~lCAlr AND HYQROGRAPHIC STUDIES FQ~ 
THE DOW CHfW[~AL CJ~PANY 
IMIMEO ~EP~~T SY ThE ACACEMY) 
ADSCRPTIC~, ALGAE, BENThiC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYO~OLCGIC CATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1~5i ff~G SY 
CBSERVATlC~S 0~ ~ISTRIBUTIO~ AND ELIMINATION OF SPORES OF NEMATOPSIS 
OSTRfARuM I~ CYSTERS 
~ATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 48, 162-173 IVIMS CONTR 88) 
OYSTE~S. PA~ASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, STREAM GAGES, PROTOZOA, 
ANIMAL PA~ASITES 
1959 ANuREWS JD ET AL 
FRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS ICRASSOSTREA VI~GINICA) IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
1958 
NATL SHELlfiSHERIES ASSOC PROC 49, 29-49 IVIMS CONTR 87) 
FRESHwATER, JA~ES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
1962 ANORE~S JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
~EDS 
~ATL SHELLFISriERIES ASSOC PROC 53, 65-84 IVIMS CONTR 155) 
PEDS UNDE~ ~ATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY 
1962 HOESE HD 
wlNTEK MCRTALlTIES OF OYSTERS ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1959 TO 
1961 
lvl~S MSJ 
JAMES RIVER, "ORTALITY, OYSTERS, WINTER 
1962 SlAC~ RF 
~ESPIRAiiCN, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT ENZYMES, AND KREBS-CYCLE ENZYMES IN EARLY 
OEVElUP~ENTAL STAGES OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGlNICA 
810l bULL 123, 58-70 lVIMS CONTR 116) 
EMBRYONIC G~OWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
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1962 fLACK RF 
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SOME E~ZY~ES GF THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE AND ELECTRON 
TRANSPC~T SYSTEM IN THE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TROCHOPHCRES OF 
THE OYSTER ••• 
SIOL ~ULL 123, 71-79 CVIMS CONTR 117) 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
1962 HOESE HD 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND T~EI~ RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
OERMOCYSTIOIUM MAR!NUM 
. NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 IVIMS CONTR 162) 
UERMOCYSTIO!UM, OYSTERS, SCAVE~GERS, MARINE FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRASS 
1964 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A CO~MON PRO~ERTY RES~uRCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE OEVELO~~ENT, VIRGINIA 
1964 BLACK RE, PENGELLEY ET 
ALPHA AMYLASE DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS uF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL bUll 126 1 199-204 (VIHS CO~TR 154J 
E~BRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
1964 KENK VC 
A NEW CRAB HOST OF THE GREGARI~E NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 55, 87-83 IVIMS CO~TR 206) 
CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
1~b5 LYNCH MP 
EFfECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VlRGlNICA 
CVlMS THESIS! 
AMINO ACIOS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1965 HAVEN OS 
SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING OF OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHES ~Cl 6, 43-51 (VIMS CO~TR 166) 
fOODS, OYSTERS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, STARCH 
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1965 ANDREWS JD 
INFECTION EXPERIMENTS IN NATURE ~ITH OERMOCYSTIDIUH HARINUH IN CHESAPEAKE 
~AY 
CHES SCI 6, 60-67 IVIMS CONTR 172l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTE~S, PATHOGENIC FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
1965 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
APPARATUS FOR HOLDING l~DIVIOUAL OYSTERS UNDER EQUAL WATER FLOWS 
LlMNOL OCEANnGR 10, 605-606 !VIMS CuNTR 1981 
FLOW CONTROL, FLOW RATES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
1966 LYNCH MP, WOOD L 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRON~ENTAL SALINITY ON FREE A~INO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA G~fLIN 
CGMP ~IOCHEM PHYSIOL 19, 783-790 IVIMS CONTR 222) 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL t~ULU~Yt ~ALiNii!, TUK~ 
RIVER 
1~66 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF HSX, A 
PKOTISTAN PATHOGEN CF OYSTERS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 IVI~S CONTR 193) 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1966 SHAW WN, MERRILL AS 
SETTING AND GROWTH OF ThE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA, ON 
NAVIGATION BUOYS IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 56, 67-72 
BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GRJWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
1966 HAVEN OS, ~ORALES-ALAMO R 
USE 0~ FLUORESCENT PARTICLES TO TRACE OYSTER BIOOEPOSITS IN MARINE 
SEDIMENTS 
VIMS CONTR i94 
BIOOEPOSITION, Fl~ORESCENCE, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
1966 ~ARROW JH ET AL 
FLUORtSCENT-ANTlBOOY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESA~EAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153(37431, 1531-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, ChESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
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1967 ANUREWS JO 
CYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. b. HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
~I~CHINIA NELSON!, A PATHOGEN OF OYSTERS, I~ VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 8, 1-13 lVIHS CONTR 2251 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
1967 SHAW WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS OF POLYSTREAM AND ORILLEX ON OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
CHI~CCTEAGUE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC, 57 1 17-23 
CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTIN~ 
1967 wASS ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR ORGANISMS ANO 
COMMUNITIES. SECTION II--I~DICATORS OF POLLUTIO~ 
~GLLUTiG~ ~~~ M~R [~Ct, ~C~F ~ROC. 27!-2e3 !V!~S CO~!R 220! 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1967 CRISP OJ 
CHEMICAL FACTORS INCUCING SETTLEMENT IN CRASSOSTREA YIRGINICA lGHELlNI 
J ANIMAL ECOL 36, 329-335 (VIMS CONTR 2611 
ATTRACTANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1~67 ANDREwS JD 
I~TERACTION OF TWO CISEASES OF OYSTERS I~ NATURAL WATERS 
~ATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 57, 38-49 IVIMS CONTR 2071 
OERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
19b8 SINDERMANN CJ 
CYSTER MCRTAllTIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE SAY AND THE 
ATlANTIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA 
SF AND WS SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 569 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIOIUM, MCRTALtTY, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1968 TURGEON KW 
EFFECTS OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF CORNSTARCH AND DEXTROSE ON THE OYSTER, 
CRASSOSTREA VlRGINICA CGMELIN) 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
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l96V MENGEBIER WL, wOOD L 
THE EFFECTS Of MI~CHINIA NELSONI INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSGSTREA VIRGI~ICA. II. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP BIOCHE~ PHYSIOl 29, 265-270 (VIMS CONTR 291) 
ANIMAl PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORG4NIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1969 PERKI~S FO 
ULTRAST~UCTvqE CF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LA8YRINTHOMYXA MARINA 
CUER~GCYSTiulu~ MARI~uMI, A COMMERCIALLY SIGNifiCANT OYSTER PATHOGEN 
J INVERT PAT~CL 13, 199-222 (VIMS CONTR 299) 
DER~OCYSTiDIU~, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
1968 PERKI\S fC 
FINE STRUCTU~E OF THE OYSTER PAThOGEN MINCHINIA NELSONI (HAPLOSPORIDA, 
HAPLO~PURIDJICAE) 
J INVERT PATHCL 10, 287-305 (VIMS CONTR 269) 
ELECTRO~ ~ICROSCOPY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
1969 VIRGl~IA ~ARIN~ RESOURCES COMMISSION 
HURRICANE CAVILLE EFFECTS IN ESTUARINE AREAS 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 26AUG, 23SEPT 
fLOOD DA~AGE, HURKICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1~69 RGSE~FifLO A, eUCHANAN L, CHAPMAN GB 
COMPARISC~ CF ThE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIES OF MINCHINIA 
CHAPl~S?CRIG~, HAPLCSPORIDIIDAE) 
J PAR~SITOLCGY 55, 921-941 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, STREAM GAGES 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON HJCRGSCOPE STUDIES OF SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MlNCHINlA CCSTALIS CSPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIOA) 
J PAKASITCLC~Y 55, 897-920 IVIMS CONTR 307) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRO~ MICROSCOPY 
1969 HAVEN CS 
LEVELS OF THE HERBICIDE DIQUAT IN TwO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VlRGl~IA J SCIE~CE 20, 51-53 IVIMS CONTR 308) 
DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT'CLAM 
308 
1969 LAWLER AR 
OCCURkFNCE OF THE POLYCLAD CORONAOE~A MUTABILIS (VERRILL, 1873) IN 
VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 10, 65-67 IVIMS CONTR 302) 
OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, RANGES, VI~GINIA 
1969 MENGEBIER WL, ~000 L 
THE EFFECTS OF MINCHINIA NELSONI INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGI~ICA. II. SERUM PHJSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOl 29, 265-270 CVIMS CO~T~ 291) 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1~69 PEKKINS FO 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES I~ LASY~INTHOMYXA MARINA 
(DERMGCYSTIDIU~ MARINUMI, A CO~MERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHOGEN 
J INVERT PATHOL 13, 199-222 <VIMS CD~TR 299) 
OER~OCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
1970 VIRG(NIA MARINE RESO~RCES COMMISSIO~ 
DESIGNATION OF NATURAL OYSTER ROCK IN NOMINI AND CURRIOMAN BAY, 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY 
MINUTES OF MFETINGS, 23 JUNE, 28 JULY 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1970 VlRGl~lA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSIO~ 
DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LA~ 88-309 (i964 COM FISH RES AND DEV ACTl FU~DS 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL 
CLA~S, FINANCING, OYSTERS, RESEARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT 
1970 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
FILTRATION OF PARTICLES FROM SUSPENSIO~ BY THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL BULL 139, 248-264 IVIMS CO~TR 35b) 
FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1~71 DIAl RJ 
EFFECTS Of THERMAL SHOCK ON LARVAE OF THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
fGMELlN) 
VIMS THESIS 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, SILVER IODIDE 
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1971 WOOD Lt HARGIS WJ JR 
TRANSPORT OF BIVALVE LARVAE IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
EUROPEAN MAR BIOL SYHP, FOURTH, 29-44 CVIMS CONTR 328) 
JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, SLIME 
******************* PALEONTOLOGY 
1842 TUOHEY ~ 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCOVERY OF A CHAMBERED UNIVALVE FOSSIL IN THE EOCENE TERTIARY OF JAMES 
KIVER, VIRGI~IA 
AMER J SCIE~CE 43, 187 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
1878 HEINRICH OJ 
~ESOZOIC ~ORMATIO~ I~ VIRGINIA 
~~~R !~ST ~!~!~G ENG!NEERS TRaNS ~~ 227-274 
COALS, ECONOMJCS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTE~IA 
1895 WARD LF 
THE POTOMAC FORMATION 
US GfUL SURV 15TH ANN REPT, 313-397 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, SULFUR 
BACTE~IA 
1897 wATSON TL 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL 
LITERATURE OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 217l 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1912 CLARK W8, MILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GECLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINI~ ••• 
VA GEOL SU~VEY BULL 4 
ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEO~TOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1928 MA~SFIELD ftC 
NEW FuSSIL MOLLUS~S FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE CIVISIONS OF THF CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MUSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
~ORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR ~ACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
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1930 ANDEREGG F 
STRATIGRAPHY ANO PALEONTOLOGY OF THE YORKTO~N FORMATION OF VIRGINIA 
U~IVERSITY OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1935 MCGAVOCK CS,JR 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAJORITY OF THE PELECYPODS OF THE YORKTOWN.FOR~ATICN 
OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MULLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1943 GARD~ER J 
MOLLUSCA FRO~ THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA ANO NORTH 
CA~QL!~a. 0! !-D~LECVDQDA 
US GECL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-A 
MOLLUSKS, ~ORTH CAROLINA, PALEO~TOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, ShELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1948 GARDNER J 
~OLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCE~E AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIR~lNIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPHOPOOA AND GASTROPODA 
US GECL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-B 
GASTROPODS, ~OLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEO~TOLOGY, SHELLFISH, VIRGI~IA 
1953 MALKIN OS 
BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF ~EW JERSEY, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEONTOLOGY 27, 761-79Q 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEO~TOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1956 MCLEAN JO,JR 
rORAHINIFERA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALfO~TOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEO~TCLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1957 MCLEAN JD,JR 
OSTRACODA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEGLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEGNTOLOGY, 
SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
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1960 SABOl JW 
THE ~ICROFAU~A OF T~E YORKTOWN FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BUllS AM PAlfO~TOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GECLCGIC FORMATIO~S, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACOCS, P4LEC~TGLCGY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1962 GIBSCN Tu 
BENTHONIC FC~A~I~iFERA ANO PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC CJASTAL PLAIN 
PKI~CETJ~ DISSE~TATIO~ 
ATLANTIL CCASTAL ~LAI~, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTE~IA 
1~62 RUHlE Jl 
SELECTEe TERTIA~Y FGSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8(31, 2-9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PAlEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1966 MCLEA~ JD J~ 
MIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA OIV MI~ERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIO~S 9 
CHESAPEAKE B!Y, FuK~MINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEO~TOLCGY, PLEISTOCE~E EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1~66 RICHARDS HG 
PLFISTOCE~E PE~ECYPGDA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MI~F~lLS 12t 18-24 
MOllUSKS, PALEO~TOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1~67 RICHARDS H~ 
PLEISTOCENE GASTROPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VlRGI~lA MI~FRALS 13, 15-19 
GASTROPODS, PALEC~TCLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
******************* PAMUNKEY RIVER 
1~39 ~ROW~ ~~ 
CUASTAL PLAl~ GEGLCGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV CF VA ~ASTERS THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, ECO~OMICS, GEOlOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
1950 O'NEILL H 
THE PAMUNKEY 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 11l11J, 10-12 
HISTORY, PAMUNKEY RIVER 
1952 MASSMAN~ WH 
312 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SHAQ, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA CWILSONJ SPAwNING IN SOME 
VIRGINIA RIVF~S 
CVIMS THESISJ 
ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATfAPONl RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOCKING 
19~2 MASSMAN~ WH 
WATE~ TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, A~D FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWL SURVEYS 
Of CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YCRK A~D ?A~U\KEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPC~T 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 0~-SITE aATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1969 CALDER OR, BURRELL VG 
BRACKISH kATER HYDRGMEOUSA ~AEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATURE 22215194), 694-695 IVIMS CCNTR 320) 
HYDROZOA, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
1970 VIRG!~IA MARINE RESCURCES CO~MISSION 
NORTH A~~A DAM PROJECT 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 24 MARCH 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, PAMUNKEY RIVER 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY 
REVIEW OF REPORTS ON YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVE~S, VIRGINIA 
NO~FOLK O!STRfCT CORPS OF ENGI~EERS 
ADMINISTRATIV£ DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1971 FEELEY JB, WASS ML 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIOEA (CRUSTACEA& AMPHIPODAI OF 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN MAR SCI 2 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
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1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYuROOYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. II. STUDIES OF THE 
OJSTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VIMS SPEC REPT AP~L MA~ SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 13 
COMPUTER PROGRA~S, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
~ODEL$ 1 ~ATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
******************* P4RASITISM •••••••••••••••••• 
1957 FENG SY 
ECOLOGICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM, A 
SPOROZOAN PARASITE CF THE OYSTER ••• lN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VIM$ THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, ANIMAL PARASITES, PROTOZOA 
l9~H ~tNu ~y 
CbSERVATICNS 0~ OISTRIS~TICN A~O ELIMINATION OF SPORES OF NEMATOPSIS 
OSTREARUM IN OYSTERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 46, 162-173 IVIMS CONTR 88) 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, STREAM GAGES, PROTOZOA, 
ANIMAL PARASITES 
1964 KENK VC 
A NEW CRAB HOST OF THE GREGARI~E NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM 
~ATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 55, 87-88 (VIMS CONTR 206) 
CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
1969 DAUGHERTY SJ 
ASPECTS OF THE ECOLCGY, LIFE HISTOKY, ANO HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
LOXOTHYLACUS PA~C~EI tSACCULINIOAE) IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
IVI~S THE~ISl 
CRABS, JAMES RiVE~, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
l9b9 ROSENFIELD A, BUCHANAN L, CHAPMAN G8 
COMPARISON OF THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIES OF MINCHINIA 
IHAPLOSPCRIOA, H~PLCSPQRIOIIOAEl 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 921-941 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, STREAM GAGES 
1969 CAMPBELL RA 
NE~ SPECIES OF ACA\THOROTHRIUM lCESTOOA--TETRAPHYLLIOEA) FROM CHESAPEAKE 
GAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASIT 55, S59-S70 (VIM$ CONTR 332) 
ELASHOBRANCHFS, HOSTS, PARASITISM, SOIL DENSITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
HOOIGLUS OEMISSUS, A NEW HOST FOR THE OYSTER CRAS PINNOTHERES OSTREUH IN 
VIRGINIA 
VELIGER 13, 145~146 IVIMS CONTR 347) 
CRABS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1971 lWER~ER DE, LAWLER AR 
SOME PARASITES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY FAUNA 
VlMS ~S 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, PA~ASITISH 
******************* PARKS 
1968 ELLIS SP 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DEVELOPMENT CF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
I~ GCVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
l2-l3, P. 109-113 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATIO~ 
FACILITIES 
******************* PATHOGENIC FUNGI •••••••••••••••••• 
l9b5 ANDQEWS JD 
INFECTION EXPERIMENTS IN NATURE WITH OERMOCYSTIDlUM MARi,UM I~ CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 6, 60-67 (VIM$ CONTR 172) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
******************* PATHOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LABYRINTHOMYXA ~ARINA 
IDER~OCYSTIDIUM MARINUM), A COMMERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHCGE~ 
J INVERT PATHOL 13, 199-222 (VIMS CONTR 299) 
OERMOCYSTlOIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOlOGY 
1968 PERKINS FO 
FINE STRUCTURE OF THE OYSTER PATHOGEN MINCHINIA NELSO~I (HAPLOSPORIOA, 
HAPLOSPURIOIIOAE) 
J INVERT PATHOL lOt 287-305 (VIMS CONTR 269) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MSX 1 OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL'lNVESTIGATIONS 
1969 PERKINS FO 
UlTRASTRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LABYRINTHOMYXA MARINA 
lDERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM), A COMMERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHOGE~ 
J INVERT PATHOL 13, 199-222 (VIMS CONTR 2991 
OERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
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•••••••••••••••**** PATUXENT RIVER •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 HUN~ Jft 
SOME BLOOD CHEMISTRY VALUES FOR FIVE CHESAPEAKE lAY AREA FISHES 
CHES SCI 7, 173-17S 
BIOCHEMISTRY, FISH, GUNPOWDER RIYER,MO, PATUXENT RIVE~, SAlTS 
1~69 BOUSFIELD EL 
~E~ ~ECOROS OF GAMMARUS CCRUSTACEA&AMPHIPOOA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
~EGIC~ 
HES SCI 10, 1•17 
AMPHIPOUA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlBUTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1~70 CARTER HH, OKUBO A 
LONGITUUlNAL DISPE~SION IN NON-UNIFORM FLO~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL REPORT 68 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
******************* PEAK DISCHARGE •••••••••••••••••• 
1937 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART 3- POTOMAC, JAMES, AND UPPER OHIO RIVERS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 800 
FLOGOS, FLCGOWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PEAK DISCHARGE, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
******************* PENNSYLVANIA 
1967-UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS MO~THLY RELEASE 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* PESTICIDE REMOVAL •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
W~TER RESOURCES RESEARCh IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEA~Ch AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, wATER QUALITY 
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******************* PESTICIDES •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA DEPART~ENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES AND REGULATIONS FO~ ENFORCEMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAk 
DlVlSION OF REGULATORY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CGNTROL. ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVLCIDES, BRUSn CONTROL, CHLORI~ATEO 
H~DROCARBON PESTICICESOOT, OIEtDRlN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICiuES, VIR~I~IA 
****~~************* PETROLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1~40 SNIFFEN EW 
COBBLES F~OM ThE PLEISTCCE\E TERRACES OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENI\SULA 
VA J SCIENCE 1, 285-2b8 
BACK RIVE~,VA, PETROLOGY, PL~ISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
******************* PHOSPHATES •••••••••••••••••• 
1939 NEWCOMBF CL, LANG AG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER PHILOSOPH SOC, PROC, 81, 393-420 (CHES BIOL LAB CONTR 26) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
******************* PHOTCGRAPHY 
1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
l~TERNATIONAL MARI~E PUBLISHING COMPANY, CAMDEN, MAINE 
CHESA,EAKE BAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
1971 HARR150~ W, FANG CS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALA~CE 
AND OYE-TRACfR STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE YOR2r PAMUNKEY ••• 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN AMSOE 11 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYOROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
********•********** PHOTOSYNTHESIS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 FLEMER OA 
~RIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 117-129 lCONTR 417, CHES BIOLOGICAL LAB, NATURAL RESOU~CES 
INST, MD UNIVl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRDDUCTlVITY 
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*********~********* PHYSICAL OCEA~OGRAPHY 
195~ .PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 33-42 ICHES SAY lNST CONTR 24) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CORIOLIS FCRCE, ESTU!~IES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
GCEANOGRAPHY, S~liNlTY 
1956 PRITCHARD DW, KE~T RE 
METHOD FOR OETERMINI~G ~EAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASfAL PLAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 81-~1 ICHES SAY INST CONTR 26) 
CUR~ENTS I~ATERl, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES «IVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRA~HY, SALINITY 
1962 NICHOLS MM 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRA~HY OF 
CHESAPEAKE SAY 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 34 
BIB~IOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
******************* PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 lYNCH MP 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRO~MENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
IVIMS THESIS) 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 LYNCH MP, ~GOD l 
FFFECTS CF E~VIRO~MENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGI~ICA GMELIN 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 19, 783-790 (VIMS CONTR 222) 
AMI~O ACI~S, J~MES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
******************* PHYTOPLA~KTON •••••••••••••••••• 
1947 GALTSCFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL ~ND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP MILl 
wASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BvlLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, A~lMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PlANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
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1951 CARRITT DE, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 2 
CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, STRAIN GAGES, THERMAL SPRINGS 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CEll-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PAThFINDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTO~, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1961 GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTR 172, CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABG~ATORY. SOLOMONS. MARYLAND 
(IllUSTRATED) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, THU~DERSTORMS, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
1962 MULFORD RA 
OlATO~S FROM VIRGINIA TIDAL WATERS 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 30 
DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
19o3 FOURNIER RO 
~UTRIENT LIMITATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTIC~ IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VlMS THESIS 
PHYTOPLANKTON, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, YORK RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1966 MARSHAll HG 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON FROM A SINGLE STATION AT THE MOUTH 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
OHIO J OF SCIENCE 66, 253-255 
DIURNAl DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCOENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VlMS CONTR 160 C0011 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATIO~, ECOSYSTE~S, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
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1966 PATTEN BC ET AL 
VERTICAL OISTRIBUTIO~ AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THI LOWER 
YORK RIVERt VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7. 20-29 lVlMS CONTR 209) 
fLUCTUATlO.N, INORGANIC CO,..POUNOS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTCN, YORK RIVER 
1966 MARSHAll HG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON ALONG A 140 MILE TRANSECT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 10,-~19 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1966 WARINNER JE, B~EHMER "' 
THE EFFECTS CJF THERfo4AL eFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR AND WATER POLLUT INT J 10, 277-289 lVIMS CO."HR 171) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ElECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTOM-, 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SllVERSIDES 
1967 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 1. PHYTOPLANKTON IN WILLOUGHBY 
BAY AND HAMPTON ROADS 
CHtSAPEAKE SCIENCE 8, 90-101 
JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STOCKING 
1967 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 2. PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER 
VA J SCIENCE 18, 105-109 
ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION 
1968 MACKIERNAN GB 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
vr~o~s THESIS 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTO~ 
l9b9 MARSHALl HG 
O~S[RVATIONS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE ELIZABETH RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 37-39 
~LIZABETH RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION 
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1971 MULFORD RA, NORCROSS JJ 
SPECIES CO~POSITION AND ABUNDANCE OF NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VIRGINIAN 
COASTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI 12, 142-155 IVIMS CONTR 393) 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL OISTRISUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
******************* P1ANKATANK RIVER ••••••••••••••••••• 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SUlFATE PULP ~ILL 
~ASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BUlLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITE~. ANIMAL P~THOLOGY, CURRENTS IWATERlt OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLA~KTON, PIANKATANK RIVER~ POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1969 
PROHIBITED AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CO~Etl9SO, 28.1-83 
CORROTOMAN RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPE,TS, MOBJACK BAY, 
PlANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~ 
******************* PIGMENTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CD 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1) 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CD 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARSOHYD~ATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1), 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
******************* PIKE 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 132-134 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION. FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
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••••••••••••••••••• PLANKTON •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 RICH LG 
INVESTIGATION Of THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JA~ES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1966 PATTEN BC, CHABOT BF 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES SCI 1, 117-136 (VIMS CONTR 224) 
E~TUA~!ES. ~tA~K!ON; PR!~ARV pgOOUCT!V!TY: RESPIRATJON! ~AMPLINC. YORK 
RIVER 
1967 BREHMER ML 
NUTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NATL SYMP ESTUARINE POLLUTION PROC 1967, STANFORD, CALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC OATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
1968 BURREll VG JR 
ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS lEIDYI (A. AGASSIZ), 
I~ A FISH NURSERY GROUND 
VlMS THESIS 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNDERWATER NATURALIST 7, 17-25 
C~ESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
1971 ORTH RJ 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE PlANKTONIC LARVAE OF POLYOORA LIGNI WEBSTER 
CPOLVCHAETA, SPIONIDAE) IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-124 CYIMS CONTR 378) . 
BENTHIC FAUNA, lARVAE, PlANKTON, POLYCHAETESt YORK RIVER 
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••••••••••••••••••• PLANKTON NETS 
1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNDERwATER NATURALIST 7, 17-25 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTO~, PLANKTON NETS 
******************* PLANNING 
1971 GOODELL HG ET AL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
THE POTENTIAL OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
viRGINIA MODEL 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. (NATL TECH I~FO SERV ~0 PB 
200990) 
DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 
STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
******************* PLANT GROUPINGS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GENERA CARPHEPHORUS, MIKANIA AND KUHNIA (EUPATORIEAE-ASTERACEAf) IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 38-41 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
******************* PLANT PARASITES 
1968 AMON JP 
STUDIES OF LABYRINTHULA SPP. IN CULTURE 
YIHS THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEL GRASS, PLA~T PARASITES, YORK RIVER, MARINE 
FUNGI 
******************* PLANT POPULATIONS 
······*··········· 
1970 MARSH GA 
SEASONAL STUDY OF ZOSTERA EPIBIOTA IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
YIHS DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL OISTRlBUTICN, YORK 
RIVER 
1971 KERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT HARSH 
CHES SCI 12, 125-130 lVIMS CONTR 397) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, MOBJACK BAY, PLANT POPULATIONS, 
SALT MARSHES 
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•••**************** PLANTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1195 wARD LF 
TH€ POTO~AC FORMATICN 
US GEOL SURV 15TH ANN REPT, 313-397 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAI~, GEOLObiC FORMATION$, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, SULFUi 
BACTERIA 
1939 FERNALD ML 
LAST SURVIVO~i IN ThE FLORA OF TID£-ATER VIRGINIA 
~HODORA •1, 465-574 ICONTR 128 GRAY hERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSlFICATinN, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1938 FERNALD ML 
~OTEWORTHY PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
~HOOORA 40, 3b4-485 CCONTR 123 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVER~JTY) 
CLASSIFICATIO~, PLA~TS, VIRGINIA 
l~b5 ~A~VILL AM JR 
THE VEGETATION OF PARRAMORE JSLANO, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 22•-228 (VIMS CONTR 1991 
EASTERN SHORF (VA-MD), PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
19bb HARVILL AM JR 
~ANGE EXTENSIONS ON THE MIDDLE PENNlNSUlA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 143-148 
HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, YORK RIVER 
1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GFNERA CARPHEPHCRUS, MIKANJA AND KUHNIA (EUPATORIEAE-ASTERACEAEJ I~ 
VI.-.Gli\IA 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 38-41 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLA~TS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
•••**************•• PLATYHElMINTHES •••••••••••••••••• 
1~69 LAWLER AR 
OCCURRENCE OF THE POLYCLAO CORONAOENA MUTABILIS IVERRlllt 1873) IN 
VIRGI~IA 
CHES SCI lOt b5-b1 tVIMS CONTR 302) 
OYSTERS, PlATYHELMINTHES, RANGES, VIRGINIA 
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******************* PLEISTOCE~E EPOCH •••••••••••••••••• 
1940 SN I FFtN EW 
COBBLES FRO~ THE PLEISTOCENE TER~ACES OF THE LOWER YC~K-JAMES PENI\SJLA 
VA J SCIENCE l, 285-2d8 
BACK RIVER,'IA, PEfRCLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
1942 FLINT RF 
ATLANTl' COASTAl 'TE~RACES' 
WASH A~O SCIENCES J 32, 2i5-237 
ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVE~, ~LEISTOCENE EPCCH. ShEET ~~GS:C\ 
1957 HACK JT 
SUBMERGED RfVER SYSTEM OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL &8, 817-830 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
l9b2 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN THE SUBSURFACE (}6: THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINU 
VA AtAO SCIENCE GUIDEBOOK FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MfETING-19b2, 37••1 
... :t .. 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MJOCE~E EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEUIMENT! 
1964 OAKS RQ JR 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, OUTER COASTAl PLAIN, 
SOUTHEASTER~ VIRGI~IA 
YALE UISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 5, 
CONTRACT NONR b09(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES ~IVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
l9b5 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 2Dl-229 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
19o5 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, ~~~ER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT b, 
CONTRACT NONR 609(40) 
ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
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1966 MCLEAN JO JR 
~IOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA A~O OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES REPORT Of INVESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JA~~S RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PAlEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFuR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
19bb RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE PELECYPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA Ml~ERALS 12, 18-24 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE E?OCH, VIRGINIA 
1~67 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE GASTROPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MINERALS 13, 15-19 
GASTROPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOC~, VIRGINIA 
1968 wOLMAN ~G 
THE ChESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE SAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 7-48 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, THERMAL 
STRESS 
1969 SPENCER RS, ROGE~S WS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE UNCONFORMITY IN NCRFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 19-21 
ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
******************* POLLUTION ABATEMENT 
1916 
CITY OF HA~PTON V WATSON 
89 SE 81, 119 VA 95 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE 
1~18 
DARLING V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
96 SE 307, 123 VA 14 
BEDS uNUER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATE~ENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEwAGE 
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1932 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NE~PO~T NEWS 
1b4 SE 689 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTICN 
ABATE~ENT, RIPARIA~ ~IG~TS, SEWAGE 
1968 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA CO~E, 1950, TITLE b2.l 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEG~L ASPECTS, ~A~IGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATE~ENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, ftATER LA~ 
******************* POLLUTANTS 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLCGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PuLP MlLL 
WASTES UN OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BULLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, A~IMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS \WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP "ASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 MUNDAY WG JR ET AL 
CIL SLICK ~OTION NEAR CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
WAATER RESOURCES cULl 6(6), 879-884 lVIMS CONTR 357) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), OILY WATER, THERMAL C8~0UCT1VITY, 
WINOS, POLLUTANTS 
1970 CAKTER HH, OKUBO A 
LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION IN NON-UNIFORM FLOW 
CHESAPEA~E BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL REPORT 68 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
1970 A~ON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USINESS ftEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, INOUSTRIAL'FISH 
1971 
CONTI~GENCY PLA~ FOR PREVENTION, CONTAINMENT, AND CLEA~UP OF OIL A~O 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FOR THE HA~PTO~ ROADS A~EA 
HAMPTON ROADS MARITIME ASSOCIATION, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
PLANT MORPHOLOGY, OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, WATER POLLUTION CONT~OL 
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1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF ThE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTlO~ IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPtAKE BAY ••• 
BIOSPHERICS I~C, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, ~ETABOLISM, POLLUTA~TS~ REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1971 VIRGIN1A POLYTECH~IC fNSTITUTE 
WATER RESOURCES RE~EARCH IN VIRGINIA~-ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOuRCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE RE~OVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEA~CH AND DEVELOPMENT, Vl~GINIA, WASTE WATER TRE~TMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1971 BIOS?HERlCS INCORPCRATED 
STUDY OF THE .POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTL!S 
IN ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
PlOSP~ERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, ~ARYLANO 
CENSUS, ~~TAROLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSI~G, SEA NETTLES 
••••••~************ POLYCHAETE$ •••••••••••••••••• 
lq67 j,jASS Ml 
810LOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR ORGANISMS AND 
COMMUNITIES. SECTION II--INDICATORS OF POLLUTION 
POllUTION AND MAR ECDL, CONF PRCC, 271-283 IVIMS CONTR 220) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, ~ATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1969 MAi\tGU~ CP 
LOw TEMPERATURE BLOCKAGE OF THE FEEDING RESPONSE IN BOREAL AND TEMPERATE 
ZO~E POLYCHAETE$ 
CHES SCI 10, 64-65 
~ULYCHAETESt SHAPE, WORMS, YORK RIVER 
1'171 ORTH RJ 
OSSERVATIO~S ON THE PLANKTONIC lARVAE OF POLYDORA LIGNI WEBSTER 
(POLYCHAETA, SPIONIDAEI IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-124 (VIMS CONTR 378) 
3E~TH1C FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES, YORK RIVER 
•••••••••••******** POPULATION 
l'HO ANON 
CHESA~tAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USINESS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
•••••••••••••••••• 
C~AB JNOU~TRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POllUTANTS, POPULATION, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, INOUSTRlAL'FlSH 
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******************* POPULATION DYNAMICS •••••••••••••••••• 
1960 VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY bUREAU OF POPULATION A~O ECO~OMIC RESEARCH 
SCC!O-ECONC~IC CHARACTE~ISTICS OF THE WEST POINT, VIRGINIA, t~EA 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
ECO"kOMip,. LOCAL GOVERNME"'TS, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATIC~ 
SUMMARY, ECONCMIC BASE STUJY, CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATIO~ DYNAMICS 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NEWPORT NEWS-HAMPTON METRCPOLITAN A~EA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
ANALYSTS 
DIVISION CF PLANNING, RlCH~C~~. VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
PETERSBURG-HOPE~ELL-COLONIAL HEIGHTS METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTiONS AND 
ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMONJ, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGl~IA DIVISION CF STATE PlANNI~G AND COMMUNiTY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA F0012 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MD), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIO~S.AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PlANNING, RICHMO~O, VA. F2009 
ECONO~IC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH HETRCPOllTAN AREA PROJECTIONS ANO ECONUMIC BASE 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS. VIRGINIA 
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1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
RICHMO~O METRCPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PRECICTION, E~PLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 ADMINIST~ATIVE RESEA~CH ASSOCIATES 
HAMPTON, VIRGi~lA ~ATERFRONT ECGNOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTON, VIRGIN!A CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEO), LAND DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, URSAN RENEWAL 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVER~CRS OFFICE 
ECONOMIC UAiA Su~~ARY-CHARLES CITY COUNTY 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONO~IC PREOlCTlO~, EMPLOYMENT, POPUlATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VlRGI~IA DiVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONO~lC UATA S~~~ARr-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RlCHMONO, VlRGI~IA 
EASTERN SHGRF lVA-MO), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVE~NORS OFFICE 
NORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION CF PLA~~ING, RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGI~IA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
SURRY COUNTY PRJJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION UF PLA~NING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREC.ICTIO~, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGI~IA GOVE~NORS OFFICE 
GLOUCESTEK CPv~TY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
ulVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTIO~, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICSt VIRGINIA 
19~8 VIKulNIA DIVISION Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
(CONOMIC 01TA SuMMARY-NORTHAMPTON COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPlOYMENt, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGI~IA 
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1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNI~G AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ISLE CF WIGHT COUNTY PROJECTIONS ANu ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYME~T, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VlKGINIA DIVISION OF STATE ?LANN!•l~ AND COMMLNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHEWS COUNTY PROJECTICNS AND ECG~OMIC SASE ANALYSIS 
RlCHMuNO, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATIG~ DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VI~GlNIA DIVISION CF STATE PLA~~i'~ ~NO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
~ATHEWS COUNTY PROJECTIONS A~D ECG~CMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. F2010 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPvLATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1970 Vl~GINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESGURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-CC~PREHENSIVE WATE~ RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING bULl 226 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* POTOMAC RIVER •••••••••••••••••• 
1937 UNITEO STATES GfCLCGICAL SURVEY 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART 3- POTOMAC, JAMES, ANO UPPER OHIO RiVERS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 800 
FLOODS, FLOODWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PEAK DISCHARGE, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
1943 MENZEL RW 
THE CATFISH FISHERY OF VIRGINIA 
AMER FISHERIFS SOC TRANS 73, 3o4-372 tVlMS CC~TR 23) 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAl FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER 
l9bl VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESCURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, PJTOMAC, RAPPAHANNOCK, ANO YORK RIVER 
BASINS 1956-1960 
VIRGINIA OlYISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUll 24 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUN, SUPERIMPOSE~ ORAlNAGE, THEIS 
FQUAT10N 1 YORK RIVER 
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1961 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON THE .JIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER ~ANAGE~ENf l~ ThE POTG~AC ESTUARY, 38-44 IVIMS CO~TR 107) 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
19o3 FRISBIE CM, RITCHIE DE JR 
SPORT FISHING SURVEY OF THE LOWER POTOMAC ESTUARY, l959-l9ol 
CHES SCI 4, 175-l~l ICONTR 250, NAT RESOURCES lNST, MD UNIV) 
POlOMAC RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1968 MAKKS JW, VILLA O,JR 
NUTRIENT DATA C~ SECIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB JATA REPORT 11 
BOTTOM SEOIMENTS, ChEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
~EW RECORDS OF GAM~ARUS ICRUSTACEA&AMPHIPODA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
;<EGlON 
HES SCI lOr 1-17 
AMPHIPODA, ·cHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1969 WARINNER JE, MILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
lio9 WAKINN~i JEr MILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTICN OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CO~TR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK ~E~RING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1~o9 HAVEN OS 
LEVEL~ OF THF HERBICIDE OJQUAT IN TWO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 51-53 IVIMS CONTR 308) 
DICUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT•CLAM 
1970 VI~GINIA MARI~E RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DESIGNATION OF NATURAL OYSTER ROCK IN NOMlNI. AND CURRIOMAN BAY, 
ftESTMORELANO CGuNTY 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 23 JUNE, 28 JULY 
BEDS UNOER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
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******************* POULTRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1964 uAVIS RV ET AL 
T~EAT~E~T CF DUCK WASTES A~D THEI~ EFFECTS 0~ T~E ~ATER QUALITY IN THE 
~APPAhA\~OCK KIVER, U~tl~N\A, ViRGINiA 
VIRGI~IA STATE wATER CONTRCL BCA~D, RlCHMC~D 
ANIMAL wASTES I~ILDLIFEl, FA~M LAGC~~S, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, 
RAPPAhA~~OCK RIVER, WASTE TREATME~T 
19ol ~ACKE~ZIE CL JR 
GRC~Th AND REPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER nRILL EL?LEuRA CAVOATA IN THE YGRK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42, 317-338 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER GRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, YORK RIVER 
1962 HOt'KINS SH 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES OF CLIO~~· ldGR!NG SPONGE> 0~ THE EASTERN SHORE OF 
VIRGINIA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt PREDATION, SALINITY, TU~BIOITY 
1971 OAKES ~J, HAVEN OS ~ 
SuME PRt0ATCRS UF ?CLYPS OF ChRYSAORA CUINCUECI~RhA ISCYPHOlCA, 
SEMAEOSTOM(AEl IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIENCE 228 45,46 IVIMS CO~TR 363) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MGRTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHCZOA 
******************* PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
lq63 FOURNIER RO 
NUT~IENT LIMITATION OF ?RIMARY PRJOuCTION IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VlMS THESIS 
PHYTOPLANKTON, STRUCTLRAL STAaiLITYr YORK RIVER, PRIMARY PRGDUCTIVITY 
1966 PATTEN BC, CHABOT BF 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTiVITY EXPERIME\TS lN A SHALLO~ ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
Of RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES SCI 7, 117-136 IVI~S CO~TR 224l 
ESTUA~IES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATIO~, SAMPLING, YORK 
RIVER 
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1966 WARI~~ER JE, SREH~ER M 
THE EFFECTS nF r~ER~AL EFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR ANO WATER ?CllUT INT J 10, 277-289 lVIMS CONTR 171) 
bENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTSr 9HYTOPLANKTON, 
PRIMARY PRCOUCTIVITY, SlLVERSIDES 
1970 FLEMER OA 
PRifo!AR'f' PRC~UCT ION IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 11, ll7-l29 tCONTR 417, CHES BIOLOGICAL lAB, NATURAL RESOUltES 
INST, MU \INIV) 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHLGROPHYLLt PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
*******-*********** PROCUCTIVITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1'61 ~ATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
SUMMARY OF DATA F~u~ ~RODUCTIWITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YO~K RIVER, VIRGINIA 
~~~$ S~:~!~L S(IF~TIFIC REPT 22 Cl200 
CHLOROPHYLL, DATA CCLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, YIRK RIV!R 
l9bb PATTEN PC 
THE BIOCOE'lfUC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VIMS CONTA l6u C0011 
CHLOROPHYtl, uiVE~SIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATO~Y TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLA"\KTON, PRODUCTIViTY, SESTON . 
••••••••••••••••••• PROFILES •••••••••••••••••• 
1901 GAN~ETT h 
PKCFILES LF ~~~ERS IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEOL Su~VfY •~TER-SUPPLY A~D IRRIGATION PAPERS 44 
PKOFILfS, RlVE~S, UNITED STATES 
••••••••••••••••••• PROJECT FEASIBILITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 UNITED Sr4TES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
REVIEW REPCRT C~ J~~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
12 VOLSl ~CRF~LK, CORPS OF ENGINEERS REPORT 
CHANNEL IMPRQVE~ENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
~AVIGABLE RlVE~S, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FNVlRONMENTAL STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE BAY HYDRAULIC HODEL, HATAPEAKE, 
I"ARYLANU 
BAlTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESA,EAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IH,ACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODEl~, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
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••••••••••••••••••• PROJECT PLA~~ING •••••••••••••••••• 
tcHl HAMMO~O AL 
~SF PROUS SCIE~TISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, B~T ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BAULY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 827-830 
CHESAPEAKE BA~, INTER-AGE~CY COOPERAfiO\, ~ULTlPLE-PU~POSE PROJEtTS, 
P~OJECT PLA~NING, RESEARCH ANG GEVELOP~ENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 4N.O CO~HGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESA.P,£AKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 49 
CHfSAPEA~E BAY, P~OJECT PLANNING, PROJFCTS, MULTIPLE-PUR~OSE PROJ~CTS, 
MANAGEMENT 
1972 CHESAPEAK! RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME I-A PROPOSAL FOR R~SEARCH APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, 'ROJ~CT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE DEVELOP.MENT, WETLANOS 
••••••••••••••••••• PROJECTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 WALKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 18 
P~OJECTS, RESEARCH AND OEVELOPME~T, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 49 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECT PLAN~ING, PROJECTS, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
to!ANAGEMENT 
1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
VlMS SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 3--BAY ~ELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVElOPMENT, PROJECTS 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, I~C. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 3--B Y RELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ANAGfMENTr RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PROJECTS 
******************* PROTEINS •••••••••••••••••• 
1972 LYNCH HP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIDS, iiOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
C~ABS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
******************* PROTOZOA •••••••••••••••••• 
1957 FENG SY 
ECOLOGICAL ANO EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUH, A 
SPuROZOAN PARASITE OF THE OYSTER ••• IN lOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VI~S THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, ANIMAL PARASITES, PROTOZOA 
1~58 ACADE~Y OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT Of liMNOLOGY 
JAMES RIVER, VlRGI~IA--BIOLOGICAlt CHEMICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
THE DOW Chf~ICAL CG~PANY 
(MIMEO REPORT BY THE ACADEMY) 
AUSORPTICN, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1958 FENG SY 
O~SERVATIL~S 0~ DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMINATION OF SPORES OF NEMATO~SIS 
OSTREARUH lN OYSTERS 
NATL SHElLFISH ASSOC PROC 48, 162-173 CVIMS CONTR 88) 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, STREAM GAGES, PROTOZOA, 
ANIMAL PARASITES 
l~b4 KEN~ VC 
A NEW C~AB HOST OF THE GREGARINE NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM 
NATL ~HELLFISH ASSOC PROC 55, 87-88 CVIMS CONTR 206) 
CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
33b 
1966 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF MSX, A 
P~OTISTAN PATHOGEN CF OYSTERS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 IVIMS CGNTR 1931 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1967 A~OREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIR~I~IA. 6. HISTO~Y AND DISTRIBUTION CF 
MINCHINIA NELSONI, A PATHCGE~ OF OYSTERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPE~E SCIENCE 8, 1-13 CVIMS CONTR 2251 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAL PATHCLOGY, MORTALITY, OISTR18UT10~ 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
l9o9 MOENS PB, PERKINS FO 
CHROMOS~~E NUMBER OF A SMALL P~OTIST--ACCURATE DETERMINATION 
SCIENCE lb6, 1289-1291 tVIMS CO~TR 3101 
CHROMOSOMES, PROTOZOA 
******************* PROVE~A~CE •••••••••••••••••• 
1939 STGW MH 
REFLECTION CF PROVENANCE IN HEAVY MINERALS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 9, 8b-9l 
JAMES RIVER, MINERALOGY, ?ROVENANCE, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
******************* PUBLIC LANDS 
1894 bAYLOR JB 
SURVEY OF OYSTER GRCU~D BAYLOR SURVEY 
VA FI~HERIE~ COMMISSION 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER wATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1931 EMtiREY AT 
wATERS OF THE STATE 
RiCHMOND, GlO DOMINION P~ESS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VAlUES, VIRGINIA 
1932 
MILLER V COMMONWEALTH 
166 SE 557, 159 VA 924 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGA~LE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VAlUES 
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1951 VIRGINIA ADVISORY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEtfCOO STATUTES AND THE REHABILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
RICHMO~D, REPORT OF THE COUNCIL 
BEDS U~DEK WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1964 CHRI~TY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAYEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PuBliC LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1969 
TAX ON OYSTERS TAKEN FROM PUBLIC ROCKS- REPORTS OF OYSTERS TAKEN FROM 
SEED AREA OF JAMES RIVER 
v~ Cu~E.i~5o, zo.i-93 
8EOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LA~DS 
1~69 
lEASING OF CERTAIN BOTTOMS IN JAMES RIVER PROHIBITED 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-145 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LA NOS 
1969 
DREDGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-146 
~EDS UNDER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1~70 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA COOE,l950, 28.1-82 
REDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
******************* PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
E~GINEERING 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADE"Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
b37-651 
DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROElECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RlVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
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1968 DILL AT 
CHESAPEAKE--PIONEER PAPER~AKER--A HISTORY OF THE COMPANY AND ITS 
COMMUNITY 
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, PULP AND PAPER I~DUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
******************* PULP WASTES *•••·············· 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAl A~D PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP MILL 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK ~IYER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BULLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATA~~ RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PUlP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
~IVER 
ii~o ~&CH LU 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG IS~AND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1~69 SOUTH WO 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF MILL WASTE ON WATER QUALITY IN THE 
PAMUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE CHESAPEAKE CORP OF VIRGINIA, wEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
******************* RADIOACTIVE DATING •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 SINGH JJ ET Al 
RADIOACTIVITY OF WHALE VERTEBRA FOSSILS FOUND IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 22, 123 
RADIOACTIVE DATING, RADIOACTIVITY 
******************* RADIOACTIVITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 SINGH JJ ET AL 
RADIOACTIVITY OF WHALE VERTEBRA FOSSILS FOUND IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 22, 123 
RADIOACTIVE DATING, RADIOACTIVITY 
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******************* RAINFALL •••••••••••••••••• 
1938 MCGAUHEY PH 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 1-~~NUAL KAINFALL AND STREAM FLOW STUDIES WITH 
A~ INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST BULL 31161 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, ~AlNFALL, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
1940 ~CGAUHEY PH, S~YDER ~S,JR 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 2-FLOCD STUDIES, STORMS THAT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
FLOODS, GREAT RAINFALLS 
VA POLYTECHIC INSTITUTE BULL 331101 
FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAI~FALL, SULFATES, VIRGINIA 
******************* RANGES •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 lAwlER AR 
OCCURRENCE OF THE POLYCLAD CORONADENA MUTABILIS (VERRILL, 1873) IN 
VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 10, 65-67 CVIMS CONTR 3021 
OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, RANGES, VIRGINIA 
******************* RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1951 wHARTON J 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 12C5J, 19-20,24 
HISTORY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1952 MASSMANN WH 
•••••••••••••••••• 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SnAD, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA CWILSONJ SPAWNING IN SOME 
VIRGINIA RlV.ERS 
IVIMS THESIS) 
ALOSIOS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOCKING 
1~52 MASSMANN WH ET Al 
A HIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA. 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
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1956 ~CriUGH JL, ANDREWS JD 
PRESENT STATUS OF ThE RAPPAHA~~OCK RIV~R FOR OYSTER CULTURE 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 14 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK aiVER 
1958 LADD EC 
CO~PARATIVE STUDY CF MERISTIC VARIATIO~ IN THE AMERICAS EEL (ANGUILLA 
ROST~ATAl AND ATLA~TIC ANCHOVY (ANCHOA MITCHlLLit 
VI~S THESIS 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHA~~OCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
1961 MASS~A~~ WH, PACHECO AL 
~OVEMENTS CF STRIPED BASS TAGGED IN VIRGI~IA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 2, 37-44 (VIMS CONTR 97) 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
l~b1 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, POTOMAC, RAPPAHANNOCK, AND YORK RIVER 
BASINS 1956-19&0 
VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER 'RESOURCES BULL 24 
POTO~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUN, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THEIS 
FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1962 PATTEN ~C 
SY~GPTIC COMPARISON OF SESTON LOADS IN THE RAPPAHAN~OCK, YORK AND JAMES 
RIVERS 
lVIMS HS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
1964 DAVIS RV ET AL 
TREATMENT OF OUCK WASTES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE WATER QUALITY IN THE 
RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, URBANNA, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD, RICHMOND 
ANIMAL WASTES CWJLDLIFE), FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WASTE TREATMENT 
1965 CARTER R 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK ABOVE TIDEWATER 
VIRGINIA WilDLIFE 2616), 17-19 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
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1965 ELLI~ON R ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
VI"S SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC REPT 47 
UATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMFNTS 
1966 ELLIUTT HA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 lVI"S CONTR 236) 
BRACKISH WATfR, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
CIRCULATION 
1966 HA~VILL AM JR 
~A~GE EXTENSIONS ON THE MIDDLE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 143-148 
HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHA~~OCK RIVER, TREES, YORK RIVER 
1~67 FEELEY JB 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA (CRUSTACEA- AHPHIPOOAI OF 
THE LOWER CHfSAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
lVI"S THESIS) 
AMPHIPOUA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1967-GRANT GC 
A~AORO~OUS FISH PROJECT, ESTIMATION OF PARA~ETERS OF STRIPED BASS 
POPULATIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~PUBL PROG REPTS, VI"S' 1967--
~~ADROMOUS FISH, JA~ES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
~IVER 
1~b7 NICHOLS ~M, POCR G 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
AMFR SOC CIVIL ENGRS 93lWW4), 83-95 (VIMS CONTR 2311 
~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
19~8 BEAL KL 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BlUEBACK HERRING ALOSA AESTlVAliS lMITCHILll 
VIMS THESIS 
ALOSIDS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH ~ATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOKES LAW 
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1968 GRANT GC, JOSEPH ES 
COMPA~ATIVE STRENGTH OF THE 1966 YEAR CLASS Of STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VIMS CONTK 290 
CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK RIVER 
1968 BOON JD 111, MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORON-SALINITY RELATIO~SHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 lVlMS CONTR 2651 
BORON, CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDI~ENTS 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RECORUS OF GAMMARUS lCRUSTACEA&AMPHIPODAI FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI 10, 1-17 
AHPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTE~NS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, wATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1969 
EXEMPTED WATERS (CULLING LAWI 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-126 
EASTERN SHCRE lVA-MO), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1969 
PROHIBITED AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CODErl~SO, 28.1-63 
CORROTOMAN RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, MOSJACK BAY, 
PlANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1970 
STATE REVENUF BOND ACT (FINANCING TOLl FAClLITlESI 
VA CODE,1950, 33.1-268 TO 33.1-295 
BRIDGES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
CVIMS MS) 
BlOLOGlCAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
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1970 U~ITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF EN~INEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FLOOD PLAI~ I~FORMATION, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA 
AND STAFFuRO COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
UNNUM8EREO REPT 
DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CO~TROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIO~AL FLOOD 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF CHA~NEL IN BUSHY PARK CREEK (RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER) 
~INUTES CF MEETINGS, 27 JANUARY, 23 JULY 
DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 ELLISO~ RL, ~ICHOLS MM 
tSTUARI~E FC~AMINIFERA FROM THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS CO~T~ 244 
PENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER BASIN, COMPR~HENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BUll 219 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, lONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVElOPMENT 
1970 GRANT GC ET AL 
AGE CUMPOSITIUN AND MAGNITUDE OF STRIPED BASS WINTER GILL-NET CATCHES IN 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 1967-1970 
SE ASSOC GAME FISH COMM, 24TH CONF PROC, 659-667 CVIMS CONTR 3991 
CATCH, CO~MERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION 
1971 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
SALE~ CHURCH PROJECT, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA--RECREATION APPENDIX 
US OEPARTME~T OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF.OUTDOOR RECREATION 
FLOOD CCNTROL, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION, 
CONTROL STRUCTURES 
1971 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A RE-EVALUATION OF THE POWER, WATER SUPPlY, WATER QUALITY, 
RECREATION ••• OF THE AUTHORIZED SALEM CHURCH RESERVOIR PROJECT 
BUREAU Of OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION 
DEMAND, WilDLIFE CONSERVATION 
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1971 FEELEY JB, WASS Ml 
THE CISTRlBUTION ANC ECOLOGY OF THE GA~MARIDEA {CRUSTACEAt AMPHIPOOA) OF 
THE lOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN MAR SCI 2 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1971 KERBY JH ET AL 
OCCURRFNCE AND GROWTH OF STRIPED BA~S-WHITE SASS HYBRIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGI~IA 
TRANS AMER FISH SUC 100, 787-790 (VIMS CONTR 370) 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SU~FACE TENSION, HYBRID, WHITE 1 BASS 
******************* RECREATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT ANO FUTURE 
RICHMOND, VA ACAD SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERV~TION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
1963 BOWDEN EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD DOMINION COLLEGE, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
1970 VlRGlNIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONGMIC BASE 
STUDY 
RICHMOND IITS PLANNING BULLETIN 2141 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
VIRGINIA'S SCENIC RIVERS 
REPRINTED FROM THE VIRGINIA OUTDOORS PlANt 1969, VIRGINIA'S COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION 
RECREATION, RIVERS, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASIN, COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING 8ULl 219 
AGRICUlTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
345 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BU~L 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PONER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
C~DUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1~70 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVE~ BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BUll 226 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
OY~AMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, YORK RIVER 
1971 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
SALEM CHURCH PROJECT, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA--RECREATION APPENDIX 
US OEPA~THENT Of THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION, 
CONTROL STRUCTURES 
1971 BERGOFFE~ 8 IEC) 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONFE~ENCE REPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COlLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
••••••••••••••••••• RECREATION DEMAND •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 109-113 
80ATING, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ISLANDSt PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES 
1971 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A RE-EVALUATION OF THE POWER, WATER SUPPLY, WATER QUALITY, 
RECREATION ••• OF THE AUTHORIZED SALEM CHURCH RESERVOIR PROJECT 
BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION 
OEMANU, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
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••••••••••••••••••• RECREATION FACILITIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12~13, P. 109-113 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
EXTENSION OF FENCES BELOW MEAN LOW WATER, OCEANVIEW, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL, 23 JulY 
BEACHES, ChESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION FACILITIES, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1971 UNlTtO 5JATt5 AK"Y LUKPS U~ tN~l~ttK) 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, TASKINAS CREEK, JAMES CITY COUNTY, 
ViRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• REGIONAL FLOOD •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA 
AND STAfFORD COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
UNNUMBERED REPT 
DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIONAL FLOOD 
••••••••••••••••••• REMOTE SENSING •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF fHE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY ••• 
SIOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1971 GOODELl HG ET Al 
THE POTENTIAl OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
VIRGINIA HODEL 
UNIVERSITY Of VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. (NATL TECH INFO SERV NO PB 
20099UJ 
DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE AllOCATION, 
STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
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1971 BIOSPHERICS l~CORPORATEO 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVAlENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BlOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METAAOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
******************* REPRODUCTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1919 CHURCHILL EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB 
US BUR FISH BULL 11917-19181 36, 91-128 
CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
1958 VAN ENGEL ftA 
THE BLUE CRAB AND ITS FISHERY IN CMESAPEAKE BAY 
COMM FISH REVIEW 20(6),6-17 IVIHS CONTR 791 
CRABS, LA~VAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION 
1961 MOORE RB 
MORPHOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS OF UROSALPINX CINEREA 
AND EUPLEURA CAUOATA 
VIMS THESIS 
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HISTOLOGICAl 1 INVESTIGATION 
S, MORPHOlOGY 
1961 MACKENZIE CL JR 
GROWTH AND REPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER DRILL EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN THE YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42, 317-338 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, YORK RIVER 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR, MACKENZIE CL JR 
SEXUAL BEHAVJOR OF THE OYSTER DRILLS--EUPLEURA CAUOATA AND UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAUTILUS 75, 7-16 (VIHS CONTR 100) 
GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, ANIMAL PARASITES 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
GONADS, SPERMATIC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
OF HALE TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 21-29 ICONTR 225, NAT RES tNST, MD UNIV) 
~ENTHIC FAUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
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1963 hOfFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS ANC THEIR DUCTS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF THE MALE 
TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
l9b5 ZANEVELD JS, BARNES WO 
REPRODUCTIVE PERIODICITIES OF SOME BENTHIC ALGAE IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI o, 17-32 
ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
l9b5 DAVIS CC 
A STUuY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BLUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEHERTEAN CARCI~CNE~ERTES 
CARCINOPHILA (KOELLIKERI 
CHES SCI 614), 201-208 
CO~TROL STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRCOUCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE 20, lb-18 (VIHS CONTR 297) 
JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
******************* REPTILES 
1950 CA~ROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADEMY Of SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASI~, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERllANTS, TURTLES 
******************* RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 MARSHALL N 
REPORT ON PAST AND CURRENT FISHERIES RESEARCH ACTIVITIES DIRECTLY 
RELATING TO VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 3 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
3~9 
1968 HU~TER JH 
RESEARCH A'D vE~ELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1961 
VIRGINIA GCVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICHMOND, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOY~E~T, FACILITIES, lABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVfLOPMENTt RESEARCH 
FACILITiES, UNIVE~SlTIES, VIRGINIA 
1968 "ALKER W~ 
WATER RcSCU~CES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH~IC l~ST WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 18 
PROJECT~, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VlRGl~l& ~ARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSITtC~ OF PUBLIC LAW 88-309 11964 COM FISH RES AND DEY ACTI FUNDS 
MINUTES Cf MEETINGS, 28 APRIL 
CLAMS, FlNA~Cl~G, OYSTERS, RESEARCH AND OtVELO~"tNT 
1971 h&~~CNO AL 
~SF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEA~CH, iUT ACADEMIC RIVALRiiS 
SNAG BACLY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 627-830 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLA~~ING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1971 VI~GI~IA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
WATER RESuU~CES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
h4TER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BUll 4b 
EUTRO?HICATIG~, M4RSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCn A~O DEVELOP~ENT, VIRGI~IA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, I~C. 
THE ChESAPEAKE 8AY 
VOLU~E 3--BAY RELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHfSA~EA~E SAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PROJECTS 
1~72 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 3--S Y RELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PROJECTS 
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••••••••••••••••••• RESEARCH FACILITIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1967 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES STUDY COMMISSION 
MARINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA--THEIR USE, CO~SERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
~EPURT TO THf GOVERNOR AND THE GENEKAL ASSEMBLY Of VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA DEPT PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES OEVELOPME~T 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICHMOND, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGI~IA 
BIGELOW RH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSITY RESEARCH A~D TECHNOLOGY CENTERS IN VIRGINIA 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEA~CH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
******************* RESERVOIRS •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 VI~GINIA DIVISION OF PLANNI~G AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF JHE JAMES RIVE~ 
RICHMOND, BY THE DIVISION 
FLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTEDI, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER WATER IMPOUNDMENT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 24JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
VIRGINIA WATfR RESOURCES SUMMARY 
(MONTHLY RELEASE) RICHMOND, US GEOL SURVEY IN COOPERATION WITH VA DIY OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
GROUNDWATER, RESERVOIRS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATfR 
TEMPERATURE 
351 
******************* RESOURCE ALLOCATIO~ •••••••••••••••••• 
19'5~ ANON 
~LOOK AT VIRGINIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES 
VIRGINIA ~ESOURCE USE EDUCATION COUNCIL, BOX 1642, RICHMONQ, VA. 
CO~StRVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, VIRGINIA 
1971 GOODELL HG ET AL 
THE POTENTIAL OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE A'ENCIES--THE 
V!~GINIA MOOfL 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. INATL TECH I~FO SERV ~0 PB 
2009901 
DECISIO~ MAKI~G, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 
STRUCTUKAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
******************* RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
l9b4 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESA~EAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 1-A PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, MANAGEMENT, PROJECT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLA~OS 
******************* RESPIRATIO~ •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 HACK RE 
RESPIRATION, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT ENZYMES, ANO KREBS-CYCLE ENZYMES IN EARLY 
UEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
"IOL &ULL 123, 58-70 CVIMS CONTR 116) 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
1962 BLACK RF 
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SOME E~ZYMES OF THE CITRIC ACIO CYCLE AND ELECTRON 
TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN THE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TROCHOPHORES OF 
THE OYSTER ••• 
BIOL BULL 123, 71-79 CVIMS CONTR 117) 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
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1966 PATTtN BC, CHABOT SF 
F~CTOKIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPE~IME~TS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES $CI 7, 117-136 IVIMS CO\TR 224) 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTO~, PRI~AR~ PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, YORK 
RIVER 
1~71 KUSHINS LJ, MANGuM CP. 
RESPONSES TO LOw OXYGEN CO~OITIO~S IN TWO SPECIES OF THE MUO SNAIL 
f\jASSAiduS 
CCMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 39A, 421-435 
OXYGEN RECUIREMENTS, RESPIRATION, SOIL STABILIZATION 
******************* RIPARIAN RIGHTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 
FRENCH Y BANKHEAD 
52 VA ll1 GRAll) 136 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RiGHTS, SOCIAL 
VAl.UES 
1876 
NORFOLK CITY ¥ COOKE 
68 VA l27 GRATT) 430 
BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS 
1899 
WAVERLY WATER-FRONT AND IMPROVEMENT CO V WHITE ET AL 
33 SE 534, 97 VA 376 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
l<H2 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND W. RY CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1918 
DARLING V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
96 SE 307, 123 VA 14 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1931 EMBREY AT 
WATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, OLD OOMI~ION PRESS 
353 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, VIRGI~IA 
1932 
~ILLER V COMMONWEALTH 
lbb SE 557, 159 VA 924 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~AVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1932 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
1b4 SE 689 
BEOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1~66 CULLER EO 
~EAL ~ROPERTY- RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
UNIV RICHMOND LAW NOTES 2, 257-261 
ELIZABETH RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1967 
NORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIALS INC 
264 FSUPP 399 
UKEOGJNG, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN.RIGHTS 
1968 
wATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA COOE, 1950, TITLE b2.l 
BEDS UNDER ~ATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
~ATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1968 wALKER WR, COX WE 
WATER RESOURCES L~WS FOR VIRGINIA 
VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 9 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
1~69 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CITY OF NORFOLK LANCFlLL, LAMBERTS POINT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS Of THE COMM., 28JAN, 25FE8t 25MAR, 
23SEPT 
BULKHEAU LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
354 
19b9 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOuRCES COMMISSION 
DREDGE AND FILL PROJECTS JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM., 24JUNE, 22JULY 
DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARI~E RESOURCES COMMISSION 
FILLING BEHIND BULKhEAD Ll~E I~ ELllAoETH RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 27 OCT 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN BuSHY PARK CkEE~ (RAP,AHANNOCK RIVER) 
MlNUTES OF MEETINGS, 27 JANUARY, 23 JULY 
DREDGING, RAPPAhANNOCK RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1~70 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES CCM~ISSION 
CXTENSION OF FENCES BELDR MEAN LOW ~ATER, OCEANVIEW, NORFOLK, VIR~i~IA 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL, 23 JULY 
BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION FACILITIES, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1970 POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FEDERAL WATER POLL~TIO~ CONTROL ADMINISTRATION NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEG4L ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STRUCTURAL 
RELAXATICN 
1971 MIRI JA 
SU~E PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA--A PREli~INA~Y 
EXAMINATION 
DEPT OF GOVERNMENT, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
DEMANO, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
••••••••••••••••••• RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
1930 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
71ST CONG, 2D SESS hOUSE DOC 314 (INCLUDES 8 MAPS) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RADIATION 
1942 
VIRGINIA SCIENTISTS ADOPT NOVEL PROGRAM. JAMES RIVER PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
FUR FUTURE LONG RANGE PLANNING 
VA WILULIFE 5, bb-68 
FUTURE PLAN~ING !PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1948 CLINE JH, STOW MH 
THE JAMES RIVER PROJECT OF THE VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
VIRGINIA wiLDLIFE 912), 15-17,22 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
1948 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
~OTH CONGe1ST SESS HOUSE DOC 207 (INCLUDES MAP) 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RADI All ON 
1950 VIRGI~lA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER AASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
HlCHMOND, VA ACAO SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RlVERt RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
1963 HARGiS WJ,JR 
JAMFS RIVER BASIN--GREAT NATURAL RESOURCE 
IVIMS MSl 
JAMES RIVER, R[VER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 
LOWER JAMES RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE STUDY 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
••••••••••••••••••• RIVER BASINS 
1906 GROVER NC, BOLSTER RH 
hYDROGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULL 3 
DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
356 
1932 YOUNG GR 
REPORT ON JAMES RIVER, VA, I~ ACCORDANCE WITH HOUSE DOC 308, 69TH CONG 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NORFOLK, US ENGINEER OFFICE 
ECONOMICS, FlOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS 
~ 950 MARSHALL N 
MARINE FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
139-150 
ANADROMUUS FISH, CATCh, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS 
1966 VIRGINIA LEAGUE OF ~OMEN VOTERS 
JAMES RIVER BASIN--A PROGRESS REPORT 
JAMES RIVER BASIN INTERLEAGUE COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER, RIVE~ BASINS 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASIN, COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 219 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF wATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 227 
CLIMATIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• RIVER BEDS 
1927 CAMPBELL MR 
MEANING OF MF.ANDERS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL 38, 537-556 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BEDS 
********••••••••••• RIVER SYSTEMS 
1950 STOW MH 
GEOLOGY 
········~········· 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
435-441 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, WATERSHEDS 
(BAS INS ) " 1 "' 
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1970 BREHMER ML 
BIDLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VlRGl~lA'S ESTUARIES 
lVtMS MSI 
BIOLOGICAL CQMMUNITlES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
******************* RIVERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1901 GANNETT H 
PROFILES OF RIVERS IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEUL SURVEY wATER-SUPPLY A~D IRRIGATION PAPERS 44 
PROFILES, RIVERS, U~ITED STATES 
1924 EA~LE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE SAY COU~TRY 
iHG~~~~ [~~:S CO~: ~ALTJMORF. ~ARYLAND 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), HISTORY, MARYLAND, ~IVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
lq65 CARTER ~ 
THE ~APPAHANNOCK ABOVE TIDEW~TER 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 2b(,), 17-19 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
VIRGINIA'S SCENIC RIVERS 
REPRINTED FROM ThE VlRGl~IA OUTDOO~S PLAN, l9b9, VIRGINIA'S COMP~EHENSIVE 
PLAN FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION 
RECREATION, RIVERS, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA 
******************* RUNOFF •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES & E~GINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS (WATER), RUNOFF, SHALLOW WELLS, WINOS 
1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION nF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES & ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIO~S. MARl~E TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAl SHELF, CURRENTS CWATERJ, RUNOFF, SHAlLOW WELLS, WINOS 
•****************** SALAMANDERS 
1950 CARRCLL RP 
AMPHiiiA AND REPTILES 
358 
•••••••••••••••••• 
I~ VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMFS RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMA~OERS 1 
SOIL STERILANTS, TURTLES 
******************* SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES****•*******•***** 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
P~YSICAL STRUCTURE, CIRCULATION, AND MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 3 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHwATER INTERFACESSALINITY 
1~52 PRITCHARD OW 
REVIEw GF OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE DYNAMICS AND FLUSHING OF ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY I~ST TECH REPT 4 
ESTUARIES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
1962 HARGIS WJ,JR 
CURRENT KNOWLED~E ON THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOLOGY OF THE ESTUARINE PORTION 
IVIMS MSI 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
1 
INTERFACES 
1965 BREHMER ML 
TURBIGlTY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J SOIL ANU WATER CONSERVATION 20(4), 132-133 CVIMS CONTR 19') 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE WATER-~ESHWATER INTERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHALT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS, TURBiDITY 
**************••••• SALINE WATER INTRUSION •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 NORTON W 
DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHONIC FORIMINIFERA IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 
VlMS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAH1NIFERA 1 JAMES 
RIVER, SAliNE WATER INTRUSION 
359 
******************* SALINITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1944 SANDOZ ~. HOPKINS SH 
ZOEAL LARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
J WASH ACAD SCIENCES 34, 132-133 (VlMS CONTR 13) 
CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1950 MACGREGOR JS 
SO~E HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS FOUND IN WINTER IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
VI~S THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1951 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT III 
CHES BAY lNST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WELLS 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE, CIRCULATION, AND MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 3 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSALINlTY 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
SALINITY DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE 
SYSTEM 
J MAR RES 11, 106-123 lCHES BAY INST CONTR 6) 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1~53 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 6-11 MAR 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 13 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER OATA 
1~53 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTIO~ A~O ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM JA~ES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 6 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STRUCTURE, THERMAL RADIATION 
360 
1955 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 2, 13-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY I~ST DATA REPT 25 
CURRENTS (WATER), CATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1956 PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15 1 33-42 lCHES BAY INST CO~TR 24) 
CORIOLIS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1956 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
METHOD fOR DETERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 81-91 lCHES BAY INST CONTR 26) 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1959 ANDREWS JO ET AL 
FRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS (CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA) IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
1958 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 49, 29-49 (VIMS CONTR 87) 
FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
1962 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
BEDS 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 53, b5-84 (VIMS CONTR 155) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OERMOCYSTIOIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY 
1962 HOPKINS SH 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES OF CLIONA (BORING SPONGE) ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF 
VIRGINIA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE tVA-MO), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
1~62 MASSMANN WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWL SURVEYS 
OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
361 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER ~ODEL DATA 
IVIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSISt CURRENTS IWATERl, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHT, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATUKEt WEATHER DATA 
1964 HAEFNER PA, SHUSTER C 
LENGTH INCRE~E~TS DURING TERMINAL MOLT OF THE FEMALE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES S4Pl0US IN DIFFERENT SALINITY ENVIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI .513), 114-118 
CRABS; (;ROftTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
l9b5 FAUNCE JL 
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY 0~ THE AMINO ACIDS OF BALANUS IMPROVISUS 
DARWIN 
IVIMS THfSIS.l 
AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1965 LYNCH MP 
EFFECTS Of ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
IVIMS THESIS) 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 LYNCH MP, WOOD L 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA GMFLIN 
COMP 5IOCHEM PHYSIOL 19, 783-790 IVIMS CONTR 222) 
A~JNO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 ELLIOTT HA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 CVIMS CONTR 236) 
B~ACKISH ~ATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
CIRCULATION 
1966 CASTAGNA M, CHANLEY P 
SALINITY TOLERANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLIDISSIMA, MULINIA 
LATERALIS AND RANGIA CUNEATA, FAMILY MACTRIOAE 
VlMS CONTR 245 
CLAMS, OISTRI8UTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
362 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYORGGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964' 
VA INST MA~INE SCIENCE DATA RE?T 5 
CURRE~TS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
1967 FEELEY JB 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECOLOGY OF THE GAM~ARIDEA (CRUSTACEA- AMPHIPOOAJ OF 
THE LGWER CHfSAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IVlMS THESIS! 
AMPhlPOOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JA~ES RIVE~, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YCRK RIVER 
l9b7 BREHMER Ml 
NUTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NATL SYMP ESTUARINE POLLUTION PROC 1967, STl~FORD, CALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CD 
CONCE~TRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IHNCLOGY A~D OCEANOGRAPHY 1311) 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
1968 BURRELL VG JR 
~COLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LEIDYI CA. AGASSIZ), 
IN A FISH NURSERY GROUND 
VIMS THESIS 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHE~ICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST~TuTEt SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE 8~Y, CIRCUlATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SMALL GAME 
1~68 SOON JO III, MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORON-SALINITY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 CVIMS CONTR 265) 
BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
363 
1969 LANG MA 
VOLUME CG~TROL IN HYPOTONIC SALINE BY MUSCLES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB,CALLI~ECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
PHD THESIS UNIV MARYLAND DISS ASS 29(10)3891B 
CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
1969 LANG MA, GAINER H 
ISOSMGTIC INTERCELLULAR REGULATION AS A MECHANISM OF VOLUME CONTROl IN 
C~AB ~USCLE FIBERS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 30, 445-456 
AMINO ACiuS, CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
1968 BIGGS RB, ~ETZEL CC 
CONCE~TRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNGLCGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 1311), 169-170 
CA~BOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
1969 GORDUN CM 
THE APPARENT INFlUENCE OF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE 
SPECIES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ICIRRIPEDIA) 
CRUSTACEANA 16, 139-142 
BARNACLES, BFNTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 1-INTRODUCTION 
RICHMOND tiTS PLANNING BULLETIN 213) 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1969 NICHOLS M, NORTON W 
FO~AMlNIFERAL POPULATIONS IN A COASTAL PlAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMATOL, PALAEOECOL 6, 197-213 
AQUATIC POPUlATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1970 ZACHARY A 
SURVIVAL AND ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRILL, UROSAlPlNX CINERA CSAY), UNDER 
CD~OITIONS OF FLUCTUATING SALINITY 
(VIMS THESISt 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY 
364 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONOMIC BASE 
STUDY 
RICHMOND !ITS PLANNING BULLETIN Zl4) 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOl 3-HYDROLOGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND (ITS PLANNING BULLETIN 215) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS !GEOLOGIC), GROU~OWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1970 DUPAUL WD, WEBB KL 
THE EFFECT OF TE~PERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID POOL OF MYA ARENARIA 
COMP BlOCHEM PHYSIOL 32, 785-801 IVIMS CONTR 331) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, SHAllOW WELLS 
1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGI~IA ESTUARIES. 11. STUDIES OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SAliNITY, YORK RIVER 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAl 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, SHAllOW WELLS, SILVERSIDES 
••••••••••••••••••• SALT BALANCE 
1954 PRITCHARD OW 
STUDY OF THE SALT BALANCE IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 13, 133-144 CCHES BAY INST CONTR 16) 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BALANCE 
1967-UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAl SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS MONTHLY RELEASE 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
••••••••••••••••••• SALT MARSHES 
1951 KLINGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CURNWALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
36S 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
WlLOllFE 
1971 KERWIN JA 
ATLANTIC SHORE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 71-74 
MARSH PLANTS, SALT MARSnES, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
!Q7~ KFRWIN JA. PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT MARSH 
CliES SCI 12, 125-130 IV IMS CONTR 397) 
ECOlOGICAl DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, MOBJACK BAY, PLANT POPULATIONS, 
SAlT MARSHES 
••••••••••••••••••• SALT TOLERANCE •••••••••••••••••• 
1~66 TAN EC, VAN ENGEL WA 
OSMOREGULATION IN iHE ADULT BLUE CRAS, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES SCI 7, 30-35 IVIMS CONTR 211) 
CRABS, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE 
1966 CASTAGNA H, CHANLEY P 
SALI~ITY TOLE~ANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLIOISSIMA, MUllNIA 
LATERALIS AND RANGIA CUNEATA, FAMILY MACTRIUAE 
VIHS CONTR 245 
CLAMS, DlSTRJ~UTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
1969 CONES HN JR, HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHFS SCI 10, 75-84 IVIMS CONTR 313) 
SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL OISTRIBUTiON, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
••••••••••••••••••• SALTATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 PATTEN BC, LACEY JR 
OlSTRIBUTICN OF AMHCNIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
AMMONIA, OATA COLLECTIONS, OISTRIBUTION 1 NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
366 
••••••••••••••••••• SALTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 HUNN JB 
SOME BLOOD CHEMISTRY VALUES FOR FIVE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA FISHES 
CHES SCI 7, 173-175 
BIOCHEMISTRY, FISH, GU~POWOER RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
••••••••••••••••••• SAMPLING •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON ANO CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PATHFINDE~ AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIHS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1962 MULFORD RA 
DIATOMS FROM VIRGINIA TICAL WATERS 
VIHS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 30 
DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPlANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1962 MASSMANN WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRANl SUR~EYS 
OF CHESAPeAKE BAY AND YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SA"PLING, YORK RIVER 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HYDROGRAPHiC CRUISE SCHEDULE OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
(VI~S MSl 
CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
1966 PATTEN BC, CHABOT BF 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES SCI 7, 117-136 IVIMS CO~TR 224) 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, YORK 
RlVfR 
1966 MARSHALL HG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON ALONG A 140 MILE TRANSECT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 105-119 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
367 
1968 MARKS JW, VILLA O,JR 
~UTRIENT OATA ON SEDIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB DATA REPORT 11 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1969 WARINNER JE, HILLER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAH,LING 
1969 WARINNER JE, MillER JP, DAVIS J 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTR 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1971 SIM~ONS GM JR, WINFIELD A 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION ~EBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATE 
IN HACROBENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 52-59 
AQUATIC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
1971 MULFORD RA, NORCROSS JJ 
SPECIES COMPOSITION AND ABUNDANCE OF NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VIRGINIAN 
COASTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI 12, 142-155 CVIMS CONTR 393) 
_PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1971 BOESCH OF 
DISTRIBUTION AND STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN THE HAMPTON ROADS 
AREA, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN. APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 15 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, JAMES RIVER, SAMPLING 
1972 MUSICK JA, MCEACHRAN JD 
AUTUMN AND WINTER OCCURRENCE OF DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, 
u.s.A. 
CRUSTACEANA 22, 190-200 CVIMS CONTR 41~» 
CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
368 
••••••••••••••••••• SAND BARS 
1968 O•BRIEN M 
MULTIPLE BAR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), SAND BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
••••••••••••••••••• SAND WAVES •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 LUDWICK JC 
SAND WAVES AND TIDAL CHANNELS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY TECH REPORT 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SECIMENT TRANSPORT, SLIME 
••••••••••••••••••• SANCS 
1876 CORYELL M 
DIATOMACEOUS SANDS OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
AMER INST MINING ENGINEERS TRANS 4, 230-232 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, SANDS 
1930 WENTWORTH CK 
•••••••••••••••••• 
SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 32 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GRAVELS, SANDS, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
••••••••••••••••••• SCALLOPS 
1969 . 
OYSTERS,CLAMS AND OTHER BIVALVES (REGULATIONS) 
VA CODEt1950,TITLE 28.1 C 5 2B.1-82 TO 28.1-164 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, LEGAL 
ASPECTS 
1969 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINf LIFE 
VA CODE,1950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1971 CASTAGNA M, DUGGAN W 
REARING THE BAY SCALLOP, AEQUIPECTEN IRRADIANS 
NATl SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 61, 80-85 (VIMS CONTR 388» 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
369 
******************* SCAVENGERS •••••••••••••••••• 
196Z KOESE HO 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
DERMOCYSTIDlUM MARINUM 
~ATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 53, 161-174 (VIMS CONTR 162) 
OER~OCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, MARINE FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
******************* SCENERY ****************** 
1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
INTERNATIONAL ~4ARINE PUBLISHI~G COMPA"fY, CAMDEN, MAINE 
******************* SCENIC EASEMENTS 
1~70 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
VIRGINIA'S SCENIC RIVERS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
REPRINTED FROM THE VIRGINIA OUTDOORS PLAN, 1969, VIRGINIA'S COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION 
RECREATION, RIVERS, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA 
******************* SCHOOLS (FISH) •••••••••••••••••• 
l9so· sene oE 
BIOLOGY OF THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL CSCOM6ER SCOMBRUS) OF NORTH AMERICA 
USF AND WS FISHERY BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS (FISH) 
******************* SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 261-265 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE RAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SCUP 
1965 SMITH WG 
STUDY OF THE SCUP ••• BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM CATCHES OF THE 1963-64 
WINTER TRAWl FISHERY 
VIHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
370 
******************* SCYPHOZOA •••••••••••••••••• 
1952 VIRGINIA FJSHERIES LABORATORY 
INSHORf SURVEY PROGRAM REPORT 13--BIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 
CHES BAY lNST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY REFERENCE 52-17 
BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE lAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
1963 BO~HAN TE ET AL 
NOTES ON ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN HYPERIIO AMPHIPOOS AND MEDUSAE IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND NARRAGANSETT BAYS AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 4, 141-146 lCONTR 239, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, 
MARYLAND) 
AHPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1963 MANSUET I R 
SYMBIOTIC BEHAVIOR BETWEEN SHALL FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT BETWEEN THE STROMATEID, PEPRILUS ALEPIDOTUS AND THE SCYPHOMEDUSA, 
CHRYSAORA QUINOUECIRRHA 
COPEIA 1963, 40-80 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, THIN FILMS, SCYPHOZOA 
1967 RANK PH ET AL 
DIRECTIONAL WAVE SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BENEATH THE 
BAY BRIDGE 
STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, HOBOKEN NJ, FINAL REPORT 1204 
BRIDGES, VIRGINIA, SCYPhOZOA 
1969 CONES HN JR, HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRYSAORA OUINQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI 10, 75-84 (VIMS CONTR 313) 
SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE 20, 16-18 lVIHS CONTR 297J 
JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1971 CALDER OR ET AL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VlMS SPECIA~ SCIENTIFIC REPT 59 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
371 
1971 OAKES MJ, HAVEN OS 
SO~E P~EGATCRS OF POLYPS OF CHRYSAORA OUINQUECIRRHA CSCYPHOZOA, 
SE~AEOSTCMEAEJ IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIE~CE 228 45,46 (VIMS CONTR 363) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1971 PERKI~S FO ET AL 
THE ULT~lST~UCTURE OF FISHING TENTACLE MUSCLE IN THE JELLYFISH CHRYSAORA 
CUIN~UECI~RHA--A COMPARISON OF CONTRACTED AND RELAXED STATES 
J UlT~ASTKUCTURE RESEARCH 35, 431- 450 (VIMS CONTR 374) 
JEllYFISH, SUBSTATIONS (ELECTRICAL), SWANS, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
******************* SEA BASSES 
1927 HllDEB~A~O SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 250-253 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
••••••••••••••••••• SEA NETTLES •••••••••••••••••• 
l9b3 80wMAN TE ET Al 
NOTES 0~ ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN HYPERIID AMPHIPODS ANO MEDUSAE IN 
CHESA~EAKE AND NARRAGANSETT BAYS AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 4, 141-146 (CONTR 239, CHES BIOl lAB, SOLOMONS, 
MAK¥lANO) 
AMPnlPOOA 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1~63 MANSUETI R 
SY~BIOTIC BEHAVIOR BETWEEN SMAll FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT HETWEEN THE STROMATE10 1 PEPRILUS ALEPIOOTUS AND THE SCYPHOMEDUSA, 
CHRYSlORA CUINOUECIRRHA 
COPEIA 19b3, 40-BD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, THIN FILMS, SCYPHOZOA 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. PB 
119-844) 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
U~SANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
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1969 tONES HN JR, HAVEN D5 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRYSAORA QUlNQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI 10 1 7S-84 CVIHS CONTR 313) 
SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE 20, 16-18 (V!MS CO~TR 297) 
JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVE~, GROWTH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUUY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BIDSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POllUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1971 CALDER DR ET Al 
~IBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 59 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1971 OAKES MJ, HAVEN OS 
SOME PREDATORS OF POLYPS OF CHRYSAORA OUINOUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMAEOSTOMEAEJ IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIENCE 228 45,46 (VIHS CONTR 363) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BIOSPHERIC$ INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTs,· REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
••••••••••••••••••• SEASONAL •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT Ill 
CHES bAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WELLS 
373 
••••*************** SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1939 NEWCOMBE CL, LANG AG 
THE OJSTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER PHILOSOPH ~OC, PROC, 81, 393-420 (CHES BIOL LAB CONTR 28) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1951 ANUREWS JO 
SEASO~AL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
FCOLOGY 32, 752-758 CVIMS CO~TR 34) 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASO~Al DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS 
1954 ANDREWS JO 
NATL SHEllFISH ASSOC PROC 45C1954), 38-46 CVIMS CONTR 531 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING 
1958 MALONEY WE 
STUDY OF THE TYPES, SEASONS OF ATTACHMENT, AND GROWTH OF FOULING 
ORGANISMS IN THE APPROACHES TO NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
USNHO TECH REPT T~-47 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPAWNING UF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CANADUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
•ITH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHES SCI 5, 67-71 CVIMS CONTR 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STOKES LAW 
1~66 CALDER DR 
ECOLOGY OF MARINE INV~RTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
CVIMS THESIS) 
BAHNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS,.HYOROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1~67 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 1.· PHYTOPLANKTON IN WILLOUGHBY 
BAY AND HAMPTON ROADS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 8, 90-101 
JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STOCKING 
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19'7 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 2. PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER 
VA J SCIENCE 18, 105-109 
ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLA~KTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
19'7 CALDER OR, BREhMER ML 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROAOS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL liMNCl 1, 149-164 CVIMS CONT~ 2511 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRibUTION 
1968 CALDER OR 
HYDROZOA OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
lVIMS DISSERTATION) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTE8RATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1968 MACKIERNAN CB 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
1968 DAVIS J 
POTENTIAL FOR AN INDUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 19, 177 (VtMS CONTR 273) 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, TRAWLING 
1969 CONES HN JR, HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRYSAORA OUINQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI 10, 75-84 CVIMS CONTR 313) 
SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1969 MARSHALL HG 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE OISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE ELIZABETH RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 37-39 
ELIZABETH RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
37~ 
1970 MARSH GA 
SEASONAL STUDY OF ZOSTERA EPIBIOTA IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS OISSERTATION 
tHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLA~T POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 CHA~BERS JR ET AL 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTOOORA KINDTll lFOCKEI lCLADOCERA) IN VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 255-261 lVIMS CO~TR 360) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1971 MULFORD RA, NORCROSS JJ 
SPECIES CO~POSITION AND ABUNDANCE OF NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VIRGINIAN 
COASTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI 12, 1~2-155 lVIMS CONTR 3931 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTION, MIDDlE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1972 SCHUbEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CO~DITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES bAY INST, JIHNS HOPKINS UNI~ERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, SHALLOW WELLS, SllVERSIDES 
1972 MUSICK JA, MCEACHRAN JD 
AUTUMN ANu WINTER OCCURRENCE OF DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, 
u.s.A. 
CRUSTACEANA 22, 190-200 lVIMS CO~TR ~1~) 
CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
******************* SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1964 HAKRISON W ET AL 
SEDIMENTS OF lOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
JOURNAL OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 3~(~), 727-755 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
******************* SEDIMENT LOAD 
1932 COLLINS WD ET Al 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES A~D POWER BUll 3 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE lWATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
376 
l93D COLLINS WD ET Al 
CHEMICAl CHARACTE~ GF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM REPT 
VA DIY Of WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 2 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
VIRGINIA 
1947 lAHAR WL, WHETSTONE GW 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-1946 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND POwER BULL 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (~ATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 WHETSTONE GW, MCAVOY RL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-19~8 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 11 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 CONNOR JG, SCHROEDER HE 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 19~8-1951 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA DIVISION OF "ATER RESOURCES BULL 22 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 SCHROEDER HE, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA OIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULl 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 VIRGINIA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA AUG 1958-FES 1960 
VA DIY WATER RESOURCES BULL 23 
CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATERlt SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
377 
1963 PATTEN 8C ET Al 
SUSPENDED PAqTlCULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 44 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, THERMAL 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* SEDIMENT TRANSPORT •••••••••••••••••• 
1~67 NICHOLS MM, POOR G 
SEDlME~T TRAN~PORT IN A COASTAL PLAI~ ESTUARY 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS 93(WW4), 83-95 (VIMS CONTR 2311 
RAPPAHA~~OCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
1~68 HAVEN OS, ~ORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURRENCE AND TRANSPORT OF FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
ESTUAKY 
S~ui~~~tAKT GcuLGGY z, 141-151 iviMS CGNiR 264l 
ANIMAL wASTES (WILDLIFE), BIODEPOSITION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS 
1970 LUDWICK JC 
SAND wAVES AND TIDAL CHANNELS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY TECH REPORT 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SLIME 
******************* SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY •••••••••••••••••• 
1912 CLARK WB, MILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1932 RObERTS JK 
LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 37 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVERt SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1939 STOW MH 
REFLECTION OF PROVENANCE IN HEAVY MINERALS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 9, 86-91 
JAMES RIVER, MINERALOGY, PROVENANCE, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
378 
1957 HACK JT 
SuBMERGtD RIVER SYSTEM OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOL SOC AMERICA BULL 68, 817-830 
~OREHuLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
1962 YOUNG OK 
CHEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
VIMS THESIS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
SEDIMENTATION RATES 
1965 HARRlSG~ W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
1965 PHARR RF 
DIATOMACEOUS SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 11, 25-31 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY PET~OLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* SEDIMENTATION 
1968 Q•BRIEN M 
MULTIPLE BAR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION <SEDIMENTS), SAND BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
1971 VIRGINIA EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
REPORT OF TASK FORCE ON EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
1972 SCHUBEl JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES SA~ INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVERSIDES 
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******************* SEDIMENTATION RATES 
1962 YOUNG OK 
CHEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
VI~S THESIS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
SEDIMENTATION RATES 
1968 ~OLMAN MG 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOG~APHY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 7-48 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, THERMAL 
STRESS 
*****~************* SEDIMENTS 
1955 WHALEY HH, PRITCHARD OW 
PROJECT TUNNEL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHES BAY INST TUNNEL REPORTS 1-5, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 
1962 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN THE SUBSURFACE OF THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAD SCIENCE GUIDEBOOK FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK HEETING-1962, 37-61 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
1~64 HARRISON W ET AL 
SEDIMENTS OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
JOURNAL OF SFDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 3~(4), 727-755 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
1965 ELLISON R ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIHS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT ~7 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1966 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
USE OF FLUORESCENT PARTICLES TO TRACE OYSTER 810DEPOSITS IN MARINE 
~EDJMENTS 
VIMS CONTR 19~ 
BJOOEPOSITION, FLUORESCENCE, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
380 
1967 HARRISON W, RICHARDS AM JR 
PLATE-LOAu TESTS ON SANOY MARINE SEDIMENTS, LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MARINE GEOTECHNIOUE. PROC INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON MARINE 
GEOTECHNJQUE. AF RICHARuS ED. UNIV ILLINOIS 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1968 MONCURE R, NIC~OLS M 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEDIMENTS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VlMS ~PEC SCI REPT 53 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1968 ~OON JO III, MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORC~-SALINITY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 tVIMS CONTR 2651 
BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
******************* SEISMIC STUDIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1937 EWING M ET AL 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE EMERGED AND SUBMERGED ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN. PT 1-METHOD AND RESULTS 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 48, 753-802 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
TAILWATER 
******************* SELF-PURIFICATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1955 VELZ CJ 
REPORT ON SELF-PURIFICATION CAPACITIES LOWER JAMES RIVER HOPEWELL, VA 
NATL CO~NCIL FOR STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIV 
MICHIGAN, UNPUBL MS 
JAMES RIVER, SELF-PURIFICATION, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
******************* SESTON •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON ANO CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PATHFINDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
381 
1962 PATTEN BC 
SYNOPTIC COMPARISON OF SESTON LOADS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK, YORK ANO JAMES 
RIVERS 
(VIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES ~IVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
1963 PATTEN 8C ET AL 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC REPT ltlt 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, THERMAl 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
1965 BREHMER Ml 
TURBIDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POllUTION 
J SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 20(4), 132-133 CVIMS CONTR 19•) 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHALT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS, TURBIDITY 
1966 BOND GC, MEADE RH 
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF MINERAL GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEARBY COASTAL WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 208-212 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), SESTON 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCOENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VlMS CONTR 160 C0011 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1966 PATTEN BC ET AL 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THE lOWER 
YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 1,·20-29 (VIHS CONTR 209) 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
******************* SEWAGE 
1916 
CITY OF HAMPTON V WATSON 
89 SE 81, 119 vA 95 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POllUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE 
1918 
DARliNG V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
96 se 3o7, 123 VA 14 
382 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
1932 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY CF NEWPO«T NEWS 
1o4 SE •19 
BEDS uNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE 
••••••••••••••••••• SEWAGE DISPOSAL •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMiSSION 
REQUEST OF CITY OF RICHMOND TO DUMP RAW SEWAGE INTO JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 23S!PT 
JAMES RIVER, SLUICE GATES 
••••••••••••••••••• SEWAGE EFFLUENTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAl OCEANOGRAPHY Of THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SMALl GAME 
******************* SEWAGE TREATMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAl OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SMAll GAME 
1971 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONHE~T 
THE STATE OF VIRGINIAS ENVIRONMENT 
AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SMAll 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROl 
******************* SHARKS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
383 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 44-54 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SNOW COVER 
******************* SHELLFISH •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 ANUREWS E 
THE &BOB& METHOD OF PICKING BLUE CRASS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 276 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1~51 ANUREWS JD, COCK C 
RANGE ANU HABITAT OF THE CLAM, POLYMESOOA CAROLINIANA (BOSC) IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32, 758-760 CVIMS CONTR 35) 
tLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1952 HOSB~ HH 1 JR, MAS~MANN WH 
RIVER SHRIMP, MACROBRACHIUM CHIONE (SMITH),IN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 206-207 CVIHS CONTR 40) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
1960 UNITED STATES NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
VIRGINIA LANDINGS 
(MONTHLY RELEASE) 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SOCIAl ASPECTS, 
VIRGINIA 
1965 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRACKISH WATER MACTRIO CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 6, 209-213 (VIMS CONTR 200) 
CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1965 HAVEN OS 
SUPPLEMENTAL fEEDING OF OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHES SCI 6, 43-51 CVIMS CONTR 166) 
FOODS, OYSTERS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, STARCH 
384 
1966 VAN ENGFL WA ET AL 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPAEI ••• AN INTRODUCED PARASITE ON A XANTHIC CRAB IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
C~USTACEANA 10(1), 111-112 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1969 
CRABS (REGULATIONS) 
VA COOE,l950, TITLE 28.1 C 6 28.1-165 TO 28.1-174 
C~AB INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
OYSTERS,CLAMS AND OTHER BIVALVES (REGULATIONS) 
VA COOE,l950,TITLE 28.1 C 5 28.1-82 TO 28.1-164 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, LEG4L 
ASPECTS 
19b9 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA COOE 1 l950, 28.1-108 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA COOE,1950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, lEGAl 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
••••••••••••••••••• SHIPS 
1941 BREWINGTON MY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SUGEYES 
MARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, PUBLICATION 8 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SOCIAL FUNCTION, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
385 
1953 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY-A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CORNEll "ARITlME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MARYlAND 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOCIAl FUNCliON 
••***************** SHORES •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 
FRENCH V BANKHEAD 
52 VA (11 GRATTJ 136 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1899 
WAVERLY WATER-FRONT AND IMPROVEMENT CO V WHITE ET Al 
BULkHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAl 
VALUES 
1912 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND W. RY CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
BULKHEAD liNE, ELIZABETH RIVER, lEGAl ~SPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1931 EMBREY AT 
WATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, OLD DOMINION PRESS 
B(DS UNGER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAl VALUES, VIRGINIA 
1932 
HillER V COMMONwEALTH 
166 SE 557, 159 VA 924 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIP~RIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1966 CUlLER EO 
REAL PROPERTY- RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
UNIV RICHMOND LAW NOTES 2, 257-261 
ELIZABETH RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL VA~UESe LEGAL ASPECTS 
386 
•••**************** SHRIMP 
1952 HObBS HH,JRt HAS~HANN WH 
RIVER SHRIMP, HACROBRACHIUM OHIONE (SMITH),IN VIRG!~lA 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 206-207 IVIMS CONTR 40) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
1965 WILLIAMS AB 
MARINE DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF THE CAROLINAS 
US FISH ANDWILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY BULLEfi~ VOL 65 NO 1 
CRABS, LO~STERS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
******************* SILTING 
1965 BREHMER ML 
TURBIDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 20(4), 132-133 IVIMS CONTR 196) 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHALT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS, TURBIDITY 
******************* SILVERSIDES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 187-192 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
******************* SKATES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 55-72 
$ ••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE CAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SOIL DENSITY 
1969 CAMPBELl RA 
NEW SPECIES OF ACANTHOBOTHRIUM ICESTODA--fETRAPHYlliOEAJ FROH CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASIT 55, 559-570 (VIMS CONTR 332) 
ELASMOSRlNCH(S, HOSTS, PARASITISM, SOIL DENSITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
387 
******************* SNAILS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 KUSHINS LJ, MANGUM CP 
RESPONSES TO LOW OXYGEN CONDITIONS IN TWO SPECIES OF THE MUD SNAIL 
NASSAR IUS 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 39A, 421-435 
OXYGEN RE~UIREHENTS, RESPIRATION, SOIL STABILIZATION 
******************* SNAKES 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA ANO REPTILES 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACAOEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATIGN, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERILANTS, TURTLES 
******************* SOFT'CLAM •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 HAVEN OS 
LEVELS OF THE HERBICIDE DIQUAT IN TWO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
A~D MUD 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 51-53 CVIMS CONTR 308) 
DlQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT'CLAM 
1971 DUPAUL WD, WEBB KL 
FREE AMINO ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATED GILl TISSUE OF MYA ARENARIA 
A~CH INT PHYSIOl 810CHEM 79, 327-336 (VIMS CONTR 376) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOllUSKS, SOFT'ClAM 
******************* SOUTH CAROLINA •••••••••••••••••• 
1~37 MANSFIELD MC 
SUME DEEP WELLS NEAR THE ATLANTIC COAST IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 186-I 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt DEEP-WElLS, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, 
STERILITY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
******************* SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1952 ~ASSMAN~ WH 
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SHAD, ALOSA SAPIOISSIMA (WILSON) SPAWNING IN SOME 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
CVlMS THESIS) 
ALOSIOS, AMERICAN SHAO, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVERt PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
kAPPAHANNOCK RlYERt STOCKING 
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1967 MARSHALl HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGlNIA. 1. PHYTOPLA~KTON IN WILLOUGH&Y 
BAY AND HA~PTON ROADS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE a, 90-101 
JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STOCKING 
******************* SPAWNING •••••••••••••••••• 
1947 HOPKINS SH 
THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES AS AN INDICATOR OF THE SPAWNING HISTORY OF 
THE HOST, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J. PARASITe 33(2), 146-150 
CRABS, NEMERTEANS, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1950 TRESSELT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATILIS CWALBAUM), 
IN VIRGINIA 
CVIMS THESIS! 
ESTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1951 MASSMANN WH 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPAWNING AREAS OF SHAD ••• IN SOME VIRGINIA STREAMS 
AHER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 81, 78-93 (VIMS CONTR 39 
ALOSIOS, ANADROMOUS FISH, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1952 TRESSELT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATlLIS (WALBAUM), 
IN VIRGINIA 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL BULL 14(1), 98-110 lVIMS CONTR 41J 
ESTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1964 JOSEPH fB ET AL 
SPAWNING OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CA~AOUM, IN THE CH~SAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
WITH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHES SCI 5, 67-71 CVIMS CONTR 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STOKES LAW 
1968 SEAL KL 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BLUEBACK HERRING ALOSA AESTlVALIS CMITCHILLJ 
VlMS THESIS 
ALOSIOS, BLUfBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERt STOKES LAW 
389 
******************* SPECTROPHOTOMETRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 CARRlTT DE, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTIC~ FCR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
OETERMINATICN OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES BAY lNST TECH REPT 2 
CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, STRAIN GAGES, THERMAL SPRINGS 
******************* SPOIL BANKS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSAL OF SPOIL IN CONNECTION WITH MARINA IMPROVEMENT, FISHERMAN'S 
CREEK, LITTLE CREEK, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MINUTES OF ~EETINGS, 27 OCTOBER, 24 NO~EM8ER 
-··--·--···- ... a"' ~~C"'nrY•tr YA;;)IJ..IA~ \,OC-.:»Mrr:.Mf'\.1: UMI t ur,t...uv.a••v• ••-·.,•••...,-i 
******************* SPORES •••••••••••••••••• 
1958 fENG SY 
OBSERVATIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMlNATIO~ OF SPORES OF NEMATOPSJS 
OSTREARUM IN OYSTERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 48, 162-173 CVIMS CONTR 88) 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, STREAM GAGES, PROTOZOA, 
ANIMAL PARASITES 
1966 BARROW JH ET AL 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBODY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153(3743), 1531-1533 
ANI~AL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
1969 ROSENFIElD A, BUCHANAN lt CHAPMAN GB 
COMPARISON OF THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIES OF MINCHINIA 
(HAPLOSPORIDA, HAPLOSPORIDIIDAE) 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 921-941 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, STREAM GAGES 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MJNCHINIA COSTALIS tSPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIOAl 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 897-920 CVlMS CONTR 307) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
*******•*********** SPORT FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
390 
U~ _BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 216-234 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARlNE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 234-23~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE cAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 244-247 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART lt 247-249 
ANADRGMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1949 MARSHAll N 
A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF THE STATUS OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARINE 
FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 4 
BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, STREA~ 
IMPROVEMENT 
1~66 FLEMER DA, WOOLCOTT WS 
FOOD HABITS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE FISHES OF TUCKAHOE CREEK, VA., WITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE BlUEGill••• 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 71 75-89 
FOOO HABITS, JAMES RIVER, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
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1968 MCHUGH Jl 
FISHERIES GF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 135-160 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
******************* SPORT FISHING 
1952 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
A BIOlOuiCAL SURVEY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA. 
VlMS SPEC SCIE~TlFlC REPT 6 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM~E~CIAl FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RlVER, STKEAM STABILIZATION 
1Jo3 FRISBIE CM, RITCHIE DE JR 
SPORT FISHING SURVEY OF THE LOWER POTOMAC ESTUARY, 1959-1961 
CHES SCI 4, 175-191 CCONTR 250, NAT RESOURCES JNST, MD UNIVl 
POTOMAC RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1965 RICHARDS CE 
AVAilABiliTY PATTERNS OF MARINE FISHES CAUGHT BY CHARTER BOATS OPERATING 
GFF YIRGINIA~S EASTER~ SHORE, 1955-1962 
CHES SCI 6, 96-108 CVIMS CONTR 184) 
CATCH, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MQ), STREAM STABILIZATION 
1971 ~ORLEY 0 
MUSKIES GO WILD ON THE JAMES 
VA WILDLIFE 32, 6-7,21 
FRESHftATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
******************* SPOT 
1927 HilDE6RA~O SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 271-276 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BR~CKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMBEDS 
1~64 RUTHERFORD C 
EfFECTS OF COPPER SUlFATE ON SPOT, lElOSTOMUS XANTHURUS 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, STREAMBEDS, YORK RIVER 
392 
••••••••••••••••••• SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 296-299 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
••••••••••••••••••• STARCH 
1~65 HAVEN OS 
SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING OF OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHES SCI o, 43-51 (VIMS CONTR 166) 
FOODS, OYSTERS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, STARCH 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE FEEUING OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIMS THESIS 
CLAMS, GlYCOGEN, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
•••••••••••••••••• 
**********••••••••• STATE GOVERNMENTS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 GOODELL HG ET AL 
THE POTENTIAl OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
VIRGINIA MODEL 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. lNATL TECH INFO SERV NO PB 
200990) 
DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 
STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR, LYNCH MP 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED "lTH COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, 
OR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 14 (2ND EDITION) 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
••••••••••••••••••• STATE JURISDICTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STRUCTURAL 
RELAXATION. 
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1~70 VIRGINIA DIVISION Of WATER RESOURCES 
~ATER RESOURCES LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS Of THE BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMONWEALTH OF VlRGI~IA 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
LEGISLATION, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLIED), WATERSHEDS (BASINS) 
1971 V~RGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONM&NT 
JHE STATE OF VIAGINIAS ENVIRONMENT 
AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MU~ICIPAL WASTES, SMAll 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
******************* STATIONS 
1961 PATTEN SC, LACEY JR 
DISTRIBUTION OF AMMONIA NitKOGtN iN 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
•••••••••••••••••• 
AMMONIA, QATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YOR~ RIVER 
******************* STATISTICAL METHODS •••••••••••••••••• 
1938 MCGAUHEY PH 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 1-ANNUAL RAINFALL AND STREAM FLOW STUDIES WITH 
AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST BUll 31(6) 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
1963 FOURNIER RO 
NUTRIENT LIMITATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS THESIS 
PHYTOPLANKTON, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, YORK RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
**~**************** STATISTICS •••••••••••••••••• 
1953 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 6 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY; STRUCTURE, THERMAL RADIATION 
1969 SHANHOLTZ HI 
ANNUAL REPORT DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEAlTH, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STRUCTURE 
1970 SHANHOLTZ Ml 
AN~UAL REPORT 1970 
39~ 
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ADMINISTRATJVE AGENCIES, STRUCTURE 
******************* STICKLEBACKS 
1927 ~ILDEB~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FIS~ BULl 43, PART lt 178-1&7 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSIDENCE 
******************* STINGING NETTLES •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 RICE NE, POWELl WA 
C2SE~V~!!C~S C~ !~R:: S~EC!~S 0~ .1~1 I v~t~HF~ FRnM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THEIR TOXINS 
BIOL BULl 139, 180-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS !ELECTRICAL), 
TOXINS 
1~71 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE UlTRASTRUCTURE OF FISHING TENTACLE MUSCLE IN THE JELLYFISH CHRYSAORA 
OUINQUECIRRHA--A COMPARISON OF CONTRACTED AND RELAXED STATES 
J ULTRASTRUCTURE RESEARCH 35, 431- ~50 (VIMS CONTR 374) 
JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS CELECTRICALJ, SWANS, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
******************* STORMS •••••••••••••••••• 
1940 MCGAUHEY PH, SNYDER HB,JR 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 2-FLOOD STUDIES, STORMS THAT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
FLOODS, GREAT RAINFALLS 
VA POLYTECHIC INSTITUTE BULL 33(10) 
FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, SULFATES, VIRGINIA 
******************* STRATIGRAPHY •••••••••••••••••• 
1878 HEINRICH OJ 
MESOZOIC FORMATION IN VIRGINIA 
AHER INST MINING ENGINEERS TRANS 6, 227-27~ 
COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
395 
1895 WARD LF 
THE POTUMAC FORMATION 
US GEGL SURV 15TH ANN REPT, 313-397 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1~28 MANSfiELD WC 
~EW FOSSIL MOLLUSKS FROM THE ~IOCENE OF VIRGINIA A~D NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE DIVISIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MUSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FO~MATIONS, ~IOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTEKIA, VIRGINIA 
1930 ANDEREGG F 
SfRATlGRAPHY AND PALEONTOLOGY OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION OF VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC. FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1930 WENTWORTH CK 
SAND AND GRAVEL .RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 32 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GRAVELS, SANDS, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1937 MANSFIELD WC 
SOME DEEP WELLS NEAR THE ATLANTIC COAST IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 186-1 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DEEP-WELLS, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, 
STERILITY, SULFUR SACTERIA 
1939 BROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
1935 MCGAVOCK CB,JR 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAJORITY OF THE PELECYPODS OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION 
GF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
~ACTERIA, YORK RlVER 
396 
1943 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FRGM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 1-PELECYPODA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPeR 199-A 
MOLLUSKS, ~ORTH CARCLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1953 MALKIN OS 
BIOSTRATIGRAPhiC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NEW JERSEY, MA~YLANO, AND 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEONTOLOGY 27, 761-799 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULfUR 
BACTERIA 
'1956 MCLEAN JO,JR 
FORAMINIFE~A CF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED ~OLLUSKS 
BULLS AH PALEO~TOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1957 MCLEAN JO,JR 
OSTRACODA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1960 SABOL JW 
THE MICROFAUNA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFU~ BACTERIA 
1960 CON~ELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 2, 49-126 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAINt SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1962 GIBSON TG 
BENTHONIC FORAMINIFERA AND PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
PRINCETON DISSERTATION 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
397 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH OF THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIY MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
JAMES RIVER, SULFU~ BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1962 COf'4NEll JH 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS--SUPPL 
CATALOG 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 4, 1-78 
ATLANTIC COAST4L PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
lJ64 OAI\.S RC JR 
POST-MIOCE~E STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, OUTER COASTAL PLAIN, 
C>lllJTHFASTFR.N VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 5, 
CONTRACT ~CNR 609(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1965 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAl PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 6, 
CONTRACT NONR 609(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOMOKPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1966 MCLEAN JD JR 
~IOCE~E AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA OIV Mit-4ERAl RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1968 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE BENNS CHURCH, SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR, AND CHUCKATUCK 
CUAORANGLES, VIRGINIA 
A OIV MINERAl RES., REPT OF INVESTIGATIONS 17 
DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
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1969 SICK KF, COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE WILLIAMSBURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACONS C~STLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 11 
DEPOSITION lSEDI~ENTSl, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMOR~HOlOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, ~ULFUR BACTERIA 
1969 JOHNSON GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH SANK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM ANC MARY, DEPT OF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
******************* STREAM GAGES •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGI~IA, POTOMAC, RAPPAHANNOCK, AND YORK RIVER 
f'ASINS 1956-1960 
VIRGINIA DIVISION OF wATER RESOU~CES SULL 2~ 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUN, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THEIS 
FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* STREAMFLOW 
1927 DIRZUlAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
~ATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 31 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCHARGE (WATER!, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1936 MCGAUHEV PH 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT l-ANNUAL RAINFALL AND STREAM FLOW STUDIES WI~H 
AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS OF A~ALYSIS 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST BUll 31(6) 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
1944 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1927-19~2 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 5 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAI~AGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
399 
1957 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE ~ATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA,JAMES RIVER BASIN 1951-1955 
VA DIY WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 17 
DISCHARGE "EASUREMENT, CRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CG~OUCTIVITY 
1~59 UNITED ST4TES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS (MONTHLY RELEASES) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1961 YI~GI~IA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE ~ATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1956-1960 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES ANO POWER BULL 25 
DISCHARGE ~EASUREMENT, CRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIHPOSEO DRAINAGE, 
THER~Al CONDUCTIVITY 
1~61 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE ~ATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, POTOMAC, RAPPAHANNOCK, AND YORK RIVER 
BASINS 1956-1960 
VIRGINIA OIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 24 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RtVER 1 SUN, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THEIS 
FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
VIRGINIA WATER RESOURCES SUMMARY 
(MONTHLY RElEASE) RICHMOND, US GEOL SURVEY IN COOPERATION WITH VA DIY OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
GROUNDWATER, RESERVOIRS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1970 VIRGINIA BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
A~~UAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR ••• ON THE STATUS OF VIRGINIA'S WATER 
RESOURCES 1969-70 
RICHMOND, REPORT OF THE BOARD 
FlOOD OA~AGE, SUPERIMPOSED D~AINAGEt THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POliCY 
1970 VIRGl~IA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
flOR CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRGINIA STREA~S 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BASIC DATA BUll 34 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA 
400 
1971 MIRI JA 
~OME PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCE ~A~AGEMENT I~ VIRGINIA--A PRELIMINARY 
EXAMINATION 
uEPT OF GOVERNMENT, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
lEGAl ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SUPERI~POSEO DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, •ATER 
DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOJ 
••••••••••••••••••• STRIPED BASS 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 247-249 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1950 TRESSELT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATILIS (WALBAUM) 1 
IN VIRGINIA 
(VIMS THESIS) 
ESTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1952 TRESSELT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATILIS (WALBAUM), 
IN VIRGINIA 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLl BULL 1411), 98-110 IVIMS CONTR 41) 
ESTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1961 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO AL 
MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS TAGGED IN VIRGINIA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 2, 37-4~ fVIMS CONTR 97) 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1967-GRANT GC 
ANADROMOU~ FISH PROJECT, ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF STRIPED BASS 
POPULATIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1967--
ANADROMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1968 GRANT GC, JOSEPH EB 
COMPARATIVE STREN~TH OF THE 1966 YEAR CLASS OF STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVFRS 
VlMS CONTR 290 
CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK RIVER 
~01 
1970 MARKLE OF, GRANT GC 
THE SUMMER FOOD HABITS OF YOUNG-OF-THE YEAR STRIPED BASS IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
CHES SCI 11, 50-5~ lVIMS CONTR 321) 
FOOD HABITS, SURF4CE TE~SIO~, VIRGINIA 
1970 GRANT ~C ET AL 
AGE COMPOSITION AND ~AGNITUDE OF STRIPED BASS WINTER GILl-NET CATCHES IN 
THE RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, 1967-1970 
SE ASSOC GAME FISH COMM, 2~TH CONF PROC, 659-667 lVlMS CONTR 399t 
CATCH, COMMERCIAl FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION 
1971 KE~BY JH ET AL 
OCCURRENCE AND GROWTH OF STRIPED SASS-WHITE SASS HYBRIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
!~~~S ~~~~ ~!S~ ~nc 100. 787-790 IVIMS CONTR 370) 
RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, HYBRID, WHITE'BASS 
******************* STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
1945 CEDERSTROM OJ 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
AMER ASSOC PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS BULL 29, 71-95 
•••••••••••••••••• 
JAMES RIVER, MAGNETIC STUDIES, SURPLUS WATER, YORK RIVER 
******************* STRUCTURE •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE ULTRASTRUCTURE Of FISHING TENTACLE MUSCLE IN THE JELLYFISH CHRYSAORA 
CUINCUECIRRHA--A COMPARISON OF CONTRACTED AND RELAXED STATES 
J ULTRASTRUCTURE RESEARCH 35, 431- 450 lVIMS CONTR 374) 
JELLYFISH, SUbSTATIONS !ELECTRICAL), SWANS, HISTOLOGlCAL'INVESTIGATIONS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
******************* SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS •••••••••••••••••• 
1937 EWING M ET AL 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE EMERGED AND SUBMERGED ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN. PT 1-METHOO AND RESULTS 
GEOL SOC AMER BUll 48 1 753-802 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
TAILWATER 
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******************* SUBSURFACE WATERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1913 SANFuRD S 
U~DERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 5 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, TANGIBLE COSTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
WELLS 
1927 DIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
~ATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 31 
DISCHARGE IWATERl, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* SUCKERS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 117-120 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
******************* SUMMER •••••••••••••••••• 
1954 WOOD JT, GOODWIN OK 
ObSERVATIONS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY OF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTERN VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 60-64 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES, YORK RIVER 
******************* SUNFISHES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEOE~ WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 238-24~ 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TENSILE 
STRESS 
******************* SURFACE RUNOFF •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, POTOMAC, RAPPAHANNOCK, AND YORK RIVER 
BASINS 1956-1960 
VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUlL 24 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUN, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THEIS 
fQUATION, YORK RIVER 
403 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOlOGICAl SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGI~IA--1965 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE (WATER>, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATIONe VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1968 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE CWATERJ, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1~t0 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BUll 227 
Cl[MATIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, G~OUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1971 ELDER RB 
THE EFFECT OF RUN-OFF FROM HURRICANE CAMillE ON THE CONTINENTAl SHELF 
WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIMS ~HESIS 
DISCHARGE (WATER), HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* SURFACE WATERS 
l927 DIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 31 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1932 COLLINS WD ET Al 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIVISJON OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BUll 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
1930 COLLINS WO ET Al 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM REPT 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOU~CES AND POWER BUll 2 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEOIME~T LOAO, THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY, 
VIRGINIA 
404 
1944 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1927-1942 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULl 5 
DISCHARGE MEASUREME~T, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1947 LAMAR WL, WHETSTO~E GW 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-1946 
VA DIVISION OF "ATER RESOURCES AND POWER BUll 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEOIME~T lOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 WHET~TONE GW, MCAVOY RL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-1948 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 11 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIME~T LOADt THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 CONNOR JG, SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1948-1951 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 20 
CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAl AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER Of SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUll 22 
CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 SCHROEDER ME, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT lOADt THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA,JAMES RIVER BASIN 1951-1955 
VA DIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULl 17 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY 
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1960 YIRGlNIA DIY OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA AUG 1958-FEB 196G 
VA OIV WATER RESOURCES BUll 23 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAl 
CO~DUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN l956-l9C.O 
VA OIV WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BUll 25 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
1~70 VIRGI~IA BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPM(NT 
AN~UAL REPORT TO THE GOVER~OR ••• ON THE STATUS OF VfRGINIA'S WATER 
RESOURCES 19~~-70 
~:C.~!~C~:~. ~:~!J~! 0~ TH~ ~OAR.O 
FLOOU OAHAGE, SVPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THERMAL CCNOUCTIVlTY, VIRGINIA, 
WATE-R POliCY 
1970 MUNIAY W~ JR El AL 
OIL SLIC~ ~OTION NEA~ CHESAPEA~E BAY !MTRANCE 
~AATER RESOURCES BULL 6(6), 879-884 lVIMS CONTR 357) 
CHESAPE!KE SAY, CURRENTS lWATERI, OILY WATER, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
•I~OS, PCLLUTANTS 
1970 VI~GINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNOCK ~IVER BASIN, COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING iULL 219 
A~RlCULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLAN~ING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
KtCREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1~70 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK ~IVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES ,LAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEO), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, YURK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• SURVEYS •••••••••••••••••• 
1854 VIRGINIA BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS 
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAl ENGINEER OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS, ON THE 
SUBJECT OF THE SURVEY OF JAMES AND KANAWHA RIVERS ••• 
RICHMOND, COLIN AND NOWLAN 
CANAlS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTEDit JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, THERMAL RADIATION 
1930 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
40b 
71ST CONGe ZD SESS HOUSE OOC 314 ClNCLUDES 8 MAPSI 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAl 
RADU T I ON 
1948 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVER, VA 
80TH CONG,lST SESS HOUSE OOC 207 !INCLUDES MAP} 
ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, THERMAL 
RAOIAT ION 
1953 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTIO~ AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES ,BAY INST TECH REPT 6 
DATA COLlECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SAL1Nl1Yt ~IKuCiuK~, 1nE~"~~ R~~iAiiu~ 
******************* SUSPENDED LOAD •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 CARRJTl Oft CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTRbPHOfOMfTRIC 
DETER~lNATlON OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES BAY lNST TECH REPT 2 
CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, STRAIN GAGES, THERMAl SPRINGS 
1965 BREHMER ML 
TURBIOITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 20141, 132-133 lVIMS CONTR 1961 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE ~ATER-FRESHWATFR INTERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHlLT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS, TURBIDITY 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CO 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1) 169-170 
CARBOtiYORATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
l9b8 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURRENCE AND TRANSPORT OF FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
ESTUARY 
SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY 2, 141-151 (VIMS CONTR 264) 
ANIMAL WASTES (WILDLIFE), BIODEPOSITION 1 JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS 
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1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CD 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPhY 13(1), 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
******************* SUSPENSION •••••••••••••••••• 
1963 PATTEN BC ET AL 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Vl~S SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 44 
DATA COLLECTIO~St ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, THERMAL 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
******************* SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER •••••••••••••••••• 
1~65 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
~OREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAl STRESS, YORK RIVER 
1968 WOLMAN HG 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 7-48 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, THERMAL 
STRESS 
******************* SYMBIOSIS •••••••••••••••••• 
1963 MANSUETI R 
SYMBIOTIC BEHAVIOR BETWEEN SHAll FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT ~ETWEEN THE STROHATEID, PEPRILUS ALEPIDOTUS AND THE SCYPHOMEDUSA 1 
CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA 
COPEIA 1963, 40-80 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, THIN FILMS, SCYPHOZOA 
******************* SYSTEMATICS •••••••••••••••••• 
l9bl GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTO~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTR 172, CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY~ SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
IILLU~TRATED) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, THUNDERSTORMS, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
~08 
1964 MCCAIN JC 
CAPRELLIOAE (CRUSTACEA, AMPHlPOOAJ OF VA. A~D A PARTIAL REVISION OF 
MAYER'S VARIETIES OF CAPRELLA ACUTIFRO~S LATREILLE 
Vl~S THESIS 
AMPHIPOUA, JAMES RIVER, THUNDERSTORMS 
1968 TURGEON DO 
GUIDE TO ESTUARINE AND INSHORE 8IVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GENERA CARPHEPHORUS, HIKANIA AND KUHNIA CEUPATORIEAE-ASTERACEAE) IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 38-41 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
•••**************** TEMPERATURE •••••••••••••••••• 
1944 SANOOl M, HOPKINS SH 
lOEAl LARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J WASH ACAO SCIENCES 34, 132-133 (VIMS CONTR 13) 
CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1950 MACGREGOR JS 
SOME HYUROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS FOUND IN WINTER IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1~51 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT III 
CHES BAY INST 1 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WELLS 
l9b8 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES & ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS CWATER), RUNOFF, SHALLOW WELLS, WINDS 
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1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES & ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAL SHFLF, CURRENTS !WATER), RUNOFF, SHAllOW WELLS, WINOS 
1970 DU,AUL WO, WEBB KL 
THE EFFECT OF TE~PERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID POOL OF MYA ARENARIA 
COMP ~IOCHEM PHYSIOL 32, 785-801 IVIMS CONTR 331) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALI~ITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1971 DRESSEL OM 
THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL SHOCK AND CHLORINE ON THE ESTUARINE COPEPOO 
ACARTIA TONSA 
V!MS T~~~~~ 
BIOASSAY, CHLORIN~, COPEPOOS, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVER IODIDE 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE ,HYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN !VALUATJ.ON 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL ~EPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SEOIMENTATION, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVERSIDES 
******************* TEMPERATURE CONTROL •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 MANGUM CP 
LOW TEMPERATURE BLOCKAGE OF THE FEEDING RESPONSE IN BOREAL AND TEMPERATE 
ZONE POLYCHAETE$ 
CHES SCI 10, 64-65 
POLYCHAETE$, SHAPE, WORMS, YORK RIVER 
******************* TERRACES (GEOLOGICAL) ···········~······ 
1940 SNIFFEN EW 
COBBLES FROM THE PLEISTOCENE TERRACES OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCIENCE 1, 285-288 
BACK RIVER 1 VA, PETROLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
1942 FLINT RF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL 'TERRACES' 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 32, 235-237 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
410 
******************* TERTIARY PERIOD •••••••••••••••••• 
184! TUOHEY M 
DISCOVERY OF A CHAMBERED UNIVALVE FOSSIL IN THE EOCENE TERTIARY OF JAMES 
RIVER, VI~GINIA 
AMER J 5CIENCE 43, 167 
JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
1943 GARDNER J 
~OLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 1-PiLECYPOCA 
vS GECL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-A 
MOLLUSKS, NCRTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1948 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPHOPOCA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-B 
GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROliNA, PALEONTOLO,Y, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1962 RUHLE Jl 
SELECTED TERTIARY FOSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 813), 2-9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
******************* THERMAL WATER •••••••••••••••••• 
l96b WARINNER JE, BREHMER M 
THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL EFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR A~O WATER POLLUT INT J 10, 277-289 CVIHS CONTR 171) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SILVERSIOES 
1971 BOLUS Rl ET Al 
THE DESIGN OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ••• 
VlMS SPECIAL REPT IN APPLIED MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SlLVERSIDES 
411 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SAliNITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVERSIOES 
******************* TIDAL EFFECTS 
1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURRICANE SURGES 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 1,178-186 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SLIME 
1969 HARRISO~ W 
•••••••••••••••••• 
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR FORESHORE CHANGES OVER A TIDAL CYCLE 
~ARINE GEOL 7, 529-551 CVIMS CONTR 304} 
BEACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, SLIME, VIRGINIA 
1970 LUDWICK JC 
SAND WAVES AND TIDAL CHANNELS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY TECH REPORT 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SLIME 
1971 WOOD lt HARGIS WJ JR 
TRANSPORT OF BIVALVE LARVAE IN A TIDAl ESTUARY 
EUROPEAN MAR BIOL SYMP, FOURTH, 29-44 CVIMS CONTR 328) 
JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, SLIME 
1971 HARRISON W ET AL 
GROUNUWATER FLOW IN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE 
ELE~E~T ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 7, 1313-1322 CVIMS CONTR 392) 
MATH[HATICAL MODELS, SLIME, WATER TABLE 
******************* TIDAL MARSHES 
1969 WASS ~lt WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
412 
1969 SETTLE FH 
SURVEY AND A~ALYSIS OF CHANGES EFFECTED BY HAN ON TIDAL WETLANDS OF 
VIRGINIA, 1955-1969 
CVPI THESIS) 
ESTUARIES, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA 
1969 WASS Mt, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS ~PEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI ANO OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLCPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1971 KERWIN JA 
ATLANTIC SHORE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 71-74 
MARSH PLANTS, SALT MARSHES, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
******************* TIDES 
1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TIDES AND CURRENTS IN CHESA,EAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, SPECIAl PUBL 162 
CHRYSOPHYTAt CURRENTS (WATERlt SLUDGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE PRECICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, WASHINGTON, D.C., BEACH EROSION 
BOARD, MISC PAPER 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, SLUDGE, WAVES (WATERJ 
1972 BOON JD lilt LYNCH MP 
TIDAL DATUM PLANES AND TIDAL BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL 
BOUNDARIES--A STUDY WITH RECOMMENOATIO~S FOR VIRGINIA 
VlHS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 22 
BOUNDARIES lPROPERTYl, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, SLUDGE 
******************* TOURISM 
1963 BOWDEN EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD DOMINION COLLEGE, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-HO), ECONOMIC PREOICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
lt13 
••••••••••••••••••• TOXINS •••••••••••••••••• 
197D RICE NEt POWEll •A 
OBSERVATIONS G~ ThREE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TC THEIR TOXINS 
BIOL BULL 139, 180-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY. INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS lELECTRICALJ, 
TOXINS 
******************* TRANSPORTATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1950 VIRGINil ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER ~ASIN, PAST, PRESENT ANO FUTURE 
RICHMOND, VA ACAD SCIENCE 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-tOMPREhENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 226 
AGRICULTURE, ECO~OMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION. YORK RIVER 
1971 BERGOFFFN S (ECJ 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONFERENCE REPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
******************* TRAPPING •••••••••••••••••• 
1947 ANDREWS E 
CRAB POT CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 262 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
******************* TRAWLING •••••••••••••••••• 
1965 SMITH WG 
STUDY OF THE SCUP ••• BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM CATCHES OF THE 1963-61t 
WINTER TRAWL FISHERY 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
1tl4 
1968 DAVIS J 
POTENTIAL FOR AN INDUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 19, 177 CVIMS CONTR 273) 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
OlSTRlBUTIO~, TRAWLING 
•*••••••••••••••••• TREES 
1966 HARVIll AM JR 
KANGE EXTENSIONS ON THE MIDDLE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 143-148 
HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••~•••• TREMATODES 
1959 MCMAHON JW 
MONOGE~ETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE SAY FISHES 
YIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1963 MCMAHON JW 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
MONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART I--THE 
SUPERFAMILIES CAPSALOIOEA PRICE, 1936 AND OICLIOOPHOROIDEA PRICE, 1936 
CHES SCI 4, 151-160 CVIMS CONTR 153) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
196it MCMAHON JW 
MONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 2--THE 
SUPERFAMILY OICLIDOPHOROIDEA 
CHES SCI 5, 124-133 CVIMS CONTR 161) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1966 lllllON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS SPP. 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 (VIMS CO~TR 2041 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
TREMATODES, KILLIFISHES 
1969 CAMPBELL RA 
AN UNUSUAL INFECTION OF POLYSTOMA NEARCTICUM IPAUL,l9381 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 174-175 CVlMS CONTR 31t3) 
.ANJMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
415 
1969 KING~TON ~ ET All 
STUDIES ON lARVAl MONDGENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 lVIMS CONTR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1969 KINGSTON N, OlllON WA, HARGIS WJ JR 
STUDIES ON LARVAL MO~OGENEA OF FISHES FROH THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 (VIMS CONTR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
******************* TRIBUTARIES 
1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TIDES AND CURRENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND .TRIBUTARIES 
US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, SPECIAL PUBL 162 
CHRYSOPHYTA, CURRENTS (WATER), SLUDGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1959 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREAH DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS (MONTHLY RELEASES) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE CWATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1967-0AVIS J 
ANAOROMOUS FISH PROJECT, BIOLOGY AND UTILIZATION OF ANADROMOUS ALOSIDS 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1967--
ALOSIDS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
******************* TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 132-134 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
******************* TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 
1955 WHALEY HH, PRITCHARD OW 
PROJECT TUNNEL 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHES BAY INST TUNNEL REPORTS 1-5, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 
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******************* TURBIDITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1962 HOPKINS SH 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES OF CLIONA lBORING SPONGE) ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF 
VIRGINIA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
. CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MD), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
1965 BREHMER ML 
TURBIDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 20(4), 132-133 (VlMS CONTR 196) 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHALT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS, TURBIDITY 
••••••••••••••••••• TURTLES 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
-; I 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERILANTS, TURTLES 
195~ WOOD JT, GOODWIN OK 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY OF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTERN VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 60-64 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES, YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• 2,40 
l9b4 SAllEY RS, HAVEN OS 
MllFOll--A FRILLY WEED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 25C3J, 14-16 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 2t4Dt VIRGINIA, HERBICIDES 
••••••••••••••••••• UNITED STATE$ 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
A REPORT ON THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
~TATES, VIRGINIA 
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1901 GANNETT H 
PROFILES OF RIVERS IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEOL SURVEY WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRiGATION PAPERS 44 
PROFILES, RIVERS, UNITED STATES 
1~7D WALKER WR, JOHNSON TW 
flOOD DAMAGE ABATEMENT--FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAl GOVERNMENT 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST WATER RESOUR RESEARCH CENT BULL 39 
FLOOD CONTROL, GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS, JAMES RIVER, UNITED STATES 
******************* UNIVERSITIES •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICHMOND, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
1971 HAMMOND Al 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVAlRIES 
SNAG BADLY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 827-830 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
BIGELOW RH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND TECHNOlOGY CENTERS IN VIRGINIA 
OlD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
******************* URBAN RENEWAL 
1967 ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA WATERFRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTEDlt LAND DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL 
******************* URBANIZATION 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPO~ATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ANNAPOliS, MARYlAND (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. PB 
179-844) 
AQUATIC PlANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE 8AYt HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT·, WETLANDS 
4I8 
1971 VIRGINIA EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
REPORT OF TASK FORCE ON EROSIC~ AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL 
VIRGINIA GOVER~ORS COUNCIL G~ THE E~VI~ONMENT 
EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
*****•*****~******* VARIABILITY ······~··········· 
1958 LADD EC 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMERICAN EEL (ANGUILLA 
ROSTRATA) AND ATLANTIC ANCHOVY lANCHOA MITCHILLI) 
VIMS THESIS 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
1966 HOGARTH WT, WOOLCOTT WS 
~OUNTAIN STRIPEb4CK DARTER, PERCINA NOTOGRAMMA MONTUOSA, N SSP FROM UPPER 
JAMES RIVER,VA 
CHES SCIENCE 7, 101-109 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILITY 
******************* VEGETATION 
1965 HARVILL AM JR 
THE VEGETATION Of PARRAMORE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 226-ZZ8 lVIMS CONTR 199) 
•••••••••••••••••• 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
1970 lOETTERLE LE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
WilliAM AND MARY THESIS 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATIGN 
••••••••••••••••••• VIRGINIA 
1834 
RECENT HURRICANES IN VIRGINIA 
FARMER'S REGISTER z, 120-122 
HURRICANES, VIRGINIA 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
A REPORT ON THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
•••••••••••••••••• 
COMMERCIAl FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
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1891 DARTON NH 
MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYlAND 
GEOL SOC AMER BUll 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
1894 DARTON NH 
OUTLINE OF CENOZOIC HISTORY OF A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SLOPE 
J GEOL 2, 568-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA 
1894 BAYLOR JB 
SURVEY OF OYSTER GROUND BAYLOR SURVEY 
VA FISHERIES COMMISSION 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1897 ~ATSON Tl 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL 
LITERATURE OF.THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
BUllS AM PALEONTOLOGY 2(7) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES~ GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1912 CLARK WB, MillER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVEY BUll 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PlAINt EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1913 SANFORD S 
UNDERGROUNU WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 5 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GROUNDWATER, TANGIBlE COSTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
WELLS 
1917 SWEM EG 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA, PART 2 
BULL VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY lOt 1-1404 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
420 
1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1927 OIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY bUll 31 
DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1926 MANSFIELD WC 
NEW FOSSIL MOLLUSKS FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE DIVISIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NATL MUSEUM PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1929 lOUEWICK JE 
WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES Of VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST BULl VOL 23 NO l 
FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA 
1932 COLLINS WD ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
1930 COLLINS WD ET Al 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM REPT 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BUll 2 
CHEMICAL ANAlYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT lOADt THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY, 
VIRGINIA 
1931 EMBREY AT 
~ATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, OLD DOMINION PRESS 
BEDS UNUER WATER, ~EGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC lANDSt RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALuES, VIRGINIA 
421 
1930 WENTWORTH CK 
SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 32 
ATLANTIC COASTA~ PLAINt GRAVELS, SANDS, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
1938 MCGAUHEY PH 
HYDROLUGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 1-ANNUAL RAINFALL AND STREAM FLOW STUDIES WITH 
AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST BULL 31(6) 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, 
VIRGINI~ 
1939 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAL PLAIN 
~A ~fnl ~URV BULL 51-E 
AQuiFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1930 CORSON JJ 3RD 
OYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMUND NEWS LEADER, JANUARY 9-16, 1930 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1939 FERNALD ML 
LAST SURVIVORS IN THE FLORA OF TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
RHOOORA 41, 4b5-574 tCONTR 128 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLA~SIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1938 FERNALD ML 
NOTEWORTHY PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHOOORA 40, 364-485 (CONTR 123 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFICATION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1940 ~fATTY RC, MULLOY WJ 
WILLIAM BYRD'S NATURAL HISTORY OF VIRGINIA 
DIETZ PRESS, RlCHMONO, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1940 MCGAUHfY PH, SNYDER HB,JR 
tiYOROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT 2-FLOOO STUDIES, STORMS THAT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
FLOOD~, GREAT RAINFALLS 
VA POLYTEtHlC INSTITUTE BUll 33(10) 
FlOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFAllt SULFATES, VIRGINIA 
422 
1941 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GROUNO--ATER RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURVEY CIRCULAR 1 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROuNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1942 ROBERTS JK 
ANNOTATED GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY Of VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1943 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 58 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1943 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FRO" THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 1-PELECYPOOA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-A 
MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROliNA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1945 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY ANO GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PlAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 63 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
1946 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF GROUND WATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 68 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1946 CEOERSTROM DJ 
GENESIS OF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 41, 218-245 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, 
GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
~23 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP Mill 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BULLETIN 51. ~3 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1947 HOPKINS SH 
THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEHERTES AS AN INDICATOR OF THE SPAWNING HISTORY OF 
THE HOST, CALliNECTES SAPIOUS 
J. PAR~SIT. 33(2), 146-150 
CRABS, NEMERTEANS, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1947 LAMAR -Wl, WHETSTONE GW 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-1946 
VA OIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATERJ, SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1948 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE ~IOCENE AND LOWER PliOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAP~OPODA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEOL SURVE~ PROF PAPER 199-B 
GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1950 CLARK C8 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL II 
LE"IS HISTORICAl PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORF CVA-HO), HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL I 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO), HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1950 MARR RA,JR, MORGAN JH,JR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY--WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA AND RELATED TOPICS 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE VIRGINIA ECONOMY 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
424 
1950 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
OCCURRENCE OF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAl PLAIN 
AMER CHEM SOC VA SECT BULL 28, 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, flUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1950 TRESSflT EF 
SPAwNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATILIS CWALBAUM), 
IN VIRGINIA 
lVIMS THESIS) 
fSTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1951 MASSMANN WH 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPAWNING AREAS OF SHAD ••• IN SOME VIRGINIA STREAMS 
AMER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 81, 78-93 CVIMS CONTR 39 
ALOSIDS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1952 PRITCHARD DW 
SALINITY DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE 
SYSTEM 
J MAR RES 11, 106-123 CCHES BAY INST CONTR 6J 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1952 TRESSELT EF 
SPAwNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATlliS CWALBAUM), 
IN VIRGINIA 
biNGhAM OCEANOGR COLL BUll 14(1), 98-110 (VIMS CONTR 41) 
ESTUARIES, STOKES LAW, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1952 WHETSTONE Gw, MCAVOY RL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-1948 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUll 11 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEOIHtNT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPEKATURE 
1953 MASSMANN WH 
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF YOUNG FISHES IN VIRGINIA ESTUARIES 
NORTH AHER WILDLIFE CONF TRANS, 18TH, ~39-~~9 CVIMS CONTR ~6) 
COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
425 
1954 "ASSMANN WH 
MARINE FISHES JN FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
ECOLOGY 35, 75-78 (VJMS CONTR 47) 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, "ARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
1955 ANON 
A LOOK AT VIRGINIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES 
VIRGINIA RESOURCE USE EDUCATION COUNCIL, BOX 1642, RICHMOND, VA. 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, VIRGINIA 
1955 GOTTMANN J 
VIRGINIA AT "10-CENTURY 
HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
AGRICULTU~E, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1955 HALL Wl 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY·OF VIRGINIA, PART 5 
BULL VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY 25, l-611 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
1956 MASSMANN WH, BAILEY RS 
SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
lVIHS CONTR 60) 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA 
1956 MCDO~ALO TJ, STURGEON MA 
SAND BY-PASSING AT A VIRGINIA TIDAL INLET 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, PROCEEDINGS, PAPER 976 
BEACH EROSION, VIRGINIA 
1957 CONNOR JGr SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1948-1951 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUll 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSlSt DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOADt THERMAL 
CO~DUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTICN, GROWTH, AND AVAILABILITY OF JUVENilE CROAKER, MICROPOGON 
UNDUlAfUSt IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 38, 88-97 CVIMS CONTR 68) 
CROAKER, OISTRISUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
426 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL ANO PHYSICAl CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA DIVISION OF ~ATER RESOURCES BULL 22 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE !WATER), SEDIMENT lOAOr THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY. VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
19~7 SCHROEDER HE, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 VIRGINIA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA AUG 1958-FEB 1960 
VA OIV WATER RESOURCES BULL 23 
CHFMICAL A~ALYSJS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 UNITED STATES NATIONAl MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
VIRGINIA lANDINGS 
(MONTHLY RELEASE) 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VAlUEr SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
VIRGINIA 
1961 KING AB 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NINE SELECTED BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
IN THIRTEEN VIRGINIA CITIES, 1956-1960 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM ANO MARY, WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 
CITIES, ECONCMICS, VIRGINIA 
1~62 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUORIDE IN WEll WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8(1), 4-11 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
1962 RUHLE Jl 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH Of THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIY MINERAl RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOlOGY, GEOMORPHOlOGY, 
JAMES RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
427 
--1962. RUHLE JL 
SEL~.CTEO TERTIARY FOSSil LOCALITIES OF 'I'H£ VIRGINIA COASTAl PLAIN 
VA MINF.RALS at3), 2-9 
Af~AWtiC COASTAl PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FOR"ATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
-1 q63 MASSMANN WH 
SUMME~ FOOD OF JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI 4, 167-171 CVIMS CONTR 152) 
AMERICAN SHAD, FOOD HABITS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1 ~64 CHrU S TV FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOU~CE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
I~OUSTRY 
U~IVE~SITY OF MICHIGAN DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC lANCS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1964 BAILEY RS, HAVEN OS 
~llFOll--A FR(LLY WEED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 25(3), 14-16 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 2,40, VIRGINIA, HERBICIDES 
1965 RUHLE Jl 
GEOLOGIC liTERATURE OF THE COASTAL PLAIN Of VI~GINIA, 1783-1962 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, VIRGINI-A 
1965 PHARR RF 
DIATOMACEOUS SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 11, 25-31 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEOI"ENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1965 WASS HL 
CHECK liST OF THE MARINE INVERTEBRATES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 24 (THIRD REVJ 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE CVA-M0) 1 GASTROPODS, 
INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
428 
1~5 MCCAIN JC,SR 
CAPRELLIOAE fCRUSTACEA-AMPHlPOOAl OF VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE &, 190-196 IVl_HS CO~M 1911 
AHPIIIPOOA, VIRGINIA 
1965 CARTER R 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK ABOVE TIOEftATEK 
VIRGINIA wiLDLIFE 26(ol, 17-19 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES OATA FOR VIRGIN!A--1965 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
UISCHARGE tWATERl, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATFR SUPPLY 
1965 FARRAGUT RN 
PROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF CHESAPEAKE SAY SLUE CRAB CCALLINECTES SAPIDUS) 
JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCE 30, 538-544 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGlNIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1965 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF THi HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BLUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEHERTES 
CARCINOPHILA (KOELLIKER) 
CHES SCI 6(4), 201-208 
CONTROL STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANSt REPRODUCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1966 MCJUNKIN FEr WALKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, AN INVeNTORY OF PRINTED INFORMATION AND DATA 
VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 1 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES 
1966 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE PELECYPOOA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MINERALS 12, 18-24 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1966 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF HSX, A 
PROTISTAN PATHOGEN Of OYSTERS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 CVIHS CONTR 193) 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
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1966 THOMPSON MH , FARRAGUT RN 
AMINO ACIO COMPOSITION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIOUS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 17, 1065-1078 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1967-DAVIS J 
ANAOROMOUS FISH PROJECT, BIOLCGY AND UTILIZATION OF ANAOROMOUS ALOSIDS 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1967--
ALOSIUS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES STUDY COMMISSION 
MARINE RESOURCES OF VlRGl~IA--THEIR USE, CO~SERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
REPORT lO THE GOVER~O~ ANO ThE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA 
· RICHMOND, VA OEPT PURCHASES l~D SUPPLY 
AUMINISTRATIVE OEClSlONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1961 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE GASTROPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MINERALS 13, 15-19 
GASTROPODS, PALEO~TOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1967-UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE E~TERlNG CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USGS MONTHLY RELEASE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVE~NORS OFFICE 
NEWPORT ~EWS-HAMPTON METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
A'-IAL YS IS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
PETERSBURG-HOPEWELL-COLONIAl HEIGHTS METROPOliTAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND 
ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
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1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLAN~ING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMUND, VIRGINIA F0012 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MO), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATIO~ 
UYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
~ORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. F2009 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGI~IA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND COMHU~ITY AFFAIRS 
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
Ai'-4ALYSIS 
RICHMONU, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTIOI'-4, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 Vl~GINIA DIVISION OF STATE PlANNING AND COMMuNITY AFFAIRS 
RICHMOND METROPOLifAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY-CHARLES CITY COU~TY 
DI~ISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1967 RANK PH ET AL 
DIRECTIONAL WAVE SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BENEATH THE 
BAY BRIDGE 
STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, HOBOKF.N NJ 1 FINAL REPORT 1204 
BRIDGES, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
1967 HARRISON w, RICHARDS AM JR 
PLATE-LOAD TESTS ON SANOY MARINE SEDIMENTS, LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MARINE GEOTECHNICUE. PROC INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON MARINE 
GEOTECHNIQUE. AF RICHARDS EO. UNIV ILLINOIS 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAl DEVELOPMENT, RICH~ONDt 
VIRGINIA . 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, lABORATORIES, RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
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1968 
WATERS Of THf STATE, PORTS A~D HARBORS 
VA COUE, 1950, TITLE 62.1 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POlLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1968 wALKER WR, COX WE 
WATER RESOURCES lAWS FOR VIRGINIA 
VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULl 9 
LEGAl ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
1968 HARGIS WJ,JR 
OCEANOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA FORWARD 6(1), 8-22 
JAMES RIVER, OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 WALKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 18 
PROJECTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVElOPMENT 
1968 TURGEON DD 
GUIDE TO ESTUARINE AND INSHORE BIVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESA~EAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GROwiNG OYSTERS IN MSX AREAS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 1 
MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA OIVISlON OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUHMARY~ACCOMACK COUNTY 
RICHMONO, VIRGI~IA 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MOJ, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NORTHERN NECK AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPlOYMENT, POPUlATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
432 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
SURRY COU~TY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RlCH"O~C, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY PROJECTIONS A~D ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIVISION OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYME~T, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNl~G AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DlTA SUMMARY-NORTHA~PTC~ COUNTY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MO), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATIOh 
DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 WASS "L' WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1969 
CRABS (REGULATIONS) 
VA COOE,l950 1 TITLE 28.1 C 6 28.1-165 TO 28.1-174 
CRAB INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
FISH AND FISHING GENERALLY (REGULATIONS) 
VA CODE,l950,TITlE 28.1 C 4 28.1-47 TO 28.1-81 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
OYSTERS,CLAHS AND OTHER BIVALVES IREGULATlONSJ 
VA CDOE,l950,TlTlE 28.1 C 5 28.1-82 TO 28.1-164 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, LEGAL 
ASPECTS 
1969 
OYSTERS TO BE CULLED AS TAKEN 
VA CODE 1 1950, 28.1-124 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
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1969 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA couE,l95o, 28.1-108 
BEDS UNUER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 
FISH,OYSTERS,SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA COOE,l950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 uNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SU~VEY. WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
VlRGI~IA wATER RESOURCES SUMMARY 
(MONTHLY RELFASEI RICHMOND, US GEOL SURVEY IN COOPERATION WITH VA DIY OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
GROUNDWATER, RESEKVOIRS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1969 SETTLE FH 
SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF CHANGES EFFECTED BY MAN ON TIDAL WETLANDS OF 
VIRGINIA, 1955-1969 
CVPI THESIS) 
ESTUARIES, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CULTCHLESS SEED OYSTERS 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 3 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1~69 CALDER OR, BURRELL VG 
BRACKISH WATER HYDROMEDUSA MAEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATURE 222(5194), 694-695 (VIMS CONTR 3201 
HYDROZOA, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
1969 CAMPBEll RA 
AN UNUSUAL INFECTION OF POLYSTOMA NEARCTICUM (PAUL,1938J 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 174-175 lVIMS CONTR 3~31 
ANIMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
1969 LAWLER AR 
OCCURRENCE OF THE POLYCLAO CORONAOENA MUTABILIS CVERRILL, 1873) IN 
VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 10, 6~-67 tVIMS CONTR 3021 
OtSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, RANGES, VIRGINIA 
1969 HARRISON W 
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR FORESHORE CHANGES OVER A TIDAL CYCLE 
MARINE GEOL 1, 529-551 CVIMS CONTR 304) 
BEACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, SLIME, VIRGINIA 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1968 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION . 
DISCHARGE (WATERJ, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHEwS COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 WASS ML, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, SLOPE 
PMOTECTION, VI~GINIA, WETLANDS 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION CF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
MATHEWS COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA. F2010 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1970 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA coDE,1950, 2e.1-s2 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
43S 
1970 VIRGINIA BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR ••• ON THE STATUS OF VIRGINIA'S WATER 
RESOURCES 1969-70 
RICHMOND, REPORT OF THE BOARD 
FLOOD DA~AGF, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLICY 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRGINIA STREAMS 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BASIC DATA BULL 34 
OISCHA~GE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
VIRGINIA'S SCENIC RIVERS 
REPRINTED FROM THE VIRGINIA OUTDOORS PLAN, 1969, VIRGINIA'S COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION 
RECREATION, RIVERS, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1970 MARKLE OF, GRANT GC 
THE SUMMER FOOD HABITS OF YOUNG-OF-THE YEAR STRIPED BASS IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIYERS 
CHES SCI 11, S0-54 IVIMS CONTR 3211 
FOOD HABITS, SURFACE TENSION, VIRGINIA 
1~70 CHAM~ERS JR ET AL 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTODORA KINDTII CFOCKE) CCLADOCERA) IN VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTA~IES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 11, 255-261 (YIHS CONTR 360) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1970 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT GF THE HOOKED MUSSEL, BRACHIOONTES RECURVUS 
RAFJNESQUE ••• 
NATIONAL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 60, 86-94 CVIHS CONTR 336) 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
MODIOLUS DEMISSUS, A NEW HOST FOR THE OYSTER CRAB PINNOTHERES OSTREUM IN 
VIRGINIA 
VELIGlR 13, 145-1~6 CVIMS CONTR 347) 
CRABS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
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1970 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
FILTRATION OF PARTICLES FROM SUSPENSION BY THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL BUll 139, 248-264 CVIMS CONTR 356) 
FILTRATION, FOOO HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1970 PROW JW 
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
COLLEGE OF WilliAM ANO MARY, RESEARCH PAPER 
EDUCATION, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA 
1971 KERWIN JA 
ATLANTIC ~HORE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 71-74 
MARSH PLANTS, SALT HARSHESt SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1971 HARTWELL E 
"HEREWITH VIRGINIA'S WETLANDS 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 59-61 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETlANDS 
1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
ADHlNlSTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTiON 
1971 MILLAR AE JR, GIBSON JO, KLAFTER RD 
CLEAN WATER--AFFLUENCE, INFLUENCE, EFFLUENTS· 
OLD DOMINIC~ UNIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEO), WATER QUALITY CONTROl 
1971 ST PIERRE RA 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YORK 
RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
VlMS THESIS 
GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORIALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1971 CHANLEY P, CASTAGNA M 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE STOUT RAZOR CLAM, TAGELUS PLEBEIUS SOLANDER 
CSOLECURTIDAE, BIVALVIA) 
CHES SCI 12t 167-172 CVIMS CONTR 380) 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA 
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1971 VI~GINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THE STATf OF VIRGINIAS ENVIRONMENT 
AIR POllUTION, EROSION CONTROl, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SMALL 
GAMf, STRUCTURAL ~ELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POllUTION CONTROL 
1971 VIRGINIA EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
REPORT OF TAS~ FORCE ON EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GE~ERA CARPHEPHORUS, MIKANIA AND KUHNIA CEUPATORIEAE-ASTERACEAEJ IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 38-41 
1971 DEGAS T R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS 4121,41-47 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
MIOOLE ATLANTIC REGION 
SYMPOSIUM ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHING INST. 
DOUGLAS pA, STROUD RH EOS 96-109 
BiOLOGY, CHEMiCALS, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLA~D, VIRGJNIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILD RIVERS 
1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
FUTROPHICAT)ON, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1971 GOOCELL HG ET AL 
THE POTENTIAL OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
VIRGINIA MODEL 
U~IVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. CNATL TECH INFO SERV NO PB 
200990) 
DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 
STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
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1971 MIRI JA 
SOME PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA--A PRELIMINARY 
EXAMINATION 
DEPT OF GOVERNMENT, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
OEMANO, WATER MANAGEMENT CAPPLIEOI 
1~71 HARGIS WJ JR, LYNCH MP 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCER~ED WITH COASTAL ZONE PLANNIN'G, MANAGE"E~T, 
OR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERl~G ACTIVITIES 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEA~ ENGINEERING 14 C2NO EDITION) 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGE~C1ES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
1971 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES AND REGULATIONS FGR ENFORCEMENT OF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAW 
DIVISION OF REGULATORY SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA. 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIOES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICICESDOT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, VIRGISlA 
BIGELOW RH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTERS IN VIRGINIA 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
AOHINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
1972 BOON JD lilt LYNCH MP 
TIDAL DATUM PLANES AND TIDAL BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL 
BOUNDARIES--A STUDY WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 22 
BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, SLUDGE 
******************* wASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 VIRGINIA WATER CONTROL BOARD 
LOWER JAMES RIVER POLLUTION STUDY, CITY POINT TO THE CHICKAHOMINV, AUG 
6-SEPT 6 1951, PRELIMINARY REPORT 
WATER CONTROL BOARD (MIMED REPORTI 
EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1955 VELZ CJ 
REPORT ON SELF-PURIFICATION CAPACITIES LOWER JAMES RIVER HOPEWELL, VA 
NATL COUNCIL FOR STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIV 
MICHIGAN, UNPUBL MS 
JAMES RIVER, SELF-PURIFICATION, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
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1960 CLINE CH, MALONEY WE 
FJELD REPORT, JAMES RIVER DYE DISPERSAL TESTS 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DYE RELEASES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
1CI69 SOUTH WO 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF MILl WASTE 0~ WATER QUAliTY IN THE 
PAMUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE-CHESAPEAKE CORP OF VIRGINIA, WEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
kATER QUALITY CONTRCL, YORK RIVER 
******************* WASTE TREATMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1964 DAVIS RV ET AL 
TREATMENT OF DUCK WASTES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE WATER QUALITY IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, URBANNA, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD, RICHMOND 
ANIMAL WASTES (WILDLifE}, FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WASTE TREATMENT 
1968 BREHMER ML 
MAN AND THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 161-166 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
******************* WASTE WATER TREATMENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
kATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULl 46 
fUTROPHICA1ION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POllUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVElOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER BIRDS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 WARNER WW 
MORE PLENTIE OF FOWLES 
ATLANTIC NA·TURALIST 26, 99-107 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER BIROS, WATERFOWl 
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••••••••••••••••••• WATER CHEMISTRY •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 JENSEN LO 
COOLING WATER STUDIES FOR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPORT SITE 12t 
JAMES RIVER CHESTERFIE~O STA, VEPCO 
JOHNS HOPKINS DEPT OF GEOG AND ENVIRON ENGINEERING 
COOLI~G WATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTIONt JAMES RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, 
WATER QUALITY 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER CIRCULATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1966 ElliOTT HA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 (VIMS CONTR 236J 
BRACKISH WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
CIRCULATION 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER CONSERVATION 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••• 
IN NATIONAL ESTUARY STUDY, VOLUME 3, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* WATER DEMAND •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER RESOURCES LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS OF THE BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
RIChMOND, VIRGINIA 
LEGISLATION, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT 
CAPPLIEDJ, WATERSHEDS IBASINSJ 
1911 MIRI JA 
SOME PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA--A PRELIMINARY 
EXAMINATION 
DEPT OF GOVERNMENT, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIEDJ 
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******************* WATER EQUIVALENT •••••••••••••••••• 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RECORDS OF GAMMARUS lCRUSTACEA&AMPHIPODAJ -FRO~ THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI lOt 1-17 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
******************* WATER LAW 
1968 
WATERS Of THf STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA CODE, 1950, TITLE b2.1 
•••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLlUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
******************* WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) •••••••••••••••••• 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 CVIMS CONTR 107) 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
1968 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND TRIBUTARIES 
FISH AND WILDLIFt SERVICE, BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIEDJ, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
IN NATIONAl ESTUARY STUDY, VOLUME lr FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIEDJ, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER RESOURCES LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS OF THE BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND 
£CONGMIC DEVElOPMENT, COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
LEGISLATION, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT 
CAPPLIEDI, WATERSHEDS CBASINSI 
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1971 MILLAR AE JR, GIBSON JO, KLAFTER RD 
ClEAN WATER--AFFLUENCE, INFLUENCE, EFFLUENTS 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1971 MIRI JA 
SOME PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA--A PRELIMINARY 
EXAMINATION 
DEPT OF GOVERNMENT, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT CAPPLIED) 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER POLICY •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 VIRGINIA BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR ••• ON THE STATUS OF VIRGINIA'S WATER 
RESOURCES 1969-70 
RICHMOND, REPORT OF THE BOARD 
FLOOD DAMAGE, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLICY 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER POLLUTION •••••••••••••••••• 
1948 RICH LG 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1949 SCRUGGS PL 
CLEANING THE JAMES 
REPRINTED FROM THE LYNCHBURG NEWS, APRIL 3, 1949 
DAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
1959 CLINE CH, FISHER LJ 
FLUSHING TIME AND DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS WITH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
l9b8 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH ANO WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND TRIBUTARIES 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GEO~GIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
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1968 TRIDENT E~GINEERING ASSCCiATES, INCGRPORITlO 
· CHESAPEAKE 3A7 CASE S!UCY 
A~NAPCllS, MAkYLANO (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFO~HATION NO. ~8 
179-844» 
ACU~TIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE 8lYt HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1969 LUDWIGSON JO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OCEANS 1(5), 7-16 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES 
1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 112, 825-827 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWERPLANTS, SOCIAL A£PECTS, SIEVE ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
******************* WATER POLLUTION CONTROL •••••••••••••••••• 
1951 VIRGINIA WATER CONTROL BOARD 
LOWER JAMES RIVER POLLUTION STUDY, CITY POINT TO THE CHICKAHOMINY, AUG 
6-SEPT 6 1951, PRELIMINARY REPORT 
WATER CONTROL BOARD (MIMEO REPORT) 
EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1968 BREHMER ML 
~AN AND tHE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 161-166 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTlO~ CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1~71 
CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR PREVENTION, CONTAINMENT, AND CLEANUP OF OIL AND 
HAZARUOUS MATERIALS FOR THE HAMPTON ROADS AREA 
HAMPTON ROADS MARITIME ASSOCIATION, NO~FOLKr VIRGINIA 
PLANT ~ORPHOIOGYt OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, WATER POLLUTION CONTROl 
1971 VJ~GlNIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THE STATE OF VIRGlNlAS ENVIRONMENT 
AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTRCle Ml~E W~STES, MUNICIPAl WASTES, SMAll 
GAME, STRUCTURAL RELAXATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
••••~•••••••••••••• WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1967 WASS ~L 
BIOLOGICAL A~O PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR ORGANISMS AND 
COMMUNITIES. SECTION II--INDICATORS OF POLLUTION 
POllUTION AND MAR ECOLt CONF PROC, 271-283 (VIMS CONTR 220) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1971 RICHARDSON MD 
BENTHIC MACROINVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES AS INDICATORS OF POLLUTION IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
VlHS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, ELIZABETH RIVER, INDICATORS, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
******************* WATER QUALITY 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1965 
WATER RESOURCES OlVISlON 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCHARGE (WATERJ, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATfR SUPPLY 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VlRGINIA--1968 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE (WATERJ, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1970 JENSEN LD 
COOLING WATER STUDIES FOR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPORT S!TE 12, 
JAMES RIVER CHESTERFIELD STA, VEPCO 
JOHNS HOPKINS DEPT OF GEOG AND ENVIRON ENGINEERING 
COOLING WATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, 
WATER QUALITY 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY 0~ THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION 
SY~POSlU~ ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHING lNST. 
DOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH EOS 96-109 
BIOLOGY, CHEMICALS, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILD RIVERS 
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1971 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
kATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA--ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971 
WATER RESOU~CES RESEARCH CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA, BULL 46 
F.UTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER QUALITY CONTROL •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 UNITED STATES CEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FIS~ AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
A~D TRIBUTARIES 
FISH A~D WlLCllFE SERVICE, BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
CHESAPEA~E SAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
POllUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1969 SOUTH "0 
iN '"~ 
PAMUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE CHESAPEAKE CGRP OF VIRGINIA, WEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, PULP WASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
1~71 MILLAR AE JR, GIBSON JD, KLAFTER RD 
CLEAN WATER--AFFLUE~CE, INFLUENCE, EFFLUENTS 
OLD DOMINION U~lV 
ADMINISTRATIVE GECISIONSt JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1971 PlEASA~TS JS 
THE TIDAL JA~ES--A REVIEW 
VlMS SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 
ECUNUHIC I~PACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
WATER QUALITY CONT~OL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
••••••••••••••••••• WATER RESOURCES 
1927 OIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULl 31 
•••••••••••••••••• 
DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1950 MARR RA,JR, HORGAN JM 1 JR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY--WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA ANO RELATED TOPICS 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE VIRGINIA ECONOMY 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES · 
1~66 MCJUNKIN FE, WAlKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, AN INVENTORY OF PRINTED INFORMATION AND DATA 
VPl WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 1 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOU~CES 
1969 LUOWlGSON JO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OCEANS lCSJ, 7-16 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES 
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1886 RICHMOND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
JAMES RIVER FROM THE HEAD OF TIDE TO HAMPTON ROADS AS A NATIONAL ~ATERWAY 
RICHMOND, BY THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1927 DlRZULAITIS JJ, STEVE~S GC 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEUL SURVEY BULL 31 
DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1942 
VIRGINIA SCIFNTISTS ADOPT NOVEL PROGRAM. JAMES RIVER PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
FOR FUTURE LONG RANGE PLANNING 
VA WILDLIFE 5, 66-68 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1947 RANDOLPH OR 
THE JAMES--VIRGINIA'S RIVER 
VA WILDLIFE 8(8) 1 3-5 
FLOOD CONTROL~ JAMES RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1948 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING ANO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PRUPOSEU DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAMES RIVER 
RICHMOND, BY THE DIVISION 
FLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTEDJ, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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1963 HARGIS WJ,JR 
. JAMES RIVER BASIN--GREAT NATURAl RESOURCE 
tVIMS MSJ 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1965 HARGIS WJ,JR 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON AN ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VPJ WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 2t 45-66 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1966 HARGIS WJ,JR 
FINAL REPORT ON RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 1 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING tPROJECTEDJ, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1967 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES STUDY COMMISSION 
~ARINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA--THEIR USE, CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY Of VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA DEPT PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968-HARGIS WJ,JR 
UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARINE WATER RESOURCES 
RESEARCH, PLANNING ANO MANAGEMENT 
UNPUBL PRUG REPTS, VIMS, COVERING THE PERIOD 1 SEPT 1967--
ECONOHIC PREDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 HARGIS WJ,JR 
OCEANGGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA FORWARD 611), 8-22 
JAMES RIVER, OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 WALKER WR 
WATER RESUURCES ~ESEARCH IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BUll 18 
PROJECTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 HREHMER ML 
MAN AND THE BAY 
448 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 161-166 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1968 KOLESSAR HA 
THE STATUS OF THE C~ESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AND MODEL 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 115-124 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, WATER 
RESOURCES OEVELCPMENT 
1968 TRIDENT El'iGIN.EERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. PB 
179-844) 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION Of WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 1-INTRODUCTION 
RICHMOND CITS PLAN~ING BULLETIN 213) 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVfR, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVElOPMENT 
1969 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER HYDRAULIC HODEL-- MULTI-PURPOSE MARINE RESEARCH TOOl FOR 
SCIENCf, GOVfRNME~T AND INDUSTRY 
VIMS, MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY SERIES 2 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONOHIC BASE 
sruoY 
RICHMOND liTS PLANNING BULLETIN 214) 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPUlATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 3-HYOROLOGlC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND (ITS PLANNING BULLETIN 215) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS tGEOLOGICl, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
"DATA, JAMES RIVER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
ltlt9 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of THE I~TERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
IN NATIONAL ESTUARY STUDY, VOLUME 3, FISH A~D WILDLIFE SERVICE, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIEDJ, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASIN, COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 219 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1~71 PLEASANTS JB 
THE.TIOAL JAMES--4 REVIEW 
VIMS ~PECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINE~ING 
tc~~~~iC i~~ACi, .ECONO~it FR~DiCTiONe ~iSTQRY, JA~~S ~i~~~, ~~G;~CiSt 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
******************* WATER RIGHTS ************f***** 
196lt .. 
POWER UNDER ACT FOR SALE BY JAMES RIVER AND K._AWHA CO 
VA COOEe1950, 12-37 
CANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WATER RIGHTS 
1968 WALKER WR, COX WE 
WATER RESOURC~S LAWS FOR VIRGINIA 
VP~ WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 9 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
******************* WATER SUPPLY ****************** 
19b5 UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SU~Y!Y 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1965 .~ 
~ATER RESOURCES DIY1SION 
DISCHARGE tWATERJ, GAGING STATIONS, THEIS FQUATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
CUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA--1968 
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
DISCHARGE CWATERJ, GAGING STATIONS, THFIS FQUATIONt VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
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1971 HARRISON W ET AL 
GKOUNDwATER fLOW IN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE 
ELE.HENT ANALYSIS 
"ATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 7, 1313-1322 lVIMS CONTR 392) 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SLIME, WATER TABLE 
*******•*********** WATER TEMPERATURE •••••••••••••••••• 
1947 LA~AR WL, ~HETSTONE GW 
CHEMICAL CHA~ACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-1946 
VA OlVISIO~ OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL & 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSISt CISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERAtbRE 
1951 PRITCHARD OW 
DATA REPORT, OPERATIOn OYSTER SPAT 1 AND 2 
CHES BAY lNST DATA REPT 7 
CHEMICAl ANJLYSJS, CURRENTS CWAT!RJ, QATA COLLE{TIDNS, JAN€$ RIVER, WATl:R 
TEMPERATURE" 
~ 
1952 WHETSTO~E GW, MCAVcr¥ RL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATER-S OF VIRGINIA 1946-l91t8 
VA DIVISIOII,i OF WAtER RESOURCES .BULl 11 
CHEMICAL ANAtYSISi DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAOt THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERAT.URE 
1953 CHESAPfAKE BAY INSTlTUlE 
JAMES RIVE~4WINTER CRUISE b-11 MAR 1952. 
CHES 6.AY INST OAT,.A REPT 1.3 
CURRENTS (WATER), DAtA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SlliNITY, WATER 
TEMPERATUi\E, WEATHER DATA ' ' . 
1955 OHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINT(R CR~ISE 2, 13-17 FES 1953 
CHES 6AY l~ST DATA REPT 25 
CURRE~TS CWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, JA~ES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER OATA 
1957 CONNOR JG, SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 191t8-1951 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE CWATER), SEDIMENT LOAOt THERMAL 
CO~DUCTlVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
451 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHE~ICAl AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA OIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BUll 22 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 SCHROEDER ME, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL ANP PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULl 21 
CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 VIRGINIA OlV OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAl CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA AUG 1958-FEB 1960 
VA DIY WATER R~SOURCES BUll 23 
CHE~JCAl ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER MODEL DATA 
tVIMS MSJ 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COllECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964' 
VA INST MARINE SCIENCE DATA REPT 5 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
~ALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WINO V~LOCITY 
1969 UNiTED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. WATER RESOURCES DIVfSION 
VIRGINIA kATER RESOURCES SUMMARY 
(MUNTHLY KELE~SE) RICHMOND, US GEOL SURVEY IN COOPERATION WITH VA DIY OF 
WATER RESOU~CES 
GROUNDWATER, RESERVOIRS, SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TE~PERAJURE 
******************* WATER UTILIZATION 
1~32 COLLINS WD ET Al 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIViSION OF ~ATER RESOURCES AND POWER BUll 3 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATERt, SEDIMENT lOAOr THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
452 
******************* WATER WELLS •••••••••••••••••• 
1913 SANFORD S 
UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOl SURVEY BUll 5 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, TANGIBlE COSTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
WELLS 
1937 FOSTER MD 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF THE GROUND WATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC CGASTAL 
PLAIN 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 27, 405~412 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS 
1945 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 63 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, GROUNOWATfRt 
HYDROGEOlOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
l962 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUORIDE IN WELL WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MINERALS 8(1), 4-11 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
••••••••••••••••••• WATERFLEAS •••••••••••••••••• 
1970 CHA~HERS JR ET Al 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTODORA KINOTII lFOCKEl CCLADOCERA) IN VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI llr 255-261 tVIMS CONTR 360) 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
******************* WATERFOWL 
1951 KLINGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CORNWALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELlYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
WILDLIFE 
. 1971 KERWIN JA 
ATlANTIC SHORE SALT HAR~HESt VlR~lNIA 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 2bt 71-14 
HAPSH PLANlS, SALT MARSHE~t SLOPE PROTECTION, YlRGINIA 1 WATERFOWl 
!971 WARNER WW 
MORE PLENTIE OF FOWLES 
ATlANTIC NATURALIST 26, 99-107 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, WATER BIROS, WATERFOWL 
*****~************* WATERS~FO~ IBASIH~i 
1950 STOW MH 
GEOLOGY 
IN VA. 4CAOEMY Of SCIENCE, JAMES RlVfR BASIN, PAST, PRESENT ANO fUTURE, P. 
435-441 
GEOLOGiC FORMATlONS, GEOLOGY, JAHfS RIVER, RlVER SYSTE~S, WATERSHEDS 
(BASINS) 
1~70 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF HATER RESOURCES 
WATE~ RESOURCES lEGISLATIVE CONC~RNS OF THE BOARO OF CONSERVATION AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMONWEALTH OF ViRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
lEGlSlATION, STRUCTURAl RELAXATION, WAiER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLIED!, WATERSHEDS (BASINS) 
******************o WAVES (WATER) 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER Cl 
HURRICANE SURGE PREDICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNITED STATES A~MY CORPS OF fNGl~EERS~ WASHINGTON, OaC., BEACH fROSION 
SOARD, MlSC PAPER 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKF BAY, HURRICANES, SLUDGE, NAVES (WATER) 
******~*****••***** WEATHER OATA 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WlNTER CRUISE b-11 MAR 1952 
CHES BAY lNST DATA REPT 13 
CURRENT5 (WATER), OATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RlYERt SALINlTY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1955 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 2 1 13-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY lNST DATA REPT 25 
CURRENTS (WATER), OATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITYi WAfER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
454 
1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAME~ RIVER ~ODEl DATA 
(VIH5 ~S) 
CHEH!CAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS CWATERJ, OATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVfR, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
••••*************** WETLANDS 
1968 TKIOENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, I~CORPORATED 
CHESAPfAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, "ARYLANO (ClEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFORMATION NO. PB 
179-84,) 
ACUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANlZATlON, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, ~ETLANOS 
1969 ~ASS Mlt WRIGHT TO 
~n4~TAl WETlANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH Pl~NTS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VXRGINlAt WETLANDS 
1969 WASS Ml, WRIGHT TO 
COASTAL WE!LANOS OF VIRGINIA 
VlHS SPEC REPT IN APPL HAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 10 
£~QS!CN, HABJTATS~ lEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANiS, SLOPE 
PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
l97C VIRGINiA MARINE R~SOURCES COMHlSS!ON 
DREDGiNG AND DEVELOPMENT IN CH!CKAHOM!NY RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION-- 28APR, 26HAY, 
28JULY, 23SEPl 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DREDGING, J~MES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1971 ANDREWS JO 
FlSH FOR bEAUTY IN OI~NAL SWAMP ••• 
VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DISMAL SWAMP CNC-VA), WILDLIFE, 
WETlAND~ 
1971 HARTWELL E 
WHEREWITH VtRGtNlAtS HETLANOS 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 59-61 
AOMlNlSTRATlVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
,.55 
l<i71 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIDDLER CRAB IUCA MINAX) IN RELATION TO HARSH PlANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHfS SCI 12t 180-183 CVIMS CONTR 396) 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME I-A PROPOSAl FOR RESEARCH APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLAN~ING (PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, PROJECT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
******************* WHITE'BASS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 KERBY JH ET Al 
OCCURRENCE AND GROWTH OF STRIPED BASS-WHITE BASS HYBRIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHM•iNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
TRANS AMER FISH SOC lOOt 787-790 lVIMS CONTR 370) 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, HYBRID, WHITE•BASS 
******************* WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULl 43, PART 1t 244-247 
•••••••••••••••••o 
BRACKISH--WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FlSHt DISTRIBUUONt FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1967 AllEN Nt PELCZAR MJ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMEkiCANUS 
C~ES SCI a, 135-154 
ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
1971 ~T PI~RRE RA 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YORK 
RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCHt YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• WILD RIVERS •••••••••••••••••• 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE Of AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION 
~YMPOSIUH ON THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES,SPORT FISHING ~NST. 
DOUGLAS PA, STROUD RH EDS 96-109 
BIOLOGY, CHEMICALS, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYlANO, VIRGINIA, WATER QUAliTY, WILD RIVERS 
••••••••••••••••••• WILDLIFE 
1951 Kll NGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CORNWAll PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
456 
•••••••••••••••••• 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JEllYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT HARSHESt WATERFOWL, 
WILDLIFE 
1970 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USINESS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL'FISH 
1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
INTERNATIONAL MARINE PUBLISHING COMPANY, CAMDEN, ~AINE 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
1971 ANDREWS JD 
FISH FOR BEAUTY IN DISMAL SWAMP ••• 
VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DIS~Al SWAMP lNC-VA), WILDLIFE, 
WETLANDS 
••••••••••••••••••• WILDLIFE CONSERVATION •••••••••••••••••• 
1957 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN 
STUDIES REGION 4 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CONSIDERED NAVIGATION CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS, 
JAMES RIVER VA, IN RELATION TO FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 
+ 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOlOGICAl .lHPACT, JAMES RIVER, WILDLIFE 
CONSERVATION 
1971 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A RE-EVALUATION OF THE POWER, WATER SUPPLY, WATER QUALITY, 
RECREATION ••• OF THE AUTHORIZED SALEH CHURCH RESERVOIR PROJECT 
BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ElECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION 
DEMANDt WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
457 
******************* WIND VELOCITY •••••••••••••••••• 
1~67 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964 1 
VA INST MARINE SCIENCE CATA REPT 5 
CURRE~TS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIO~S, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
******************* kiNCS •••••••••••••••••• 
1968 STA~LEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCuLATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES ~ E~GI~EERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
T~ANSACTIONS. MARINE TECH~OLOGY SOC, DFLAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS (WATER), RUNOFF, SHALLOW wELLS, WINOS 
1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN SCIENCES ~ ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTiC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS •. MARINE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
CU~TINENTAL SHFLFt CURRENTS (WATER), RvNOFF, SHALLOW WELLS, WINOS 
1~70 MU~DAY WG JR ET AL 
OIL SLICK MOTION NEAR CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
WAATEK RESOURCES BULL b(b), 879-884 lVIMS CONTR 357) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), OILY WATER, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
~lNOS, POLLUTANTS 
******************* WINTER •••••••••••••••••• 
1~o2 HOESE HO 
WINTER MORTALITIES OF OYSTERS ON THE EASTER~ SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1959 TO 
1961 
lVJ~S MSl 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OVSTERS, WINTER 
••••••••••••••••••• WORMS •••••••••••••••••• 
1~69 MANGUM CP 
LOW TEMPERATURE BLOCKAGE OF THE FEEDING RESPONSE lN BOREAL AND TEMPERATE 
ZONF POLYCHAfTES 
CHE5 ~CI 10, b4-b5 
POLYCHAETES, SHAPE, WORMS, YORK RIVER 
45b 
******************* YORK RIVER •••••••••••••••••• 
1931 PRYTHERCH HF 
REPORT OF TH~ I~VESTIGATION ON THE MORTALITY OF OYSTERS AND DECLI~E OF 
OYSTER PRODUCTION IN VA ~ATERS 
US"BUR FISH UNPuBL ~S 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 8YSTER I~OUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1932 RO~ERTS JK 
LOWER YORK-JAMES PE~INSULA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 37 
GEOLOGIC I~VFSTIGATIO~S, GEOMORPhOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, YORK RIVER 
!Q~O ~NOFKFC.C. F 
STRATIG~APHY ANO PALEONTOLOGY CF THE YORKTOW~ FORMATION OF VIRGINJA 
U~IVERSITY CF VA MASTERS THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1935 ~CGAVOCK CB,JR 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAJORITY OF THE PELECYPODS OF THE YORKTOWN FOR~AT!ON 
OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
~EOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
~ACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1945 CEOERST~OM OJ 
STRUCTUKAL GEOLOGY OF SOUT~EASTERN VIRGINIA 
AMER ASSOC PETROLEuM GEOLOGISTS cULL 29, 71-95 
JAMES RIVER, MAGNETIC STUDIES, SURPLUS WATER, YORK RIVER 
1945 ROGEKS ~R 
DI~TRIRUTION OF THE FUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH AND ITS EFFECT CN 
EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
VJMS THESIS 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1947 GALTSOtF PS, ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL ANu PHYSIOLOGiCAL STUuiES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP ~IlL 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BULLETIN 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP ~ASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
~59 
1954 kOOD JT, GOODWIN OK 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY OF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTERN VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 60-64 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES, YORK RIVER 
1956 MCLEAN JD,JR 
FORAMINIFERA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 36, 255-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1957 BEVAN AC 
GEOLOGIC ANCESTRY OF THE YORK-JAMES PE~INSULA 
VA J SCIENCE a, 19-34 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1957 MCLEAN JD,JR 
OSTRACODA OF ~HE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 38, 57-103 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1958 LADD EC 
COMPARATIVE SlUDY OF MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMERICAN EEL (ANGUILLA 
ROSTRATAJ AND ATLANTIC ANCHOVY (ANCHOA MITCHILLIJ 
VIMS THESIS 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
1959 WHEATLEY JJ ET AL 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE YORK RIVER OYSTER INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER. WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1960 ~ASSMANN WH, PACHECO AL 
OISAPPE~RANCE OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 89, 15~-159 lVIMS CONTR 91) 
CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
460 
1961 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO AL 
MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS TAGGED IN VIRGINIA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 2, 37-44 IVIMS CONTR 971 
FISH MIGRATION, JAHES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGiNIA, POTOMAC, RAPPAHANNOCK, AND YORK RIVER 
BASINS 1956-1960 
VIRGINIA OIVISIO~ OF ~ATER RESOURCES BULL 24 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUNr SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, THEIS 
FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1961 PATTEN BCr LACEY JR 
DISTRlBUTlON OF AMMONIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
AH~ONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NlTRATESr SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
SUMMARY OF DATA FROM PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 22 C1200 
CHlOROPHYLL, OATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1961 MACKENZIE CL JR 
GROWTH ANU REPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER DRill EUPLEURA CAUOATA IN THE ~ORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42r 117-338 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, YORK RIVER 
1962 PATTEN BC 
SYNOPTIC COMPARISON OF SESTON LOADS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK, YORK AND JAMES 
RIVERS 
IVIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
1962 MULFORD RA 
DIATOMS FROM VIRGINIA TIDAL WATERS 
VlMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 30 
DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
461 
1~62 SCOTT WW 
THE AUUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FLORA OF MARINE AND BRACKISH WATERS IN THE 
VICINITY OF GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 36 
BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1962 MASSMANN WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWL SURVEYS 
OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VIMS SPfCIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 27 
CHESAPEAKE BA~, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER . 
l9b3 FOURNIER RO 
NUTRIENT LIMITATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS lHESlS 
PHYTOPLANKTON, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, YORK RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1963 PATTEN BC ET AL 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT ~~ 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT lOAD, SESTON, THERMAL 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
1964 RUTHERFORD C 
EFF~CTS OF COPPER SULFATE ON SPOT, LEIOSTOHUS XANTHURUS 
Vl~S THESIS 
BIOASSAY, CO~MERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, STREAMBEDS, YORK RIVER 
1965 LYNCH ~p 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
(VIMS THESlSJ 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
462 
1965 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BLUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES 
CARCI~OPHILA (KOELLIKERJ 
CHES SCI 6(4), 201-208 
CO~TROl STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANSt REPRODUCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1966 MCLEAN JD JR 
MIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1~66 LYNCH HP, WOOD L 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SAliNfTY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGlNICA GMELIN 
COMP 610CHEM PHYSIOL 19, 783-790 (VIHS CONTR 222) 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 KRAEUTE~ JN 
DESCRIPTIONS OF FECAl PELLETS OF SOME COMMON INVERTEBRATES IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER AND LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
ANIMAL WASTES (~ILDLIFE), CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVER 
1966 PATTEN BC, CHABOT BF 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES SCI 7, 117-136 (YIMS CONTR 224) 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 PATTEN BC ET AL 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THE LOWER 
YORK kiVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 20-29 CVIMS CONTR 209) 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC HATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
1966 HARVILL AM JR 
RANGE EXTENSIONS ON THE MIDDLE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 143-148 
HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, YORK RIVER 
463 
1967 FEELEY JB 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA (CRUSTACEA- AMPHIPODA) OF 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
CVIMS THE~IS) 
AHPHIPOOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YOR~ RIVER 
1967-GRANT GC 
ANAOROMOUS FISH PROJECT, ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF STRIPED BASS 
POPULATIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1967--
ANADROMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK 
RIVER 
1967 ANDREWS JO 
INTERACTION OF TWO DISEASES OF OYSTERS IN NATURAL WATERS 
~All SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 57, 38-49 CVIMS CONTR 207J 
OERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1968 DILL AT 
CHESAPEAKE--PIONEER PAPERMAKER--A HISTORY OF THE COMPANY AND ITS 
COMMUNITY 
U~IVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTFSVILLE, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
1968 ~ACKIERNAN GB 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIHS THESIS 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
1968 AMON JP 
STUDIES OF LABYRINTHULA SPP. IN CULTURE 
VIMS THESIS 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEL GRASS, PLANT PARASITES, YORK RIVER, MARINE 
FUNGI 
1~68 BURRELL VG JR 
ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LEIDYI CA. AGASSIZ), 
IN A FISH NURSERY GROUND 
VlMS THESIS 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
464 
1968 GRANT GC, JOSEPH EB 
COHPA~ATIVE STRENGTH OF THE 1966 YEAR ClASS OF STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VIMS CONTR 290 
CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK RIVER 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RECORDS OF GAHMARUS CCRUSTACEA&AMPHIPOOAJ FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI lOr 1-17 
AHPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1969 DAUGHERTY SJ 
ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY, AND HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
LOXUTHYLACUS PANOPEI lSACCULI~IDAE) IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IVIMS THESIS) 
CRABS, JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
1969 JOHNSON GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH BASK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, DEPT OF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JA~ES RIVER, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YORK RIVER 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
HURRICANE CAMILLE EFFECTS IN ESTUARINE AREAS 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS CF THE COMMISSION-- 26AUG, 23SEPT 
FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1969 BARANS CA 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH ANO BEHAVIOR OF THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
1969 CONES HN JR, HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI lOr 75-84 (VIMS CONTR 313J 
SAlT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RlVERt SCYPHOZCA 
465 
l96q KINGSTO~ ~ ET ALL 
STUDiES ON LARVAL ~C\:~E~EA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 IVIHS CONTR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, LARV~l GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1969 KINGSTON Nt DILLGN WA, HARGIS WJ JR 
STUDIES ON LARVAl ~C\~GENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 544-558 IVIMS CONTR 305) 
FISH PARASITES, lA~VAL G~OWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1969 MANGUM CP 
LOW TEMPERATURE BLOCKAGE OF THE FEEDING RESPONSE IN BOREAL AND TEMPERATE 
ZONE POLYCHAETES 
CHES ~CI 10, 64-65 
POLYCHAETES, SHAPE, WuRMS, YORK RIVER 
1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CMRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS lN THE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE 20, 16-lS IVIMS CONTR 297) 
JELLYFISH, RfPROQUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1969 SOUTH ~D 
INVfSTIGATION OF T~E EFFECT OF HILl WASTE ON WATER QUALITY IN THE 
PAMUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE CHESAPEAKE CGR~ OF ~IRGINIA, WEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAL RASTES, PULP WASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, 
~ATER OUALITY CG~T~CL, YORK RIVER 
1970 
STATE REVENUE BOND ACT !FINANCING TOll FACILITIES) 
VA CODE,l950, 33.1-266 TO 33.1-295 
B~IDGES, JAMFS RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1~70 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL A~D CHEMiCAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
(VJHS MS) 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
46o 
1970 ~A~SH GA 
~EASO~AL STUDY OF ZCSTERA EP~S!OTA I~ lHE YO~K RIVER, VA. 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLA~T POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 CALDER OR 
NC~TH A~ERICAN RECORD OF THE MYGROID P~OBOSCIDACTYLA ORNATA (HYDROZOA, 
P~OBOSCIOACTYLIOAEl 
CHES SCI 11, 130-140 (VIMS CO~TK 3~~~ 
DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1~70 CALDER OR 
HYDROID AND YOUNG MEDuSA STAGES Of DIPURENA STRANGULATA (HYDROZOA, 
CORYNIOAE) 
THE BIOLCGICAL BUll 138, 109-114 IVIMS CO~T~ 338) 
HYOKOZOA, JELLYFISH, YORK RIVER, ~RJwTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1910 LY~CH MP, MARRISON ft 
SEDIMENTATION CAU~EC bY A TUoE-B~ILDING AMPHIPOD 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY MA~CH 1970, 434-436 (VIHS CONTR 314) 
AHPHIPOQA, BIODEPOSITIO~, YGRK RIVER, BENTHIC FAUNA 
1970 UNITED STATES ARMY 
~EVIEW OF REPORTS ON YORK A\0 PA~UN~EY RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT CORPS CF E\GINEERS 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHA~NEL IH?ROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT A~ALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY ~IVER, YURK ~IVER 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YOKK RIVER BA~JN-CO~PREHENSIVE W~TER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 227 
CLIMATIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROU~OWATER, HYOROLOGlC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, THEIS FQUATION, YORK RIVER 
1~70 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHE~StVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLA~NlNG ~ULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, FUTURe PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROuNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, THER~Al 
CONDUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
it67 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BUll 226 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSISt INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, YORK RIVER 
1911 ELDER RB 
THE EfFECT OF RUN-OFF FROM HURRICANE CAMILLE ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
~ATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIMS THESIS 
DISCHARGE CWATERJ, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, THEIS FQUATlON, YORK RIVER 
1971 UNITEO STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, TASKINAS CREEK, JAMES CITY COUNTY, 
VliHiiNIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
UREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, YORK RIVER 
1971 ST PIERRE RA 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YORK 
RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, V1RGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1911 URTH RJ 
BENTHIC INFAUNA OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, BEDS 
VIMS THESIS 
AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
1971 ORTH RJ 
OBSERVATIONS 0~ THE PLANKTONIC LARVAE OF POLYDORA llGNI WEBSTER 
CPOLYCHAETA, SPIONIOAE) IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-l21t CVIMS CONTR 378) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES 1 YORK RIVER 
1971 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIDDLER CRAB IUCA MINAX) IN"RELATION TO MARSH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 180-183 lVIMS CONTR 396) 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
lt68 
1911 HARRISON w, FANG CS 
HYDROGRAPHY ANO HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE 
A~D ~YE-TRACfR STUDIES AT THE CONFLUE~CE OF THE YOR2 1 PAMUNKEY ••• 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN AMSOE 11 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
1971 FEELEY JB, WASS ML 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GA~MARIDEA (CRUSTACEA& AMPHIPODAI OF 
THE LGWER CHFSAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN MAR SCI 2 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCk RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY ANO HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. II. STUDIES OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YORK SYSTEM 
VlMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENG~NG 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••• ZOOPLANKTON 
1961 BOWMAN TE 
THE COPEPOD GENUS ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 2, 206-207 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
•••••••••••••••••• 
C"ESAP(AKE BAY BIBLIOGRAPHY 
CITATIONS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AUTHOR 
1967 ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
HAMPTON, VIRGI~IA ~ATERFRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
F0007 
CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, URBAN Rf\EWAL 
19o7 ALLEN N, PELCZAR MJ 
BACTE~IOLGGICAL STUCIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS 
CHES SCI a, 135-15~ 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA. FISH, FISH DISEASES, ~HITE PERCH 
H68 AMON JP 
STUDIES OF LABYRINThULA SPP. IN CULTURE 
VIMS THESIS 
AQUATIC ~ICROORGANJSNS, EEL GRASS, PLANT PARASITES, YORK RIVER, MARINE 
ruNG I 
1947 ANORE~ojS E 
CRAB POT CCNSTRUCTICN-C~ESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY lEAFLET 262 
CRAB INUUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
1948 ANORE~S E 
THE 'bOM' ~ETHOD OF PICKING BLUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 276 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SCCIAL ASPECTS 
1948 ANUREWS E 
TROTLINE CCNSTRUCTIG~, CPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISHAND WILDLIFE SERVICE FISHERY LEAFLET 291 
CRAB INUUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
1951 A~OREWS JD 
SEASO~Al PATTE~~S CF OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY 32, 752-758 (VI~S CONTR 3~) 
Hl0l2 
JA~ES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS 
470 
1954 ANDREWS JO 
SETTING CF OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSCC PRCC 45(1954), 38-46 (VIMS CONTR 53) 
H1041 
JAMES RIVER, OY~TERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER'SETTING 
1961 ANDREWS JD 
MEASUREMENT OF SHELL GRCkTH IN OYSTERS BY WEIGHING IN WATER 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC 52 (1961), 1-11 (VIMS CONTR 110) 
H1024 
GROWTH RATES, LABORATORY TESTS, MEASU~EMENT 
1962 ANDREwS JD 
GYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGI~IA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUBLIC SEED 
BEDS 
~All SHELLFISHERIES ASSCC PROC 53, 65-84 IVIMS CONTR 155) 
H4538 
BEDS UNDER kATER, DERMOCY~T!O!~N; 1A~E5 ~!~~~. ~C~iiliii, ~~A, UY~TERS, 
SALINITY 
1965 A~OREWS JD 
INFECTION EXPERIMENTS IN NATURE wiTH OERMOCYSTIOIUM MARINUM IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 6, 60-67 (VIMS CCNTR 172) 
H4504 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC FUNGI, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
1166 ANUREWS JD 
CYSTER MC~TALITY STUDIES IN VIRGI~IA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF MSX, A 
PROTISTAN PATHOGEN CF OYSTERS 
fCOLOGY 47, 1~-31 CVIMS CGNTR 1931 
H4'539 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1~67 ANDREWS JO 
CYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 6. HISTORY ANO DISTRIBUTICN OF 
f"INCiiiNIA NHSONI, A PATI1CGEN OF OYSfERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 8r 1-13 (VIMS CO~TR 225) 
H4503 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, MORTALITY, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, PROTOZOA 
1967 ANDREWS JO 
JNTERACTICN OF TWO CISEASES OF OYSTERS IN NATURAL WATERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PRCC 57, 38-49 (VIMS CONTR 207) 
H4521 
OERHOCYSTICIUH, MSX, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
471 
1971 ANDREWS JO 
FISH FOR BEAUTY IN DISMAL SWAMP ••• 
VIRGINIA JOURNAL Of SCIENCE 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, DISMAL SWAMP CNC-VA), WILDLIFE, 
WETLANDS 
1951 ANDREWS JD, COCK C 
RANGE AND HABITAT OF THE CLAM, POLYMESODA CAROLINIANA IBOSCI IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32, 758-760 CVlMS CONTR 35) 
H3015 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1957 ANDREWS JD ET AL 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EFFECTS ON OYSTER CULTURE OF THE DREDGING FOR THE 
HAMPTON ROADS BRIDGE-TUNNEL 
VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 12 
H1007 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY 
1959 ANDREWS JD ET AL 
FRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS CCRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA) IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
1-958 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSCC PROt ~9, 29-~9 CVIMS CONTR 87) 
H1023 
FRESHhATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, QYSTERSt SALINITY 
1957 ANDREWS JOt HAVEN C 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF VENUS MERCENARIA, VENUS CAMPECHIENSISt AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SUSPENDED TRAYS ANC ON NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC ~7, ~3-~9 tVIMS CONTR 74) 
H3014 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRID 
1971 ANOI"<EWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNDERWATER NATURALIST lt 17-25 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
1912 ANON 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK ANO W. RY CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABlE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1932 ANON 
MILLER V COM~ONWEALTH 
166 SE 557, 159 VA 924 
472 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES 
1967 ANON 
NORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIALS INC 
264 FSUPP 3~9 
DREDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
1899 ANON 
WAVERLY WATER-FRONT AND IMPROVEMENT CO V WHITE ET AL 
33 SE 53~, 97 VA 376 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETh RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL 
VALUES 
1932 ANON 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
l6~ SE 689 
BEOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGhTS, SEWAGE 
1916 ANON 
CITY OF HAMPTON V WATSON 
89 SE Blt 119 VA 95 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE 
196~ ANON 
POWER UNDER ACT FOR SALE BY JAMES RIVER AND KANAWHA CO 
VA CODE,l950, 12-37 
CANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WATER RIGHTS 
1957 ANON 
BOUNDARY LINES OF CERTAIN LOW GROUNDS ON JAMES RIVER A LAWFUL FENCE 
VA COOE,l950, 8-872 
BOUNDARiES (PROPERTY), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1970 ANON 
STATE REVENUE BONO ACT (fiNANCING TOLL FACiliTIES) 
VA CODE,1950, 33.1-268 TO 33.1-295 
BRIDGES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
473 
1969 ANON 
CRASS (REGULATIONS) 
VA COOE~l950t TITLE 28.1 C 6 28.1-165 TO 28.1-17~ 
CRAB INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANON 
FISH ANU FISHING GENERALLY (REGULATIONS) 
VA CODE,1950tTITLE 28.1 C ~ 28.1-~7 TO 28.1-81 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANON 
OYSTE~S,CLAMS AND OTHER BIVALVES IREGULATIONSJ 
VA COOE,1950,TITLE 28.1 C 5 28.1-82 TO 28.1-16~ 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, lEGAL 
ASPECTS 
1970 ANON 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM PUBLIC ROCK 
VA CODE, 1950, .28.1-82 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOJ, JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANON 
OYSTERS TO BE CUllEC AS TAKEN 
VA COOE,l9SO, 28.1-12~ 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANON 
EXEMPTEO WATERS (CULLING LAW) 
VA COOE,1950, 28.1-126 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPA~ANNCCK RIVER 
1970 ANON 
CLEAN CULL AREA 
VA COOE,1950, 28.1-85.1 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1969 ANON 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PlANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA CODE,l950, 28.1-108 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF 8EO$, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
474 
1969 ANON 
FISH,OYSTERSrSHELLFISH AND OThER MARINE LIFE 
VA COOE,1950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANON 
PROHIBITED AREA FOR PATENT TONGS 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-83 
CORROTOMAN RIVER, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, MOBJACK 8AY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1969 ANON 
TAX ON OYSTERS TAKEN FROM PUBLIC ROCKS- REPORTS OF OYSTERS TAKEN FROM 
SEED AREA OF JAMES RIVER 
VA CODE,1950, 28.1-93 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
1969 ANON 
LEASING OF CERTAIN BOTTOMS IN JAMES RIVER PROHIBITED 
VA COOE,1950, 28.1-145 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS 
1969 ANON 
OKEOGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COOE,l950, 28.1-1~6 
BEDS UNOE~ WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LE~AL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS 
1969 ANON 
AUTHORITY OF GOVERNOR TO AUTHORIZE DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN NAVIGABLE 
WATERS-SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPliCABLE TO JAMES RIVER BETWEEN JAMES RIVER 
BRIDGE AND JAMESTOW~ ISLAND 
VA C00Etl950, 28.1-1~7 
CHANNEl IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
1970 ANON 
USE OF HAUL SEINE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA COOEr1950, 28.1-51.2 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS 
475 
1968 ANON 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA COUE, 1950, TITLE 62.1 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
1942 ANON 
VIRGINIA SCIENTISTS ADOPT NOVEL PROGRAM. JAMES RIVER PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
FOR FUTURE LONG RANGE PLANNING 
VA WILDLIFE 5, 66-68 
FUTURE PLANNING (PRCJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1834 ANON 
RECENT HURRICANES IN VIRGINIA 
FAR~ER'S REGISTER z, 120-122 
HURRICANES, VIRGINIA 
1932 ANON 
GREAT FLOODS IN JAMES RIVER 
APPENDIX 2 IN YOUNG yRt REPT ON JAMES RIVER, VA CQ.v.a 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLCOO, JAMES RIVER 
1955 ANON 
A LOOK AT VIRGINIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES 
VIRGINIA RESOURCE USE ECUCATION COUNCIL, BOX 1642, RICHMOND, VA. 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, VIRGINIA 
1~70 ANON 
CHf~APfAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
USINESS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, SIEVE 
ANALYSIS, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL 1 FISH 
1971 ANON 
CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR PREVENTION, CONTAINMENT, AND CLEANUP OF OIL AND 
HAZARDOUS ~ATERIALS FOR THE HAMPTON ROADS AREA 
HAMPTON ROADS MARITISOCIATION, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
PLANT MORPHOLOGY, OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
476 
1966 BACK W 
HYDROCHEMICAL FACIES ANC GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEDL SURV PROF PAPER 498-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC OATA 
1956 BAILEY RS, MASSMANN WH 
SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
(VIHS CONTR 60) 
H71l6 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA 
1957 HAILEY RS, MCHUGH JL 
HISTORY CF VIRGINIA'S CCMMERCIAL FISHERIES--NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORDS 
THROW LIGHT ON TODAY•S PROBLEMS 
VA J SCI a, 42-64 tVIMS CONTR 701 
H0021 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS 
1964 BAILEY RS 1 HAVEN OS 
MILFOIL--A FRILLY WEED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 25C3), 14-16 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 2,4C, VIRGINIA, HERBICIDES 
1969 8ARANS CA 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH ANC BEHAVIOR Of THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
81GHT 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
1966 BARROW JH ET Al 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBODY STUDIES Of HAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153(3743), 1531-1533 
ANI~Al PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSXt OYSTERS, 
STREAM GAGES 
1894 BAYLOR JB 
SURVEY OF OYSTER GROUND BAYLOR SURVEY 
VA fiSHERIES COMMISSION 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OY~TER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
477 
1968 BEAL Kl 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE BLUEBACK HERRING ALOSA AESTIY&liS (MJTCHillJ 
VIMS THESIS 
ALOSIDS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOKES LAW 
1940 BEATTY RC, MULLOY WJ 
WilliAM BYRD'S NATURAL ~!STORY Of VIRGINIA 
DIETZ PRESS, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1971 BERGOFFfN B IEC) 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONFERENCE RFPORT, SEPT 16-18, UNIV OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, lONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
1957 BEVAN AC 
GEOLOGIC ANCESTRY OF THE YORK-JAMES PENINSUlA 
VA J SCIENCE 8, 19-34 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1969 BICK KF, COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE WILLIAMSBURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACONS CASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA OlV MINERAL RESOURCES, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 18 
DEPOSITION CSEDIMENTSJ, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA 
N D biGELOW RH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSJTY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTERS IN VIRGINIA 
CLD DOMINICN UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CC 
CONCE~TRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THEHALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
IMNOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY 13(1), 169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, THERMAL 
SPRINGS 
478 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POllUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SE~ NETTLES 
1~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BIOSPHERIC$ INC, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1962 BlACK RE 
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SCME ENZYMES OF THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE AND ELECTRON 
TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN ThE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TROCHOPHORES CF 
THE OYSTER ••• 
BIOL BULL 123, 71-79 (VlMS CONTR 117) 
Hl020 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
1962 BLACK Rf 
RESPIRATION, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT ENZYMES, AND KREBS-CYCLE ENZYMES IN EARLY 
DEVELOPMENTAl STAGES OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
Rlnt RUtt !Z~: 5~-7~ ~¥!NS tO~!~ !!!! 
H1019 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
196~ BLACK RE, PENGEllEY ET 
ALPHA AMYLASE DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL BUll 126, 199-204 (VIMS CONTR 154) 
Hl021 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
1968 BLANCHARD FS, STONE WT 
A CRUISING GUIDE TO ThE ChESAPEAKE 
DODD, MEAD AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABlE RIVERS, BOATING 
1971 BOESCH OF 
DISTRIBUTION AND STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN THE HAMPTON ROAOS 
AREA, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 15 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, JAMES RIVER, SAMPLING 
1906 BOLSTER RH, GROVER NC 
HYDROGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULL 3 
DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS 
1971 BOLUS Rl ET Al 
THE DESIGN OF THE "C~ITORI~G SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY OF THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ••• 
VIHS SPECIAl REPT I~ APPLIED MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JA~ES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWERPLANTSt ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SILVERSIDES 
1966 BONO GC, MEADE Rh 
SllE DISTRI8UTIGNS OF MINERAl GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEARBY COASTAl WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 208-212 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CEPCSITION ISEOIMENlSit SESTON 
1968 ·aOON JC lilt MACINTYRE WG 
THE BORON-SALJNI~Y RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 IVIMS CONTR 2651 
C1300 
BORON, CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
1972 BOON JO lilt LYNCH MP 
TIDAl DATUM PLANES A"C TIDAl BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL 
BOUNDARIES--A STUDY WITh RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 22 
BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, SLUDGE 
1969 BOUSFIElD EL 
NEW RECORDS OF GAMMARUS (CRUSTACEA&AMPHIPODA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATlANTIC 
REGION 
HES SCI 10, 1-17 
AMPHIPOOAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER, RAPPAhANNOCK RIVER, WATER EQUIVALENT, YORK RIVER 
1963 80ft0EN EY 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLD OOHINICN COllEGE, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
JOOOl 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MO), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAl PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
1939 SOWERS GM 
JAMES RIVER IMPRGVE~ENT PROJECT 
~ARINE NEWS 26, 35-36 
CHANNEl IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER 
480 
1939 BOWERS GM 
TRANSPORTATION ON T~E JAMES RIVER 
~ARINE NEWS 26, 40-43, 51 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
1961 BOW~AN TE 
THE COPEPOO GE~US ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 2, 206-207 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1963 BOW~AN TE ET AL 
NOTES ON ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN HYPERIID AMPHIPOOS AND MED~SAE IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND NARRAGANSETT BAYS AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 4 9 141-146 CCONTR 239, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, 
MARYLAND I 
AHPHIPODAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1965 BREHMER ~L 
TURBIDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J >SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 20(41, 132-133 CVIMS CONTR 196) 
G2013 
JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSESTON, SOIL ASPHALT, 
THERMAl SPRINGS, TURBIDITY 
1967 BREHMER HL 
NUTRIENT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NATl SYMP ESTUARINE POLLUTION PROC 1967 1 STANFORD, CALIF 
G4005 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY 
1968 BREHMER ML 
MAN AND ThE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 161-166 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROl, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1970 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
(VIMS MSI 
BIOLOGICAL CO~HUNITIESt CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, YORK RIVER 
481 
1967 bREHMER MLt CALDER DR . 
SEASONAl OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA 0" TEST PANElS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL LIHNOl 1, 149-164 CYIHS CONTR 251t 
C5206 
BARNAClES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAl OISTRI8UTICN 
1966 BREHMER MLt HAlTIWANGER SO 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE TIDAl JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN E"G 6 
C1010 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYlL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS 
1"166 BREHMER M, WARINNER JE 
THE EFFECTS OF THER~AL EFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR AND WATER POLLUT INT J 10, 277-289 CVIMS CONTR 171) 
G41500 
BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SILYERSIDES 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE PRECICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, WASHINGTON, D.C., BEACH EROSION 
BOARD, MISC PAPER 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, SLUDGE, WAVES CWATERJ 
1941 BREWINGTON MY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BUGEYES 
~ARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, PUBLICATION 8 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SOCIAL FUNCTION, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1953 BREWINGTON MY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY-A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 
CRAB INOUSTRt, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOCIAl FUNCTION 
1939 BROWN WR 
COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY OF THE RICHMOND AREA, VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF VA MASTERS THESIS 
ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, BINDERS 
1950 BURCH PR 
fiiOLLUSKS 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
129-137 
CLASSIFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOllUSKS 
482 
1971 UNITED STATES CEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A RE-EVALUATION OF THE POWER, WATER SUDPLY, WATER QUALITY, 
RECREATlON ••• QF THE AUT~ORilED SALEH CHURCH RESERVOIR PROJECT 
BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ElECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION 
DEMAND, WILDliFE CONSERVATION 
1965 BURGESS RH 
CHESAPEAKE CIRCLE 
CAMBRIDGE, ~D., CORNELL MARITIME PRESS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY 
1968 BURRELL VG JR 
ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LEIOYI lA. AGASSIZ), 
IN A FISH NURSERY GROUNC 
VlMS THESIS 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1969 BURRELL VG, CALDER DR 
BRACKISH WATER HYDRCMEDUSA MAEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATURE 222(5194), 694-695 (VIMS CO~TR 3201 
C5400 
HYDROZOA, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
1951 BURT WV, HOPKINS TC JR 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT Ill 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALlOW WELLS 
1951 BURT WV, PRITCHARD OW 
AN INEXPENSIVE AND RAPIC TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING CURRENT PROFILES IN 
ESTUARINE WATERS 
CHES bAY INST TECH REPT 1 
CURRENT METERS, ESTUARIES 
1966 CALDER DR 
ECOLOGY OF MARINE INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
CYIHS THESIS) 
BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION 
483 
1968 CALDER OR 
HYDROZOA GF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
(VI~S DISSERTATIGN) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN 
1967 CALDER OR, BRE~MER ML . 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INTL J OCEANOL LIHNCL 1, 149-164 CVIMS CONTR 251) 
C5206 
BARNA~LES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIGN 
1969 CALDER OR, BURRELL VG 
BRACKISH WAT[R HYORCMEOUSA MAEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATURE 222(5194), 694-695 CVIMS CONTR 320) 
C5400 
HYDROZOA, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
1970 CALDER OR 
NORTH AMERICAN RECORD OF THE HYOROID PROBOSCIOACTYLA ORNATA (HYDROZOA, 
PROBOSCIOACTYLIOAE) 
CHE~ SCI 11, 130-140· CVIMS CONTR 344) 
C5404 
01STRIBUTIGN, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 CALDER OR 
HYOROID AND YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF DIPURENA STRANGULATA (HYDROZOA, 
CORYNIDAE) 
THE BIOLOGICAL BULL 138, 109-114 (VIMS CONTR 3381 
C5402 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1971 CALDER OR ET AL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 59 
C5410 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1927 CAMPBEll MR 
~EANING OF MEANDERS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
GEOl SOC AMERICA BUll 38, 537-556 
GEOHORPHCLCGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANOERSt RIVER BEDS 
1969 CAMPBEll RA 
AN UNUSUAL I~ECTION OF POLYSTOHA NEARCTICUM CPAULtl938) 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, ll~-175 CVIHS CONTR 3~3) 
H7910 
ANIMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
1969 CAMPBEll RA 
NEw SPECIES OF ACANTHOBCTHRIUH (CESTODA--TETRAPHYLLIDEA) FROM CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASIT 55, 559-570 (VIMS CONTR 332) 
C5505 
ELASMOORA~CHES, HOSTS, PARASITISM, SOIL DENSITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1951 CARPENTfR JH, CARRITT DE 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES BAY lNST TECH REPT 2 
CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, STRAIN GAGES, THERMAL SPRINGS 
1951 CARRITT DE, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 2 
CHLOROPHYlL, PHYTOPLANKTON, STRAIN GAGES, THERMAL SPRINGS 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SOIL STERILANTS, TURTLES 
1970 CARTER HH, OKUeO A 
lONGITUDINAL DISPERSION IN NON-UNIFORM FLOW 
CHESAPEAKE SAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL REPORT 68 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
1965 CARTER R 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK ABCVE TIDEWATER 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 26(6), 17-19 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1966 CASTAGNA M, CHANLEY P 
SALINITY TOLERANCE ANC CISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLIOISSIMA, MULINIA 
LATERALIS AND RANGIA CUNEATA, FAMILY MACTRIDAE 
VIMS CONTR 245 
H3003 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
485 
1971 CASTAGNA M, DUGGAN W 
REARING THE BAY SCAllOP, AEQUIPECTEN IRRADIANS 
NATl SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 61, BG-85 fVIMS CONTR 388) 
114000 
COMM.ERCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
1969 CASTAGNA M ET Al 
TREATMENT OF SHEll CULTCI1 WITH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD OF SEED 
CYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROt 59, 84-90 CVIMS CONTR 306) 
Hl030 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER•SETTINGt MARICULTURE 
1939 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
COASTAl PLAIN 
VA GEOl SURV BUll 51-E 
AOIJIFFR C:HARAC:T~R!ST!CS: ~9U!~~~S. AR!fS!.~~~ ~n.L~t ~Ti.Ai'iiiC CuaSiili.. 
PlAINt GE~LOGIC FOR,ATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1941 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF ThE SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURVEY CIRCULAR 1 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1943 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF T~E COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 58 
AQUIFE.R CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHlORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1945 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 6) 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
1945 CEOERSTROM OJ 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
AMER ASSOC PETROLEUM GECLOGISTS 8ULL 29 1 71-95 
JAMES RIVER, MAGNETIC STUDIES, SURPlUS WATER, YORK RIVER 
486 
1946 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GENESIS CF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAl PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 41, 218-245 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNCWATER, VIRGINIA 
1946 CEOERSTROM OJ 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF GROUND WATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN Of VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL b8 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1966 CHABOT BF, PATTEN BC 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A SHAllOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RESPONSE SURFACES 
C11ES SCI 7, 117-136 fVIMS CONTR 2241 
C0009 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 CHAMHERS JR ET AL 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTQCORA KINDTII (FQCKEJ (CLADOCERAJ I~ VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI llt 255-261 CVIMS CONTR 360J 
C5007 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1965 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL UEVELOPMENT OF THE BRACKISH WATER MACTRIO CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 6, 209-213 (VIMS CONTR 200) 
H3010 
CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SOClAl ASPECTS 
1966 CHANLEY PE 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE LARGE BLOOD CLAM, NOETSIA PONDEROSA CSAYJ 
NATL SHEllFISH ASSOC PROC 56, 53-58 fVtMS CONTR 217) 
H3013 
CLAMS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
1970 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOOKED MUSSEL, BRACHIOONTES RECURVUS 
RAFINESQUE ••• 
NATIONAl SHEllFISHERIES ASSOC PROt 60, 86-94 CVIMS CONTR 33bJ 
CS018 
lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
487 
l9b6 CHANLEY P1 CASTAGNA M 
SALINITY TOLERANCE ANC DISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLIDISSIMA, MULINIA 
LATERALIS AND RANGIA CUNEATA, FAMILY MACTRIDAE 
VIMS CO~TR 245 
H3003 
CLA~S, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
1971 CHANLEY P, CASTAGNA M 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF ThE STOUT RAZOR CLAM, TAGELUS PLEBEIUS SOLANOER 
lSOLECURTIDAE, BIVALVIA) 
CHES SCI 12, 167-172 CVIMS CONTR 380) 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOJ, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 6-11 MAR 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 13 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1955 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTER CRUISE 2, 13-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY INST DATA REPT 25 
CURRENTS CWAT~R), CATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 3--BAY RELATED RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORTS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PROJECTS 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC. 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME I-A P~OPOSAL FOR RESEARCH APPLIED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEDit MANAGEMENT, PROJECT 
PLANNING, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
19b4 CHRISTY FT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A CCMMON PROPERTY ~ESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ClSSERTATlON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANCS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
488 
1919 CHURCHill EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB 
US BUR FISH BULL 11917-19181 36, 91-128 
CRABS, GRCWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
19~2 CHURCHILL EP 
THE ZOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE CRAB,CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, SOLOMONS HD,PUBLICATION NO 49 
CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARYLAND 
1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL I 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDlt HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND ANO VIRGINIA, VOL II 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1912 CLARK WB, MILlER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGf, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1882 CLARKE SF 
~EW AND INTERESTING HYDROIOS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BOSTON SOt NAT HIST MEMOIRS 3(4), 135-142 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
1959 CLINE CH, FISHER LJ 
FLUSHING TIME AND DISPERSION Of CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS WITH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTIGN 
1960 CLINE CH, MALONEY WE 
FIELD REPORT, JAMES RIVER DYE DISPERSAL TESTS 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBL MS 
DYE RELEASES, JAMES RIVER, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
489 
19~8 CLINE JH, STOW MH 
THE JAMES RIVER PROJECT OF THE VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
VIRGINIA WILDLifE 9(2), 15-17,22 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVElOPMENT 
1965 COCH NK 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, INNER COASTAL PLAIN 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE DISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 6, 
CONTRACT NONR 609(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEO~ORPHCLOGY, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
19&8 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY CF THE BENNS CHURCH, SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR, AND CHUCKATUCK 
CUADRANGLES, VIRGINIA 
A DIV MINERAL RES., RtPI U~ iNVt~liGAiiuN5 ii 
DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER~ SULFUR BACTERIA 
1969 C{)CH NK, BICK KF 
GEOLOGY OF THE WILLIAMSBURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACONS CASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
VlRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCE.S, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 18 
DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATlONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA· 
1951 C.OLEf'lAN EO 
THE GREAT FRESH OF 1771 
VIRGINIA CAVALCADE 1(2), 20-22 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER 
1930 COLLINS WD ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM REPT 
VA DIY OF WATER RESCURCES AND POWER BULL 2 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT lOAD, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
VIRGINIA 
1932 COLLINS WD ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER UTiliZATION 
490 
1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATICN OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LABORATORY 
VA J SCIENCE 20, 16-18 CVIMS CONTR 297) 
C5406 
JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, YORK RIVER, GROWTH STAGES, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1969 CONES ~N JR, ~AVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTICN OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI 10, 75-84 CVIMS CONTR 313) 
C1210 
SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZCA 
1960 CONNELL JFL 
CATALOG CF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC ONITS 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 2, 49-126 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
15A\.ttKIA 
1962 CONNELL JFL 
CATALOG OF TYPE LOCALITIES OF COASTAL PLAIN STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS--SUPPL 
CATALOG 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 4, 1-78 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1957 CONNOR JG, SC~ROEDER ME 
CHE~ICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 19~6-1951 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES RULL 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1951 COOK C., ANDREWS JD 
RANGE AND HABITAT OF THE CLAM, POLYMESOOA CAROLINIANA CBOSCI IN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32, 758-760 CVIMS CONTR 35) 
H3015 
CLAMS, 01STRI8UTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1930 CORSON JJ 3RD 
OYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND NEWS LEADER, JANUARY 9-16, 1930 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
491 
1876 CORYEll M 
DIATOMACEGUS SANDS OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
AMER INST ~INlNG ENGINEERS TRANS ~, 23o-232 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, SANDS 
1969 COWLWELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ANO ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE 
BLUE CRAB 
COO-DRUGS FRCM THE SEA PROt 1969 HW YOUNGKEN EO 
ANIMAL PAlHOLOGY, BACTERIA, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CRABS, INVERTEBRATES 
1968 COX WE, WALKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES LAWS FOR VIRGINIA 
VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BULL 9 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
1967 CRISP OJ 
CHEMICAL FACTORS INCUCING SETTLEMENT IN CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA lGMELIN) 
J ANIMAL ECOL 36, 329-335 (VIMS CONTR 261) 
H1016 
ATTRACfANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1950 CRONIN LE, PYLE RW 
TH£ GENERAL ANATOMY OF ThE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES BIOl LAS, SOLOMONS, MD, PUBLICATION 87 
CRABS, MORPHOLOGY 
1966 CULLER EO 
REAL PROPERTY- RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
UNIV RlCHMCNO lAW NCTES 2t 257-261 
ELIZABETH RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, lEGAl ASPECTS 
1891 DARTON NH 
~ESCZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOl SOC AMER BULL 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAND, 
~ESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
1894 DARTON NH 
CUTLINE OF CENOZOIC HISTORY OF A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SlOPE 
J GEOL 2, 568-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAINt CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MARYLAN9t 
VIRGINIA 
492 
1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RIC~MONO, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BULL 483 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER 
196( DAUGHERTY FM JR 
~ARINE BIOLOGICAL FOULING IN THE APPROACHES TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
USNHO TECH RFPT TR-96 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING 
1969 DAUGHERTY SJ 
ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY, AND HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPEI ISACCULINIDAEt IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CVIMS THESIS) 
CRABS, JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
1965 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES XX THE BlUE 
CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES 
CARCINOPHlLA CKOELLIKER) 
CHES SCI 614), 201-208 
H5000 
CONTROL STRUCTURES, HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1967-DAVIS J 
ANADROHOUS FISH PROJECT, BIOLOGY ANO UTILIZATION OF ANAOROMOUS ALOSIOS 
UNPUBL PRGG REPTS, VIHS, 1967--
ALOSlDSt ANAOROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1968 DAVIS J 
POTENTIAL FOR AN INCUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 19, 177 CVIMS CONTR 273J 
B6005 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISr POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAl 
DISTRIBUTICNt TRAWLING 
1964 DAVIS RV ET AL 
TREATMENT OF DUCK WASTES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE WATER QUALITY IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, URBANNA, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD, RICHMOND 
ANIMAl WASTES (WILDLIFE), FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, WASTE TREATMENT 
1971 DEGAST R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
CEANS ~(2),~1-~7 
493 
BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HOSTS 
1971 DIAl RJ 
EFFECTS OF THERMAL SHOCK nN LARVAE Of THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CGHELIN) 
VIMS THESIS 
LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, SILVER IODIDE 
1968 Olll AT 
CHESAPEAKE--PIONEER PAPERMAKER--A HISTORY OF THE COMPANY AND ITS 
COM~UNITY 
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
HISTORY, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
19bb DILLON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS SPP. 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 21-31 lVIMS CONTR 20~) 
H7908 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FIS~ PARASITES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE FISH, 
TREMATODES, KJLLIFISHES 
1927 OIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
WATER RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY SULL 31 
DISCHARGE (WATER), SUPERIMPOSED DRAINAGE, TANGIBLE COSTS, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 DRESSEL OM 
THE EFFECTS Of THERMAL SHOCK AND CHLORINE ON THE ESTUARINE COPEPOO 
ACARTIA TONSA 
VlMS THESIS . 
BIOASSAY, CHLORINE, COPEPODSr SHALLOW WELLS, SILVER IODIDE 
1971 DUGGAN Wt CASTAGNA M 
REARING ThE BAY SCALLOP, AEQUIPECTEN IRRADIANS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC b1r 80-85 CVIMS CONTR 388) 
COMMERCIAL flSHlNGr LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
494 
1970 DUPAUL WD, WEBB KL 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID POOL OF MYA ARENARIA 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIGL 32, 785-801 lVlMS CONTR 331J 
H3007 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALI~ITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1971 DUPAUL WD, WEBB KL 
FREE AMINO ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATEO GILL TISSUE OF MYA ARENARIA 
ARCH INT PHYSIOL BICCHEM 79, 327-336 IVIMS CONTR 37bJ 
n3018 
AMINO ACIUS, BIOCHE~ISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT'CLAM 
1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
(H~~APFAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1971 ELOER RB 
THE EFFECT OF RUN-OFF FROM HURRICANE CAMILLE ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE SIGHT 
VlMS THESIS 
DISCHARGE IWATER), HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER; THEIS FQUATIQN, YORK RIVER 
l9oo ElliOTT HA 
DISrRIBUTlON OF RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 203-207 (VIMS CONTR 236) 
Cl304 
BRACKISH WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER 
ClRCULATtON 
1968 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
lZ-13, P. 109-113 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
fACILITIES 
1965 ElliSON R ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARY 
V1MS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 47 
C1302 
DATA COLLECTIONS, OlSTRlBUTIONt ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
495 
1970 ELLISON RL, NICHOLS MM 
ESTUARINE FORAMINIFERA FROM T~E RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS CONTR 244 
Cl305 
BE~THIC FAUNA, FORA~INIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1931 EMBREY Ai 
WATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, OLD DOMINION PRESS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SOCIAL VALUES, VIRGINIA 
1937 EWING ~ ET AL 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE EMERGED AND SUBMERGED ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN. PT 1-~ETHOO AND RESULTS 
GEOL SOC AHER BULL 48, 753-802 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
TAILWATER 
1972 FANG CS ET Al 
GROUNDWATER FLOW IN A SANOY TIDAL BEACH. 2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 8, 121-128 lVIMS CONTR 4251 
C8058 
BEACHES, GRCUNOWATER MOVEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
1971 FANG CS, HARRISON W 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 1. OXYGEN BALANCE 
AND DYE-TRACER STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE YOR2t PAHUNKEY ••• 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN A~SOE 11 
C0016 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COllECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
1965 FARRAGUT RN 
PROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CCALLINECTES SAPIOUSJ 
JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCE 30, 538-5~~ 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, BIOCHEMISTRY 
1966 FARRAGUT RN t THOMPSON MH 
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIOUS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 17, 1065-1078 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, YlRGtNIAt BIOCHEMISTRY 
496 
1965 FAUNCE Jl 
EFFECT OF E~VIRONHENTAL SALINITY ON THF AMINO ACIDS OF BALANUS IMPRCVISUS 
DARWIN 
(VI"S THESISJ 
AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1967 FEELEY JB 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA !CRUSTACEA- AHPHIPOOAl OF 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IVIMS THESIS) 
AMPHIPOUA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAH~NNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, YCRK RIVER 
1971 FEELEY JB, WASS Ml 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANC ECCLOGY OF THE GAMMARIDEA (CRUSTACEA& AMPHIPOOAl OF 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
IMS SPEC PAPERS IN ~AR SCI 2 
C5624 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1957 FENG SY 
ECOLOGICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEHATOPSIS OSTREARUM, A 
SPOROZOAN PARASITE CF THE OVSTER ••• IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VIHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, ANIMAL PARASITES, PROTOZOA 
1958 FENG SY 
GBSERVATICNS ON DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMINATION OF SPORES Of NEMATOP5IS 
OSTREARU~ IN OYSTERS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSCC PROC 48, 162-173 IVIMS CONTR 88) 
H4511 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL 1 lNVESTIGATIONSr STREAM GAGES, PROTOZOA, 
ANIMAL PARASITES 
1949 FERGUSON EF, JONES ER 
A SURVEY OF THE SHORELINE FAUNA OF THE NORFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIDLAND NATURALIST 41, 436-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER 
1938 FERNALD "L 
NOTEWORTHY PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 40, 36~-485 ICONTR 123 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFICATION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
497 
i939 FERNALD Ml 
lAST SURVIVORS IN ThE FLORA OF TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
RHOOORA ~1, 465~574 CCONJR 120 GRAY HERBARIUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY) 
CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1959 FISHER LJ, CLINE CH 
FLUSHING Tl~E AND DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAl WATERS WITH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES RIVER 
US NAVY HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, UNPUBl MS 
DIFFUSION, DISPERSICN, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, WATER POllUTION 
1966 FLE~ER OA, WOOLCOTT WS 
FOOD HABITS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE FISHES OF TUCKAHOE CREEK, VA., WITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE BLUEGILL••• 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 7, 75-89 
FOOD HABITS, JAME~ RIVER, STREAM IMPROVEMENT 
1970 FLE~ER OA 
PRI~ARY PROOUCJICN IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 117-129 CCQNTR 4llt CHES BIOLOGICAL LAB, NATURAL RESOURCES 
INSTt MD UNIV) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLCROPHYllt PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1942 FliNT RF 
ATlANTIC CCASTAL 'TERRACES' 
WASH ACAO SCIENCES J 32, 235-237 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PlEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
1944 fOOTNER H 
RIVERS OF THE EASTERN ShORE 
CAMBRIDGE, ~0, TIDEWATER PU8l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDlt HISTORY 
1931 FOSTER MD 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF THE GROUND WATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN 
WASH ACAD SCIENCES J 21, 405-412 
~QUIFER CHARlCTERISTltS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAINt CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WEllS 
498 
1963 FOURNIER RO 
NUTRIENT LIMITATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE YORK RlVER, VA. 
VIMS THESIS 
PHVTOPlANKTON, STRUCTURAl STABILITY, YORK RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1963 FRISBIE CM, RITCHIE OE JR 
SPORT FISHING SURVEY OF THE lOWER POTOMAC ESTUARY, 1959-1961 
CHES SCI 4, 175-191 CCONTR 250, NAT RESOURCES INST, MO UNIV) 
POTOMAC RIVER, STREAM STABILIZATION 
1969 GAINER Hr LANG MA 
ISOSMOTIC INTERCEllULAR REGULATION AS A MECHANlS" OF VOLUME CONTROL IN 
CRAB ~USCLE FIBERS 
COMPARATIVE BlOCHEHlSTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 30t 445-456 
AMINO ACIDS, CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
1947 GALTSOFF PS, ET AL 
ECOlOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF SULFATE PULP Mill 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
SF+WS FISHERY BUllETIN 51, 43 
ANI~AL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPlANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1901 GANNETT H 
PROFILES OF RIVERS IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEOl SURVEY WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRIGATION PAPERS 44 
PROFILES, RIVERS, UNITEC STATES 
1943 GARGNER J 
~OLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 1-PELECYPOCA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-A 
MOLLUSKS, NORTH CARCLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA, SHELLFISH, · 
VIRGINIA 
1948 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPrOPOCA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEOL SURVEY PROF PAPER 199-8 
GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
499 
1962 GIBSON TG 
BENTHONIC FORAMINIFERA AND PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
PRINCETON DISSERTATION 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCHt PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA· 
1940 GOLDSTEIN LC 
THE MORPHOLOGY AND ~ISTOLOGY OF THE VIRGINIA OYSTER, OSTREA VIRGINICA 
GMELIN 
UNIVERSITY OF RICH~OND T~ESJS 
CYSTERS, HISTOlOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS, MORPHOLOGY 
1971 GOODELL HG ET AL 
THE POTENTIAL OF RE~OTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
VIRGINIA MODEL 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. CNATL TECH INFO SERV NO PB 
200990J 
DECISION MAKJNG, PlANNING, REHOTE SENSING, RESOURCE AllOCATION, 
STRUCTURAL HCDELS, VIRGINIA 
1954 GOODWIN OK 
EXPlORING THE 'FALlS' OF THE JAMES 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 1519), lB-20 
BOATING, JA~ES RIVER 
1954 GOODWIN OK, WOCO JT 
OBSERV.AT IOtlS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY OF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTERN VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCIENCE 5, 60-64 
JAHES RIVER, MORTAliTY, TEMPORAl DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES, YORK RIVER 
1969 GORDIJN .CM 
THE APPARENT INFlUENCE OF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE 
SPECIES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY CCIRRIPEOIAJ 
CRUSTACEANA 16, 139-142 
BARNACLES, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
1955 GOTTMANN J 
VLRGINlA AT ~lD-CENTURY 
HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY, NEW YORK 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTS, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
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1967-GRANT GC 
ANADROMOUS FISH PROJECT, ESTIMATIO~ OF PARAMETERS OF STRIPED BASS 
POPULATIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF T~E FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VIMS, 1967--
ANAOROMOUS FISH, JA~ES RIVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YO~K 
RIVER 
1970 GRA~T GC ET AL 
AGE COMPOSITION AND MAG~ITUOE OF STRIPED BASS WINTER GILL-N~T CATCHES IN 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 1967-1970 
SE ASSOC GA~E FISH COMM, 24TH CONF PRQC, 659-667 lVIMS CONTR 399J 
H7l32 
CATCH, CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, RAPPA~ANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION 
1968 GRANT GC, JOSEPH EB 
COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF THE 1966 YEAR ClASS OF STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VIMS CONTR 290 
H7100 
CATCH, JA~ES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YORK RIVER 
1961 GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTR 172, CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
C IllUSTRATEOJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, THUNDERSTORMS, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
1906 GROVER NC, BOLSTE~ RH 
HYDROGRAPHY CF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULL 3 
DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVERt RIVER BASINS 
1950 GWATH~EY JH 
THE CHICKAHOMINY 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 11Cl0), 5-7,12 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, HISTORY 
1951 GWATH~EY JH 
THE MATTAPONI 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 12(2), 18-20 
HISTORY, MATTAPONI RIVER 
SOl 
1957 HACK JT 
SUBMERGED RIVER SYSTEM OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOl SOC AMERICA BUll 68, 817-830 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PlEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
1964 HAEFNER PA, SHUSTER C 
LENGTH INCREMENTS DURING TERMINAL MOLT OF THE FEMALE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN CIFFERENT SALINITY ENVIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI 5(3), 114-118 
CRABS~ GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TIDES ANC CURRENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, SPECIAL PUBL 162 
CHRYSOPHYTA, CURRENTS (hATER), SLUDGE, TRIBUTARIES 
1955 HALL Wl 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA, PART 5 
BULL VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY 25, l-611 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA 
1966 HALTIWANGER SOt BREHMER Ml 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY Of THE·TtDAL JAMES RIVER 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENG 6 
C1010 
CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS 
1971 HAMMOND Al 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BADLY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 827-830 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1958 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE FISH PARASITE ARGUlUS lATICAUOA AS A FORTUJTOUS HUMAN EPIZOON 
J PARASIT 44, 45 lVIMS CONTR 77) 
H7902 
COPEPODS, FISH PARASITES 
1960 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ~CR THE OYSTER INDUSTRY AT VFL 
lVIMS MSJ 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRillS, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1961 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER HANAGE~ENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 (VJMS CO~TR 1071 
C141l 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT tAPPliEDI 
1962 HARGIS WJ JR 
CURRENT KNOWlEDGE ON THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOLOGY OF THE EST~ARINE PCRTION 
OF JAMES RIVER 
CVI~S MS) 
C1008 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
I 
INTERFACES 
1963 HARGIS WJ JR 
JAMES RIVER BASIN--GREAT NATURAL RESOURCE 
lVlMS MS) 
Cl003 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1965 HARGIS WJ JR 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON AN ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VPI WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER BUll 2, 45-66 
COOlS 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1966 HARGIS WJ JR 
FINAL REPORT ON RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VlMS SPEC REPT IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 7 
C1001 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOlOGICAl IMPACT, FUTURE PlANNING CPROJECTEOJ, 
HYDRAULIC MODElS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1968-HARGIS WJ JR 
UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAl AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARINE WATER RESCURCES 
RESEARCH, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
UNPUBL PROG REPTS, VtMS, COVERING THE PERIOD 1 SEPT 1967--
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HYCRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAl MODELSt 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 HARGIS WJ JR 
OCEANOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA FORWARD 6(1), 8-22 
JAMES RIVER, OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
503 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY A"O CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 49 
E5005 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECT PLAN"ING, PRO~ECTS, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
MANAGEMENT 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR, lYNCH MP 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, 
CR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 14 C2NO EDITION) 
12504 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR, MACKENZIE CL JR 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF THE CYSTER DRILLS--EUPLEURA CAUDATA AND UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAUTILUS 75, 7-16 CVIMS CDNTR 100) 
H4502 
GASTROPODS, OYSTER CRllLS, REPRODUCTION, ANIMAL PARASITES 
l97l·HARGIS wj JR, WOOD l 
TRANSPORT OF BIVALVE LARVAE IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
EUROPEAN MAR 810l SYMP, FOURTH, 29-44 tYIMS CONTR 328l 
JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, SliME 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE FEEDING OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIMS THESIS 
CLAMS, GLYCOGEN, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GlYCOGEN 
1962 HARRISCN W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN T~E SUBSURFACE Of THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAO SCIENCE GUICEBOOK FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MEETlNG-1962, 37-61 
C7001 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
1969 HARRISON W 
EMPIRICAl EQUATIONS FOR FORESHORE CHANGES OVER A TIOAL CYCLE 
MARINE GEOL 7, 529-551 CVIMS CONTR 3041 
C8023 
BEACH EROSIO~, MATHEMATICAl STUDIES, SliME, VIRGINIA 
1964 HARRISON W ET Al 
SEDIMENTS CF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
JOURNAL GF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 34(4), 727-755 
C4006 
ANIMAL PCPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDI~ENTS 
1965 HARRISON W ET Al 
POSSIBLE lATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOLOGY 73, 201-229 
CO SOl 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JA~ES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, THERMAL STRESS, YORK RIVER 
1971 HARRISON W ET AL 
GROUNDWATER FLOW IN A SANOY TIDAl BEACH. 1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 7, 1313-1322 CVIMS CONTR 392J 
C8054 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SLIME, WATER TABLE 
1971 HARRISON W, FANG CS 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 1. OXYGEN BALANCE 
AND DYE-TRACER STUCIES AT THE CO"FLUENCE OF THE YORK, PAMUNKEY ••• 
VIMS SPEC REPT IN AMSOE 11 
C0016 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CATA COLlECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, PHOTOGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
1967 HARRISON w, RICHARDS AM JR 
PLATE-LOAD TESTS ON SANDY MARINE SEDIMENTS, LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MARINE GEOTECHNICUE. PROt INTERNATIONAl RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON MARINE 
GEOTECHNIQUE. Af RICHARDS EO. UNIV IlliNOIS 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1970 HARRISON W, lYNCH MP 
SEDIMENTATION CAUSEC 8Y A TUBE-BUILDING AMPHlPOD 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY MARCH 1970, 434-436 CVIMS CONTR 31~1 
C4004 
AMPHIPOOA, BIODEPOSITION, YORK RIVER, BENTHIC FAUNA 
1971 HARTWELL E 
WHEREWITH VIRGINIA'S WETLANDS 
ATlANTIC NATURALIST 26, 59-61 
505 
1965 HARVIll AM JR 
THE VEGETATION Of PARRAMORE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 226-228 lVIMS CONTR 199) 
C7012 
EASTERN SHORE ( VA-MC l, PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
1966 HARVIll AM JR 
RANGE EXTENSIONS ON THE MIDDLE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 17, 143-148 
HISTORY, PLANTSt RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, YORK RIVER 
1957 HAVEN OS 
DlSTRIBUTIONt GROWTk, AND AVAILABILITY Of JUVENILE CROAKER, MICROPOGON 
UNDUlATUSr IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 38t 88-97 CVIMS CONTR 68) 
117123 
CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA 
1965 HAYEN OS 
SUP9LEMENTAL FEEDING Of OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHES SCI 6, 43-51 CYJMS CONTR 1661 
Hl014 
FOODS, OYSTERS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, STARCH 
1969 HAVEN OS 
LEVELS OF THE HERBICIDE DIQUAT IN TWO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 51-53 CVIMS CONTR 308) 
G3014 
DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT'CLAM 
1957 HAVEN Dt ANDREWS JC 
SURVIVAl AND GROWTH OF VENUS MERCENARlAt VENUS CAMPECHIENSISt AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SUSPENOEC TRAYS ANC ON NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROt 47, 43-49 CVIMS CONTR 74) 
H3014 
CLAMS, GRO~TH RATES, ~ORTALITY, HYBRID 
1964 HAVEN DS, BAILEY RS 
MILFOIL--A FRILLY WEED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 25(3), 14-16 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 2,40, VIRGINIA, HERBICIDES 
1965 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
APPARATUS FOR HOLDING INDIVIDUAl OYSTERS UNDER EQUAL WATER FLOWS 
LIMNOL OCEANCGR lOt 605-606 CYIMS CONTR 1981 
H101T 
FLOW CONTROL, flOW RATES, lABORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
506 
1966 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
USE OF FLUORESCENT PARTICLES TO TRACE OYSTER BIOOEPOSITS IN MARINE 
SEDIMENTS 
YIMS C.ONTR 194 
Hl035 
BIODEPOSITICN, FLUORESCENCE, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
1968 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURRENCE AND TRANSPORT Of FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
ESTUARY 
SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY 2, 141-151 CVIMS CONTR 264) 
COOlO 
ANIMAL WASTES CWILOLIFEJ, BIOCEPOSITION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
THERMAL SPRINGS 
1970 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
FILTRATICN CF PARTIClES FROM SUSPENSION BY THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
8IOL BULL 139, 248-264 CVIMS CONTR 356) 
H1015 
FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1971 HAVEN DS, OAKES MJ 
SOME PREDATORS OF PCLYPS OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMAEOSTOMEA£) IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIENCE 228 45,46 CVIMS CONTR 363) 
t5408 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1940 HECK NH 
EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS OF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
SEISMOLOGICAL SOC AMER BUll 30, 109-113 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES 
1878 HEINRICH OJ 
MESOZOIC FORMATION IN VIRGINIA 
AMER INST MINING ENGINEERS TRANS 6, 227-274 
COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR 
BACTERIA 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43t PART lt 210-216 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHt DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
507 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 216-234 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 200-210 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FIS~ P.Ull 43, PART 1, 192-197 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, MULLETS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1t 197-199 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, 01 STR IBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY t MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PARl 1, 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH· 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDfR WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 164-178 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOJitY, 
FLATFISH, MARlNf FISH 
1927 HILCEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 118-187 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY• DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSICENCE 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 4), PART 1, 181-192 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
508 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARI~E FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, ~ARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SC~ROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 134-145 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KllliFISHES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 145-147 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISH£S OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 147-151 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAN~ SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 130-131 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 132-134 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DiSTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
509 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 120-127 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 127-129 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR·FISH BU~L 43, PART 1, 102-105 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISHt 
OlSTRIBUTICNt FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43 1 PART 1, 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRI~G, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 89-91 
AlEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHt OISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 93-100 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAYt COMMERCIAl FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
510 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 77-78 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHfSAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 78-80 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 81-115 
ANADROMOUS FISH, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 44-54 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SNOW COVER 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 55-72 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SOil DENSITY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 72-77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 8-32 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 42-43 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1927 HILDEBRA~O SF, SC~ROEOER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
511 
US BUR FISH Buu·-~---PA~T ~~ '!3_-_-~~-~- ~ _ 
ANAOROMDUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAYv OISTR[BUTION, lA~PREYS, MARINE FISH 
1921 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES.OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 234-236 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART le 238-244 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TENSILE 
ST~ESS 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BUll 43, PART 1, 244-247 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, WHITE PERCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll ~3, PART 1, 247-249 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTIONt FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSION 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH RUlL 43, PART lt 250-253 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1927 HILDEBRA~D SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES Of CHESAPEAKE bAY 
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US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 253-268 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISK 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 11 261-265 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, ~ARINE 
FISH, SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 269 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 269-271 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FI£H BULl 43, PART lt 271-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHt DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 271-276 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMBEDS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FlSHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 283-287 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 296-299 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY~ STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
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US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 300-305 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER Wt 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 305-312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SFt SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 312•316 
BR4CKISH~WATfR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER Wt 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART lt 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH; STREAM 
IMPROVEMENT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43 1 PART 1, 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 322-328 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HilDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 329-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 353-35~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 35~-355 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1952 HOBBS HH JR, MASSMANN WH 
RIVER SHRI"P' MACROBRACHIUM OHIONE CSMITH),IN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 206-207 CVIMS CONTR 40) 
H6012 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SODIUM ARSENITE 
1962 HOESE HD 
WINTER MORTALITIES OF OYSTERS ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1959 TO 
1961 
CVI~S MSJ 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, WINTER 
1962 HOESE HD 
STUDIES CN OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
DERMOCYSTIOIUM MARINUM 
NATL SHEllFISH ASSOC PROt 53, 161-174 CVIMS CONTR 162) 
H4519 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS, MARINE FUNGit ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, 
CRABS 
1963 HOFFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS AND THEIR DUCTS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF THE "ALE 
TOADFISH ••• 
CHES SCI ~. 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
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1963 HOFFMAN RA 
GC~AOS, SPERMATIC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
Cf ~ALE TOAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 21-29 CCONTR 225, NAT RES INST, MD UNIVJ 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BREECING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
1966 HOGARTH WT, WOOLCOTT WS 
~OUNTAIN STRIPEBACK DARTER, PERCINA NOTOGRAMMA MONTUOSA, N SSP FROM UPPER 
JAMES RIVER,VA 
CHES SCIENCE 7, 101-109 
FISH PHYSICLOGYt JA~ES RIVER, VARIABILITY 
1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWERPLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, SIEVE ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1~43 HOPKINS SH 
lHE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ZDEAL STAGES OF THE BlUE 
CRAB, CALLI~ECTES SAPIDUS RAT~BUN 
AMER MICROS SOC TRANS 62, 85-90 CVIMS CONTR 10) 
H5012 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, HATCHING, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING, MORPHOlOGY 
1944 HOPKINS SH, SANDOZ M 
ZOEAL LARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J WASH ACAD SCIENCES 34, 132-133 CVIMS CONTR l3J 
H5009 
CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SAliNITY, SHAllOW WELLS 
1947 HOPKINS SH 
THE NEMERTEAN CARCINONEMERTES AS AN INDICATOR OF THE SPAWNING HISTORY OF 
THE HOST, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS 
J. PARASIT. 33l2J, 146-150 
H5018 
CRA~S, NEMERTEANS, STOKES LAW, VIRGINIA 
1962 HOPKINS SH 
DISTRI8UT1CN CF SPECIES OF CLIONA CBORING SPONGEJ ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF 
VlRGl~IA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
H4513 
SENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOJ, PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
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19~1 HOPKINS TC JR, BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT 111 
CHES BAY lNST, JOHNS hOPKINS UNIVERSITY, REFERENCE 51-8 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
SHALLOW WELLS 
1962 HUM~ HJ 
MARINE ALGAE OF VIRGINIA AS A SOURCE OF AGAR AND AGAROIDS 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 37 
C5305 
EASTERN SHCRE tVA-MO), MARINE ALGAE 
1966 HUNN JB 
SOME BLOOD CHEMISTRY VALUES FOR FIVE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA FISHES 
CHES SCI 7, 171-175 
BIOCHEMISTRY, FISH, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEl--VIRGINIA, 1968 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RICH~ONO, 
VIRGINIA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA 
1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HVDROGRAP~Y AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. II. STUDIES OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER YGR~ SYSTEM 
VIHS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGRNG 13 
C0021 
COMPUTER PRCGRAMS, CISSOLVEO OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAl 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
A REPORT ON THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
COMMERCIAl FISHING, DRECGING 1 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
1962 ISAACSON PA 
MODIFICATIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAl CRAB POT 
VIHS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR 
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1~50 JAMES RIVER PRCJECT COMMITTEE, VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
RltH~ONDt VA ACAD SCIENCE 
ANIMAl PCPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JA~ES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION 
1~70 JENSEN LD 
COOLING WATER STUDIES FOR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPORT SITE 12, 
JA~ES RIVER CHESTERFlElC STA, VEPCO 
JOHNS HOPKINS DEPT OF GEOG AND ENVIRON ENGINEERING 
COOLING WATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, 
kATER QUALITY 
1969 JCHNSCN GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LO~ER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH BANK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, DEPT OF GEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FCR~ATIO~S, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SULFUR 
BACTERIA, YCRK RIVER 
1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GENERA CARPHEPHORUS 1 MIKANIA AND KUHNIA CEUPATORIEAE-ASTERACEAE) IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCIENCE 22, 38~41 
OISTRIBUTICN, PlANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, THUNDERSTORMS, VIRGINIA 
1970 JOHNSCN TW, WALKER WR 
FlOOD DAMAGE ABATEMENT--FEDERAl ASSISTANCE TO lOCAl GOVERNMENT 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST WATER RESOUR RESEARCH CENT BULL 39 
FlOOD CCNTRCL, GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS, JAMES RIVER, UNITED STATES 
1949 JONES ER, FERGUSON EF 
A SURVEY CF THE SHOREliNE FAUNA OF THE NORFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIDLAND NATURALIST 41, 436-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSifiCATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER 
1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPAWNING OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CA~AOUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA, 
~lTH OBSERVATIONS OF JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHES SCI 5. 67-71 CVIMS CONTR 157) 
H7108 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STOKES LAW 
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1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL C~ARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 22 
CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, CISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF, SCHROEOER ME 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISC~ARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1964 KENK VC 
A NEW CRAB HOST OF THE GREGARINE NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM 
NATL SHELLFISH ASSOC PROC 55, 87-88 CVIMS CONTR 206) 
H6008 
CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASiTISM, PROTOZOA 
1956 KENT RE, PRITC~ARD OW 
~ETHOU FOR DETERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COAST~L PLAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 81-91 lCHES BAY INST CONTR 261 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, ~YDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1953 KENT RE, PRITChARD OW 
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SP1T 
CHES ~AY INST TECH REPT 6 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RI~ER, SALINITY, STRUCTURE, THERMAL RADIATION 
1971 KERBY JH ET AL 
OCCURRENCE AND GROWTH OF STRIPED BASS-WHITE BASS HYBRIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
TRANS AMEK FISH SOC lOOt 787-790 (VlMS CONTR 37C) 
H7131 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, HYBRID, WHITE'BASS 
1971 KERWIN JA 
ATLANTIC SHORE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
ATLANTIC NATURALIST 26, 71-74 
MARSH PLANTS, SALT MARS~ES, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WAiERFO~L 
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1971 KERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT MARSH 
CHES SCI 12, 125-130 CV1MS CONTR 397) 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MA~SH PLANTS, MOBJACK BAY, PLA~T POPULATIONS, 
SALT MARSHES 
1971 KER~IN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIDCLER CRAB CUCA MINAX) IN RELATION TO MARSH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 180-183 CVIMS CONTR 396) 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
1961 KING AB 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NINE SELECTED BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
IN THIRTEEN VIRGINIA CITIES, 1956-1960 
COllEGE CF WllLIAH AND MARY, WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 
FOOOO 
CITIES, ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA 
1969 KINGSTON N ET All 
STUDIES CN LARVAL HCNOGENEA OF FISHES FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J PARASITOLOGY 55, 5~4-558 CVIMS CONTR 305) 
H7907 
FISH PARASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, YORK RIVER 
1951 KLINGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CORNWALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
WllCLIFE 
1968 KOLESSAR HA 
THE STATUS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUOY AND MODEL 
IN GOVERNCR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 115-124 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1966 KRAEUTER JN 
DESCRIPTIONS OF FECAL PELLETS OF SOME COMMON INVERTEBRATES IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER AND LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS 
ANIMAL WASTES CWILDLIFE), CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVER 
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1969 KRANTZ GE, ET Al 
VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOUS IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 164(3885), 1286-1287 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, eACTERIA, CRABS 
1971 KUSHINS LJ, MANGUM CP 
RESPONSES TO LOW OXYGEN CONCITIONS IN TWO SPECIES OF THE MUD S~AIL 
NASSAR IUS 
COMP SIOCHEM PHYSICL 39A, 421-435 
OXYGEN RECUIREMENTS, RESPIRATION, SOIL STABILIZATION 
1961 LACEY JR, PATTEN BC 
DISTRIBUTICN OF AMMCNIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
Cl208 
AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, CISTRIBUTIO~, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCT~RAL 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
1958 lAOO EC 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMERICAN EEL (ANGUillA 
ROSTRATA) AND ATLANTIC ANCHOVY (ANCHOA MITCHILLI) 
VIMS THESIS 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, YORK RIVER 
19~7 lAMAR WL, WHETSTONE GW 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER CF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1945-1946 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISC~ARGE CWATERit SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE . 
1939 LANG AG, NEWCC~BE CL 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AHER PHILOSOPH SOC, PROC, 81, 3~3-420 CCHES BIOL LAB CONTR 28) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1969 LANG MA 
VOLUME CCNTRCL IN HYPOTONIC SALINE BY MUSCLES OF THE BlUE 
CRAB,CALLINECTES SAPlCUS RATHBUN 
PHD THESIS UNIV MARYLAND DISS ABS 29C10)3891B 
CRABS, SALINITY, HISTCLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
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1969 LANG ~A, GAINER H 
ISOS~OTIC INTERCEllULAR REGULATION AS A MECHANISM OF VOLUME CONTROL IN 
CRAB ~USCLE FIBERS 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 30, ~~5-~56 
A~INO ACIDS, CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATIONS 
1969 LAWLER AR 
OCCURRENCE OF THE PGLYCLAD CORONADENA MUTABILIS (VERRILlr 18731 IN 
VIRGINIA 
CHES 5CI 10 1 65-67 CVIMS CONTR 302l 
C5607 
OYSTERS, PLATYHEL~INTHES, RANGES, VIRGINIA 
1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE OF THE FOURSPOT FLOUNDER, HIPPOGLOSSINA OBLONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
H7135 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1942 LOCHHEAD HSr NEWCOMBE CL 
~ETHODS CF HATCHING EGGS OF T~E BLUE CRAB 
VA J SCIENCE 3, 76-86 lVIHS CONTR 9l 
H5013 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EGGS, hATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
1929 LODEWICK JE 
WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES OF VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST BULL VOL 23 NO 1 
FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA 
1~70 LOETTERLE LE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM AND ~ARY THESIS 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, HARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION 
1932 LOOSANOFF VL 
OBSERVATIONS ON PROPAGATION OF OYSTERS IN JAMES AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS AND 
THE SEASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA CD~MISSION OF FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CCRROTOMAN RIVER, DRAINAGE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
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1970 LUDWICK JC 
SAND W~VES AND TIDAL CHANNELS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CLD DOMINICN UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY TECH REPCRT 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SANC WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SLIME 
1969 LUDWIGSON JO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OCEANS 1C5l, 7-16 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES 
1965 LYNCH ~p 
EFFECTS CF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
lVl~S THESIS» 
AMINO ACIUS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YCRK 
RIVER 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VIMS DISSERTATION 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHE~ISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, 
CRAeS, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS 
1972 LYNCH ~P, BOON JD III 
TIDAL DATU~ PLANES ANO TIDAL BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL 
BOUNDARIES--A STUDY WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VIRGINIA 
VIHS SPEC REPT APPL MAR SCI AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 22 
BOUNDARIES CPROPERTYl, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, SLUDGE 
1971 LYNCH ~P, HARGIS WJ JR 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGE~ENT, 
OR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 
VIHS SPEC REPT IN APPL MAR SCI ANO OCEAN ENGINEERING 14 C2ND EDITION) 
I2504 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
1970 LYNCH MP, HARRISON W 
SEDIMENTATION CAUSEC BY A TUBE-BUILDING AHPHIPOD 
J SEOIKENTARY PETROLOGY MARCH 1970, 434-436 CVIMS CONTR 31~) 
C4004 
AMPHIPODA, BIODEPOSITION, YORK RIVER, BENTHIC FAUNA 
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1966 LYNCH MP, WOOD L 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGJNICA GMELIN 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 19, 783-790 CVIMS CONTR 2221 
Hl018 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1950 MACGREGOR JS 
SOME HYUROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS FOUND IN WINTER IN LO~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
VIMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1968 MACINTYRE WG, BOON JD Ill 
THE BORON-SALINITY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS OF THE 
RAPPAHA~NCCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 9, 21-26 CVIMS CONTR 2651 
C1300 
BORCN, CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RlYERt SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS 
1967 MACINTYRE WG, SHIDLER JK 
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIYER-1964 1 
VA INST ~ARINE SCIENCE CATA REPT 5 
Cl012 
CURRENTS CWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
1970 MACINTYRE WG 1 STAUFFER TB 
DISSOLVED FATTY ACICS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA, AND ADJACENT 
CCEAN WATERS 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 11, 216-220 CVIMS CONTR 365) 
COOOB 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, JAMES RIVER, LIPIDS 
1961 MACKENZIE CL JR 
GKOWTH AND REPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER DRILL EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN THE YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42, 317-338 
H4501 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, YORK RIVER 
1961 MACKENZIE SC JR, HARGIS WJ JR 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF THE OYSTER DRILLS--fUPLEURA CAUOATA AND UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS 93CWW4l, 83-95 CVlHS CONTR 231) 
C4001 
RAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
1968 NICHOLS M, MONCURE R 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEDIMENTS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 53 
Cl014 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ~YCROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1969 NICHOLS M, NORTON W 
FORAMINIFERAL POPULATIONS IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMATOLr PALAEOECOL 6r 197-213 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1945 NILES B 
THE JAMES FROM THE IRON GATE TO THE SEA 
NEW YORK, FARRAR ANC RINEHART 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER 
1971 NORCROSS JJ, MULFORD RA 
SPECIES COMPOSITION AND ABUNDANCE OF NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VIRGINIAN 
COASTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI 12r 142-155 CVIMS CONTR 3931 
C5036 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1968 NORCRCSS JJ, STANLEY EM 
CIRCULATION OF THE SHELF WATERS OFF ThE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CEAN ~CIENCES & ENGINEERING OF THE ATLANTIC SHELF, SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIONS. MARiNE TECHNOLOGY SOC, DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION 
C8030 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS (WATERJ, RUNOFF, SHALLOW WELLS, wiNOS 
1965 NORTON W 
DISTRlBUTICN VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHO~IC FOKIMINIFERA IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRON~ENT 
VIMS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINE WATER INTRUSION 
1969 NORTON W 
JAMES RIVER FORAMINIFERA 
VA INST MARINE SCIENCE CATA REPORT 6 
C1013 
FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER 
537 
1969 NORTON w, NICHOLS M 
FORAMINIFERAL POPULATIONS IN A.COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMATOL, PAlAEOECOl 6, 197-213 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY 
1971 OAKES MJ, HAVEN OS 
SOME PREOATCRS OF PCLYPS OF C~RYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA !SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMAEOSTC~EAEl IN ThE ChESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCIENCE 228 45,46 lVIHS CONTR 363) 
C5408 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1964 OAKS RC JR 
POST-MIOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY, OUTER COASTAL PlAINt 
SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
YALE UISSERTATION, ALSO US OFF NAVAL RESEARCH GEOG BRANCH, TECH REPT 5, 
CONTRACT NCNR 609(40) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SULFUR BACTERIA 
1968 O'BRIEN M 
~ULTIPLE BAR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VU4_S THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS), SAND BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
1960 G'CCNNOR OJ 
OXYGEN BALANCE OF AN ESTUARY--DELAWARE AND JAMES RIVERS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENGRS PRCC 86CSA3), 35-55 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CELAWARE RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN 
1955 OGLESBY RT 
AGE AND LENGTH Of HENHACEN ••• IN THE WATERS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH 
COMMENTS ON THE RATE CF GROWTh 
VlMS THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMfi'ERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
1970 OKUBO A, CARTER HH 
LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION IN NON-UNIFORM FLOW 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAl REPORT 68 
CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
19SO O'NEILL H 
THE PAMUNKEY 
VIRGINIA WILDLIFE 11(11), 10-12 
HISTORY, PAMUNKEY RIVER 
1971 ORTH RJ 
538 
BENTHIC INFAUNA OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, BEOS 
VI14S THESIS 
ACUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
1971 ORTH RJ 
CBSERVATlCNS ON THE PLA~KTO~IC LARVAE OF POLYDO~A LIGNI -ESSTER 
(POLVCHAETA, SPIONICAE) IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-12~ CVIMS CONTR 378) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES, YORK RIVER 
1960 PACHECO AL, MASSMANN WH 
OISAPPEARANCF OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER FISHERIES SOC TRANS 89, 154-159 IVIMS CONTR 91) 
H7114 
CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1961 PACHECO ALt MASSMANN WH 
~OVEHENTS CF STRIPEC BASS TAGGED IN VIRGINIA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 2, 37-44 CVIMS CONTR 97) 
H7113 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE TENSION, YCRK 
RIVER 
B62 PATTEN BC 
SYNOPTIC COMPARISON OF SESTON LOADS IN THE RAPPAHAN~OCK, YORK AND JAMES 
RIVERS 
lVIMS MS) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTCN, YORK RIVER 
1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCCENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
VIMS CONTR 160 COOll 
C0011 
CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1966 PATTEN BC, CHABOT BF 
FACTORIAL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
Cf RESPONSE SURFACES 
CHES SCI 7, 117-136 (VIMS CONTR 224) 
C0009 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, YORK 
. RIVER 
539 
1963 PATTE~ BC ET AL 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT ~4 
C1201 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, THERMAL 
STRATIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
1966 PATTEN RC ET AL 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS OF SESTON IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHE~ SCI 7, 20-29 IVIMS CONTR 209) 
C1209 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTONr SESTCN, YORK RIVER 
1961 PATTEN BC, LACEY JR 
DISTRIBUTICN OF AMMONIA NITROGEN IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VJMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 25 
Cl208 
AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIO~S, CISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, SALTATION, STRUCTURAL 
SHAPES, YORK RIVER 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
HYDROGRAPHIC, NUTRIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES OF R 
PATHFINDER AND R/V OBSERVER/ VIMS SPEC SCIENTIFIC REPT 20 
C5026 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYCROLOGIC DATA, SAMPLING, NUTRIENTS, 
CHLOROPHYLL, SESTGN, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1961 PATTEN BC, WARINNER JE 
SUM~ARY CF DATA FRC~ PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPT 22 
C1200 
CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1967 PELCZAR MJ, ALLEN N 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS 
CHES SCI 8, )35-154 
ANI~AL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
1964 PENGELLEY ET, BLACK RE 
ALPHA AMYLASE DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL BULL 126, 199-204 CVIMS CONTR 154) 
Hl021 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
540 
1968 PERKINS FO 
FINE STRUCTURE OF T~E OYSTER PATHOGEN MINCHINIA NELSONI lHAPLOSPORICA, 
HAPLOSPURIOIIDAEJ 
J INVERT PATHGL 10, 287-305 lVIMS CONTR 269) 
H450q 
ELFCTRO~ ~ICRGSCOPY, HSX, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATlCNS 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTHO~ MICROSCOPE STUCIES OF SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MINCHINIA CCSTALIS lSPOROlOA, HAPLOSPORIDAJ 
J PARASITGLCGY 55, 897-920 IVIMS CONTR 307) 
M4506 
ANIMAL PARASITES, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, OYSTERS, STREAM GAGES, 
ELECTRO~ MICROSCOPY 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LABYRINTHOMYXA MARINA 
lDERMOCYSTIOIUM MARINUM), A COMMERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHOGEN 
J INVERT PATHCL 13, 199-222 lVIMS CONTR 2991 
h4507 
DERMOCYSTIOIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
1971 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE ULTRASTRUCTURE CF FISHING TENTACLE MUSCLE IN THE JELLYFISH CHRYSAORA 
CUINCUECIRRHA--A CO~PARISON OF CONTRACTED AND RELAXED STATES 
J ULTRASTRUCTURE RESEARCH 35, 431- 450 IVIMS CONTR 374) 
C5409 
JELLYFISH, SUBSTATICNS (ELECTRICAL), SWANS, HISTOLOGICAL'INVESTIGATICNS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1965 PHARR RF 
CIATOMACECUS SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 11, 25-31 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY PET~OLOGY, 
VIRGINIA 
1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
VIMS SPECIAL REPORT 18 IN APPLIED MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 
Cl02l 
ECONOMIC I~PACT, ECCNOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
~ATER QUALITY CONTRCL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1951 POLLAK MJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM CUARTERLY PROGRFSS REPORT NO. 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
TNVESTIGATIONSt ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
541 
1967 POGR G, NICHOLS "M 
SEDIMENT TRA~SPGRT IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
AMER SOC CIVIL E~GRS 93lWW4), 83-95 lVIMS CONTR 231) 
C4001 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HUR~ICANE SURGES 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 1,178-186 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SLIME 
1970 PO~ER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FEDERAL WATER PCLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION NO. 1 
coooz 
CHESAPEAKE B~Y, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STRUCTURAL 
RELAXATICN 
1951 PRITCH4RD CW 
THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO BIOLCGICAL 
PROBLEMS 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE 16T~ NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 368-376 
CRABS, CRCAKER, CURRENTS IWATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1951 PRITCHARD C~ 
DATA REPCRT, OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 1 AND 2 
CHES BAY INST CATA REPT 7 
CHE"ICAL ANALYSIS, CU~RENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERA1URE 
1952 PRITC~ARO OW 
PHYSICAL STRUCTuRE, CIRCULATION, AND MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
ChES BAY INST TECH REPT 3 
COOOl 
ESTUARIES, JA~ES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSALINITY 
1952 PRITCHA~D OW 
SALINITY DISTRI~UTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE 
SYSTEM 
J MAR RES 11, 106-123 (CHES BAY lNST CONTR 6) 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1952 PRlTC~ARO CW 
REVIEW OF CUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE DYNAMICS AND FLUSHING OF ESTUARIES 
CHE~ ~AY INST TECH REPT ~ 
ESTUARIES, SAllhE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
542 
1954 PRlTCHA~O OW 
STUDY OF THE SALT BALANCE IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J ~AR RES 13, 133-144 (CHES BAY lNST CONTR 16) 
E~TUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BALANCE 
1956 PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, 33-42 (CHES BAY INST CONTR 241 
CORIOLIS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYCROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
CCEANUGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1968 PRITCHARD DW 
CHE~lCAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNCR'S CONFERENCE ON C~ESAPEAKE BAY, ~YE INSTITUTE, SEPTEMBER 
12-13, P. 49-74 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATIO~, EFFLUE~TS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SLURRIES, 
SMALL GA~E 
1951 PRITChARD OW, BURT WV 
AN INEXPENSIVE AND RAPID TECHNIQUE FO~ OBTAINING CURRENT PROFILES IN 
ESTUARINE WATERS 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT l 
CURRENT ~ETERS, ESTUARIES 
1953 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS CF DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 6 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STRUCTURE, THERMAL RAOIATIG~ 
1956 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
~ETHOO FOR DETERMINING ~EAN LONGITuDiNAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUA~Y 
J MAR RES 15, 81-91 lCHES BAY INST CO~TR 26) 
CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAl 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY 
1955 PRITCHARD OW, ftHALEY HH 
PROJECT TUNNEL 
CHES ~AY INST TUNNEl REPCRTS 1-5, JOH~S HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 
543 
1970 PROW JW 
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND ~ARY, RESEARCH PAPER 
EDUCATION, GFOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA 
1931 PRYTHERCH HF 
REPORT OF Th£ INVESTIGATION ON THE MORTALITY OF OYSTERS AND DECLINE OF 
CYSTER PRGOUCTION IN VA ~ATERS 
US BUR FISH UNPUBL ~S 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, YORK RIVER 
l~SO PYLE RW, CRGNIN LE 
THE GENERAL ANATOMY OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES BIOL LAB, SGLO~ONS, MD, PUBLICATION 87 
CRABS, MC~PHOLOGY 
1947 RANDOLPH OR 
THE JAMES--VIRGINIA'S RIVER 
VA WILDLIFE 8(8}, 3-5 
fLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1950 RANEY EC 
FRESHWATER FISHES 
IN VA. ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
151-194 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER 
1967 RANK PH ET Al 
DIRECTIONAL WAVE SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BENEATH THE 
BAY BRIDGE 
STEVENS INSTITUTE CF TECHNOLOGY, HOBOKEN NJ, FINAL REPORT 1204 
BRIDGES, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
1970 RICE hE, POWELL WA 
CBSERVATICNS ON THREE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TC THEIR TOXINS 
BIOL BUll 139, 180-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, SUBSTATIONS (ELECTRICAL), 
TOXINS 
544 
1948 RICH LG 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS CF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JA~ES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VPI THESIS 
BENTHOS, C~E~ICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP wASTES, RAiER 
POLLUTION 
1967 RICHARDS AM JR, hARRISON W 
PLATE-LOAD TFSTS ON SANCV MARINE SEDIMENTS, LOwER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
~ARINE GECTECH~lCUE. PROC INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CONFERE~CE ON ~~RINE 
GEOTECHNl~UE. AF RICHARDS ED. U~IV ILLINOIS 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1965 RICHARDS CE 
AVAILABILITY PATTERNS OF MARINE FISHES CAUGHT BY CHARTER BOATS OPERATING 
CFF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN $HOKE, 1955-1962 
CHES SCI br 96-108 IVIMS CONTR 184} 
Bl009 
CATCH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), STREAM STABILIZATION 
1967 RICHARDS CE 
ANALOG CCMPUTER TEChNICUES FOR AGE-GROWTH STUDIES OF FISHES 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOC GAME AND FISH COMM, 21ST CONF PROC, 273-276 (VJMS CONTR 
274} 
H7016 
ANALOG CO~PUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROWTH STAGES 
1970 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
MARINE FISHES OF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE (INLET AND MARSH, SEASIDE 
~ATERS) 
CHES SCI 11, 235-248 lVIMS CONTR 364} 
H7010 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MC}, FISH MIGRATION, MARINE FISH 
1966 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE PELECYPCDA CF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MlNfRALS 12, 18-24 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1967 RlC~AROS HG 
PLEISTOCENE GASTROPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA MINERALS 13, 15-19 
GASTROPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
545 
1971 RICHARDSON ~D 
BENTHIC ~ACROIN~ERTESRATE CGM~U~ITIES AS INDICATORS OF POLLUTION IN THE 
ELIZABETH RIVE~, HA~PTON ROADS, ~IRGI~IA 
VIMS THESIS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EliZABETr RIVER, INDICATORS, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
1886 RICH~CND CHAMBER Of COMMERCE 
JAMES RIVER FROM THE HEAD OF TICE TO HAMPTON ROADS AS A NATIONAL WATERWAY 
RICHMOND, BY THE CrAMBER OF CCM~ERCE 
CHANNEL IMPRQVEMENT, ECCNOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1932 ROBERTS JK 
LOWER YORK-JA~ES PENINSULA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 37 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMO~P~OLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PET~OLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1942 ROGERTS JK 
AN~OTATEO GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPrY OF VIRGINIA 
U~IVERSITY CF VIRGI~IA BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIFS, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1968 ROBERTS MH JR 
FUNCTIO~AL MCRPHOLOGY OF MO~TH PARTS OF THE HERMIT CRABS, PAGURUS 
LONGICARPuS ANO PAGURUS POLLICARIS 
CHES SCI 9, 9-20 tVIMS CONTR.271) 
H6006 
CRABS, FEEDING, MORPHOLCGY 
1945 ROGERS ~R 
GISTRIBUTICN OF THE FUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH ANO ITS EFFECT ON 
EGGS OF THf BLUE CRAB 
VIMS THESIS 
ANI~Al PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, YOR~ RIVER 
1969 ROG(RS WS, SPE~CER RS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE UNCO~FORMITY IN NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA J SCIENCE 20, 19-21 
ELIZABETH RIVER, GECLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCHt PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
546 
1969 ROSENFIELD A, BUCHANAN L, CHAPMAN GB 
CC~PARISC~ CF THE FINE STRUCT~RE OF SPORES OF ThREE SPEC;ES OF MI~CHINIA 
IHAPLCSPCRIOA, HAPLCSPORIOIIDAE) 
J PARASITCLCGY 55, 921-941 
ChESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, STREA~ GAGES 
1833 RUFFIN E 
GYPSEOUS EARTH OF JAMES RIVER 
FAR~ER'S REGISTER 1,201-211 
FERTILIZERS, JAMES RIVER, MARL 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUICEBOGK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VlR~I~IA NORTH OF THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIV MINERAL RESCURCES INFORMATION CIRCULAR 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GECLO~Y, GECMCRPHOLOGY, 
J~~ES RIVER, SULFUR BACTERIA, VIRGINIA 
19~2 RUHLE JL 
SELECTED TERTIARY FGSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA MiNERALS 8(3), 2-9 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PlAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1965 RUHLE JL 
GEOLOGIC LITERATURE OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA, 1753-1962 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CIRCuLAR 9 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAINt BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1964 RUTHERFORD C 
EFFECTS CF COPPER SULFATE ON SPOT, LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS 
VIMS THESIS 
BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, STREAMBEDS, YOR~ RIVER 
1960 SA8CL JW 
THE MICROFAUNA OF T~E YORKTOWN FORMATION FROM JAMES RIVER, SURRY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULLS AM PALEONTOLOGY 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MtOCE~E EPOCH, MCLL~SKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SULFUR BACTERIA 
547 
1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
MODIOLUS DE~ISSUS, A NEW HOST FOR THE OYSTER CRAB PJNNOTHERES OSTREUM IN 
VIRGINIA 
VELIGER 13, l45-14b IVI~S CONTR 3471 
Hl03b 
CRABS, HCST~, ~USSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1971 SANDIFER PA, VAN E~GEL WA 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT CF T~E SPICER CRAB, LIBJNJA DUBJA H. MILNE EDWARDS 
(BRACHYURA, HAJIOAE, PISINAE), REARED IN LABORATORY CULTURE 
CHES. SCI 12, 18-25 (VIMS CO~TR 3bl 
C5002 
LABORATORY ANIMALS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLTING 
1944 SANDOZ ~i HOPKINS SH 
ZGEAL LARVAf OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
J WASH ACAD SCIENCES 34, 132-133 (VIMS CONTR 131 
H5009 
CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SHALLOW WELLS 
1913 SANFORD S 
U~DERGROUNO WATfR RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURVEY BULL 5 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAIN, GROUND~ATER, TANGIBLE COSTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
wELLS 
1957 SCHROEDER ME, KAPUSTKA SF 
CliE~ICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CJSCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1957 SCHROEOE~ ME, CONNCR JG 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1948-1951 
VA OIVISICN OF WATER RESOURCES BULL 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISC~ARGE (WATER), SEDIKENT LOAD, THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1927 SCHRCEDER WC, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 210-216 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIA~ FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, ~ARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCECFR we, ~ILGEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
548 
uS BUR FISH euLL 43, PART 1r 216-231 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
[~PROVEMENT 
1927 SCHRCECER we, ~ILCEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 231-234 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
I~PROVEMENT 
1~27 SCHRCEDfR kC, ~ILOEERAND SF 
FISHES OF CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 200-207 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER kC, ~ILOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHF.SAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 208-209 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
l92T HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 209-210 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCEDER we, ~ILOEBRA~D SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 192-197 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, MULLETS 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, ~ILOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 197-199 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCEOER WC, ~ILOEBRAND SF 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
549 
1927 SCHROFCER we, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH euLL 43, PART 1, 16~-178 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCtiROEDER we, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SUBSIDENCE 
1927 SCHROEDER we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US RUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 167-192 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SOIL CEMENT 
1927 SCHROEDER we, HILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, riLDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FlSH 
1927 SCHRCEOER WC, ~ILDEBRANC SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 134-145 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
1927 SCHRCEDER WC, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH AULL 43, PART lt 1~5-147 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 SCHROECER we, rlLCEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
550 
LS BUR FISH 8ULL 43, PA~T 1, 147-151 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXCNOMY, MA~INE 
FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, ~ILOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR Fl~H BULL 43, PART 1, 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXG~OMY, FKESH"ATER FiSH 
1927 SCHRGEOER wC, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
uS BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 130-131 
C~ESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONCMY, MARISE FISH 
1927 SCH~CEDER WC, HILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 132-134 
CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHRATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 SCHROEDFR WC, HILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEA~E BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TARIFF 
1927 SC~RCEDER wC, HILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 120-127 
CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FtSH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH RULL 43, PART 1, 127-129 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 SCHRGEDFR we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 102-105 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAYt COMMERCIAL FISH, 
OISTRIBUTICN, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 SCHROEOF.R WCt ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
551 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, ~ILOEBRANO SF 
FIShES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 85-89 
ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
OISTRIBUTICN, FISH TAXO~OMY, ~ERRINGS 
1977 SCHROEDER ~C, ~ILCEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
LS 8UR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM~ERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
1927 ~CHROECER we, riLDEeRAND SF 
FISHES OF ChESAPEAKE bAY 
US BUK FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 93-100 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANACROMOUS FISr, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONCHY 
1927 SCHROEDER ~C, rlLOE8~ANO SF 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR Fl~H BULL 43, PART 1, 77-78 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1927 SCHROEDER wr., ~llDEeRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH ~Ull 43, PART lt 78-80 
eRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
fiSH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, rllOEBRA~O SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BU~ FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 81-115 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, ChESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ 
TAXCNOMY, HERRINGS 
1927 SCHROEDER we, riLDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
552 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 44-5~ 
CHESAPEAKE 84Y, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SNOW COVER 
1927 SCHRCECER wC, rllOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1 1 55-72 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SCIL OENSITY 
1927 SCHROEDER wC, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH RULL 43, PART lt 72-77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRGEDER we, riLOEBRANO SF 
FISHES CF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FlSH BULL 43, PART 1, 8-32 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCECER we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF ChESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 42-43 
ACUATIC ANIMALS, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1927 SCH~CEOER we, HILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHES~PEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 43-44 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, rlLOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 234-236 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, CISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISHt STREAM 
IMPROVEME~T 
1927 SCHROEDER we, riLDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, HILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
553 
vS EUR FISH BULL 43, PARi lt 238-24~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, TENSILE 
ST~ESS 
1927 SCHROEDER we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~S 8UR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 244-2~7 
eRAC~lSH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~MERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
T~XC~OMY, STREAM IMPROVEME~T, W~ITE PERCH 
1~27 SCHRCEOER WCt ~ILOEBRAND SF 
FIS~ES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
uS BUR FISH BULl 43, PART lt 247-249 
A\~CRCMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXC\OMY, STREAM IMPROVEMENT, SURFACE TENSIO~ 
1~27 SCHRGEDFR. we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 250-253 
8~ACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1~27 SCHROEDER WC, ~ILCEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 253-255 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEOE~ we, ~ILOESRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 255-256 
CHE~APEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, ~ILDEBRA~O SF 
FISHES OF OIESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 256-257 
CrlESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, ~ILOESRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~S BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 257-261 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCECER wC, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
554 
US BUR FISh 9Ull 43, PAKT 1, 261-268 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, DISTRIBuTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCEOER WC, ~ILDEBRA~O SF 
FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE EAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 261-265 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~~ERCIAL FiSH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARI\E 
FISH, SCUP 
1927 SCHRCEDf~ ~C, ~ILDEBRA~D SF 
FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 269 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlB~TION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISK 
1927 SCHRCECER ftCr ~ILDEBRA~D SF 
FISHES CF C~ESAPEAKE SAY 
uS BUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 269-271 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRGEOER we, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lr 271-305 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONO~Y 
1927 SCHROEDER wC, ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE SA~ 
~S BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-276 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DlSTRIBUTICN, FISH 
TAXCNCMY, STRE~MBECS 
1~27 SCHROEDER we, ~ILOEeRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 283-287 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 SCHROEDER WCr ~ILDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE oAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 296-299 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FiSH 
TAXONOMY, STREAMFLOW FORECASTING 
1~27 SCHROEDER we, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
555 
US BUR FIS~ BULL 43, PART 1, 300-305 
BRACKISH--ATE~ FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXCNf.MY, GREY SEA TROUT 
1~27 SCHRGEOER WC, ~ILOEBRANO SF 
FISHES CF ChESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 305-306 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCH~CECER we, ~ILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FIS~ BULL 43, PART 1, 306-308 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCEDER kC, riLDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 308-309 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCECER we, riLDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
~S BUR FISH BULL 439 PART lt 309-311 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 SCH~CECER we, ~llDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FlSH BULL 43, PART lt 311-312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHRCEOER we, ~ILOEBRAN~ SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 312-316 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUT~ON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1~27 SCHRCECER we, ~ILDEBRAND Sf 
FISHES OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROECfR we, riLDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF ChESAPEAKE BAY 
556 
~S BUR FISH PULL 43, PART 1, 317-321 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, STREAM 
IMPROVEMEt-tT 
1927 SCHRCEOER we, ~ILOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 SCHROEDER we, ~ILOE8RAND SF 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART ~' 322-328 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~27 SCHROEDER WC, hiLDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER wC, tiiLOEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OS BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 329-332 
BR~CKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 SCHROECEK WC, rlLOEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART lt 332-33S 
8RACKJSH-WATFR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, M~RlNE 
FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, tillDEBRAND SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 337-336 
BRACKISH-WATER FlSHt CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONO~Y, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, HILDEBRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 339-340 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
·FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, riL: ERA~O SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE tl 
557 
LS BUR FISH BULL 43, ~A T l, 340-351 
bRACKISH-WATER FISH, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, riLCESRANO SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US 8UR Fl~H AULL 43, P!~i l, 351-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FlSH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER WC, ~ILCE~RA~O SF 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE cl~ 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, ~A~T 1, 353-354 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlc~TIO~, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 SCHROEDER we, rlLCEe~ANO SF 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE EAY 
~S BUR FISH BUlL 43, ~A~T 1, 354-355 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlS~TIQ~, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL ANL C~E~iCAL CO~CITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INST, ~CHNS -CPKINS UNIVERSITY, SPECIAL REPT 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSCLVEC OXYGE~, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
OISTRIBUTICN, SEDI~E~TATJO~, SHALLOW WELLS, SILVERSIDES 
l9bl SCOTT WW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOHYCETCUS FLORA OF MARINE AND BRACkiSH WATERS IN THE 
VICINITY OF GLOUCESTE~ POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REPT 3b 
C5620 
BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, ~ARINE FUNGI, YORK RIVER 
1949 SCRUGGS PL 
CLEANING THt JAMES 
REPRINTED FRO~ THE LY~C~SURG NEWS, APRIL 3, 19~9 
DAMS, FLCOC CONT~OL, JA~ES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
1~69 SETTLE FH 
SUKVEY ANO ANALYSIS CF CHANGES EFFECTED BY MAN ON TIDAL WETLANDS OF 
VIRGINIA, 1955-1969 
CVPI THESIS» 
ESTUARIES, LAND DEVELOP~ENT, SLOPE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA 
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1950 SETTE CE 
BI~LOGY CF THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL ISCOMBER SCOMB~US) OF ~CRT" A~ERlCA 
USF AND WS FISHERY BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS lFISHt 
l9b9 SHA~HCLTl MI 
~NNUAL REPCRT DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF hEALTH, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
AO~INISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STRUCTURE 
1970 SHANHCLTl MI 
A~N~AL ~EPCRT 1970 
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ~EALTH, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
ACMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STRUCTURE 
19bb SHAW W~, ~ERRILL AS 
SETTING AND GRO~TH CF TrE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSGSTREA VIRGINICA, 0~ 
NAVIGATIC~ BUCYS IN THE LOwER C~ESAPEAKc BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSOC PROC 56, 67-72 
BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
1967 SHAW ~N, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS CF PCLYSTREAH ANC DRILLEX ON OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ANO 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
NATL SHELLFISHERIES ASSCC PROC, 57, 17-23 
CHE~ICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER'SETTING 
1967 SHIDLER JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYDROGRAPHIC CATA CCLLECTIO~ FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-l9b4' 
VA INST ~ARINE SCIENCE DATA REPT 5 
Cl012 
CURRENTS IWATER), CATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JA~ES RIVER, 
SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE, WINO VELOCITY 
1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
INTERNATlCNAl MARINE PUBLISHING COMPANY, CAMDEN, MAINE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
1964 SHUSTER C, HAEFNER PA 
LENGTH INCREME~TS DURING TERMINAL HOLT OF THE FEMALE SLUE CRAB, 
CAlLINECTES SAPIOUS IN CIFFERENT SALINITY ENVIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI 513), 11~-118 
CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
559 
1~71 SIH~u~S GM JR, WINFIELD A 
A FEASioiLITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION WEBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATE 
IN ~ACROeE~THIC STUCIES 
VA J SCIENCE 22t 52-59 
AQUATIC INSFCTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
1968 SlNCER~ANN CJ 
OYSTER MCRTALITIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC CCAST OF NGRTH AMERICA 
SF AND ~S SPEC SCI REPT FISHERIES 569 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DER~OCYSTIDIU~, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1971 SING~ JJ ET Al 
RADIOACTIVITY OF WHALE VERTEBRA FOSSILS FOUND IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
VIRGI~JA J SCIENCE 22, 123 
RADIOACTIVE DATING, RAOJOACTJVITY 
1950 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
GCCURRENCE OF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
AMER CHE~ SCC VA SECT BUll Z8, 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINIA 
1962 SIN~GTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUCRIOE IN WEll WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA M1NE~ALS ~Ill, 4-11 
ACUJFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, 
VIRGINI~, WATER WELLS 
1950 SMITH JO 
CRGANIC CNE~ISTRY 
P4 VA. ACACE~Y OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
6 18-635' 
CHE,_ I ~TKY • EFFLUENTS, I~OUSTR IAL PROOUCTIONt JAMES Rl VERt ORGANIC WASTES 
1965 SMITH \ltG 
STUDY OF THE SCUP ••• BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM CATCHES OF THE 1963-64 
WINTE~ TRAWl FISHER¥ 
VIM-S THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
560 
1940 SNIFFEN EW 
COBBLES FRCM THE PLEISTCCENE TERRACES OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSUlA 
VA J SCIE~CE 1, 285-288 
BACK RIVER,VA, PETRCLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SHEET EROSION 
1940 SNYDER HB JR, ~CGAuhEY PH 
HYUROLOGY CF VIRGINIA. PT 2-FLOOC STUDIES, STORMS T~AT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
FLOODS, GREAT RAINFALLS 
VA POLYTECHIC INSTITUTE BULL 331101 
FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC CATA, RAI~FALL, SULFATES, VIRGINIA 
1969 SOUTH WO 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF MILL WASTE ON WATER QUALITY IN THE 
PAMUNKEY AND YORK RIVERS 
THE CHESAPEAKE CORP OF VIRGINIA, WEST POINT, VIRGINIA 
DIURNAL, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, P~L? WASTES, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACiTY, 
WATER QUALITY CONTRCL, YORK RIVER 
1969 SPE~ER RS, ROGERS WS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE UNCONFORMITY I~ NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
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CHES SCI 6, 17-32 
ALGAE, oE~THIC FLORA, ChESA?EAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
1971 l~ERNER DE, LA~LER AR 
SC,..E P!RASITFS OF Cr.ESAPEAKE SAY FAUNA 
VIM$ MS. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, PAKASlTISM 
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DESCRIPTOJLS AIID ClOSS REFERENCES 
AIIIINISTRATIVE AGENCIES 
State governments 
Water policy 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS 
Water policy 
Water lav 
ADSORPTION 
Water chemistry 
t.';,ste troaatAent 
AGRICULTURF.' 
Economics 
Farm vastes 
Forestry 
RT Mariculture 
Multiple purpose projects 
AIR POLLtiTION 
RT Efflut.nts 
Environmental engineering 
l-lortality 
Pollution abatement 
ALEWIVES 
BT Alosids 
Herrings 
Z.Ia Tin~ fish 
RT Anadromous fish 
Freshwater fish 
ALGAE 
Chrysophyta 
Dinoflagellates 
Micrcorganisms 
Phytoplankton 
ALOSIDS 
Herrings 
}Iarine fish 
NT Alevives 
American shad 
Blueback herring 
RT Freshwater fish 
A.'iERICAN SHAD 
UF Shad 
BT Alosids 
Herrings 
Marine fish 
RT A~~dromous fish 
Freshwater fish 
A.'IINO ACIDS 
Organic compounds 
A.'fi'HIBIANS 
Frogs 
Salamanders 
BT Aquatic animals 
AMPHIFODA 
BT Aquatic animals 
Crustaceans 
Invertebrates 
ANALOG COMPUTERS 
Instrumt!ntation 
ANADRCl~tOl!S FISH 
RT Alewives 
American shad 
Blueback herring 
Fish migration 
Freshwater fish 
ANIMAL CONTROL 
RT Avicides 
Attractants 
Pesticides 
ANIMAL PARASITES 
NT Fish parasites 
-Oyster drills 
Platyhelminthes 
Trematodes 
BT • Broader term; NT • Narrower ter•; RT • Related tera; UF • Use for 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY 
Animal parasites 
Fish parasites 
AliiMAL PHYSIOLOGY 
Fish physiC'logy 
RT Biochemistry 
Bioluminescence 
Enzymes 
Reproduction 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS 
Aquatic populations 
ANIMAL WASTES (WILDLIFE) 
UF Fecal pellets 
RT Biodeposition 
Farm wastes 
APPOHAITOX RIVER 
Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
AQUATIC ANIMALS 
liT Alewives 
Alosids 
American shad 
Amphipoda 
Anadromous fish 
Atlantic menhaden 
Barnacles 
Bass 
Benthic fauna 
Blueback herring 
Brackish-water fish 
Clams 
Cobia 
Cor.merc ial fish 
Catfishes 
Cope pods 
Crabs 
Croaker 
Crustaceans 
Ctenophores 
Eels 
ElasiRObranches 
Foraminfera 
Freshwater fish 
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AQUATIC ANIMALS (Cont'd) 
Cars 
Gastropods 
Jerrings 
Hydrozoa 
Jellyfish 
Juvenile fishes 
Killifishes 
Marine fish 
Mullets 
Xussels 
Nener::eans 
Ostracods 
Oyster drills 
Oysters 
Polychaetes 
Salamanders 
Scallops 
Scup 
Scyphozoa 
Sea basses 
Sea nettles 
Sharks 
Shellfish 
Shrimp 
Si 1 ver sides· 
Sk<ltes 
Snails 
Soft cla:n 
Sport fi&h 
Spot 
Spotted sea trout 
Stickle!:lacks 
Striped bass 
Sunfishes 
Trout 
White bass 
White perch 
AQUATIC INSECTS 
Larvae 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
BT ~licroorganisiiiS 
Seaton 
NT Dermocystidiu. 
Dinoflagellates 
MSX 
AQUATIC PLANTS 
Benthic flora 
Dinoflagellates 
Eel grass 
Phytoplankton 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS 
Fish populations 
Population dynamics 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS 
Groundwater 
Water quality 
Aquifers 
AQUIFERS 
Aquifer characteristics 
Artesian wells 
Geologic formations 
Groundwater 
Saline water intrusion 
Water wells 
ARTESIAN WELLS 
BT Water wells 
RT Aquifers 
ARSENIC CONPOUNDS 
Pesticides 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
Geo£raphical regions 
NT 1-'.arvland 
Middle Atlantic Bight 
North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
RT Atlantic Ocean 
ATLA~'TIC MENHADEN 
UF Brevoortia tyrannus 
BT ~quatic animals 
Herrings 
~.arine fish 
ATLANTIC OCEAN 
Surface waters 
RT Atlantic Coastal Plain 
ATI'RACT.M'TS 
Ani111al Control 
Pesticides 
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AVICIDES 
RT Animal control 
Pesticides 
BACK RIVER, VA. 
Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
SAcrERIA 
RI Bioindicators 
Phytoplankton 
Spores 
BARNACLES 
UF Cirripedia 
BT Aquatic ani~ls 
Crustaceans 
Invertebrates 
}iar ine animals 
RT Animal parasites 
Fouling 
Seston 
BARRIER ISLANDS 
BT Islands 
RT Beaches 
Tidal marshes 
BASS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
~'T Striped bass 
White bass 
RT Sea basses 
Sport fish 
BATHYHETRY 
RT Bathythermograph 
f-leas ureme nt 
Navigation 
Surveys 
BATHYTHE~IOCRAPH 
RT Water temperature 
Bathymetry 
BEACH EROSION 
UF Shore erosion 
BT Erosion 
RT Tidal effects 
Waves (water) 
BEACHES 
RT Barrier Islands 
Beach erosion 
t:oasts 
Geomorphology 
Recreation facilities 
Sand:; 
Shores 
BEDS lo"NDER WATER 
RT Ownership of beds 
UF Oyster beds 
BENTHIC FAUNA 
UF Bottom fauna 
BT Benthos 
NT Clams 
Mussels 
Oysters 
RT Aquatic microorganisms 
Snails 
BENTHIC FLORA 
UF Bottom flora 
BT Aquatic plants 
Benthos 
Plants 
RT Aquatic microorganisms 
BEI-;'THOS 
UF Bottom organisms 
Epibenthic biota 
Macrobenthos 
NT Benthic fauna 
Benthic flora 
Clams 
Mussels 
Oysters 
RT Aquatic microorganisms 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
BINDERS 
Clays 
BIOASSAY 
RI Bioindicators 
Chemical analysis 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
RT Animal physiology 
Bioluminescence 
Carbohydrates 
Photosynthesis 
Glycogen 
Proteins 
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BIODEPOSITION 
RI Animal wastes (wildlife) 
Sediments 
BIOGRAPHIES 
RT History 
BIOINDICATORS 
Bacteria 
Bioassay 
Pesticide residues 
Water quality 
BIOLOGICAL CO}~fi."NIUES 
Ecological distribution 
Habitats 
BIOLUMINESCENCE 
RT Animal physiology 
Biochemistry 
BLUEBACK HERRING 
BT Alosids 
Aquatic animals 
Herrings 
Marine fish 
RT Anadromous fish 
Freshwater fish 
BOATING 
UF Canoeing 
Sailing 
BT Recreation 
RT Boats 
BOATS 
RT Boating 
Narinas 
Ships 
Transportation 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS 
NT Boreholes 
Subsurface investigations 
BORElDLES 
BT Borehole geophysic~ 
Core drilling 
BORON 
RI Salta 
BOTTQot SEDnrn.lS 
BT Sediments 
RT Benthos 
Biodeposition 
BOUNDARIES (PROP:::RTY) 
UF Ad mediu.a fil~.m a<~uae 
RT Legal aspects 
Navigable rivers 
Ownership of beds 
BRACKISH WATER 
Water quality 
BRACKISH-'WATER FISH 
BT Aquatic ani~ls 
RT Coaker 
Freshwatet' fish 
Marine fish 
Spot 
BREEDING 
RT Fish behavior 
Reproduction 
BRIDGE CONSTR.t:'CI'ION 
RT Bridges 
BRIDGES 
RT Bridge construction 
BRUSH COl-.'TROL 
RT Herbicides 
Water conservation 
BULKHEAD LTh"E 
RT Docks 
Navigation 
I.egal aspects 
BOOYS 
Navigation 
CAUALS 
Navigarion 
Control str~ctures 
Saline ~~ter intrusion 
Transportation 
CARBOHYDI\A 'I'ES 
RT Biochemistry 
Photosynthesis 
Proteins 
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CARP 
UF Cyprinus carpio 
BT Aquatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
CATCH 
RT Clam industry 
Crab industry 
Finfish industry 
Industrial fish 
Oyster industry 
CATFISHES 
UF Blindcats 
Blue catfish 
Bullheads 
Channel catfish 
Headwater catfish 
Ictalurus catus 
Ictalurus furcatus 
Ictalurus lupus 
\o'hite catfish 
Br Aquatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
CENOZOIC ERA 
Nl' ~liocene epoch 
Pleistocene epoch 
Tertiary period 
CENSUS 
RT Data collections 
Future planning (projected) 
History 
~lcasurcment 
Population 
Sampling 
Surveys 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT 
Dredging 
Flood control 
Flood protection 
QfA;.~L CATFISH 
Use CATFISHES 
OIARTS 
Irr Navigation 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
UP Qualitative analysis 
RT Bioassay 
Nutrients 
Sampling 
CHEMICALS 
RT Chemical analysis 
Chemistry 
Nutrients 
Pesticides 
Phosphates 
QIEMISTRY 
RT Biochemistry 
Chemical analysis 
Water chemistry 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
RT Estuaries 
Maryland 
Rivers 
Virginia 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
CHLORIDES 
CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES 
BT Pesticides 
NT 2,40 
DDT 
CHLORINE 
CHLOROPHYLL 
RT Photosynthesis 
CHROMOSOMES 
CHRYSOPH\"TA 
BT Algae 
Plants 
CIRCULATION 
Rr Currents (water) 
CITIES 
RT City planning 
Municipal wastes 
Urbanization 
Water resource& developaent 
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em ~u\~~-r~ 
B7 Planning 
Rl' Cities 
Urba;;ization 
Crban rene...-al 
CLA.'i ISI>t:STRY 
BT Industries 
11.1' Catch 
Cla=s 
Cc~ercial fishing 
cu..~s 
BT Bent~ic fauna 
B~nthos 
Invertebrates 
~ollusks 
RT Clac industry 
CL\S SIFICA7ION 
RT Systematics 
CL\YS 
BT Sediments 
RT Binders 
CI.IM.-\TIC nATA 
RT Data collections 
~~teorological data 
COALS 
'GF Anthracite 
Bituminous coal 
Ca.\STAL ZONE 
Use OOASTS 
Co.\STS 
'GF Coastal zone 
RT Beaches 
Coastal marshes 
Continental shelf 
Eastern Shore (Va-~A) 
Saline water intrusion 
Shores 
COBIA 
UF Bonita 
BT Aquatic animals 
Marine fish 
COMMERCIAL FISHING 
BT Industries 
RT Clam industry 
Coll1!ler ical fish 
Crab industry 
Finfish industry 
Fishing gear 
Freshwater fish 
Industrial fish 
Mariculture 
Oyster industry 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Mathematical models 
Data collections 
CONSERVATION 
NT Wildlife conservation 
RT Land management 
Natural resources · 
Scenery 
Water resources develo~nt 
CONTINENTAL SW::LF 
Atlantic Ocean 
Marine geology 
Coasts 
COOLING WATER 
RT Industri31 water 
Riparian rights 
CONTROL STRUCTURES 
RT Flood control 
Engineering 
COPEPODS 
Crustaceans 
Invertebrates 
RT Animal parasites 
COPiER SULFATE 
RT Pesticides 
CORE DRILLING 
RT Boreholes 
CORIOLIS FORCE 
RT Winds 
CORROTOMAN RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
R.T Virginia 
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COST ALLOCATION 
Cost-benefit analysis 
Economics 
Decision-making 
Project planning 
Water policy 
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
Cost allocation 
Economics 
Project planning 
CRAB INDUSTRY 
Catch 
Commercial fishing 
Crabs 
CRABS 
Aquatic animals 
Crustaceans 
Invertebrates 
BT Crab industry 
CROAKER 
Aquatic animals 
Brackish-water fish 
Freshwater fish 
CRUISES 
BT Recreation 
RT Sampling 
On-site data collections 
CRUSTACEANS 
UF Cladocera 
NT Amphipoda 
Barnacles 
Cope pods 
Crabs 
RT Aquatic microorganisms 
Shellfish 
CTEM>PllORES 
BT Aquatic animals 
Invertebrates 
CULTCH 
Oyster setting 
Oysters 
CURRENT METERS 
Rr Currents (water) 
Discharge measureaent 
Discharge (water) 
Stream gages 
CL"RRENTS (WATER) 
UF Water currents 
RT Current meters 
Estuaries 
Groundwater 
Hydraulic models 
Sediment distribution 
Sediment load 
Waves (water) 
DAMS 
Darnsites 
Control structures 
Flood control 
Reservoirs 
DAMSITES 
Da::~s 
DATA COLLECTIONS 
NT On-site data collections 
Census 
RT Charts 
DDT 
Climatic data 
Meteorological data 
Monitoring 
Sampling 
Weather data 
BT Chlorinated hydrocarbon peeticides 
Pesticides 
DEEP-WEU.S 
Water wells 
DEFOR..'iATlON 
RT Fish 
Reproduction 
DELAWARE RlVER 
Rivers 
Surface waters 
DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTS) 
BT Sedimentation 
RT Beaches 
Biodeposition 
Sedimentation rates 
Sediment transport 
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DEPTH 
Bathythermograph 
Stream gages 
DERMOCYSTIDlt'M 
BT Pathogenic fungi 
IT Oysters 
DESIGN FLOOD 
UF Standard project flood 
BT Floods 
RT Flood control 
Hydrologic aspects 
Peak discharge 
Project planning 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
BT Sediments 
RT Filtration 
DIELDRIN 
BT Chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides 
Pesticides 
DIFFUSION 
RT Circulation 
Currents (water) 
Dispersion 
Groundwater movement 
DINOFLAGELLATES 
BT Algae 
Aquatic microorganisms 
Plants 
Seston 
DIQUAT 
Pe~Jticides 
DISCHARGE MEASljREMENT 
RT Current oeters 
Discharge (water) 
Stream gages 
DISCHARGE (WATER) 
UF Outflow 
NT Peak discharge 
RT Current meters 
Discharge measurement 
Floods 
Groundwater 
Groundwater •~vement 
Stream g&ges 
DISMAL SWAMP (NC-VA) 
Marshes 
Brackish-water 
Scenery 
Virginia 
DISPERSION 
RT Circulation 
Diffusion 
Ecological distribution 
Groundwater movement 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
UF D.O. 
DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution patterns 
Diurnal distribution 
E~ological distribution 
Transportation 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
RT Distribution 
Migration 
Population 
Population dynamics 
DIURNAL 
RT Diurnal distribution 
Migration 
Seasonal 
Tides 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution 
Diurnal 
Ecological distribution 
Migration patterns 
DIVERSIFICATI(II 
E111ployment 
Ecosystems 
DOCKS 
RT Marinas 
DRAINAGE 
RT Land management 
Multiple purpose projects 
River basins 
Surface wa.ters 
Watersheds (basins) 
Drainage syst~ 
DRAINAGE PATTERNS (GEOLOGIC) 
Drainage systems 
Meanders 
Tributaries 
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DBAINAGE SYSTEMS 
Drainage 
Drainage patterns (geologic) 
Flood control 
Reservoirs 
River basin developaent 
Rivers 
Rivet syste1118 
Surface waters 
Water management (applied) 
DREDGING 
Channel improvement 
Flood protection 
Sampling 
DYE RELEASES 
Tagging 
EARTH MATERIALS 
Sands 
B.T Sediments 
EARTHQUAKES 
Geology 
EASTERN SHORE (VA ·MD) 
RT Coasts 
Virginia 
Maryland 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Biological communities 
Dispersion 
Distributio'l 
Diurnal distribution 
Population dynamics 
Seasonal distribution 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT 
Environmental effects 
Water pollution effects 
ECOLOGY 
UF Animal ecology 
Plant ecology 
NT Primary productivity 
RT Ecological distribution 
Environmental effects 
Fish management 
Habitats 
Life history studies 
Migration 
Parasitiaa 
Predatioo . 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 
Economics 
Project feasibility 
ECONOMIC IMPAcr 
Economics 
Employment 
Industries 
Recreation 
Tourisfll 
ECONOMIC rREDICTION 
Economics 
Future planning (projected) 
ECO't.'OMICS 
Cost allocation 
Cost-benefit analysis 
Decision-making 
Economic feasibility 
Economic impact 
Economic prediction 
Employment 
Legal aspecu 
Management 
Multiple purpose projects 
ECOSYSTEMS 
Biological communities 
Ecological distribution 
EDUCATION 
Universities 
EEL GRASS 
BT Aquatic plants 
RT Tidal marshes 
EFFLUENTS 
RT Air pollution 
Discharge (water) 
Industrial wastes 
Municipal wastes 
EGGS 
Growth stages 
RT Embryonic growth a~ge 
Hatching 
Reproduction 
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ELASK>BRANatES 
Aquatic animals 
NT Sharks 
Skates 
ELECTRIC PCM:R C&'i.\.'10 
RT Future planning {projected) 
ELECTRIC P<M:B.PI.Ah'TS 
Nr Hydroelectric plants 
Nuclear powerplants 
RT Electric power production 
ELECTRIC Fao'ER PRODUCriO!i 
Powerplants 
Electric power demand 
ELECTRON HICRGSCOPY 
RT Laboratory equipment 
Histological investigations 
ELIZABETH RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT James River 
Virginia 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE 
BT Growth stages 
RT Eggs 
EMPLOYME"NT 
RT Diversification 
Economic impact 
Economics 
Employmect opportunitie~ 
Labor 
EMPLOYMEl\'T OPPORTI.'NITIES 
Economics 
E~~tployment 
Multiple-purpose projects 
ENERGY BUDGET 
B.T Primary productivity 
ENGINEERING 
NT Environmental engineering 
B.T Geology 
Mathematical studies 
Model studies 
Hydraulic IIIOdels 
Control structures 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
RT Animal physiology 
Ecological impact 
Fish management 
Fish physiology 
Growth rates 
Habitats 
Migration 
Mortality 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGIREEIUBG 
BT Engineering 
RT Landfills 
Water pollution 
ENZYMES 
RT Animal physiology 
Proteins 
EROSION 
NT Beach erosion 
RT Erosion control 
Floods 
Land management 
Sedimentation 
EROSION CONTROL 
RT Flood control 
Land management 
ESTmATED COSIS 
RT Project planning 
Planning 
ESTUARIES 
BT Surface waters 
RT Chesapeake Bay 
Currents {water) 
Estuarine environaent· 
Mobjack Bay 
Riveu 
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Saline water-freshwater interfaces 
Tides 
ESTUARINE ENVIRa.tEII'I' 
RT Estuaries 
EU'ROPRICATION 
OF Algal blo01111 
tT Nutrients 
Oxygen requirements 
Plankton 
Population 
Primary productivity 
Surface waters 
Waste assimilative capacity 
Water pollution effects 
Water quality 
FACILITIES 
IT Electric powerplanta 
Hydroelectric plants 
Labor at or ies 
Nuclear powerplants 
Research facilities 
Universities 
FARM LAGOONS 
RT Farm wastes 
Waste treatment 
FARM WASTES 
Rr Ani111al wastes {wildlife) 
Far• lagoons 
Industrial wastes 
FEEDING 
Food habits 
Foods 
Predation 
Fish behavior 
FERTlliZERS 
llT Farm wastes 
Nutrients 
Phosphates 
FllTRATION 
Osmosis 
Sewage treatment 
Waste water treat~aent 
F~CIAL ANALYSIS 
Math-tical studies 
Cost-benefit analysis 
FINANCL'IG 
Government supports 
FINFISH INDUSTRY 
BT Industries 
RT Catch 
Commercial fishing 
Fish 
Industrial fish 
FISH 
BT Aquatic animals 
Wildlife 
NT Alewives 
Alosids 
American shad 
Anadromous fish 
Atlantic menhaden 
Bass 
Blueback herring 
Brackish-water fish 
Carp 
Catfishes 
Cobia 
Commercial fish 
Croaker 
Eels 
Elasmobranches 
Freshwater fish 
Gars 
Herrings 
Industrial fish 
Juvenile fishes 
'Killifishes 
Marine fish 
Perches 
Scup 
Sea basses 
Sharks 
Silvers ides 
·Skates 
Sport fish 
Spot 
Sticklebacks 
Striped bass 
White bass 
White perch 
RT Eutrophication 
Finfish industry 
Fish behavior 
Fish diseases 
(Coot'd) 
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Fish ~anageaent 
Fish aigration 
Fish parasites 
Fish physiology 
Fish populations 
.Fish taxonomy 
FISH BEP.A VIOR 
Fish 
Food habits 
Migration 
FISH DISEASES 
BT Diseases 
RT Animal pathology 
Fish parasites 
Pathogenic fungi 
FISH M.\..'iAGEMENT 
IT Ecology 
Environmental effects 
Fertilization 
Fisheries 
Fish •igration 
FISH MIGRATION 
Rr Anadromous fish 
Fish manage:aent 
Life history studies 
FISH PARASITES 
Rr Ani111al pathology 
Fish diseases 
Fish populations 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY 
Rr Environmental effects 
Growth stages 
FISH POPt~TIONS 
BT Population 
RT Fish parasites 
Population dynamics 
FISH TAXONOMY 
BT Systematics 
R.T Fish 
FISHERIES 
1ft' Estuaries 
Marshes 
Reservoirs 
FISHING 
Sport fishing 
Commercial fishing 
RT Fishing gear 
Catch 
FISHING GEAR 
RT Catch 
Commercial fishing 
Sport fishing 
FLATFISH 
BT Aquatic animals 
Fish 
Marine fish 
FLATWOJUolS 
Use PLATYHELMINl'HES 
FLOOD COlol"l'ROL 
RT 01annel improveaaent 
Dams 
Design flood 
Drainage systems 
Erosion control 
Flcod damage 
Flood plains 
Flood protection 
Hydroelectric plants 
Reservoirs 
Riparian rights 
River basin develop~nt 
Weter management (applied) 
Water policy 
FLOOD DAMAGE 
Design flood 
Erosion 
Flood protection 
Historic flood 
FLOOD PLAINS 
Deposition (sediments) 
Flo.:~d protection 
Meanders 
Rivers 
FLOOD PROTECTION 
Channel improve~nt 
Dredging 
Flood control 
Flood plains 
Floods 
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FLOODS 
NT Historic flood 
RT Discharge (water) 
Erosion 
Flood plains 
Flood protection 
Peak discharge 
Watersheds (basins) 
noo~ATER 
Floods 
Sedimentation 
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
Flow rates 
FLOW CONTROL 
Dams 
Flood control 
Flow rates 
FLOW RATES 
Flow characteristics 
Flow control 
Stream gages 
FLUCTUATION 
RT Dispersion 
Diutnai 
Seasonal 
Variability 
Waves (water) 
FLUORESCENCE 
RT Bioluminescence 
Dye releases 
FLUORIDES 
RT Air pollution 
Salts 
FOOD HABITS 
Fish behsvior 
Nutrients 
FOODS 
Nutrients 
FORAMINIFERA 
BT Aquatic animals 
Invertebrates 
Marine animals 
Microorganisu 
Protozoa 
FORESTRY 
RT Agriculture 
Forests 
Plants 
Watersheds {basins) 
FORESTS 
RT Forestry 
Natural resources 
Parks 
Pulp and paper industry 
Trees 
FOUL IKG 
RT Barnacles 
Sediments 
FRESHWATER 
Groundwater 
Reservoirs 
Rivers 
Sur face waters 
Wet lauds 
FRESHWATFR FISH 
BT Aquatic animals 
Wildlife 
NT Bass 
Catfishes 
Gars 
Sunfishes 
l.'hite perch 
RT Alewives 
Alosids 
American shad 
Anadrornous fish 
Blueback herring 
Commercial fish 
Commercial fishing 
Croaker 
Killifishes 
Sea basses 
Silvers ides 
Sport fish 
Spot 
Sticklebacks 
FROGS 
BT Amphibians 
Wildlife 
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FUNGI 
RT Pathogenic fungi 
RT Microorganisms 
Phytoplankton 
Spores 
FUrtiltE P~~"ING (PROJECTED) 
BT Planning 
RT Census 
Long-term planning 
CAGING STATI<J:iS 
RT Data collections 
Stream gages 
Surface waters 
GARS 
Fresh10ater fish 
Wildlife 
GASTROPODS 
BT Invertebrates 
Mollusks 
NT Oyster drills 
Sn3ilS 
GEOCHEXISTRY 
RT Aquifer characteristics 
Che~ical analysis 
Olemistry 
Geology 
Radioactive dating 
Water chemistry 
Water quality 
GEOGR~HICAL REGIONS 
Atlantic Coastal Plain 
Virginia 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
RT A<iuifers 
Paleontology 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 
On-site investigations 
GEOLOGY 
RT Earthquakes 
Engineering 
Gel'Chel'listry 
Geom.:~rpho logy 
Marine Geology 
Sedi1111mtat ion 
Sediments 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
RT Beaches 
Environmental effects 
Erosion 
Flood plains 
Geology 
Marine geology 
Meanders 
Rivers 
Runoff 
Sand bars 
Scenery 
Terraces (geological) 
GEOPHYSICS 
NT Boreholes 
Borehole geophysics 
RT Geochemistry 
Remote sensing 
Surveys 
GLYCOGEN 
Biochemistry 
Carbohydrates 
Starch 
GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS 
GRANITES 
Geology 
GRAVELS 
Earth materials 
RT St!diments 
GREY SEA TROUT 
UF Weakfish 
IT Marine fish 
GROUNDWATER 
RT Aquiter characteristic. 
Aquifers 
Currents (water) 
Groundwater .uve.ent 
Reservoirs 
Saline water intrusion 
Water supply 
Water table 
Water wells 
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GROUNDWATER K>VEMENr 
Diffusion 
Discharge (water) 
Dispersion 
Groundwater 
Runoff 
Sediments 
GRCY!H RATES 
RT Environmental effects 
Growth stages 
Life histnry studies 
Population 
GRWI'H STAGES 
NT Eggs 
Larvae 
Larval growth stage 
RT Animal physiology 
Environa;ental effects 
Growth rates · 
Life history studies 
GULF COASTAL PLAIN 
Geographical regions 
GUNPOWDER RIVER, MD. 
Rivers 
Surface waters 
Maryland 
HABITATS 
RT Biological coaaunities 
Ecology 
Environmental effects 
HARBORS 
Coasts 
Marinas 
liavigation 
Transportation 
HATQIUtG 
Egg a 
Fish 
Water birds 
HAZARDS 
Radioactivity 
HEAVY METALS 
Industrial wastes 
HERBICIDES 
BT Pesticides 
NT 2,4D 
Diquat 
RT Brush control 
Plants 
HERRINGS 
UF Clupeidae 
IT Fish 
NT Alewives 
Alosids 
American shad 
Atlantic menhaden 
Blueback herring 
RT Freshwater fish 
Marine fish 
HISTOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 
Electron microscopy 
Morphology 
HISTORIC FLOOD 
IT Floods 
RT Flood damage 
HISTORY 
RT Biographies 
Census 
Paleontology 
Planning 
HOSTS 
Animal parasites 
Fish parasites 
Diseases 
Pathology 
Hti-IA~ POPULATION 
BT Population 
RT Urbanization 
HURRICANES 
RT Winds 
HYBRIDS 
IT Reproduction 
Fish Physiology 
Fiah Populatioaw 
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HYDRAULIC M>DELS 
RT Ourrenta (water) 
Laboratory testa 
HYDROELECTRIC PU.-ITS 
BT Electric powerplants 
RT Dams 
Discharge (water) 
Electric power production 
Facilities 
Flt-<'4! control 
Thermal pollution 
HYDROELECTRIC PO~~R 
Multiple purpose project• 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
RT Aquifer characteristic• 
Aquifers 
Erosion 
Geology 
Geomorpi\Qlogy 
Groundwater 
Marine geolu~y 
HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS 
HYDROGRAPHY 
Hydrologic aspects 
Measurement 
Navigation 
RT Surface waters 
Surveys 
HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS 
NT Hydrogeology 
Hydrography 
RT Data collections 
Design flood 
Engineering 
Meteorology 
Water resources 
HYDROLOGIC MTA 
IT Climatic data 
Data collections 
Hy~rologic aspects 
Mathematical studies 
On-site data collectiona 
On-aite inveatigationa 
Satapliq 
Survey a 
HYDROLOGIC EQUATION 
RT Discharge (water) 
Subsurface waters 
Surface waters 
Water supply 
HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES 
HYDROZOA 
BT Invertebrates 
Marine animals 
Nl' Jellyfish 
Sea nettles 
RT Scyphozoa 
Utl'ot..TlmED WATERS 
RT Reservoirs 
INDICATORS 
NT Bioindicators 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
NT Atlantic menhaden 
Herrings 
RT Co~~ercial fish 
Cow~rcial fishing 
Fishing gear 
Industries 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
RT Economic impact 
Industrial wastes 
Industries 
Management 
Sattt'ling 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
NT Mine wastes 
Pulp wastes 
RT Effluents 
Farm wastes 
Industrial production 
Lumbering 
Mining 
Waste water treatment 
INDUSTRIAL WATER 
Industrial wastes 
Riparian rights 
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INDUSTRIES 
NT Clam industry 
Commercial fishing 
Crab industty 
Finfish industry 
Lu~bering 
Oyster inclustry 
Pulp and paper industry 
RT Agriculture 
Cities 
Economic impact 
Industrial production 
INORGANIC CONPOUNDS 
Copper sulfate 
Heavy metals 
RT Arsenic compounds 
Chemical analysis 
Chh,rides 
Nutrients 
Organic compounds 
Water chemistry 
INSTRffi'tENTATION 
NT Analog computers 
Bathythermographs 
Current meters 
Gages 
Stream gages 
RT Data collections 
Engineering 
l-1easurement 
Remote sensing 
Research and development 
Sampling 
INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION 
RT State governments 
Adminstrative agencies 
INVERTEBRATES 
NT Amphipoda 
Aquatic inaecta 
Barnacles 
Clams 
Copepoda 
Crabs 
Crustaceans 
Ctenophores 
(Cont'd) 
INVERTEBRATES (Cont'd) 
NT Foraminifera 
Gastropods 
Hydrczoa 
J<!llyfish 
Mollusks 
Nemerteans 
Ostracods 
OysteE drills 
Oysters 
Platyhelminthes 
Polychaetes 
Protozoa 
Scallops 
Shrimp 
Snails 
Trematoaes 
IRRIGATION 
RT Land development 
Multiple-purpose projects 
Water rights 
ISLIJH>S 
NT Barrier islands 
RT Boundaries (property) 
JA.'fi:S RIVER 
UF Hampton Roads, Va. 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
BT Rivers 
Sur face waters 
RT Virginia 
JELLYFISH 
BT Invertebrates 
Hydrozoa 
Marine animals 
ScyphL'Zoa 
JUVENILE FISHES 
BT Fish 
llildllfe 
RT Growth stages 
KILLIFISHES 
UF Crenichthys species 
Cyprinodon species 
Empetrichthys species 
Fundulus species 
RT Freshwater fish 
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LABOR 
E:::plo;rcent 
LABORATC'RIES 
RT Faciliti~s 
Laboratory equipment 
Lab0ratory tests 
Res~arch and development 
Research facilities 
LAB0~ 70RY A..~P.l.\LS 
RT Ani::~al phvsiology 
3i.:-assay 
Laborat0ry tests 
Research and development 
R~search facilities 
LABORATORY EQDIP~NT 
RT Electron microscopy 
Laboratories 
LABORATORY TESTS 
RT Hydraulic models 
Laboratories 
Sac::pling 
LA. ':PREYS 
BT Freshwater fish 
RT Fish parasites 
LAND DEVELOPMENT 
RT Irrigation 
Land management 
I.Ah"DFILLS 
RT Earth materials 
LARVAE 
BT Growth stages 
RT Aquatic insects 
Larval growth stage 
LARVAL GROtml STAGE 
BT Growth stagea 
RT Larvae 
LEASES 
Legal aspects 
LEGAL ASPECTS 
Nr Water law 
RT Boundaries (property) 
Economics 
Legislation 
Local governcencs 
Project planning 
Riparian rights 
Water rights 
LEGISLATION 
RT Legal aspects 
Riparian rights 
Water law 
Water rescurces development 
LIFE HISTORY SLUDIES 
RT Fish migration 
Growth rates 
Growth stages 
LIPIDS 
BT Organic compounds 
RT Carbohydrates 
Proteins 
LOBSTERS 
BT Arthropods 
Crustaceans 
Invertebra:es 
Shellfis~ 
LOCAL GOVER.~~~'TS 
RT Legal aspects 
Water resources development 
LONG-TERM PLAN}o.!M; 
RT Future planning (projected) 
LUMBERING 
BT Industries 
RT 'For~stry 
Industrial wastes 
Pulp and paper industry 
Pulp wastes 
MAGNETIC STUDIES 
BT Geophysics 
MA.~GEMENT 
NI' Land 11111nage.aent 
Water manage~nt (applied) 
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MANAGEMENT (Cont'd) 
RT Economics 
Multiple-purpose projects 
Project planning 
MARl CULTURE 
Fish management 
MARINAS 
RT Boats 
Docks 
MARINE ALGAE 
BT Aquatic plants 
RT Benthic flora 
Benthos 
Phyt<tplankton 
MARINE FISH 
BT A~uatic animals 
NT Alewives 
Alosids 
American shad 
Atlantic menhaden 
Blueback herring 
Cobia 
Croaker 
Elasmobrancbes 
Grey sea trout 
Scup 
Sea basses 
Sharks 
Skates 
Spot 
Striped bass 
White perch 
RT Commercial fish 
Herrings 
Lampreys 
MARINE F1TNGI 
BT Aquatic microorganisms 
Fungi 
Plankton 
Seston 
RT Phytoplankton 
MARINE GEOLOGY 
Kr Continental shelf 
Geology 
Geomorphology 
Hydrogeology 
Sedimentation 
MARKET VALUE 
MARL 
Clays 
MARSH l".ANAGEMENT 
BT Management 
RT Marshes 
Wetlands 
MARSH PLANTS 
RT Eel grass 
Marshes 
MARSHES 
BT Wetlands 
NT Salt marshes 
Tidal marshes 
RT Marsh management 
Marsh plants 
Surface waters 
MARYLAND 
BT Atlantic Coastal Plain 
Geographical regions 
RT Chesapeake Bay 
Gu~powder River, Md. 
Patuxent River 
Potomac River 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
Computer programs 
Statistical methods 
Mathematical studies 
MATHEMATIC..o\L STUDIES 
Nr Mathematical models 
Statistical methods 
RT Hydrologic data 
Sar.:pling 
MATTAPONI RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
MEANDERS 
RT Discharge (water) 
Flood plains 
Rivers 
Ge01a0rphology 
Sediment load 
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MEASrREME~ 
NT Discharge ceasurement 
RT Bat~y~try 
Cens'-ls 
Data collections 
Hydrcgraphy 
Instru::::entation 
Xor:itoring 
Rern.:-te sensing 
Saq:oling 
Statistics 
Surveys 
MESOZOI.: EM. 
RT Ge,,lc-gy 
Geological foroationa 
METAEOLI~! 
RT Ani.:·.al physiology 
Biochemistry 
Biclogy 
Growth stages 
Proteins 
METEORo-.... OGICAL DATA 
RT Climatic data 
Data collections 
METP.O OOl:OGY 
RT Decision-making 
}~nagt:~~nt 
MICROORGA.l\"I~fS 
NT Aq~atic ~icroorganiams 
Bacteria 
Din.:-flagellates 
FCira:ninifera 
l".arine fungi 
Pathogenic fungi 
Protozoa 
RT Algae 
Fungi 
Plants 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
BT Atlantic Coaetal Plain 
RT Continental ahelf 
MIGRATION 
NT Fish migration 
RT Dispersion 
Distribution patterns 
Diurnal 
Ecology 
Envirc~ntal effects 
Fish behavior 
Fisheries 
Life history studies 
Population 
Seasonal 
MIGRATIO~ PATTERNS 
RT Diurnal distribution 
Population dynamics 
Seasonal distribution 
MINE WASTES 
BT Industrial wastes 
Ml~t:RAL INDUSTRY 
BT Industries 
RT Mining 
Mll\'ERALOGY 
R1 Clays 
Geology 
Invrganic compounds 
Radioactivity 
Salts 
Sediments 
Water quality 
MINING 
RT Dredging 
Industrial wastes 
Mineral industry 
Mine wastes 
MIOCENE EPOCH 
RT Cenozoic era 
Tertiary period 
MOBJACK RAY 
RT Estuaries 
Virginia 
MOLLUSKS 
UF Pelecypods 
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MOLLUSKS (Cont'd) 
BT Invertebrates 
!l'l' Clams 
Gastropods 
Mussels 
Oyster dri Us 
Oysters 
Scallops 
Snails 
RT Shellfish 
l-fOLTING 
BT Gr~th stages 
RT Crabs 
Life history studies 
MONITORING 
RT Data collections 
Measurement 
KJRPHOLOGY 
RT Biology 
Structure 
MORTALITY 
RT Environmental effects 
Population 
Water pollution 
MSX 
UF Minchinia nelsoni 
BT Aquatic microorganisms 
RT Oysters 
Pathogenic bacteria 
MULLETS 
BT l-larine fish 
Wildlife 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS 
RT Agriculture 
Economics 
Flood control 
Management 
Navigation 
Project planning 
Recreation 
Watersheds (basins) 
Water supply 
MUNICIPAL WAS'l'ES 
RT Cities 
Waste water treatment 
MUSSELS 
BT Benthic fauna 
Benthos 
Invertebrates 
Marine aniaaab 
Mollusks 
Shellfish 
RT Clams 
Oysters 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
RT Animal control 
Conservation 
Economics 
Forests 
Parks 
Recreation 
Water resources 
Water resources development 
Water supply 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
RT Rivers 
Navigable waters 
Surface wat:ers 
NAVIGABLE WATERS 
NT Navigable rivers 
RT Navigation 
Ownership of beds 
Riparian rights 
NAVIGATION 
RT Bathymetry 
Bulkhead line 
Canals 
Charts 
Hydrography 
Multiple-purpose projects 
Navigable waters 
Reservoirs 
Riparian rights 
Ships 
NEMERTEANS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Invertebrates 
Marine animals 
NITRATF.S 
Fertilizers 
Inorganic compounds 
Water quality 
alRTH CAROLINA 
BT Atlantic Coastal Plain 
Geographical regions 
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I'."UCLEAR POt.'ERPLMWCS 
RT Electric power production 
NUTRIEl't'TS 
RT Chemical analysla 
Chemicals 
Eutrophication 
Fertilizers 
Food habits 
Inorganic compounds 
Proteins 
Waste assimilative capacity 
NUTRITION 
RT Carbohydrates 
Glycogen 
Nutrients 
Proteins 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
RT Estuaries 
Geology 
Hydrography 
Marine geology 
Physical oceanography 
Tides 
OD.Y WATER 
Water pollution 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
RT Hydrologic data 
Sampling 
Surveys 
ORGA..'HC COMPOONDS 
NT Carbohydrates 
Chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides 
Chlorophyll 
2,40 
DIJl' 
Dieldrin 
Diquat 
Enzymes 
Lipids 
Proteins 
RT Inorganic compounds 
Organic wastes 
ORGANIC MATTER 
RT Organic compounds 
Organic wastes 
Seaton 
Waste assimilative capacity 
ORGANIC WASTES 
RT Farm wastes 
Oily water 
Organic compounds 
Organic matter 
Seston 
OSMOSIS 
RT Adsorption 
Diffusion 
Filtration 
Osm<'t ic pressure 
Sewage treatment 
OSMOTIC PRESSURE 
RT Osmosis 
OSTRACODS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Arthropods 
Crustaceans 
Invertebrates 
OWNERSHIP OF BEDS 
RT Beds under water 
Boundaries (property) 
Navigable rivers 
Navigable waters 
Riparian rights 
OXYGEN 
RT Dissolved oxygen 
Eutrophication 
Oxygen requirements 
Waste assimilative capacity 
OXYGEN DEMAND 
RT Oxygen requirements 
Photosynthesis 
Productivity 
Respiration 
OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS 
RT Animal physiology 
Eutrophication 
Oxygen 
Oxygen demand 
Respiration 
OYSTER DRillS 
BT Animal parasites 
Aquatic ania:ala 
Gastropods 
Invertebrates 
Mollusks 
RT Snails 
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OYSTER INDUSTRY 
BT Industries 
RT Catch 
Commercial fishing 
Oysters 
OYSTER SE"'"l'ING 
RT Cultch 
Larvae 
Oysters 
OYSTERS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Benthic fauna 
Benthos 
Inver tebratea 
Mollusks 
Shellfish 
RT Clams 
Cultch 
Dermocystidium 
MSX 
Mussels 
Oyster industry 
Oyster setting 
PALEONTOLOGY 
UF Fossils 
BT History 
RT Geologic formations 
Stratigraphy 
PAML'h"'KEY RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
PARASITISM 
BT Pathology 
RT Diseases 
Ecology 
PARKS 
RT Conservation 
Forests 
Natural resources 
Recreation 
Recreation facilities 
PATHOGENIC Fu~GI 
BT Microorganisms 
NT Dermocystidiua 
RT Fish diseases 
PATHOLOGY 
NT Animal pathology 
Parasitism 
RT Biology 
PATUXENT RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Maryland 
PEAK DISCHARGE 
BT Discharge (water) 
RT Design flood 
Floods 
Surface runoff 
PENNSYLVANIA 
RT Geographical regiona 
Susquehanna River 
PESTICIDE REMOVAL 
RT Pesticides 
PESTICIDES 
NT Avicides 
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Chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides 
2,4-D 
DDT 
Dieldrin 
Diquat 
Herbicides 
RT Attractants 
Otemicals 
Copper sulfate 
Pesticide residues 
PETROLOGY 
Geology 
Mineralogy 
PHOSPHATES 
RT Chemicals 
Fertilh:ers 
Inorganic ca.pouads 
Salts 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Remote sensina 
Surveys 
PHOTOSYlot'THESI S 
RT Biochemistry 
Carbohydrates 
Ollorophyll 
Primary productivity 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
BT Oceanography 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY 
BT £col0gy 
RT Ani~al physiology 
Environmental effects 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
BT Plankton 
Plants 
RT Algae 
Aquatic microorganisms 
Marine algae 
Marine fungi 
PIANKATANK RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
PIGME~l'fS 
m· C'n lorophyll 
RT Biochemistry 
PIKE 
Biology 
Bioh:minescence 
Fluorescence 
Photosynthesis 
UF Northern pike 
Pickerel 
BT Freshwater fish 
Wildlife 
RT Sport fish 
PLANKTON 
NT Marine fungi 
Phytoplankton 
Sea nettles 
Water fleas 
Zooplankton 
RT Aquatic microorganisms 
Eutrophication 
p~~ON (Cont'd) 
RT Plankton nets 
Plants 
Primary productivity 
PLANKTON NETS 
RT Plankton 
PLANNING 
NT City planning 
Future planning (projected) 
Long-term planning 
Project planning 
RT Census 
Decision making 
Estimated costs 
History 
Legislation 
Management 
Multiple purpose projects 
Research and development 
River basin development 
PLANT GROUPINGS 
RT Benthic flora 
~farsh plants 
Phytoplankton 
PLANT PARASITES 
Parasitism 
Plants 
PLANT POPLLATIONS 
BT Population 
PLANTS 
NT Benthic flora 
Chrysophyta 
Eel grass 
Fungi 
~!;:trine algae 
~far ine fur.gi 
Marsh plants 
Pathogenic fungi 
Fhytl'plankton 
RT Agriculture 
Environmental effects 
Forestry 
Herbicides 
Plankton 
Plant groupings 
Plant parasites 
Systematics 
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PLATYHELMINTHES 
UF Flatworms 
BT Animal parasites 
Invertebrates 
Worms 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
BT Cenozoic era 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT 
Air pollution 
Water pollution 
Water pollution control 
POLLliTA1'4'TS 
RT Air pollution 
Pesticide residues 
Toxins 
Water pollution control 
Water pollution effects 
POLYCHAETES 
BT Aquatic animals 
Invertebrates 
Marine animals 
Worms 
POPULATION 
NT Animal populations 
Aquatic populations 
Fish populations 
RT Census 
Distribution patterns 
Ecology 
Environmental effects 
Eutrophication 
Growth rates 
Migration 
1-tortality 
POPULATION DY~ITCS 
RT Aquatic populations 
Distribution patterns 
Ecological distribution 
Fish populations 
Migration patterns 
POTOMAC RIVER 
BT Rivera 
Surface waters 
RT Maryland 
Virginia 
POULTRY 
UF Olickens 
Ducks (domestic) 
RT Agriculture 
PREDATION 
RT Ecology 
Mortality 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
BT Ecology 
Productivity 
RT Aquacic microorganisms 
Eutr('lphication 
Photosynthesis 
Plankton 
Seston 
PRODUCTIVITY 
h~ Primary pr~ductivity 
RT Ecology 
Economics 
Environmental effects 
Eutrophication 
Fish management 
Grwth rates 
Oxygen demand 
Population 
PROFILES 
RT Distribution patterns 
Surveys 
PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
RT Economic feasibility 
Project planning 
PROJECT PlANNING 
BT Planning 
RT Cost allocation 
Cost-benefit analysis 
Design flood 
Economics 
Legal aspects 
Multiple-purpose projects 
Project feasi b ility 
Water policy 
PROJECTS 
NT Multiple-purpose projects 
RT Project planning 
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PROTEINS 
BT Organic co~pounda 
RT Amino acids 
Biochemistry 
Carbohydrates 
Enzymes 
Lipids 
Nutrients 
PR070ZOA 
BT Invertebrates 
Hicroorganiscs 
NT Foraminifera 
RT Aquatic microoganis~ 
PROVENANCE 
RT Sedimentation 
Sediments 
PUBLIC LANDS 
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
BT Industries 
RT Forests 
Pulp wastes 
PL1.P WASTES 
BT Industrial wastes 
RT Lumhering 
Pulp and paper industry 
RADIOACTIVE DATING 
RT Geochemistry 
Stratigraphy 
RADIOACTIVITY 
RT Borehole geophysics 
Hazards 
Mineralogy 
Water quality 
RAINFALL 
RT Runoff 
RANGES 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Virginia 
RECREATION 
NT Roating 
RECREATION (Cont'd) 
NT Sport fishing 
RT Beaches 
Economic impact 
Multiple-purpose projects 
Natural resources 
Parks 
Recreation demand 
Recreation facilities 
Reservoirs 
Riparian rights 
Scenery 
Tourism 
Water policy 
Water quality 
RECREATIO~ D~~D 
RT Recr~ation 
Water demand 
RECREATION FACILITIES 
NT Marinas 
RT Beaches 
Facilities 
Parks 
Recreation 
River basin developaent 
REGIONAL FLOOD 
BT Floods 
RT Design flood 
Flood datDage 
REMOTE SENSING 
RT Instrumentation 
Measurement 
Photography 
Surveys 
REPRODUCTION 
RT Animal physiology 
Biology 
Br~eding 
Eggs 
Management 
REPTILES 
NT Snakes 
Turtles 
RT Aquatic: ani .. ls 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
RT Economics 
Instrumentation 
Laboratories 
On-site investigations 
Planning 
Projects 
Research facilities 
Water resources development 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
RT Facilitiee 
Laboratories 
Research and development 
RESERVOIRS 
RT Aquifers 
Conservation 
Cooling water 
Dams 
Discharge (water) 
Drainage systems 
Fish management 
Flood control 
Groundwater 
Runoff 
Sedimentation rates 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
RT Economics 
Resource development 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
NT Water resources developzent 
RT Facilities 
Research and development 
Resource allocation 
RESPIRATION 
RT Oxygen demand 
Oxygen reGuirements 
RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
BT Water rights 
RT" Cooling water 
Fish management 
Flood control 
Legal aspects 
Legislation 
Navigable waters 
Ownership of beds 
RIVER BASIN DEVELOPME!<.~ 
RT Drainage systems 
Flood control 
Planning 
Recreation facilities 
River basins 
Transportation 
Water resources development 
Water supply 
RIVER BASINS 
RT River basin development 
Watersheds (basins) 
RIVER BEDS 
RT Navigable rivers 
Rivers 
RIVER SYSTEMS 
Rr Drainage systems 
River basins 
Rivers 
Tributaries 
Watersheds (basins) 
RIVERS 
BT Surface waters 
NT Rack River, Va. 
Cbickahominy River 
Corrotoman River 
Delaware River 
Elizabeth River 
Gunpowder River, Hd. 
James River 
Mattaponi River 
Navigable rivers 
Pamunkey River 
Patuxent River 
Piankatank River 
Potomac River 
Rappahannock River 
Susquehanna River 
York River 
RUNOFF 
NT Surface runoff 
RT Discharge (water) 
Floods 
Geomorphology 
Groundwater movement 
Rainfall 
Rt!servoirs 
Rivers 
Surface waters 
Suspended load 
Watersheds (basins) 
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SALAMANDERS 
BT Amphibians 
Aquatic animals 
SALI~~ wATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
RT Estuaries 
Sali~e wa~er intrusion 
SALn-c IOATER mrRtSION 
UF Salt ~edge estuary 
RT Aquifers 
Canals 
Coasts 
Groundwater 
Saline water-freshwater interface& 
Tidal marshes 
Tides 
Wells 
SALINITY 
RT Water chemistry 
SALT BALANCE 
RT Water quality 
SALT MARSHES 
BT Marshes 
Wetlands 
RT Salina water intrusion 
Tidal marshes 
SALT TOLERANCE 
RT Salts 
SALTATION 
BT Sedimentation 
Sediment transport 
SALTS 
RT Boron 
Otlorides 
Inorganic CO!I'p;>unds 
Xincralogy 
Phosphates 
Salinity 
Salt tolerance 
SAMPLING 
RT Censlls 
Chemical analysis 
Data collections 
Dredging 
Hydrologic data 
Instrumentation 
On-site data collections 
SANDBARS 
RT Coasts 
Currents (water} 
Geomorphology 
Waves (water) 
SAND WAVES 
RT Currents (water) 
SANDS 
BT Earth materials 
RT Beaches 
Sand bars 
Sediments 
SCALLOPS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Invertebrates 
Mollusks 
SCAVENGERS 
RT Crabs 
SCEt\ERY 
RT Conservation 
Geomorphology 
Natural resources 
Farks 
Recreation 
Scenic easements 
SCENIC EAS~~n~S 
RT Scenery 
SCHOOLS (FISH) 
RT Fish behavior 
Fish migration 
SCUP 
BT Marine fish 
Wildlife 
SCYPHOZOA 
BT AGuatic animals 
Invertebrates 
NT Jellyfish 
Sea nettles 
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SEA BASSES 
BT Marine fish 
HT Striped bass 
White bass 
White perch 
RT Bass 
Freshwater fish 
SEA NETTLES 
BT Aquatic animals 
Plankton 
Seston 
Zooplankton 
Scyphozoa 
RT Toxins 
SEASONAL 
RT Diurnal 
Migration 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
BT Distribution 
RT Ecological distribution 
Migration patterns 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION 
RT Currents (water) 
Distribution 
Distribution patterns 
Sedimentation 
Sediment transport 
SEDIMENT LOAD 
BT Sediments 
NT Suspended load 
RT Currents {~ater) 
Meanders 
Sedimentation rates 
Sediment transport 
Seston 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
BT Sedimentation 
NT Saltation 
RT Deposition (sediments) 
Sedimentation rates 
Sediment distribution 
Sediment load 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
,RT Sedimentation 
SEDIMENTATION 
NT Deposition (sediments) 
Saltation 
Sediment transport 
RT Erosion 
Geology 
Marine geology 
Provenance 
Sedimentary petrology 
Sediment distribution 
Sediments 
Stratigraphy 
SEDIME~~TION RATES 
RT Deposition (sediments) 
Reservoirs 
Sediment distribution 
Sediment load 
Sediment transport 
SEDU1ENTS 
NT Bottom sediments 
Clays 
Diatomaceous earth 
Sediment load 
Suspended load 
RT Earth materials 
Fouling 
Geology 
Groundwater movement 
Mineralogy 
Provenance 
Sands 
Sedimentation 
SEISKIC STUDIES 
RT Geophysics 
SELF-PURIFICATION 
RT Photosynthesis 
Waste assimilative capacity 
Water pollution 
SESTON 
NT Aquatic microorganisms 
Dinoflagellates 
Marine fungi 
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SESTml (Cont 'd) 
!t'T Sea nettles 
RT Barnacles 
Primary productivity 
Scyphozoa 
Sediment load 
Zooplankton 
SEWAGE 
RT Industrial wastes 
Municipal wastes 
Sel."age disj>osal 
Sel."age effluents 
Sel."age treatment 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
RT Sel."age effluents 
Sewage treatment 
SE~AGE EFFLrENTS 
RI Sewage disposal 
Sewage treatment 
SEWAGE TREATMENT 
BT ~aste treatment 
Osmosis 
Industrial wastes 
Sewag'i! disposal 
Sewage effluents 
Waste treatment 
SHARKS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Elasmobranches 
Marine fish 
Wildlife 
SHELLFISH 
BT Aquatic animals 
NT Clams 
Crabs 
Lobsters 
~tussels 
Oysters 
Shr im;> 
Snails 
RT Maraculture 
Commercial fish 
Commericial fishing 
Crustaceans 
Mollusks 
SHIPS 
RT Boats 
Cruises 
Navigation 
Transportation 
SHORES 
RT Beaches 
Boundaries (property) 
Ccasts 
Tides 
SHRIMP 
BT Aquatic animals 
Crustaceans 
I:wertel>rates 
She 11 fish 
SILTING 
BT Sedimentation 
RT Reservoirs 
SILVERS IDES 
BT Aquatic animals 
Wildlife 
RT Freshwater fish 
Marine fish 
SKATES 
BT Aquatic animals 
Elasmobranches 
Marine fish 
SNAILS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Gastropods 
Invertebrates 
Mollusks 
Sbellfish 
RT Benthic fauna 
Oyster drills 
SNAKES 
BT Reptiles 
Wildlife 
RT Aquatic animals 
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SOFI' CLA.'i 
IT Aquatic ani .. ls 
Invertebrates 
Shellfish 
SOtri'H CAROLINA 
BT Atlantic Coastal Plain 
Geographical regions 
SPATIAL DISTRIBl~ION 
RT Distribution 
Ecological distribation 
Migration patterns 
SPAWNING 
RT Fish behavior 
Reproduction 
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
RT Chemical analysis 
SPOIL BANKS 
SPORES 
RT Bacteria 
Dispersion 
Fungi 
SPORT FISHING 
IT Recreation 
RT Bass 
SPOT 
Elasmobranches 
Fishing gear 
Sport fish 
BT Aquatic animals 
Marine fish 
RT Brackish-water fish 
Freshwater fish 
SPOTTED SEA TROtrr 
BT Aquatic animals 
Marine fish 
STARCI 
Carbohydrates 
Organic ca-pouada 
STATE C.OVERNMENTS 
RT Administrative agencies 
State jurisdiction 
Water resources development 
STATE JURISDICTION 
RT State governments 
Water rights 
STATIONS 
NT Gaging stations 
RT Data c~llections 
Fadlities 
Instrumentation 
STATISTICAL t-IETHODS 
RT Cnarts 
Sampling 
Surveys 
SL\TISTICS 
BT Data collections 
RT Census 
Measurement 
Sampling 
STICKLEBACKS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Wildlife 
RT Freshwater fish 
Marine fish 
STINGING NETTLES 
STORMS 
NT Hurricanes 
RT Floods 
Rainfall 
Runoff 
STRATIGRAPHY 
RT Geologic formations 
Paleontology 
Radioactive dating 
Sedimentation 
STREAM GAGES 
RT Current meters 
Discharge measurement 
Discharge (water) 
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STREAM GAGES (Cont'd) 
RT Gaging stations 
Streamflow 
STREA."{FLOW 
RT Discharge (water) 
Floods 
Runoff 
Stream gages 
STRIPED BASS 
t~ Roccus saxatilia 
BT Aquatic animals 
Bass 
Marine fish 
Sea basses 
STRUCTt;RAL GEOLOGY 
RT Continental shelf 
Earthquakes 
Geol'l'orphology 
Hydrogeology 
STRUCTURE 
RT Structural geology 
SUBSL~ACE INVES~IGATIOHS 
RT Borehole geophy~ics 
Drill holes 
Drilling 
SUBSt1lFACE WATERS 
NT Groundwater 
RT Aquifers 
Artesi<Jn wells 
Saline water intrusion 
Water tesources 
SUCKERS 
BT Aquatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
StHfER 
RT Seasonal 
SUNFISHES 
RT Aquatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
NT Bass 
SURFACE RUNOFF 
BT Runoff 
RT Floods 
Peak discharge 
Streamflow 
Surface .. -aters 
St"RFACE WATERS 
NT Atlantic Ocean 
Back River. Va. 
Chickah~iny River 
Corrot~n River 
Delaware River 
Estuaries 
Gunpowder River~ Md. 
James River 
Mattaponi River 
Navigable rivers 
Pamunkey River 
Patuxent River 
Piankatank River 
Potomac River 
Rappahannock River 
Reservoirs 
Rivers 
Susquehanna River 
York River 
RT Draina~e systems 
Eutro:-hicat ion 
Gaging stations 
Runoff 
Surfact: runoff 
Waste assimilative capacit~ 
Watersheds (basins) 
Wetlands 
SURVEYS 
RT Bathyc:etry 
Census 
Data collections 
Geophysics 
Measurement 
Photography 
Remote sensing 
Statistical .atboda 
SUSPEt."DED IA\0 
BT Sediment load 
Sediments 
RT Runoff 
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SUSPENSION 
RT Dispersion 
Sediment transport 
Seston 
Suspended load 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Maryland 
Pennsylvania 
SYMBIOSIS 
RT Ecology 
SYSTEMATICS 
NT Fish taxon~ 
RT Classification 
l!lants 
TEMPERATURE 
RT Thermal water 
Temperature control 
TEMPERA niRE CONTROL 
RT Temperature 
TERRACES (GEOLOGICAL) 
RT Geomorphology 
TERTIARY PERIOD 
BT Cenozoic era 
NT Miocene epoch 
THERMAL POWER 
RT Thermal water 
THERMAL WATER 
RT Temperature 
Thermal power 
THERMOCLINE 
RT Reservoirs 
Temperature 
TIDU EFFECTS 
RT Tides 
TIDI\L MARSifS 
BT Wetlands 
Coastal marshes 
TIDt\L MARSHES (CONT'D) 
RT Eel grass 
Saline water intrusion 
Salt marshes 
Tides 
TIDES 
RT Currents (water) 
Diurnal 
Estuaries 
Oceanography 
Saline water intrusion 
Tidal effects 
Tidal marshes 
Winds 
TOURISM 
RT Economic impact 
Recreation 
TOXINS 
RT Air pollution 
Chemicals 
Mortality 
Pesticides 
Pollutants 
Pesticides 
Sea nettles 
Water pollution 
TRANSPORTATION 
RT Boats 
Canals 
Distribution 
Harbors 
Navigation 
River basin development 
Ships 
TRAPPING 
TRAWLING 
BT Fishing 
RT Fishing gear 
TREES 
BT Plants 
RT Forestry 
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TREMATODES 
BT Animal parasites 
Invertebrates 
Platyhelminthes 
Worms 
TRIBUTARIES 
RT Drainage patterns (geologic) 
Rivers 
TROL'I" 
BT Aquatic animals 
Sport fish 
Wildlife 
TCNheL CONSTRUCTION 
RT Transportation 
Tt:RBIDIIT 
RT Suspension 
Water quality 
Tt:RTLES 
BT Reptiles 
Wildlife 
RT Aquatic animals 
2,4-D 
BT Pesticides 
Herbicides 
UNITED STATES 
BT Geographical regions 
UNIVERSI7IES 
RT Education 
Facilities 
iJ"Rl!.AN RE :\EWAL 
RT City planning 
Urbanization 
URBANIZATION 
RT Cities 
City planning 
Drainage systems 
Economics 
Urban renew& 1 
Water resources development 
VARIABILITY 
RT uispersion 
Sampling 
VEGETATION 
· RT Forests 
Plants 
VIRGI~L-\ 
BT Atlantic Coastal Plain 
Coastal plains 
Geographical regions 
RT Back Rive~. Va. 
Chesapeake Bay 
Chickahominy River 
Corroto~an River 
Dismal Swa::-.? 
Eastern Shore 
Elizabeth River 
James Rive~ 
Mattaponi River 
Mobjack Bay 
Parnunkey River 
Fiankatank River 
Potor:;ac River 
Rappahannock River 
York River 
WASTE ASSI!'!ILATIVE CAPACITY 
RT Eutrop;•.i.cation 
Nutrients 
Oxygen 
Surface waters 
1\aste treatment 
WAST:: TR~Til:Et·rl' 
~~ Sewage treatment 
RT Waste assimilative capacity 
Waste water treatment 
WASTE WATER TREATME~"'' 
BT Waste treatment 
RT Adsorption 
Industrial wastes 
Municipal wastes 
WATER BIRDS 
RT Waterfowl 
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WATER CHEMISTRY 
RT Adsorption 
Chemistry 
Geochemistry 
Inorganic compounds 
Water quality 
WATER CIRCt~TION 
RT Currents (water) 
Tides 
Waves (water) 
WATER CONSERVATION 
RT Runoff 
Water demand 
~atcr management (applied) 
Water policy 
Water resources development 
Water supply 
Water utilization 
Wildlife conservation . 
WATER DEMAND 
RT Recreation de~nd 
Water management (applied) 
Water policy 
Water supply 
Water utilization 
WATER EQUIVALE~"l' 
WATER LAW 
BT Legal aspects 
RT Administrative decisions 
Legislation 
Riparian rights 
Water policy 
Water resources developQent 
WATER MANAGu!ENT _(APPLIED) 
RT Drainage systems 
Flood control 
Land managem.ant 
WATER POLICY 
RT · Cost allocation 
Flood control 
Multiple-purpose projects 
WATER POLICY (Cont'd) 
RT Navigation 
Project planning 
Recreation 
Water allocation (policy) 
Water conservation 
Water demand 
Water law 
Water resources development 
Water utiliza~ion 
WATER POLLUTION 
RT Dispersion 
!1ortality 
Ripariar. rights 
Toxins 
Water allocation (policy) 
Water conservation 
Water pollution effects 
Water quality 
Water resources 
Water utilization 
YATER POLLlTI'ION CONTROL 
RT Water quality control 
t;ATER POLLUI'ION EFFECTS 
RT Ecological impact 
Eutrop!lication 
Fouling 
Mortality 
Turbidity 
Water pollution 
Water quality 
WATER QUALITY 
RT Aquifer characteristics 
Bioindicators 
Brackish water 
Eutrophication 
Geochemistry 
Mineralogy 
Nutrients 
Radioactivity 
Salinity 
Salt balance 
Turbidity 
Water chemistry 
Water pollution 
Water pollution effects 
Water quality control 
Water temperature 
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WATER Qt:AI.ITY CO~TROL 
RT Water quality 
Water treatr::.ent 
WATER RESOt:RCES 
RT Natural res0Jrces 
Subsurface ~aters 
Surface waters 
Water conse~vation. 
Wa:er ~na~e~nt (applied) 
l-'ate: policy 
"l.'ater po!lution 
:..-ac:er q...ality 
~ater resources devcloPQent 
Water s..:ppl:; 
Water :rea::r..cr.t 
Water utilization 
WATER RESOeRCES DEVELO?MEl\"l' 
RT Cities 
~ultiple-purpose projects 
Natural resources 
River basin developc~ut 
State go\·ernwents 
trba::iza~ion 
Water allocation (~olicy) 
Water co nservation 
Water law 
Water ~olicy 
Water rescurces 
·~at.-,r su?ply 
Water utilization 
WATER RIGh"l'S 
~~ Riparian rights 
RT Adcinis::rative a6encies 
Legal aspects 
State jurisdictiCI~ 
Water allocation (policy) 
Water law 
WATER Sl""PPLY 
RT Grounci-.·a~er 
Natural resources 
River basin cevelopment 
Water allocation (policy) 
Water management (applied) 
Water reso:.1rces 
Water resources de\'elcpc1er.t 
Watershecs (basins) 
Water table 
Water utilization 
Water wells 
WATER TABLE 
II.T A~uifers 
Groundt.:atcr 
Water supply 
Yater wells 
WATER TEMPERATilRE 
BT Temperature 
RT Ba~hythermographs 
Thermal water 
Water quality 
WATER l~I~lZATION 
RT Natural resources 
Recreation 
Riparian rights 
~ater allocation (policy) 
l:ater conservation 
l\ater demand 
Wate: ~nagernent (applied) 
Water policy 
ilater resources 
Water resources development 
Water rights 
aater supplj 
Wat~r ~tilization 
"-\ l'ER \.'FLLS 
NT Artesian wells 
&T Ac;uifers 
Grour.Jwater 
Water supply 
Water table 
WA 1z.RFu:AS 
UF Leptodora kindtii 
BT ~q~tic animals 
Crustaceans 
lnverteb~ates 
Plankton 
Zooplankton 
h'ATERF<l:t.. 
RT Water birds 
Wildlife 
WATER.SH!DS (BASntS) 
RT Fll)oJS 
Foreatr.y 
River basins 
Sur face waters 
Water supply 
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WA\"ES (WATER) 
RT Currents (water) 
Eros ion 
Sand bars 
Water circulation 
WEATHER D.\TA 
RT Charta 
Meteorological data 
'-~!LANDS 
lo."T Marshes 
Salt marshes 
Tidal marshes 
RT Surface waters 
WHITE EASS 
BT AGuatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
Hybrids 
Marine fish 
WHITE PERQI 
UF Roccus aaericanus 
Morone americana 
ST Aquatic animals 
Freshwater fish 
Sea basses 
WD.lJ RIVERS 
BT Rivers 
Surface waters 
RT Recreation 
Scenery 
~ater policy 
WILDLIFE 
NT Ale,.Jives 
Alosids 
Amcric~n shc.d 
Amphibians 
Anadromous fish 
Atlantic menhaden 
Bass 
Blueback herring 
Brackish~atcr fish 
Catfishes 
Cobia 
C0111:1ercial fish 
Croaker 
Eels 
Elaamobranches 
WiLDLIFE (Cont'd) 
NT Freshwater fish 
Frogs 
Grey se.a trout 
Herrings 
Juvenile fishes 
Kill ifishes 
Marine fish 
Rt>ptiles 
Salamanders 
Sea basses 
Sharks 
Silvers ides 
Skates 
Spot 
Sticklebacks 
St r i ?ed baas 
Tro•1t 
Turtles 
Water birds 
Waterfowl 
l.inite oau 
White perch 
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
RT Animal control 
Habitats 
Reservoirs 
Riparian rights 
Water allocation (policy) 
~etlands 
Wildlife 
Wil'iD VELOCITY 
RT Hurricanes 
Winds 
WINDS 
RT Hurricanes 
Tides 
WINTER 
RT Seasonal 
WORMS 
BT Invertebratds 
NT Platyhelminthes 
Polychaetea 
Trematodes 
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YORK RIVER 
BT Rivers 
S~.:.rface waters 
RT Virginia 
ZOOPLANKl'ON 
BT Aquatic animals 
Plankton 
NT Waterfleas 
RT Aquati' ~icrcorganisrns 
Seaton 
